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ABSTRACT
Being Together: Imaginaries of Coexistence and Resistance
in Contemporary South Asian Writings
by
Mahendran Thiruvarangan
Advisor: Dr. Peter Hitchcock
Being Together is a critical inquiry into selected writings that produce a counterhegemonic imagination of pluralism, coexistence and cultural resistance to the violence,
dispossession and exclusions perpetuated by nationalist, racist and neoliberal forces in South
Asian and South Asian diasporic contexts, primarily spaces within or associated with Sri Lanka.
Due to the historical role the nation, homelands, native culture, sovereignty, and selfdetermination have played in liberating South Asia from the clutches of British colonialism in
the mid-twentieth century, these ideas have enormous political valence to the socio-political lives
of the communities that consider the region their homeland today. While this history, albeit
fraught with contradictions and exclusions, cannot be trivialized or underplayed, in postcolonial
times, these very concepts have been mobilized in divisive ways by reactionary nationalists and
the neoliberal elite to create internal tensions in different parts of this region. On the other hand,
South Asian communities that are at the receiving end of nationalist violence and neoliberal
dispossession, such as the Kashmiris and the Tamils in Sri Lanka who are resisting colonizing or
dominant states, and tribal populations that are struggling against corporatization of their
resources continue to see in these concepts avenues for liberation and justice.
This dissertation sheds light on the paradoxical status of these concepts and ideas in
contemporary Sri Lankan and South Asian politics and activism and how literary writers from
South Asia re-configure or invite us to re-imagine them in ways that bring communities divided
iv

along lines of ethnicity, religion, culture and nation close to one another, promoting a vision of
coexistence that does not sidestep the question of justice. The writings that this study focuses
upon challenge and respond to discourses that revolve around cultural, linguistic and ethnic
essentialisms and territorial foundationalisms. Zooming in on the iterations of land as homeland,
host-land, nation, territory, province and environment and how ‘native,’ ‘non-native’ and
diasporic communities in and from South Asia relate to them, this dissertation in its various
chapters argues that the literary kindles a cosmopolitical or socio-ecological imagination about
land, community and resistance that regards coexistence as a central condition of postcoloniality.
The literary and human rights narratives that are examined in this study also suggest that
coexistence is a messy, ambivalent process that is refracted by the effects of violence that the
communities faced in the past and guided by a commitment on their part to live, act and resist
together in the present and the future. Foregrounding resistant, liminal, hybrid and cosmopolitan
socio-cultural formations that nationalisms and neoliberalism try to ignore and obliterate, these
texts, I argue, behoove us to theorize self-determination and resistance as processes that can be
re-conceived in terms of routes, entanglements, translation, inter-dependency, cultural crosspollination and inter-ethnic solidarity, instead of upon exclusivist theories of origins, roots,
essence and unencumbered selfhood.
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For all those who taught me English at Jaffna College…
You made possible with your sincerity, dedication and passion for teaching what I write today.
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INTRODUCTION
Postcoloniality, South Asia and Sri Lanka: Identities, Territories and Narratives
“Here lies our postcolonial misery: not in our inability to think out new forms of the modern
community but in our surrender to the old forms of the modern state.”
Partha Chatterjee, The Nation and Its Fragments (11)

In the Jaffna where I grew up as a child and teenager, I woke up daily to the chimes of
the Cathedral Church at Vaddukoddai, a small village located in the northern part of Sri Lanka.
This iconic church was built by the Portuguese when Vaddukoddai was a Portuguese colony
nearly four centuries ago.1 Some locals of Vaddukoddai in their everyday conversations claim
that the place where the Cathedral stands today had housed a shrine of Sivan, considered to be
the most supreme of the Hindu deities, before the Portuguese demolished it and built the church.
The church was later confiscated by the Dutch and, in the nineteenth century, British Governor
Sir Robert Browning handed it over to the American Ceylon Mission. 2 In the nineteenth and
twentieth centuries, American missionaries stationed in the north and native Christians
worshipped together in that church. Today it functions as the Cathedral of the Jaffna Diocese of
the Church of South India. As a seat of Christianity and a location that nourishes both the Tamil
and English languages, the Cathedral has historically contributed to the making of a
cosmopolitan ambience in Vaddukoddai where the majority of the population are Tamilspeaking Hindus. The church bell, over the decades, has assumed the role of a social clock

Sagara Jayasinghe notes that although “[t]he building has been subjected to several modifications over the
centuries under different ecclesiastical regimes [and] the interior of the church has been rendered unrecognisable and
inconsistent to the components and styles that resonated during the Portuguese occupation, […] the original
Portuguese nave and aisles separated by semi-circular interconnecting arches which are supported by massive round
pillars over 3 feet in diameter which end in plain square capitals, are still intact.” (5)
1

See the post “Jaffna Celebrates 175th Year of American Ceylon Mission,” at
https://www.ucanews.com/story-archive/?post_name=/1991/10/09/jaffna-celebrates-175th-year-of-american-ceylonmission&post_id=39973
2
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among both Hindus and Christians who time to its chimes their everyday activities like waking
up, starting the evening studies and putting the cattle that went for grazing back in their pens. I
begin my theoretical reflections on cosmopolitanism and cultural coexistence in the peripheries
of the postcolony and their imbrications with anticolonialism and contemporary nationalism
through the lens provided by the presence of the Cathedral at Vaddukoddai.
Facing the Church was (and is) Jaffna College, an educational institution founded in 1872
through collaboration between American missionaries and the native Christians who wanted to
have a seat of learning for themselves and their progeny in rural Jaffna. Jaffna College became a
pioneer institute for higher education in northern Ceylon during British colonial times. The
curriculum taught by this institution in the nineteenth century included Translation and
native/Eastern and Western languages such as Tamil, English, Sanskrit and Latin (Chelliah 65).
A secular anticolonial consciousness sprouted among the students of this College in a movement
called the Youth Congress of Jaffna in the early twentieth century. The movement, progressive in
outlook, envisioned that the island’s post-independence future should be one that respects
religious pluralism, multiculturalism and multilingualism and encourages women’s participation
in the civic life of the country and is free of caste oppression.3 The movement’s inclusive and
pluralist vision for the future of Ceylon is attributed largely to the education its members
received at Jaffna College, the determination shown by the missionary educationists attached to

3

This vision appears in the resolutions adopted at the first and sixth annual sessions of the Congress held in the
years 1924 and 1930. See Kadirgamar (Ed), Handy Perinbanayagam: A Memorial Volume, pp. 14-15 and 75-76. In
Palmyra Fallen, Rajan Hoole attributes the secular political traditions that emerged in northern Sri Lanka after
independence to the groundwork done by the Youth Congress of Jaffna: “The powerful legacy of the Youth
Congress has meant that since its heyday, nearly all major political movements among the Tamils from the TULF to
the militant movements, including the LTTE, have avowed secularism” (362).
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the College to keep its portals open to children from oppressed caste communities and the
climate of intellectual freedom nurtured at the institution.4
The education provided by Jaffna College can be described in broad terms as
cosmopolitan. Cosmopolitanism, a term associated with European modernity and transported to
Asia and Africa via colonialism, is a contested theoretical concept for its imbrications in imperial
forms of power and knowledge.5 But it is also a term that I find helpful in thinking through the
problematic of cultural pluralism, coexistence and resistance, not just in the metropolis but also
in the ex-colony. The cosmopolitan spirit nurtured among the students of Jaffna College was
further invigorated when the administration of the College decided to teach Sinhala, the language
spoken by the majority of the Sri Lankan population who lived predominantly in areas outside
the northern and eastern provinces. In 1940, the editors of the Jaffna College Miscellany praise
the College’s decision to teach its students, a vast majority of whom were native speakers of
Tamil, the Sinhala language. The editors6 argue that Tamils and Sinhalese should learn each
other’s language in order to create of a new national imaginary that resists the hegemony of the
British and the English language:

4

John W. Bicknell recalls an incident where his father, a missionary Principal of the College in the early decades of
the twentieth century, resisted the opposition from the upper-caste students when he allowed an oppressed-caste
student to become a boarder. Even though more than hundred students left the school in protest, Rev. John Bicknell
was insistent that the oppressed-caste student would continue as a boarder and that he would run the school even if
the student in question was the only one left in the school. See Bicknell, “A Reminiscent Note” in Jaffna. College.
Miscellany: A Centenary Publication. pp. 88 – 92. See also, Kadirgamar, “The Liberal Tradition of Jaffna College”
in Jaffna College Miscellany: A Centenary Publication. pp. 88 – 92.
5

While European colonialism contributed to the formation of cosmopolitan cultural configurations in the ex-colony,
many regions that we today call the global south had witnessed features of what we today regard as
cosmopolitanism even before the arrival of Europeans. The Ottoman Empire, Zanzibar and the Polonnaruwa
Kingdom in ancient Sri Lanka are just a few examples of this phenomenon. That the Euro-centric histories of
cosmopolitanism that are transmitted to us today as global histories sometimes do not include these geographies is
indeed an epistemological violence.
6

Handy Perinbanayagam, one of the editors, went on to found the Youth Congress of Jaffna.
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The English language is, in our opinion, the most potent of the peaceful means that
conquest employs to win over the soul of a nation. Therefore, the part that a knowledge
of Sinhalese will play in bringing about a consciousness of national unity in the minds of
the Tamils cannot be exaggerated. We do not forget there is another party to the bargain.
What we say of the Tamils has application to the Sinhalese also. They will be strangers to
the Tamils, as long as they make no endeavour to know the Tamil language. The
optimum policy for Ceylon will be for every Sinhalese boy and every Sinhalese girl to be
taught Tamil in addition to Sinhalese and for every Tamil boy and every Tamil girl to be
taught Sinhalese in addition to Tamil. And the time is not far off, we hope, when an effort
will be made to realise this vision of ours. But we are thankful for the humbler
beginnings made in this direction by some schools in the Island. (Perinbanayagam and
Kulatungam 2-4)
Contrary to the editors’ vision, the governments that came to power in postcolonial Ceylon (and
later Sri Lanka) did not promote Tamil-Sinhala bilingualism among the citizens of the country.
Sinhala nationalist politicians used linguistic nationalism as a primary vehicle to come to power.
In 1956, when the Sri Lanka Freedom Party (SLFP) formed a government under the leadership
of S.W.R.D. Banadaranayake, Sinhala replaced English as the sole official language of the island
nation. The favorable treatement given to Sinhala by the state at the expense of Tamil
strengthened the nascent Tamil nationalist consciousness that had been in existence in the Tamilmajority northern and eastern regions of the island since colonial times.
The introduction of Tamil- and Sinhala-medium education in post-independence Sri
Lanka as a way of addressing the regional and social imbalances that English-medium education
had engendered in the country, the Tamil militancy and the prolonged civil war and the internal
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and transnational migration of a large number of English-speaking elite from Jaffna led to
important changes in the cultural and educational life of Jaffna College (and other schools in
northern Sri Lanka founded by Christian missionaries from the West) in the late 1990s and early
2000s.7 The revival of the English-medium stream at Jaffna College happened in the mid-2000s,
when the government re-launched English-medium education as part of its World Bank-driven
educational reforms. The students of my time, unlike the previous generations, did not speak
English among themselves. The English books in the library remained dust-covered. However,
the school tried to keep its cosmopolitan outlook alive by teaching English Literature to the
students in the senior school and staging Shakespearean plays annually. Sinhala was not taught
as the administration could not find anyone who was competent to teach the language. The
Liberation Tigers of Tamil Eelam (LTTE), a militant movement that fought for the creation of a
separate Tamil state in the northern and eastern regions of the island, did not encourage the
teaching of Sinhala in schools in the north that Tamil-speaking students attended. The
administration of Jaffna College did not want to antagonize the Tigers who kept Jaffna under
their rigid control between 1990 and 1995.
Born and brought up as a Hindu in a non-English-speaking middle-class household in
rural Jaffna, I retrospectively see Jaffna College and the Church as the places where I first made
sense of selfhood and Otherness as unstable, ambivalent and fluctuating categories that cannot be
understood as constituents of a simple binary (though not in the language in which I present that
process today). These spaces exposed me to a narrative about life, death and afterlife that was
different from what I learnt as a Hindu at home and in the temples where I worshipped as a child.

7

It was only in 1978 that Tamil was also recognized as an additional official language of Sri Lanka. By then, the
Tamil militancy had become a force to reckon with in Sri Lanka.
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For many students of Jaffna College who came from similar socio-cultural backgrounds to mine,
at least during their primary school days, Hinduism and Christianity coexisted side by side like
the two sides of a coin. All the students in the primary section of Jaffna College, regardless of
faith, had to participate in the morning prayers. Hindu students often competed with one another
to become members of the English choir which mostly sang Christian hymns and Christmas
carols. The English day celebrations, the English choir, Shakespearean drama and the Western
violin orchestra were not merely cultural expressions that the school took pride in organizing;
they also had a central place in the aspirations of upwardly-mobile, middle-class, predominantly
upper-caste Hindu families that sent their children to this school. Not many from this class-caste
group thought about the decolonization of their children’s education in a Ngugian anti-colonial
sense. By then Sri Lanka had entered into its 50th year as an independent sovereign nation-state.8
The communities around Jaffna College were suffering from a civil war and militarization.
Decolonial desires against ‘English’ or ‘Western’ values had receded from the cultural and
political landscapes of Jaffna. Unintentionally or otherwise, these middle-class desires for a
cultural capital that could be broadly identified as Western or Anglo-centric created a
cosmopolitanism in our everyday lives. A few of us even studied English literature and Western
music and sang at the Cathedral church when new priests were ordained.
As I think today about cosmopolitanism as a form of education or cultural capital or a
way of negotiating the cultural, linguistic and religious differences among and around us while
coexisting with Others, I cannot help but go back to these days of my self-un/formation.
Cosmopolitanism or some form of it did exist in rural Jaffna even at the height of the civil war.

In Decolonising the Mind, Ngugi describes colonial education as “psychological violence of the classroom” that
followed “the physical violence of the battlefield” and emphasizes the need to de-colonize the education given to
postcolonial African peoples. (9).
8
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The cultural, religious and educational work done by various foreign missionary groups during
the colonial era made parts of twentieth-century Jaffna cosmopolitan in make-up. However, this
colonially manufactured cosmopolitanism could not completely erase the social tensions between
Christians and Hindus in the villages of Jaffna where missionary schools were established in the
nineteenth century. Orthodox Hindus in the region did pass snide remarks at their neighbors
whose children sang Christmas carols in the Cathedral church. The cosmopolitan education
inaugurated in the colonial era also created class divisions between those educated at missionary
schools and those who went to the small-scale state-run schools in their villages where English
did not have any cultural presence beyond the text books designed by the state. Some of these
state schools did not even have qualified persons to teach English to the students who came from
economically deprived and socially marginalized backgrounds. Even though the efforts made by
Christian missionaries from distant lands and their local successors to open up the Christian
educational institutions in the north to oppressed caste communities bore some fruit, the Church
and the schools affiliated to it could not fully eradicate caste-based discrimination even within
those domains that came under their direct purview. Thus, Jaffna’s rural cosmopolitanism had a
strong class and caste thrust to it. However, unlike the rest of the country where English
education was generally available only to urban dwellers, in Jaffna, English and the cultural life
associated with the language were present in the rural areas to some extent owing to the
education offered by the schools established by Christian missionaries. Jaffna is perhaps the only
district in the country where students from rural schools routinely outperformed urban students
in the English Language Day competitions conducted by the Department of Education until
recently.
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In the larger scheme of things, the presence of a powerful English-educated middle class
which held bureaucratic positions in the colonial state and took pride in its native culture made
Jaffna the center of Tamil nationalism in the twentieth century, when the Tamils found
themselves and their language progressively alienated from the postcolonial state. In her analysis
of the material bases of the Tamil separatist project, Amita Shastri notes that an upwardly mobile
or ‘forward’ section of the Tamil community views the Sri Lankan state as a hindrance to its
progress while “a broad section of the regional population perceives that its relative
‘backwardness’ and marginal status is being deepened by the penetrative, discriminatory thrust
of the center’s development policy in the region” (57). The English-educated classes in the north
formed a powerful component of the ‘forward’ section that Shastri describes. While showing the
class conjuncture around which the secessionist project developed, Shastri also argues that the
settlement of landless Sinhalese peasants from the southern districts in the Tamil-majority
districts by the state sharpened the ethnic divide and intensified Tamils’ fears about the centrist
state (66). Starting off as a movement demanding linguistic federalism and regional autonomy in
the northern and eastern regions of the island, Tamil nationalism made (and continues to make)
the political claim that Tamils should re-claim their sovereignty which had resided in the Tamil
kingdom of Jaffna till it capitulated to the Portuguese in the sixteenth century. Christianity and
Christians, albeit a small minority in the northern and eastern regions of Sri Lanka, played a key
role in shaping the nationalist and cultural imaginary of the Tamils in the twentieth century.
Many Protestant churches in rural Jaffna associated with the South India United Churches
became part of the Church of South India which was involved in fashioning a nativist Christian
identity in the southern states of India around the time of decolonization and national liberation
in the subcontinent. Thanks to the groundwork done by organizations like the Jaffna Youth
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Congress, a thin secular consciousness had also made its presence felt in the north when Ceylon
got its independence in 1947. This secular vision, to some extent, countered the majoritarian
legacies of anti-colonial Tamil-Hindu revivalism led by figures like Arumuga Navalar in the late
nineteenth and early twentieth centuries. S. J. V. Chelvanayagam, a Christian political leader
who founded the Federal Party, is revered by many Tamils including Hindus in the north as the
father of the Tamil nation. Yet, Jaffna saw the horrific underbelly of this middle-class
cosmopolitanism in the last decade of the century, when the Muslims were evicted en masse
from the region by the Liberation Tigers of Tamil Eelam. Either due to fear of the LTTE or
entrenched political apathy towards the predicament of a minority community, most Hindus and
Christians in the north, who ethnically identified themselves as Tamils, remained silent when a
community of Tamil-speaking people, who did not consider themselves Tamils, were forced out
of their homes and homelands at 24 hours’ notice.
South Asian Cosmopolitanisms
The civil war brought to the fore the dark side of Jaffna’s local cosmopolitanism and its
nationalist face. It showed that this cosmopolitanism could not be fully distinguished from the
anti-Muslim sentiments prevalent in the North. The land culturally inscribed as Tamil in
sovereign terms in the nationalist imaginary turned against its Others, the Muslims. The messy
trafficking of cosmopolitanism, in this instance, with forces like nationalism and ethnic
foundationalism, and its value as the cultural capital of the middle and upper classes and
dominant castes, urges us to approach the idea of cosmopolitanism with caution. These processes
indicate that cosmopolitanism cannot have a stable definition or always be regarded as a
regenerative, benign force.
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Writing against the attempts to frame cosmopolitanism as a transparent category with a
singular genealogy, Dipesh Chakrabarty, Homi K. Bhabha, Sheldon Pollock, and Carol A.
Breckenridge note that “specifying cosmopolitanism positively and definitively is an
uncosmopolitan thing to do” (1). An example of bad cosmopolitanism that the authors
foreground in their work is the fetishization of cosmopolitan liberal individualist personhood (5).
The theorists offer Mother Theresa, George Soros, Ted Turner, the late Princess Diana and Bill
Gates, most of them known for their philanthropic work, as celebrity figures who represent
liberal notions of world citizenship in the latter decades of the twentieth century (5). By engaging
in philanthropic activities and social service, these much-romanticized, globalized individuals
knowingly or unknowingly soft-pedalled the ill effects of neoliberalism and contributed to the
line of thinking that personal goodwill and benevolence will tackle systemic problems like
poverty. Some of them see in philanthropy an opportunity to gain tax benefits for themselves. On
the other hand, there are liberals who oppose neoliberalism as neoliberal dispossession is often
accompanied by a totalitarian desire to restrict individual freedom. The enormity of the violence
neoliberalism produces makes it difficult for the market to be touted as a level playing field by
these liberals.
In critically examining the place of cosmopolitanism in South Asia, one must also
highlight its faultlines appearing along class, caste and ethnic lines. Despite the cosmopolitan
and liminal formations that emerged in South Asia via social, cultural and linguistic exchanges
predating colonialism and, later, via colonial apparatuses like missionary education, histories of
the region and the different nation-states it comprises tell us that nationalist discourses revolving
around singular cultural, ethnic and linguistic identities hold an alluring sway among South
Asian populations. To its credit, one should acknowledge that cosmopolitanism has imbued the
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idea of nation with a spirit of diversity and hybridity, as in the case of the Youth Congress of
Jaffna and even the secular nationalism of the Indian National Congress. Figures like Tagore,
nevertheless, continued to hold that nationalism cannot coexist with the cosmopolitan values that
humanism extols:
Even though from childhood I had been taught that idolatry of Nation is almost better
than reverence for God and humanity, I believe I have outgrown that teaching, and it is
my conviction that my countrymen will gain truly their India by fighting against the
education which teaches them that a country is better than the ideals of humanity. (The
English Writings 496)
Tagore’s landmark poem “Bharat-tirtha,” written in the spirit of cosmopolitanism in the heyday
of anti-colonial resistance, even welcomes the English to the subcontinent:
Come you Aryan, you non-Aryan, come Hindu, Mussalman.
Today, welcome you English, welcome you Christian.
[….]
Come quick to mother’s coronation, still to fill the pitcher for consecration
With holy water made sacred by the touch of everybody.
On the shore of this Bharat’s ocean of the great Humanity. (“Bharat Tirtha” 316)
While anti-colonial nationalists would have found the welcome accorded to the English by the
poet at the height of the former’s colonial authoritarianism outrageous and elitist, nearly seventy
years after India’s freedom, especially in the context of the rise of a virulent Hindu nationalism,
many find the cosmopolitanism of Tagore which encompasses, among others, the cultural
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legacies of British colonialism, useful in re-writing India’s cultural history in inclusive terms and
combating the puritanical narratives of the Sangh Parivar which attempts to establish in India a
Hindu Rashtra. Time thus plays a decisive role in the formation of cultural histories and
imaginaries and shapes the content and character of both nationalism and cosmopolitanism.
As members of a region that looked up to the idea of nation as a liberating force during
anti-colonial struggles, South Asians even today find a lot of resonance in the ideas of nation and
nationalism in envisaging their freedom from cultural majoritarianism and national oppression.
In the case of India, the idea of a common nation awaiting its liberation from the throes of
colonialism brought together people who spoke different languages and followed various faiths
under the umbrella of anti-colonialism, even as narrower definitions of the nation in religious
and linguistic terms were used to construct heterogeneous cultural narratives about the territory.
Bipan Chandra notes that “[t]he national movement played a pivotal role in the historical process
through which the people of India were formed into a nation or a people” in opposition to a
“common oppression by the common colonial ruler” (88). Ranajit Guha’s work on the peasant
uprisings in colonial India demonstrates that the subaltern classes contributed to the freedom
movement in their own ways, expanding and diversifying the terrain of anticolonial politics:
“The experience of exploitation and labour endowed this politics with many idioms, norms and
values which put it in a category apart from elite politics” (Guha 41). One should acknowledge
that the nation, despite its internal contradictions and plasticity, made anti-colonial liberation and
autonomy possible in many parts of the postcolony.
Even as we appreciate the historical role played by the nation in South Asia in making
postcolonial autonomy tangible in the form nation-states, we should not overlook the ways in
which the idea of nation has also undergone changes in this region, Africa and other postcolonial
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locations subsequently due to the rise of majoritarian cultural, linguistic and religious
nationalisms, the patronage of the state that some of these nationalisms enjoy and the
discriminatory economic policies of the state against its peripheral regions and minority
populations. The official nationalisms of Sri Lanka, India, Pakistan and Bangladesh remain
majoritarian and patriarchal and bolster the interests of the upper classes and upper castes. To
some extent, the demand for the creation of Bangladesh and the popularity the Tamil separatist
movements in Sri Lanka have enjoyed among the Tamils in the north and east of the country
need to be understood as outcomes of the alienating tendencies of these official nationalisms.
These trends suggest that cosmopolitan nationalisms that were influential during the anti-colonial
period have given way to blood-and-soil nationalisms in many parts of South Asia today. This
change, however, does not mean that all nationalisms that operated in South Asia while the
region was struggling for its liberation from the British were cosmopolitan in outlook. Anagarika
Dharmapala’s writings on anti-colonial Sinhala-Buddhist nationalism, for example, reverses the
racist discourses spawned by European colonialism not just against the British but also Tamils,
Muslims and other minorities in the island.9 The Muslim League’s desire for the creation of
Pakistan, which paralleled the end of colonial rule in the subcontinent, invoked Islam as a
unifying force (Devji 9). Periyar’s Dravidian nationalism in the southern parts of India, despite
its commitment to anti-caste politics and social justice, centered around the Dravidian identity
and Dravidian languages. One should, therefore, acknowledge that ethnicity, language and

These are some remarks made by Dharmapala against non-Buddhist populations: “The Bhikkhu Sangha became a
universal brotherhood, and the refuge of the high and the low. All Asia heard the law of compassion, the religion of
wisdom was preached to all, and the Dhamma of Karuna and Pragna was accepted by men and Gods. Jehovah,
Allah, Vishnu, Shiva, Kali, Durga, Jesus were names not yet heard in the civilised world. The European races with
the exception of Romans and Greeks were then in a state of Barbaric paganism. The ancestors of the British were
then living naked in the forest. The Nordic races were still savages” (579).
9
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religion remained the loci of sovereignty in many South Asian geographies even during the era
of anti-colonial nationalism.
The decisive role ethnicity, language, religion and culture played in nation-formation
continued in the post-colonial era too and in some instances even led to violence, ethnic
cleansing and genocide. In 1971, language became the center of nationalist politics in East
Pakistan giving birth to Bangladesh even as there was a strong material basis for the region’s
demand for secession. East Pakistan’s struggle for freedom resulted in the deaths of thousands of
Bengalis. The demand for an autonomous Tamil state in neighboring Sri Lanka caused a thirtyyear civil war in that country. We cannot isolate these national projects from the region’s
colonial history as many of these identities competing with one another for territory and state
power today are products of European colonialism. In writing about the emergence of sovereign
authority in the postcolony, Thomas Blom Hansen and Finn Stepputat note that “European states
never aimed at governing the colonial territories with the same uniformity and intensity applied
to their own populations” (4). The divisions that were methodically inaugurated during the
colonial era were later taken forward, when the postcolonial state began to fashion its own
identity through projects of exclusion, discrimination and dispossession.
Even as we attend to the postcolonial continuities of the ethno politics initiated during the
colonial era, we cannot have a common theory about the formation of ethnic identities in the
global south. I would argue that while colonialism did play a major role in giving a political
character to ethnic identities, the Sri Lankan situation cannot easily be compared to the formation
of, for instance, the Tutsi and Hutu identities in Africa during colonialism. 10 K. Intirapala’s work
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on the evolution of the Tamil identity in precolonial Ceylon observes that a territorial divide
between the Tamils and Sinhalese became pronounced with the shift of the island’s center of
political authority towards the southwest in the thirteenth century (8). Interestingly, the Tamil
kingdom of Jaffna emerged around the same time in the north. When the coastal regions of the
island were brought under the control of the Portuguese in the sixteenth century, these ethnic
identities had already attained some territorial dimension. At the same time, it should be clarified
that the modern Tamil nationalist claim that the entire northeast belonged to a single precolonial
kingdom is only a myth. What these observations suggest is that it is inaccurate to claim that the
processes of politicizing and territorializing Tamil and Sinhala identities happened for the first
time during the colonial period. When Europeans entered the island, these ethnic differences
were available for them to exploit and manipulate in ways that suited their interests. The ethnonationalist uprisings that Sri Lanka witnessed in the post-colonial era are, thus, products of not
just colonial political developments but also precolonial political processes.
Despite having their roots, at least partly, in the colonial era, the widespread support
South Asian nationalisms enjoy today points to the fact that national self-determination continues
to have immense relevance in the region. One should also note that narratives about ethnic-based
territorialization pre-existing the arrival of European colonizers also galvanize the processes of
coupling ethno-nationalist self-determination with territory. Yet, attempts have also been made
in parts of the region to imagine national self-determination in cosmopolitan terms in the postindependence period. The early decades of the self-determination movement in Kashmir
predicated its quest for freedom on a regional identity that accommodated the religious and
cultural pluralism observed amongst its populace. The Muslim Conference which was fighting
for self-determination in Kashmir decided in 1939 to change its name to the Jammu and Kashmir
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National Conference as a gesture of embracing the religious plurality of the region
(Chattopadhyay, “The Identity of Kashmir”). Sheik Abdulla’s vision for a multireligious,
multicultural Kashmir which also promised radical land re-distribution is another noteworthy
move in the direction of making self-determination a project that upholds diversity and social
justice (Bahn 5). In the face of cultural and religious majoritarianisms, the Left in South Asia
today often turns to the older cosmopolitan nationalisms of the anti-colonial era for inspiration
and guidance. The historicity of India’s multicultural, multilingual and multireligious make-up
was repeatedly highlighted during the lecture series on nationalism held at Jawaharlal Nehru
University in 2016 when its students and teachers faced political repression from the Hindu
Right regime. 11 Therefore, one may safely claim that there were different kinds of nationalisms
competing for state power during the anti-colonial struggles as well as in the post-colonial era.
This dissertation, while recognizing the contribution of anti-colonial and postcolonial
national liberation struggles to democratizing the state and society, examines, in part, the limits
to and contradictions within nationalism and how postcolonial literatures imagine, sometimes as
a response to divisive nationalisms, a social-ecological vision that attends to, without
sidestepping, the specificities of the nation in India and Sri Lanka. Using literary examples from
South Asia, I theorize a postcolonial socio-ecological imagination of coexistence that recognizes
the specific and historical nature of national or ethnic identities while tracing the dynamic links
between identity formation, territory and state power. While recognizing the importance of
dissident imagination to challenging divisive nationalisms, one has to accept that imagination
cannot do the hardwork of material re-distribution. Post-national imagination has already been
co-opted by neoliberal organizations like the World Bank which require postcolonial states to
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abandon their cultural nationalisms as a precondition for disbursing financial aid. Yet, the need
for a cosmopolitical imagination that resists polarizing nationalisms, while not dismissing the
people’s quests for liberation in places like Kashmir, northeastern India and Sri Lanka as
parochial, is felt among writers and activists in South Asia today. Such an imagination is
considered necessary in the present context, as chauvinistic religious groups and political parties
in the region often create among their constituencies a fear of the religious/cultural Other with a
view to capturing state power and deflecting the people’s attention from their complicity in, for
instance, neoliberalism. This postcolonial socio-ecological vision brings to the fore literary
representations of marginal and subaltern figures in and from South Asia who are placed in their
current territories in a precarious manner by nationalist discourses and neoliberalism: the
migrant/migrant worker from the postcolony, the ‘non-originary’ ethnic subject in the global
south, the ethnic minorities and the indigent or working-class subject. In a territorial sense,
justice for some of these figures means that they are not returned to their ‘proper’ and ‘original’
places as xenophobic nationalists suggest, but a praxis that should happen in the here-and-thenow and involve material processes and symbolic efforts that make territory hospitable and cohabitable for them.
Imperialism and Cultural Identities: Now and Then
Much has been written on how the end of European rule in South Asia, Africa and other
parts of the world did not completely liberate these regions from the dominance of Western
ideological and material practices. The near-empty coffers that the new states inherited from
their colonial masters made them rely on Europe and financial institutions like the World Bank
and IMF for capital. Richard Peet describes the double bind that marked the anticolonial moment
in the global south as “[p]olitical decolonization [and] economic recolonization” (61). Peet’s
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observations on how the First World, especially the United States, used the IMF to establish its
hegemony on a global scale is telling in this regard:
[T]he IMF was not formed as a democratic institution in anything like the sense of intercountry equality. It was primarily an American invention, with British collaboration,
consciously designed to foster one particular perspective on the development of global
economic relations. It was located in Washington to place it within a policy-making
system dominated by the US Treasury. The voting system was deliberately designed to
enable the US will to prevail, and to prevent policies not in the US national interest from
being adopted, or perhaps even discussed. (63)
Multinational corporations that began their businesses in the West gradually invaded the global
south and captured the local markets. But the movement of these transnational business entities
is not a recent development, because, for instance, multinational corporations like the East India
Company had as long a history as European colonialism itself. The entry of transnational
businesses into the postcolony after independence posed a severe threat to local production and
led to the exploitation of peasants and workers in an unprecedented manner. The various free
trade agreements initiated by the USA and the USA’s use of military power to expand its
hegemony over various parts of the world need to be seen as examples of what David Harvey
calls “the new imperialism” or “accumulat[ion] by dispossession” (“The ‘New’ Imperialism”
64).
On the political front, the ruling classes in many ex-colonies started identitarian political
projects with a view to rigidifying the social and cultural divisions that were produced or
exploited by European colonial apparatuses, like the census, and the cultural archives of
Orientalism, including the literary. As a result, ethno-nationalisms turned the region into a
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battleground of pernicious identity politics. On the other hand, violent conflicts in places like Sri
Lanka gave powerful Western states many an opportunity to promote their economic and
political agendas in the guise of human rights protection and conflict management. These
agendas often eye the resources available in the postcolony that the western metropolis can easily
exploit for its economic and ideological gains. Due to these developments, even the nationalisms
of the oppressed in South Asia are made to forge unethical alliances with exploitative global
powers to win the emancipation of their people. Therefore, framing the national and the
transnational as opposites or one as a radical alternative to the other would elide and
oversimplify the muddled relationship between nationalism and neoliberalism in Sri Lanka or
South Asia.
Though cosmopolitanism is a term that Marxists are apprehensive of due to the term’s
association with the Enlightenment, Euro-centricism and elitism, I see Marx and Engel as
pioneering figures who conceived a cosmopolitan mode of opposition to the cosmopolitanism of
the world market, when they exhorted the workers of the world to unite to take on capitalism. 12
Focusing mainly on the class-based contradictions in European society, they were aware that
some spaces that permitted the coexistence of cultural differences (such as the world market)
could be pernicious. In theorizing a postcolonial socio-ecological vision that resists both divisive
nationalisms and neoliberal exploitation, this dissertation works with and builds on Karl Marx
and Friedrich Engel’s anti-capitalist cosmopolitan imagination. The two thinkers state in the
Communist Manifesto that “[t]he bourgeoisie has through its exploitation of the world market

David Harvey’s cautious remarks about the global coalition of “the central bankers, the treasury secretaries” and
others who are trying to find a “global solution to the mess caused by the latest economic crisis” is an example of
the Marxist wariness about global cosmopolitanism (“What do we do” 54). Yet, Harvery also highlights the
“universal project or the possibility of creating a different and better kind of world called communism” (51).
12
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given a cosmopolitan [kosmopolitisch] character to production and consumption in every
country” (39). Thus, within the national sphere of economic production, one observes the
territorialization of an exploitative cosmopolitanism. Pheng Cheah notices in Marx and Engel’s
call to the workers of the world to unite a proletarian cosmopolitanism which Cheah views as “a
necessary and existing form of solidarity grounded in the global exploitation that has resulted
from the global development of forces of production” (“Cosmopolitanism,” 490). While Marxistinspired activism and literature continue to imagine a cosmopolitics that cuts across cultural
borders, neoliberalism has co-opted the logic of multiculturalism to achieve its destructive goals.
Neoliberalism ghettoizes cultural differences and seeks to overdetermine what cosmopolitanism
means today. Thus, we should see cosmopolitics not just as a tussle but also as a force that
resides at the heart of dangerous alliances between the national and the global in the postcolony.
The language and idiom that sections of the Left sometimes deem progressive for purposes of
ethnic coexistence have already been appropriated by the neoliberal multicultural right.13 This is
why our conversations about ethnicity, religion and culture must attend to the ways in which
class and material production and re-distribution operate within the discourses of citizenship.
Highlighting cosmopolitanism’s fraught alliances with neoliberalism and national
chauvinism, Bruce Robbins notes that cosmopolitanism cannot be seen as “a gallery of virtuous,
eligible identities,” reframing it as “a domain of contested politics” or “cosmopolitics”
(“Actually Existing Cosmopolitanism” 12). Robbins’ attention to the pitfalls of cosmopolitanism,
however, does not make him abandon his faith in cultural pluralism; his critique is, instead,
directed towards “particularistic” multiculturalism that celebrates “difference for its own sake”
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(12). Robbins sees in cosmopolitics “a name for the genuine striving toward common norms and
mutual translatability” (13). But whether cosmopolitics could resist nationalist chauvinism and
neoliberalism depends on the nature of the ‘common’ that it seeks to build and its ability to
deliver the kind of social justice that is the subaltern’s due at a given moment. It is important that
we imagine the cosmopolitical common as a form of solidarity across differences or a desire for
coexistence because framing it in substantive terms would obliterate internal differences,
especially the languages and cultures of marginalized and subaltern groups.
As noted earlier, the cultural, ethnic and linguistic differences that cosmopolitanism
encompasses and embraces today are in part products of colonial projects that Europe set in
motion in the early modern era. From a Leftist point of view, as Lisa Lowe has already done, one
could argue that the precursors to modern liberal pluralism appeared in the eighteenth and
nineteenth centuries when the capitalist and imperialist classes in Europe began to manage
cultural and linguistic differences among the laboring populations in their plantations in the
Americas or colonies in Asia and Africa:
To observe that the genealogy of modern liberalism is simultaneously a genealogy of
colonial divisions of humanity is a project of tracking the ways in which race, geography,
nation, caste, religion, gender, sexuality and other social differences become elaborated
as normative categories for governance under the rubrics of liberty and sovereignty (7).
In today’s world, like nationalism, neoliberalism creates divisions among the working classes
along lines of ethnicity, culture, gender and region to carry out its exploitative activities easily
and effectively. Many states in the global south are forced to cede their sovereign authority (or
segments of it) to the forces of neoliberalism. The alliances between neoliberalism and the
postcolonial state produce internal divisions within the geography of the latter and its
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populations. Aihwa Ong uses the term “graduated sovereignty” to denote “the effects of a
flexible management of sovereignty, as governments adjust political space to the dictates of
global capital” (78). The nexus between neoliberalism and the postcolonial state, according to
Ong, “giv[e] corporations an indirect power over the political conditions of citizens in zones that
are differently articulated to global production and financial circuits” (78). Corporations use the
state as a channel to launch their exploitative projects and programs. The differentiation and
gradation of territories and populations form the core of the neoliberal logic in the postcolony.
These processes sometimes coincide with the divisions and territorialization caused by
nationalist violence or the state’s attempts to partition its geographies along ethnic and cultural
lines. In such instances, peripheral populations are violently uprooted from their land and their
ecology is exchanged in an unfettered manner between forces that represent cultural nationalism
and neoliberalism. For instance, the territory in eastern Sri Lanka that the government of Sri
Lanka wanted to give an Indian corporation for the construction of a coal power plant was
historically inhabited by the Tamils till they were displaced during the civil war in 2006. Upon
their displacement, the area was first brought under the control of the Sri Lankan military and
then handed over to the Indian corporation. Due to ceaseless mobilizations by the displaced
populations to reclaim their land, the new government that came to power in 2015 returned the
land to the community. 14
Resistant Cosmopolitanism
Walter Mignolo situates the rise of cosmopolitanism on a global scale in the EuroChristian enterprises associated with colonial modernity that began to take shape in the sixteenth

See “Revisiting Sampur: How Long will It Take to Return Home?” by Bhavani Fonseka and Mirak Raheem
written before the land was returned to the evicted communities.
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century: “a new sense of international and intercultural relations emerged at that time, and it
helped to consolidate the idea of European Christianity and to inscribe the colonial difference
that became the historical foundation of modernity/coloniality” (162). Though Mignolo’s is a
history that is anti-imperialist in spirit, it still regards Europe and Christianity as the terrains from
where cosmopolitanism emerged, leaving aside precolonial Islamic, Sanskrit, African and Indian
ocean geographies where one notices the presence of certain cosmopolitan formations. The slave
trade, the dispossession of Native Americans and the labelling of the Asian and African
territories as culturally backward lands that required the guiding influence of Europe to attain
civilization for themselves began during the period of Euro-Christian cosmopolitanism. Thus the
latter had a problematic beginning in both material and epistemological terms. But, centuries
later, there were attempts to turn this hegemonic cosmopolitanism on its head and produce a new
resistant cultural synthesis by several marginalized groups, such as African-Americans, who
were at the receiving end of colonial modernity. W. E. B Du Bois’s reflections on the
hyphenated African-American identity of the black subject is representative of this new cultural
vision that challenges the figure of the stable, unified, European subject that emerged during the
Age of Enlightenment:
The history of the American Negro is the history of this strife, — this longing to attain
self-conscious manhood, to merge his double self into better and truer self. In this
merging he wishes neither of the older selves to be lost. He would not Africanize
America, for America has too much to teach the world and Africa. He would not bleach
his Negro soul in a flood of white Americanism, for he knows that Negro blood has a
message for the world. He simply wishes to make it possible for a man to be both a
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Negro and an American, without being cursed and spit upon by his fellows, without
having the doors of Opportunity closed roughly in his face. (9)
Writing about cosmopolitanism in early twentieth-century Black America, Ross Posnock draws
our attention to W. E. B. Du Bois’ twofold approach to culture (13). While “encourage[ing] ‘race
solidarity’ as a means to ‘the realization of […] broader humanity,’ Du Bois urged blacks ‘to
maintain their race identity until […] the ideal of human brotherhood has become a real
possibility’” (Posnock 13). Though a common human identity remains a distant dream in today’s
multiply-fractured world or is even undesirable, cross-cultural political solidarity points to a
cosmopolitics that resists attempts to frame cultural identities in absolutist terms. Thus, this
dissertation views the national and the cosmopolitan as mutually constitutive categories in a
given historical milieu. Instead of isolating identities permanently and ahistorically from one
another, postcolonial cosmopolitics foregrounds the historically constituted porous
colonial/postcolonial constellations within which national differences present(ed) themselves. In
addition, I see postcolonial cosmopolitics that values hybridity, multiculturalism and
multilingualism as a process that inverts the colonial cultural hierarchies, hegemonies and
rationales that compartmentalized territories, people and their practices.
Provincial Cosmopolitanism
While Du Bois’ Afro-American cosmopolitanism is a powerful paradigm to think about
our relationship towards Others, today Dipesh Chakrabarty et al. observe a cosmopolitan culture
among the underdogs of the world. They identify “refugees, peoples of the diaspora, and
migrants and exiles” who are “victims of modernity, failed by capitalism’s upward mobility, and
bereft of those comforts and customs of national belonging” as examples of contemporary
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cosmopolitans (6).15 The examples they offer still exist at the level of the transnational. But in
the context of growing nationalist chauvinism within the postcolony which pits one postcolonial
subject against another and sometimes blurs the lines that separate the oppressor from the
oppressed, one is tempted to ask what role cosmopolitanism and cultural pluralism play or can
play in the peripheries of the postcolonial state. The paradigm of the migrant worker can no
longer be confined to those who migrate from the formerly colonized world to Western
metropolitan cities in search for work but should also include Hindi-speaking workers from
Bihar and Uttar Pradesh who face ethnic hatred in states like Maharashtra and Kerala or the
Indian-origin Tamil plantation workers in Sri Lanka whose lives are made precarious by the
Sinhala and Tamil nationalisms that dominate Sri Lanka’s political landscape.
Anthony Appiah cautions that “celebrations of the ‘cosmopolitan’ can suggest an
unpleasant posture of superiority toward the putative provincial” (xiii). The current ethnonationalist conflicts in South Asia and the threats mobile working class subjects face from local
reactionary forces demand that we search for archives of cosmopolitanism at the level of the
provincial; we have to look for forms of pluralism, representations of liminality and acts of
cultural and linguistic translation that happen in spaces that are considered rural, sub-national
and sub-state. The cynics of the fourth century BC, who first coined the expression
cosmopolitan, used that term to denote “the citizen of the cosmos” (Appiah xiv).
Cosmopolitanism at the time signified a state of existence that could be regarded universal in its
literal sense. Much water has flown under the bridge of world history since then; geographically,
our focus has shifted to the minor and the periphery due to processes of colonization and

To understand the different ways in which cosmopolitanism is understood in today’s world and its complicity in
neoliberal violence, one could contrast these marginalized figures with the philanthropic global cosmopolitan
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decolonization. The violent conflicts that have arisen as a result of cultural and religious
intolerance within postcolonial states and within the different provinces of those states urge us to
document and archive the ways in which provincial cosmopolitanism re-generates the idea of
citizenship and even nation, and helps us envision an inclusive socio-ecological coexistence in
the peripheries. This new vision of togetherness and nationhood may better inform our
conversations about state reforms in contexts where ethno-nationalism acts violently and
communities demand secession on ethnic and cultural lines as solution to the ills they face.
Cosmopolitanism in the Colonial and Postcolonial Eras
Any postcolonial effort to re-think or re-imagine cosmopolitanism needs to start by
placing its Enlightenment version under rigid scrutiny. Immanuel Kant used the term
cosmopolitan during the era of Enlightenment to think about the relationship between nations
that are territorially separated from one another. According to Kant, “institut[ing] a cosmopolitan
condition” by way of a “league of nations” or a “union of states” is necessary “to secure the
external safety of each state” (43-44). However unrealistic his vision was for his times, in the
line of Plato, Locke and Hume, Kant attempted to situate cosmopolitanism at the heart of a
political structure: the world state or a league of states. Unpacking Kant’s writings, Pheng Cheah
notes that for Kant, “a universal cosmopolitan existence” meant the “the regulative idea of ‘a
perfect civil union of mankind’” (Spectral, 62). Kant uses cosmopolitanism as a way of
“reforming absolutist statism” (65). Pheng Cheah’s work covers the different ways in which
philosophers thought about re-structuring absolutist statism. The reference to absolutism points
to the notion of sovereignty, another concept that has been used and abused in postcolonial
situations and is central to the question of coexistence that this dissertation grapples with. Cheah
writes that while Kant’s world state would not have sovereign control over the constituent states,
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“individual states […] would be held accountable by a universal citizenry—humanity—with
regard to issues such as disarmament and imperialist expansion” (62). Yet, before the eyes of
Kant, colonialism overrode this cosmopolitan vision in the eighteenth century and later, for one
may read European imperialism as an attempt to expand the sovereign authority of the European
states over territories located in Asia, Africa and the Americas. One could even argue that Kant
showed scant interest in these geographies and the political formations that had existed within
them. The different sovereign forces in Europe competitively conquered these spaces,
fragmented or merged them for their political gains and tried to inscribe and impose their
sovereign authority on populations that had had their own forms of governance and political
structures for centuries.
Anthonie Anghie, who discusses the formation of sovereign authority in the formerly
colonized world under European colonialism, holds that sovereignty functioned as a tool to
justify the relationship between European and non-European worlds and was used in a manner
that affirmed the civilizational superiority of Europe over the colonized territories and authorized
European states to colonize the Third World (4). Sovereignty, in Anghie’s view, was not
extended from one location to the other; rather it was fashioned during the colonial encounter
which involved racial discrimination, economic exploitation, territorial dispossession and
cultural subordination (6). Thus, international law needs to be seen as a product of discriminatory
and exploitative practices. But this process did not end with decolonization; its continuities are
visible in the ways in which international law is made use of today by neoliberal organizations
like the World Bank and IMF to advance their economic agendas (Anghie 10).
Even though the transformation of many Third World societies into sovereign states is a
historically and politically important event, the processes that unfolded during this transition
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pointed to the limitations of inherited notions of sovereignty. Anghie argues that the adoption of
international law (which nominally recognized the sovereignty of newly-formed states over their
territories and populations) by third world countries did not enable them to claim reparation for
the injustices and exploitation these countries had faced under colonial rule (313). Anghie also
raises an important question with regard to the relationship between the postcolonial Third
World and the genealogies of international law: “[C]an the postcolonial world deploy for its own
purposes the law which had enabled its suppression in the first place?” (8). Turning the spotlight
on the nature of postcolonial governance, Anghie notes that postcolonial states reproduce and
take forward the civilizing mission that began in the colonial period in erasing differences within
the postcolony (10). The discrimination against religious, cultural, linguistic and sexual
minorities and women in the postcolonial states in South Asia and other parts of the world ought
to be seen as an example of the legacies of this mission, aimed at producing a normative citizen
who conforms to the models of citizenship that the official nationalism of the postcolonial state
promotes.
A point that one may want to consider in detail with regard to Anghie’s views on the
relationship between international law and colonialism is the two antithetical processes that the
creation of Third World sovereignty involved: unification of populations and fragmentation of
populations. 16 Sovereignty was introduced to the colonies in an arbitrary manner. The seeds
of many internal conflicts in postcolonial states were sown during the colonial encounter. But
one should also remember that the anticolonial resolution of the sovereignty question led to new
problems and conflicts. Decolonization, in embracing political and territorial sovereignty, did not
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The Somali land in East Africa, for instance, was partitioned among different European colonial powers and
Ethiopia.
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give a central place to the question of re-distribution. As a consequence, justice and reparation
for the colonial violence and exploitation that the colonized populations faced are still
unavailable to those populations. The metropolis, while granting political sovereignty to its
colonized at the end of anti-colonial struggles, pretended that it had no material obligations
towards the colonies it had exploited and pillaged for centuries. It is in such a context that
anticolonial liberation, in Frantz Fanon’s words, “drives [the national bourgeoisie] into a corner
[…] giv[ing] rise within its ranks to catastrophic reactions, and […] oblig[ing] it to send frenzied
appeals for help to the former mother country” (98). The political vision of anticolonial thinkers
like Leopold Senghor and Aime Cesaire, although immaterializable at the time and even now,
becomes an important counterpoint to this trend in de-colonization. Differing from the vision of
unitary national liberation that thinkers like Frantz Fanon (1963) and Amilcar Cabral (1973)
offered, Cesaire and Senghor desired the transformation of the French empire into a
transcontinental federation that would give a central place to democratic socialism and cultural
pluralism and re-organize the relationship between the metropolis and the peripheries in just
terms. 17 Some versions of anti-colonialism rested their narratives on sovereignty and freedoms
on originary claims and constructions about territory and culture that predated colonialism. In
such cases, decolonization was driven by a desire to return to and recover a pristine past
uncontaminated by the influence of European colonialism, leading to the rise of various ethnoreligious fundamentalisms. In some other situations, anti-colonial politics accepted the colonial
cartographies and historiographies without problematizing them. As a result, culturally and
linguistically heterogeneous populations were brought under a single rule which often favored
one community over others. The creation of minorities within minorities and cultural Others

For a detailed discussion of Senghor and Cesaire’s political vision, see Gary Wilder’s Freedom Time. Wilder
notes that Senghor was attacked as a “conservative collaborator” for not being a “revolutionary nationalist” (133).
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within cultural Others in the postcolony demands that we scrutinize the manner in which
sovereignty was and is being reclaimed in many parts of the formerly-colonized world including
Sri Lanka. Postcolonial narratives about a territory’s past are often retroactively created by
political considerations that dominate its present. The originary, as far as territorial sovereignty is
concerned, is the fountainhead of conflicts. When foundationalism is upheld as the defining logic
of sovereignty, exclusions and exploitation become inevitable. For this reason, anticolonial
movements had to come up with political programs that would recognize linguistic diversity,
cultural cosmopolitanism and equality, and secularism, even as they made foundationalist
sovereign claims on a given territory.
In the era of neoliberalism, our theoretical engagement with national identities,
sovereignty and self-determination should acknowledge the proactive role the nation continues to
play in resisting globalization. Nearly two decades ago, for thinkers like Neil Lazarus (1999) and
Timothy Brennan (1997), the nation and nation-state functioned as sites of resistance to
neoliberal globalization and forms of cosmopolitanism that privileged the USA culturally. In his
nuanced analysis of nationalism, Aijaz Ahmad argues that “[f]or human collectivities in the
backward zones of capital […] all relationships with imperialism pass through their own nationstates, and there is simply no way of breaking out of that imperial dominance without struggling
for different kinds of national projects and for a revolutionary restructuring of one’s own nationstate” (11). However, Ahmad warns us against the “singularizing tendency” of cultural
nationalism that could lead to “parochialism, inverse racism and indigenist obscurantism” (3839). What Ahmad and others sympathetic to his views fail to highlight is that even some
progressive nationalisms’ opposition to imperialism is predicated on notions of cultural
indignity, homelands, and the insider/outsider dichotomy. For instance, a community that
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became the cultural ‘Other’ of the new nation immediately after independence in many parts of
the postcolony was the community of the descendants of the colonizers. In Sri Lanka,
postcolonial nationalisms portrayed the Burgher community, made up of the mostly Christian
descendants of the Europeans that governed the island, as anti-national, even though sections of
these communities were economically powerful. Michael Roberts’ reflections on ‘lansi,’ a term
used by the Sinhalese, to refer to the Burghers in an insulting, derogatory manner captures the
Othering the community faced due to its hereditary links to Europeans who colonized Sri Lanka:
[L]ansi could be (can be) employed relatively neutrally in a descriptive sense. But the
context, the sequential order of face-to-face interaction and/or the intonation could render
the term into a pejorative and polemical weapon which in effect cast the lansi as aliens in
comparison with those deemed to be true sons of the soil, the bhumiputhrayo, the chosen
Sinhala people. (3)
The term ‘parangi,’ which is used in general to denote the Burghers, is sometimes used in a
pejorative sense to malign people of any ethnic community, including Tamils who deviate from
observing social manners that are considered civilized among middle-class Tamil circles. As
cultural ideas about indigeneity that undergirded anti-colonial struggles led to the
marginalization of minorities and ‘non-natives’ post-independence, this ‘Othering’ needs to be
seen not just as a psychic or historical inevitability internal to anti-colonial nationalism but also
as a hegemonic act linked to postcolonial state formation.
Writing about sovereignty in general, Thomas Blom Hansen and Finn Stepputat note that
the “sovereignty of the state is an aspiration that seeks to create itself in the face of internally
fragmented, unevenly distributed and unpredictable configurations of political authority that
exercise more or less legitimate violence in a territory” (3). In a Foucauldian sense, the creation
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of sovereign power involves the ordering and hierarchizing of populations, cultures and other
social constellations, resulting in the production of “large numbers of poor, marginalized, or
ethnic others as outsiders, people who are not yet ready to become citizens or included in the true
political-cultural community” (Hansen and Stepputat 36). While sovereignty serves the interests
of the ruling classes, transnational forces and majoritarian and chauvinistic ideologies, those who
face persecution and exploitation too desire sovereignty in the hope that it will liberate them
from subjugation. One cannot simply dismiss this desire as illegitimate because it stems from the
longstanding relationship the dispossessed have had with the land and the resources the land has
offered them. Yet, colonialism and other forms of dispossession do not happen in a vacuum.
While territories are under colonization, the cultural landscape undergoes changes: new
populations and cultures arrive in the land and sections of the natives undergo transformations in
linguistic and cultural terms. Therefore, decolonization cannot be an atavistic return to an
uncontaminated past; instead, it has to respond to the new changes in a manner that is not
exclusive and reactionary.
The euphoria of anti-colonial victories often leaves little room for theoretical and political
reflections on the nature of decolonization that a territory and its people ought to go through. It is
perhaps because of this reason Edward Said observes that “the fortunes and misfortunes of
nationalism [in postcolonial situations] do not always make up a flattering story” (xxiv). When
colonized and dispossessed communities make their sovereign claims over territory and natural
resources in monocultural and monolinguistic terms, without paying attention to the territorial
and cultural changes that have taken place over time and the cosmopolitan formations that have
emerged due to colonialism and other developments, such as the entry of migrant and indentured
labor from other parts of the colonized world, they too become complicit in the sovereign
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exclusions that Hansen and Stepputat underscore. That leaves us with the question of re-thinking
coexistence through a cosmpolitical new socio-ecological vision that is cognizant of both the
dispossession that took place in the past and the irrevocable socio-cultural configurations that
have emerged between the act of dispossession and now.
Nation, State, Territory
While national sovereignty is called into question in Europe in the wake of the recent
immigrant crisis, sovereignty and self-determination are deployed in a paradoxical sense to
ensure the socio-economic security of subalterns and national minorities everywhere in the
context of increasing neoliberal dispossession and state oppression. On the flip side, these
notions shore up the exclusivist agendas of some nationalist groups in those regions. As a way of
rescuing sovereignty from these forces and as an alternative to the liberal framing of selfdetermination by the UN as a preexisting right enabling peoples “to freely determine their
political status and freely pursue their economic, social and cultural development” (UN General
Assembly 2), this dissertation sees sovereignty and self-determination as processes that do not
always reside in a given collective’s permanent or exclusive right over a territory based on that
community’s traditional claims, but sometimes in the kind of justice or (re)distribution of state
power, wealth and resources needed in a given moment of crisis to address the existing
inequalities and create the conditions necessary for peaceful cultural coexistence.
The manner in which the nationalism of the oppressed Tamils in Sri Lanka turned against
a section of its own people by branding them as traitors to the Tamil nation, evicted the Muslim
minorities from their homes and homelands in northern Sri Lanka and directed its violence
against the Sinhalese peasants settled by the state in Tamil-majority districts tells us that it is
important to interrogate ill-conceived theories of national liberation in the postcolony. In her
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critique of the US-led war on terror, Judith Butler notes that “[b]eing acted upon is not fully
continuous with acting,” and that we are expected to act more responsibly when we face
oppression (Precarious Lives 16). Applying Butler’s comments as prescriptions for postcolonial
societies may place a huge ethical burden on the victims and lead to an unreasonable
condemnation of the forms of resistance emerging from the oppressed. However, in deeply
divided geographies like Sri Lanka where multiple oppressed minorities struggle against not only
the state but also one another, one senses the need to question the narrow premises on which the
nation is founded. The work of the University Teachers for Human Rights (Jaffna), which
included recording the human rights violations committed not just by the majoritarian state but
also non-state actors like the LTTE, stems from this ethical concern for those who were made
victims by the Tamil nationalist project.
To address the theoretical flaws in the nationalist politics of liberation movements like
the LTTE, the work of Srirupa Roy is immensely helpful. Bringing the “figure of the state” to the
fore in her study of postcolonial nationalism in India, she argues that nationalist projects
“attemp[t] to establish a representative relation between nation and state such that the state is the
sovereign ‘gauge and emblem’ of the nation” (12). Thus nationalism, for Roy, is “simultaneously
a political as well as a cultural expression of sovereignty” (12). To think about the alienation of
the nation’s ‘Other,’ one has to insert into this representative relation, as Hannah Arendt (1958)
does, the question of territory. Whereas for nationalists, the nation exists as a purified, timeless
entity, for the most part, in the realm of imagination, territory is a more complex, messy and
contested site linked to the present where multiple groups claim ownership by their very
situatedness on it. As Arendt’s comments on the formation of Israel demonstrate, the state
occupies a precarious place between the nation and the territory. On the one hand, it is expected
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to uphold the legal equality of all residents in its territory; on the other, to guard the power of the
nation (275). Since the number of nations claiming ownership of a territory is on the rise in many
parts of the world, the state increasingly finds it difficult to meet these two goals simultaneously.
The rupture that occurs when the state acts in favor of a particular nation within its
territory sometimes manifests itself in the eviction and genocide of cultural communities that lie
outside that nation. In postcolonial studies, Partha Chatterjee captures this rupture when he
writes about the relationship between community, nation and state in the postcolony. Chatterjee,
in his reflections on anti-colonial nationalisms of the twentieth century, observes that the
sovereignty of the colonized resided in the spiritual rather than material domain of the nation (6).
Cultural difference thus primarily distinguished the identity of the subjugated population from
that of the colonizing force. When the postcolonial nation-state was firmly predicated on notions
of cultural difference, Chatterjee notes that within that state “autonomous forms of imagination
of the community were, and continue to be, overwhelmed and swarmed by the history of the
postcolonial state” (11). The different ways in which ‘community’ is interpreted and deployed in
political mobilizations, including as a replacement of the term ‘nation’ and to refer to the
population of a state, suggest that national and nation-state imaginaries borrow and depart from
imaginaries of the community, and the plasticity of all these concepts. Pheng Cheah’s work on
nationalism captures similar interactions between the notions of nation, state and
cosmopolitanism. Distinguishing organismic ideas (Bildung) from mechanical forms (techne),
Pheng Cheah argues that our attempts to actualize freedom in the living nation and the organic
state, representing Bildung, involves a haunting that is “internal” to such attempts (Spectral,
117). Writing on Fitche’s nationalism and Hegel’s statism, he underlines the “living nation’s
capture by the machine-state or, conversely, the organic state’s infection by the phantom nation”
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(117). But we should see this metaphoric haunting as a productive process since it creates the
conditions for the permanent revolution.
In both the West and the global south today, the refugee, the ethnic minority and the
‘non-originary’ figure are both products of this haunting and the ones who trigger it. Giorgio
Agamben writes that “the refugee is perhaps […] the only category in which one may see today
[…] the forms and limits of a coming political community” (Means without End 15, 6). The
‘perhaps’ in Agamben’s formulation of the refugee is key. While the refugee helps us see the
limitations of the nation-state from the point of view of the ‘non-originary’ subject, we need to
see the ‘non-originary’ as heterogeneously inflected: the migrant worker from the global south,
the privileged/underprivileged descendants of the colonized in the postcolony, the internally
displaced, the colonizer and the multinational company to name a few. These inflections, which
demonstrate that the ‘non-originary’ subject is not always a subaltern and that refugee-hood is a
product of coercive economic and political activities, compel us to think about ‘nonoriginariness’ as both a constituted and constitutive phenomenon in material and discursive
terms. In a Deleuzian (1987) sense, the oppositional moves of entrapment and emancipation
made by the ‘nomad’ and the state result in the constant translation and re-translation of the
smooth space into the striated space and vice versa. But as some inflections of the non-originary
subject like the multinational corporation indicate, the nomad and the (postcolonial) state are not
always necessarily antagonists. Also, Deleuze and Guattari tell us that “smooth spaces [created
by the nomad] are not in themselves liberatory” because “the struggle is changed and displaced
in them” (500). Thus, it is important that we see the ‘non-originary’ subaltern not just as
‘liminal’ and constitutive of a new socio-ecological or radical cosmopolitan order but also as a
subject that demands us not to let off the hook the (neo)colonial and nationalistic forces that
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subalternize it. While the conjunction of a socio-ecological vision with the subaltern is pivotal to
address serious socio-political inequalities of our times, a politics whose aim is limited to the
broadening of representation will not be sufficient to attend to the forms of alienation the
subaltern faces. Raising questions about the political economy that subalternizes communities on
the margins, how land, water and other natural resources are taken away from the subaltern for
private ventures, and the ways in which the postcolonial state and transnational financial
organizations, by encouraging the privatization of essential services such as education, health,
transport and housing, deprive populations on the peripheries of a dignified and stable social
existence is necessary to situate the state’s role in charting a social justice agenda beyond the
limits of liberal multiculturalism.
Land/Territory as Environment
Land, water, minerals and other natural resources are at the center of neoliberal
dispossession and nationalist violence that the marginalized, minority and tribal populations in
South Asia encounter today. Local capitalists, transnational business organizations and the
political classes that have access to state power are involved in these acts of dispossession, often
using the brute force of state terror. Neoliberal dispossession, actively supported by the
postcolonial state, behooves us to frame our questions of sovereignty and coexistence not just in
relation to human or cultural collectives but also as a way of re-thinking the relationship between
culture, capital and land/nature. A radical socio-ecological politics that views the environment as
a subject always forming a symbiotic relationship with cultural and local collectives is necessary
to prevent the neoliberal dispossession of land and other resources that favors local and
transnational corporations and the global markets they serve and the narrow ecological vision of
cultural nationalists that sees in environmentalism an opportunity to inscribe the cultural
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hegemony of a group over others. This vision should also be an alternative to green imperialism
which, in a culturally insensitive manner, imposes on social collectives in the global south
unsuitable environmental practices that were originally developed in the West or blames the
global south for climate change and other adverse shifts in the ecosystem without holding the
powerful states in the West accountable for the massive environmental damage they have already
caused.
In the northern part of Sri Lanka, many Muslims who were evicted by the LTTE in 1990
returned to their lands after nearly twenty years only to find that the lands they had used for
generations were declared by the state as a protected forest. Sehu Abdul Kathar Mohamad
Basheer’s narrative about his return poignantly captures the tilted, anti-Muslim
environmentalism of the Sri Lanka state:
My name is Sehu Abdul Kathar Mohamad Basheer. I was born in 1965-11-06. I obtained
my early education in Karadikkuli School. Later with my father I was involved in
cultivation and fishing. We used the land owned by my father in Wannamottai, Velimele
for paddy farming and Kummalavil and Verivil for highland crops. After the expulsion of
Muslims by the LTTE in 1990, we lost our family land. After 2009, I returned home and
found that the government had acquired our lands for forest reserve that we used for
highland cropping. This disrupted my livelihood and made me financially unstable. It is
frustrating to see the lands that belonged to me from my birth upto now, being
impounded and given to wild animals. (Hasbullah 97)
When the returnees tried to reclaim their lands, Sinhala-Buddhist nationalists invoked a raciallyskewed environmentalism to abort their resettlement and portrayed the returning Muslims as a
commercial-minded community that did not have any concern for the environment. This incident
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underlines that communities’ sovereignty over land cannot be founded on abstract principles of
environmentalism that turn ecopolitics into a form of nationalist chauvinism, but needs to be reenvisioned through the historical relationships that local communities have formed with land.
Sri Lanka as Global
Shifting our focus from the intricacies of the local and the mobilities within it, the figures
of the refugee and the migrant worker from South Asia and Sri Lanka remind us that these
locations can no longer be studied as geographically bounded or solely through the prisms of
nation-state and citizenship. The refugee and the migrant worker transform the ontoepistemologies of Sri Lanka and South Asia by giving them a globalist dimension. Although
refugees are often understood as those who seek mobility due to political persecution and
distinguished from migrant workers whose mobility is economically motivated, the two
categories often overlap. Many Sri Lankan Tamils who want to live in places like the UK and
Canada for economic and social reasons cite the civil war and the majoritarianism of the state as
their reasons for not being able to live in Sri Lanka. The Tamil asylum-seeker, for instance,
occupies an ambivalent terrain because his reasons for migration are often untransparent. The
heterogeneous forms of transnational mobility and their effects on the homeland and hostland of
the migrant urge us to view these regions as experiential, analytical and global categories. The
South Asian migrant’s presence in the global north behooves us to reflect on the belonging and
sovereignty of the diasporic community in the metropolis. The movement of elite professionals,
laboring people, minorities and other groups facing persecution from postcolonial locations to
metropolitan cities in Europe, Australia and North America re-territorializes in the external
spaces the local social contradictions that appear along lines of nation, ethnicity, class, gender
and sexuality. Yet, such re-territorialization is mediated, altered and re-shaped by the dominant
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nationalisms of the hostland, white supremacy and neoliberal exploitation at the transnational
level. The question of sovereignty and dissidence in these contexts should be addressed vis-à-vis
the structures of family, culture and nation transported from the homeland to the host location. In
the face of cultural interactions, the family, for instance, becomes a site of conflicts between
members of the diaspora who were born and brought up in the hostland and their parents who
spent a long portion of their lives in South Asia.
The transnational space and the freedoms it permits keep Tamil nationalism alive
globally even when it faces suppression from the Sri Lankan state in its homeland. In 2017, the
Great Heroes’ Day events, where the fallen martyrs of the LTTE were commemorated, took
place in London and Jaffna at the same time so that the nation idea could be re-created in a
homogeneous fashion in the minds of its people who are separated from one another due to timelags. The remittances sent by the diaspora to their brethren in the homelands help the latter to not
just meet their personal and familial needs but also support the nation-building projects and
caste-based identity projects undertaken in the homeland. 18 The simultaneous movement of
working classes and elite professionals to the global north causes class-based divisions within the
diasporic nation too and leads to class exploitations within different cultural communities. The
Sri Lankan diaspora’s relationship to other diasporic communities from different parts of the
world also produces new social formations and solidarities. Sometimes these relationships and
the tensions they create within domestic and social settings suggest that the diasporic
communities from South Asia have their own racist stereotypes about working classes and

Thanges Paramsothy notes that “[m]any oppressed caste temples in Jaffna have been renovated with the financial
support provided by the diaspora” and that “[m]any of these temples have been upgraded from temples that practised
multiple non-agamic traditions to temples that adhere to the agamic tradition” (“‘Will It Disappear’”) Benedict
Anderson has written in brief about the support received by the Hindutva and Khalistan movements in India and by
the LTTE from their adherents in places like North America, Britain and Australia (The Spectre of Comparisons 73).
18
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migrants from other postcolonial locations. This racism is often an expression of class-based
anxieties or a result of the competition among workers from different countries for positions in
the job market. On the other hand, neoliberalism differentiates workers along cultural and racial
lines with the intention of averting inter-racial solidarities that have the potential to challenge the
system. Thus, in today’s context, Sri Lanka and South Asia cannot solely be narrated from a
postcolonial or nationalist point of view. Its cultures, nations and class contradictions undermine
the local-global divide and the two spaces animate one another in novel ways.
The Literary and Alternative Imaginaries
The literary is an important site that explicates, de-constructs and re-imagines the relationships
between land and community, community and nation, nation and state and, the local and the
global. Participating in national liberation struggles and injecting into the community of the
oppressed or colonized a national consciousness, literature, as an ideological apparatus, reproduces the binaries and divisions that nationalisms and ideologies of the state construct by way
of affirming the cultural hegemony of a group within the political structures available. Yet, there
are other literary examples which are resistant in spirit, challenge the hegemonic ideologies of
imperialism, nationalism and patriarchy and their histories and initiate reflections on pluralism,
diversity and liminality while fashioning an ethics that gives a key place to justice and redistribution in both symbolic/cultural and material terms. The literary, therefore, could be seen as
an alternative narration of the nation. Homi Bhabha puts forward the view that “the subject of
cultural discourse—the agency of a people—is split in the discursive ambivalence that emerges
in the contest of narrative authority between the pedagogical and the performative” (148). The
pedagogical denotes the construction of people as “the historical ‘objects,’ […] giving the
discourse an authority that is based on the pre-given or constituted historical origin in the past”
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(145). The performative signifies the idea that “the people are also the [performing] subjects of a
process of signification that must erase any prior or originary [national] presence” (145). I see in
the literary a healthy performative that challenges originary and foundationalist notions of
nation. The literary de-territorializes and re-enacts the nation in multiple ways revealing the
contradictions within it. Although Bhabha’s de-constructive method does not envision
alternatives, literary imagination, which is simultaneously representational and re-presentational,
sometimes works in the direction of suggesting alternatives to the hegemonic monolithicity of
the nation. This is one critical way in which literature differs from objectivist and
representationalist accounts of society and culture or classical anthropology.
Literature’s ability to represent, imagine and critique simultaneously needs to be
problematized because literature does not always make itself transparent, and literary criticism is
not an objective study undertaken by a neutral commentator. It is an enterprise molded by the
ideological affinities of the critic. Moreover, the literary does not always communicate its
resistant voice on its own; instead, it is the active participation of the critic in the act of reading
that re-works the literary and illuminates it in specific ways, while producing meaning. Fredric
Jameson’s political approach to literature is noteworthy here:
The type of interpretation here proposed is more satisfactorily grasped as the rewriting of
the literary text in such a way that the latter may itself be seen as the rewriting or
restructuration of a prior historical or ideological subtext, it being always understood that
that “subtext” is not immediately present as such, not some common-sense external
reality, nor even the conventional narratives of history manuals, but rather must itself
always be (re)constructed after the fact. (66)
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For Jameson, the political that the critic brings to bear upon the text is class-based. But one could
extend his method to texts that engage with the multiplicities of postcoloniality too. Therefore, I
would like to frame this dissertation as one that focuses on literary and human rights narratives
that we can call upon to offer alternative imaginaries of community and land, that uphold
hybridity and multiculturalism while responding to the hegemony of nationalism and
neoliberalism in the postcolony.
Literature exposes nationalism’s complicities with patriarchy and gendered forms of
oppression and violence. The violence that women experience during nationalist tensions is
related not just to their place in a geography but also to their sexuality. The codification of men’s
and women’s bodies as (in)violable in specific cultural terms allows nationalism to use sexual
violence as a way of inscribing its power over their bodies. Violating the body of the woman,
which nationalism views as a site where the nation’s culture is preserved, is seen by the enemies
of the nation as a conquest over the nation’s territoriality. Such culturally determined discourses
about the female body, drawing upon patriarchal notions of chastity and virginity, are sometimes
mobilized in an unproblematized manner by masculine nationalisms to absorb women into the
nationalist movement. Sitralega Maunaguru’s comments on the construction of the female
suicide bomber in the Tamil nationalist narratives of the LTTE, particularly the case of the
suicide bomber who killed India’s former Prime Minister Rajiv Gandhi, are worth citing here:
A raped woman is considered one who has lost her chastity: the ‘super virtue’ of a Tamil
woman. She is not only violated but polluted. She cannot regain her purity by any means
except by negating her polluted body. […]. In other words, by killing Rajiv Gandhi, she
not only tackles the enemy, but also performs an ancient purification ritual – the
agnipravasam (immolation by fire). (171)
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While questions related to gender and sexuality figure prominently in some of the texts
this dissertation probes into, they and other texts I examine here show alternative ways in which
community, land and resistance can be theorized while challenging nationalism and
neoliberalism. Many of the works discussed here which lament and mourn the manner in which
nationalism and neoliberalism have divided the communities do not see multiculturalism as a
phenomenon that is readily available for incorporation into resistant politics but as a formation
that can be fashioned through dialogue, discussion and imagination, requiring patience and longterm cultural labor. As noticed in Somachandre Wijesuriya’s First Rising (discussed in this
dissertation), literature can also be a metanarrative that unpacks the difficulties one encounters in
re-thinking community in inclusive terms.
In diasporic literature about Sri Lanka, which initially revolved around questions of
belonging and dislocation caused by immigration, writers have recently begun to give
importance to questions about class formations within the diaspora. Channa Wickremesekera’s
writings, while being critical of the nationalist conflicts between the Tamil and Sinhala
communities in Australia, talk about the place of the less privileged diaspora subjects whose
welfare and wellbeing are often pushed to the background by the re-territorialization of
nationalism and neoliberal exploitation. These forces unmake the transnational of Sri Lanka both
horizontally and vertically, bringing out the ethnic and class contradictions that inhabit one
another among the Sri Lankan diaspora in Australia.
This dissertation brings together Anglophone texts, a few translations of Tamil writings
and one narrative originally written in Sinhala. Thus, it is important to examine the linguistic
politics of literature in Sri Lanka. In critiquing the attempts to promote the Anglophone novel as
the most legitimate site for an outsider to understand India, Priyamvada Gopal asks a pertinent
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question: “Should a language that is still restricted to 6 per cent of India’s population, an
English-educated elite, be invested with such global representational power in literary and
cultural terms?” (2). Gopal’s critique is not irrelevant to Sri Lankan writings in English which
have often been accused of being elitist, urban-centered and blind to the social realities that
characterize rural life. Even though the English language, a continuing legacy of British
colonialism, is barely present in rural and working-class settings, writers like A. Santhan (2010)
(particularly in his first novel The Whirlwind) and Somachandre Wijesuriya (2001), discussed in
the dissertation, and others including Ambalavanar Sivanandan (1997), Shehan Karunatilake
(2012), Carl Muller (1993) and most recently Anuk Arudpragasam (2016) grapple with the
question of community in rural, non-elite spaces and the tensions between communities that
speak different languages. Santhan and Wijesuriya also create a new linguistic idiom within the
larger corpus of Anglophone Sri Lankan writings by bringing to the fore the cultural sensibilities
of the communities that figure in their texts. Whether we like it or not, English has become a Sri
Lankan language due to the historical processes of colonialism, postcolonialism and
neocolonialism. Despite its limited reach and complicities in neoliberalism, English does act in
various spheres as a tool of resistance. Therefore, rejecting Anglophone writing outright as antinational without attending to the heterogeneities within it, and the ways in which it has been
appropriated by politically progressive writers like Sivanandan and Wijesuriya for Leftist and
cosmopolitan causes, is dangerous and elitist.
Given the inadequacies of Anglophone writing in bringing out the cultural, social and
gendered lives of the rural populations of Sri Lanka, Tamil and Sinhala writings and their
translations need to play a major role in shaping our understanding of the multiplicities and
contradictions that sit uncomfortably within Sri Lanka. Translations that are discussed in Chapter
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2 of this dissertation suggest that a cosmopolitan imagination is vibrantly alive in Tamil language
writings, despite the active role Tamil nationalism plays in shaping the cultural and political life
of the north-east of Sri Lanka.
Despite literature’s potential to trigger alternative imaginaries about nation, community,
land and resistance and supply the community with a socio-ecological vision of coexistence that
recognizes the contingent nature of selfhood and sovereignty, it can never be the solution to the
problems that confront Sri Lanka or the postcolony today. As long as we regard the state as a
precious institution, indispensable in a context where demands for cultural recognition and
material re-distribution are on the rise, literature, mainly due to its imaginative potential, can
engage in a productive dialogue with disciplines such as history, geography, constitutional law
and economics. Thus one should locate the significance of literature to community-building and
resistance within the inter-disciplinary conversations it initiates with other areas of knowledge
production, the critical interventions it makes in those fields and its ability to aesthetically and
affectively kindle new imaginaries among the reading public. The discussion on literary and nonliterary texts offered in the following chapters stems from an understanding of this
interventionist and complementary role literature plays in shaping the politics of Sri Lanka and
South Asia.
Chapter Summaries
The first chapter of this dissertation focuses on south-to-south migration by paying
attention to the ‘non-originary subject’ of the Maliayaha/Indian-origin Thamil in Sri Lanka and
its place within the formation of the post-independence Ceylonese state. The alienation of the
Malaiyaha Thamilar community from Sinhala-Buddhist and Tamil nationalisms due to its ‘nonoriginary’ status vis-à-vis land is compounded and aggravated by its status as a working class
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population in the postcolonial nation. In this chapter, I read Somachandre Wijesuriya’s First
Rising, a novel set against the backdrop of the socialist-inspired national revolution of 1956 in
Sri Lanka, as a text that exposes the exclusivist strands of anti-(neo)colonial nationalism in Sri
Lanka, for the latter’s opposition is often directed not just towards imperialists and the
comprador bourgeois class but also the linguistic and religious minorities and ‘immigrant’
workers in the country. This chapter discusses the ways in which First Rising situates the
Malaiyaha Thamil subject as a key figure within its imagination of a counter-hegemonic Leftist
politics that values cultural liminality positively. At another level, this chapter views First Rising
as a text about south-south migration and inter-ethnic/inter-national solidarity that envisages a
socialist cosmopolitics as an ideology of radical resistance to the neocolonial cultural and
economic hegemonies of the Western metropolis. In addition, a smaller section of the chapter is
devoted to a study of A. Santhan’s Rails Run Parallel, a novella that describes the experiences of
a Jaffna-origins, middle-class Tamil male worker in Colombo during the 1977 riots. The analysis
of Santhan’s text makes the claim that the class position and ethnicity of the subject pull him
towards nation and economic stability in opposite directions towards different territories when
nationalism disrupts his life, thereby challenging notions of homeland and class solidarity.
The second chapter dives into the manner in which Tamil, English and Sinhala writings,
mainly poems, short stories, memoirs and human rights narratives, about and from the north-east
of Sri Lanka, challenge the Tamil nationalist basis of self-determination in that region and
initiate new imaginaries about territory by foregrounding the experiences of the regional
minorities (mainly the Muslims and Sinhalese) and dissidents during the height of Tamil
militancy. Without dismissing the political significance of self-determination and regional
autonomy, this chapter discusses the ways in which these notions could be re-imagined in
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inclusive terms as opposed to theories that yoke them with ethnic absolutism. The chapter also
explores the textualities of these alternative imaginaries about community.
The third chapter argues that the national of the global south and the cosmopolitan at the
Western metropolis should be seen as being embedded and entangled in one another in the
diasporic spaces of the global north. To this end, it pays attention to the fiction of Channa
Wickremesekera. Wickremesekera’s diasporic novellas Walls, Distant Warriors and In the Same
Boat present the nation(s) in Sri Lanka as mobile. But they also show that the nation’s mobility
comes up against the cultural/economic Otherness of the host-land which threatens and contains
the nation and its values. Wickremesekera locates the emancipatory spirit of his work in the
second generation characters’ attempts to break free of the ideologies governing their nationalist
homes. But such moves, as his texts reveal, are limited by the neoliberal economic structures and
the white supremacy prevalent in the host-lands. All in all, this chapter argues that the national
and transnational remain fraught, un-idealizable spaces politically, economically and
aesthetically in the context of nationalist and neoliberal violence in both South Asia and the
global north.
In the fourth chapter, this dissertation examines the role of culture, religion and music in
Indra Sinha’s Animal’s People’s attempt to promote a new socio-ecological vision. A novel that
is based on the Bhopal gas tragedy, but set in a fictional city called Khaufpur, Animal’s People
has been read as a powerful critique of transnational capitalism. This chapter, while agreeing
with those readings, foregrounds the ways in which culture participates in and supports the
processes undertaken by the survivors of the gas tragedy in Khaufpur in re-building their
community and the role of religion and music in charting local resistance to neoliberalism.
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CHAPTER ONE
Beyond One’s Homelands: Ethnicity, Class and Mobility in First Rising and Rails Run
Parallel
“Despite being continually pushed to the margins of Sri Lankan society, economy and politics,
even being forced out of the country entirely with repatriation programs, Up-country Tamils
have steadfastly asserted their attachment and belonging to the land of their birth.”
Daniel Bass, Everyday Ethnicity in Sri Lanka (186)
RASA: I’m not a Colombo Tamil, as such, true. But all my life after I left Jaffna, I have worked
and lived with the Sinhalese. All this is my country, not the Jaffna peninsula alone, I’m a Sri
Lankan, I don’t want to be pushed back to the peninsula…
Ernest Macintyre, Rasanayagam’s Last Riot (212)

Somachandre Wijesuriya’s First Rising and A. Santhan’s Rails Run Parallel are written
in a realist mode interrupted mildly by an inconspicuous non-linearity. The mechanisms of
narrativization that we observe in both texts lack grandeur. There isn’t anything ambitiously
experimental that the authors seem to be attempting in these works of fiction. In 1998, First
Rising was submitted for the Gratiaen Prize, arguably the most prestigious literary award given
annually to the best Sri Lankan literary work in English by a resident writer. The novel, however,
was not even shortlisted for the award. While praising the novel as significant art, Thiru
Kandiah, a member of the panel of referees for the Gratiaen Prize of 1998, remarks that the text
has “certain infelicities” without specifying their nature (Kandiah, “The ’98 Gratiaen” 23).19

“The work of all of the five writers who made their way to the short list seemed to justify a certain pleasing degree
of optimism, while the best of that writing proved the sceptics to be plain wrong. In addition, there were about ten
other writers whose work incorporated features which struck the judges as noteworthy. A lot of the writing just
mentioned seemed to be able to contribute in certain valued ways to our own personal growth, helping push back the
boundaries of our experience and leading us enrichingly to fresh and new understandings of our lives and those of
our people in our place and time. It might often not have been perfect in other respects, but even that could not
prevent it from doing what all significant art always does, namely to lead us to see and know our life and our
experience as we had never done before, with new eyes and a new sentience. For instance, Somachandre
Wijesuriya’s fictionalisation in his novel First Rising of the betrayal by the Old Left in this country of their
followers and their ideals may be marked by certain infelicities. But, it also often movingly led us to deeper
understandings of some of our current national predicaments, through opening out perceptive insights into the earlier
era of change and the human cost which the behaviour of opportunistic politicians at that time exacted from
subsequent generations of people.” (Kandiah, “The ’98 Gratiaen” 23)
19
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Santhan’s Rails Run Parallel made it to the Gratiaen finals but failed to win the award. It won
another prestigious literary award known as the Fairway National Literary Award in 2015.
Santhan’s prose, like Wijesuriya’s, is mundane and earthy. While Wijesuriya and Santhan’s
language differs from the prose that one comes across in the works of locally- and
internationally-acclaimed Sri Lankan writers in English like Punyakante Wijenaike (1971),
Ambalavanar Sivanandan (1997), Shehan Karunatilaka (2012) and Anuk Arudpragasam (2016),
the linguistic features of First Rising and Rails Run Parallel belong to a variety/varieties of
(Lankan) English that ought to be recognized in its/their own right.20 21 Deploying a privileged
variety of English prose/writing as an arbiter to assess the literariness of these texts may prevent
us from making sense of the diverse ways in which Sri Lankan writers coming from different
socio-economic and cultural backgrounds deploy English for purposes of literary creativity.
Whatever criticism one makes of the structural and stylistic aspects of First Rising, there
are important reasons why the novel should be treated as a serious work of fiction written in Sri
Lankan English. Foremost among them is the interventionist spirit in which the text produces a
Leftist commentary on the political developments that Ceylon witnessed during the first two
decades of independence from British rule. Additionally, the novel raises some pertinent
questions on the intersections between labor/class, ethnicity and nationhood that matter to Sri
Lanka even today considering the ethnic polarization that plagues all layers of Sri Lanka’s

20

The other writers mentioned here often figure in the curriculum taught at the English Departments in the
universities in Sri Lanka.
21

Thiru Kandiah names Sri Lankan, Indian, Nigerian and several other varieties of English that emerged in some of
the former colonies of England as “New Englishes” (“Why New Englishes?” 9). In his view, these varieties of
English, for social historical reasons related to the cultural interactions between English and native languages,
“define a legitimate domain of academic inquiry in their own right” (10). However, the branding of one variety of
Sri Lankan English as Standard Sri Lankan English led to the marginalization of the type(s) of English spoken by
and in use among Sri Lanka’s non-elite populations. For a detailed discussion on these issues, see Thiruvarangan
(“Sri Lankan English” 11-12).
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society. In light of the criticism that Anglophone literary writings, especially the ones by
English-speaking, English-educated writers hailing from elite, urban, cosmopolitan locations in
the country do not engage with these questions in a nuanced manner, First Rising, written by an
author with close ties to the rural hinterland, stands out as a commendable anomaly. One could
also consider First Rising as one of the few successful literary attempts in English to represent
the desires, aspirations, conflicts and contradictions that inhabit the lives of rural SinhalaBuddhist communities and the plantation Tamil communities in the southern part of the island,
although Sinhala and Tamil writers have produced many novels of a stellar quality giving a
cardinal place to these communities and their experiences. As a novel that expresses a deep
social commitment to the welfare and wellbeing of Sri Lanka’s rural community, First Rising
also departs from the tradition of Anglophone writing in Sri Lanka which has been accused of
objectifying and denigrating the country’s rural (Sinhala) populations and their cultures. 22
Furthermore, as one of the few literary texts in English that unpacks and critically engages with
both postcolonial state formation in Ceylon and post-Independence Left politics in the island,
First Rising merits our attention in the literary classroom and other venues where Sri Lankan
literature (in English) is taught and discussed. 23
Closely linked to the lives of the rural lower middle-class populations, internal migrants,
urban middle classes and south-to-south migrants, First Rising and Rails Run Parallel tell us in
their own ways that cosmopolitanism and socialism can together function as vibrant forces in re-

D. C. R. A. Goonetilleke observes that the “the sensibilities of [. . .] anglicized [English writers like] Punyakante
Wijenaike, James Goonewardene and Romesh Gunasekera […] see the villagers as not like their sensitive, educated
selves, but as much the Other (inarticulate, violent, irrational, sex-ridden, cunning yet mindless) as the natives were
to the sahibs and the bwanas” (45-46).
22

Another Anglophone text that engages with these questions in a nuanced manner is Ambalavanar Sivanandan’s
much celebrated novel, When Memory Dies.
23
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imagining Sri Lanka’s postcolonial future in inclusive and egalitarian ways. How (migrant)
labor, ethnicity and nation intersect one another within postcoloniality and postcolonial state
formation and what implications such intersections hold for re-thinking coexistence nationally
and transnationally are two key questions these texts raise in their portrayal of postcolonial
Ceylonese/Sri Lankan societies that permanently and temporarily inhabit the central region of the
country and the city of Colombo.
The transmission of a sovereign logic that is culturally and territorially foundationalist
and the importation of institutions like the centralized nation-state from Europe to the postcolony
at the height of anti-imperial politics in Asia and Africa indicate that many anti-colonial
nationalisms of the twentieth century predicated their quest for autonomy on primordial ties
between land and communities. During the anti-colonial era, Sinhala-Buddhist nationalism
emulated these European paradigms of sovereignty and framed its politics of resistance around
them.24 However, European colonialism alone cannot be cited as responsible for this national
imagination and the political ills that it spawned. The political nexus between monarchy and
religion, Buddhism in particular, and the formation of identity-based communities predating
European conquest, notwithstanding their fluidity and liminality, would certainly have
contributed to the territorialization of linguistic and religious identities on the island. Cultural
nationalists who were part of the various anti-colonial movements viewed colonialism and the
cultures associated with it as an alien infiltration into the borders of the sacred space that
belonged to them and their people. Many of them believed that policing this space culturally and
politically was imperative to liberate themselves from the shackles of colonial oppression.

24

I would contrast these this nationalism with the multilingual, multicultural Ceylonese consciousness that the
Youth Congress of Jaffna tried to kindle among the colonized Ceylonese.
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Origins, roots and primordial social formations thus began to occupy the heart of their narratives
of resistance and emancipation. They, thus, invoked mythology and history selectively and
arbitrarily to build their nationalist projects.25
Predicating resistance, emancipation and citizenship on roots alone had its pitfalls;
exclusion and alienation of communities and peoples that lived and worked outside their putative
homelands and motherlands was intrinsic to this process. Starting from the sixteenth century, the
development and expansion of colonial capitalism revolving around the plantations of Europe in
the colonies was paralleled by the movement of indentured and enslaved labor from one
geographic location to another. Examples of this process include trans-Atlantic slavery and the
transportation of indentured labor from places like India and China to North America, Europe
and other parts of Asia. A phenomenon that sometimes goes unnoticed but needs to be brought to
the center of our conversations on decolonial and postcolonial sovereign formations and
citizenship is the transfer of laboring populations by European colonizers from one colony to
another and its effects on the culture, demography and landscape of the recipient colony and the
discourses of citizenship that emerged there following independence. That the political elite in
India was not fully committed to ensuring the political rights of the migrant Indians either in
their homelands or in their recipient colonies was evident in a speech made by independent
India’s first Prime Minister, Jawaharlal Nehru, in the Constituent Assembly in 1948:
Now these Indians abroad, what are they? Indian citizens? Are they going to be citizens
of India or not? If they are not, then our interest in them becomes cultural and
humanitarian, not political. That interest of course remains. For instance, take the Indians

25

Radhika Coomaraswamy (1986) offers a detailed commentary on the manner in which the Sinhala and Tamil
nationalisms draw upon history and mythology to strengthen their political agendas.
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of Fiji or Mauritius: are they going to retain their nationality or will they become Fiji
nationals or Mauritians? The same question arises in regard to Burma and Ceylon. It is a
difficult question. This house gets mixed up. It wants to treat them as Indians, and with
the same breath it wants a complete franchise for them in the countries where they are
living. Of course the two things do not go together. Either they get the franchise as
nationals of the other country, or treat them as Indians minus the franchise and ask for the
most favourable treatment given to an alien. (128-129)26
While the native and her socio-political aspirations were politically threatened by European
colonialism and the culture it imposed on the colony, in thinking about anti-colonial processes of
resistance and postcolonial attempts at rationalizing citizenship, one notices that the ‘native’
remains a contested, polluted category ruptured and challenged by the mobility of laboring
populations from one part of the global south to another. For instance, can a community that has
lived in a certain territory for 75 years be considered natives? Or should only those who claim to
have a history of 2000 years or more in that territory be treated as natives? Like the native, the
indentured migrant worker had to struggle for her freedom from colonialism and capitalism in
many parts of Asia, Africa and the Americas. Additionally, the indentured worker’s quest for
liberation was curtailed by national narratives about anti-colonialism which revolved around
cultural, linguistic and territorial foundationalisms that offered a place of privilege to the native,
sometimes known as Bhoomiputhra or the son of the soil in places like Sri Lanka, Indonesia and
Malaysia. Postcolonial nationalisms re-affirmed the native-migrant binary by demanding state

26

I am indebted to Sunil Amrit who foregrounded this speech by Jawaharlal Nehru in a keynote address Amrit
delivered at an Indian Ocean conference held at University of California, Davis in 2016.
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policies that favored the natives over the migrants and their descendants. 27 This blindspot
observed in anti-colonial and decolonial politics is prised open by Wijesuriya in his text. First
Rising shows that decolonization in Ceylon was not just a struggle against the remnants of
colonial authority or about evolving political structures that can facilitate the native to selfdetermine: it also had to address the conflicts between natives and descendants of indentured
migrant workers over culture, territory, economic opportunities and citizenship. Expanding this
argument, one could also frame decolonization as a struggle between competing ideas of
‘nativeness’ and nationhood and conflicting visions of territorial sovereignty and autonomy.
I consider First Rising and Rails Run Parallel as critical texts that illuminate the
continuing and contested processes of decolonization and conflicts that tear apart postcolonial
Ceylon/Sri Lanka. These two texts invite us to think about the colonial/postcolonial experiences
of the numerically smaller segments of the Ceylonese polity by foregrounding their mobilities
which can be framed, to borrow a term commonplace in migration studies, as south-to-south both
intra-nationally and internationally. Comparable to the nationalist backlash the refugees from the
global south face today in North America, Europe and Australia, the conflicts resulting from the
arrival of the laboring Other into spaces tightly guarded by Third-World nationalisms and
nativisms productively disrupt the binary of the colony/metropolis or the global south/global
north to some extent. The descendants of South Indian plantation workers in countries like
Malaysia and Sri Lanka and Bihari migrant workers in Indian states like Maharashtra and Kerala
face nationalist and regionalist violence precisely because of their perceived Otherness in the
territories in which they live and work. Their status and the exploitative practices and violence

Viswanathan Selvaratnam contends that in post-independence Malaysia “policy makers have conceived and
implemented a highly controversial strategy to increase substantially the educational opportunities of the bumiputras
in order to enable them to achieve better educational credentials” (173).
27
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they are subjected to resemble in astonishing ways the discrimination that migrant workers of
color, refugees and ‘illegal’ immigrants from Asia, Africa and Latin America encounter in North
America, Europe and Australia. These liminal figures produce the global south as a collection of
diasporic zones rather than primordially carved-out nation-states.28
Globalization studies revolves around the figure of the ‘refugee’ from the global south. A
category that is often forgotten or understudied in the Western metropolis is the internal migrant
or the internally displaced person. This figure is compelled to move from one location to another
within the postcolony or within the nation-states in the postcolony due to nationalist violence,
civil wars, economic dispossession and in search of jobs. The major characters we meet in First
Rising and Rails Run Parallel remind us of the crises facing these internally displaced figures
whose relationship to the places where they live and work is rendered fragile and shaky by the
virulent nationalist politics dominating those places. Narrating the violence and alienation that
migrants face in these places, especially locations that are not associated with their origins or
considered their homelands, the two novels turn their spotlight on how colonial and postcolonial
mobilities of working people are curtailed by the forces of nationalism.
I don’t want to brand First Rising and Rails Run Parallel as tales of despair, although one
inevitably feels hopeless and frustrated when confronted by the Left’s betrayal of the minorities
in First Rising and the loneliness and alienation that Tamil middle-class workers experience in
the offices they share with their Sinhala counterparts during the 1977 riots in Rails Run Parallel.
The authors do give importance to hope and solidarity keeping the quest for pluralism and justice

Dainel Bass coins the concept “diaspora next door” to discuss the experiences of migrants living in a neighboring
country. The communities he presents as examples – Palestinians in Jordan, Koreans in Japan, Irish in England and
Indians in Sri Lanka – allows us to draw parallels between the mobilities that happened within the global south and
global north (24).
28
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alive. The texts also point to potential avenues for theorizing citizenship and co-existence in the
postcolony in a non-exclusive sense.
First Rising launches a critique of a Sinhala nationalism that slowly infiltrated into the
heart of socialist politics in postcolonial Ceylon by foregrounding the Indian Ocean as an
alternative site that generated new connections and solidarities between the culturally- and
linguistically- diverse inhabitants of the island and the conflicts these connections engendered
during and after the anti-colonial period. Rails Run Parallel, on the other hand, frames
movement territorially, mainly through railroads, and reveals the limits to the sovereign
territorial claims made by Tamil nationalism mainly in response to Sinhala nationalism in the
postcolonial era. The two texts are, in part, stories about nationalist violence and nationalist
exclusions. The nationalisms that these texts challenge are misguided nationalisms that conflate
resistance with cultural particularism.
First Rising is overt in its imagination of a new politics where routes and
cosmopolitanism are upheld as important theoretical and political categories in re-configuring Sri
Lanka’s socialist politics and decolonization. Though one does not notice an overt political
stance in Rails Run Parallel, the novella encourages the reader to take into consideration the
limitations and exclusions of nationalism by allowing us a window into the experiences, feelings
and inner thoughts of a Tamil middle-class migrant worker caught in the anti-Tamil violence of
1977 in Colombo. The critique of territorial sovereignty that these two texts initiate calls us to
examine to what extent the anti-colonial Sinhala-Buddhist nationalism and the anti-majoritarian
Tamil nationalism that dominate Ceylon/Sri Lanka’s postcolonial political landscape can be
considered resistant and liberating.
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The opening scene of First Rising is set in a village called Omara-Matta in the central
part of Sri Lanka on election day of the year 1956. This was a watershed year in the political
history of the postcolonial Ceylonese state for two reasons: firstly, it brought to power, for the
first time, a left-leaning, cultural-nationalist regime which presented decolonization as one of its
priorities; secondly, this election sharpened the postcolonial state’s antagonism towards its
minorities, especially the Tamils and those who spoke Tamil, while paving the way for the
mainstream Left to collaborate actively with the forces of Sinhala-Buddhist nationalism. 29
Though the Viplavakari Lanka Sama Samaja Party, one of the socialist parties, was a constituent
of the new political alliance, the Sri Lanka Freedom Party was the dominant force around which
the new hegemony emerged in 1956. This new political formation was backed by grassroot
Sinhala-Buddhist social forces, known as the “five great forces”: Buddhist priests, vernacular
teachers in the Sinhala-majority villages, practitioners of indigenous medicine in the Sinhalaspeaking regions, peasants and workers (Nuhman, “Sinhala-Buddhist Nationalism” 35). It is
worthwhile to note here that in Wijesuriya’s novel the monk Rakkita, Sirisena and Veda Mama
represent three of these forces. Wijesuriya depicts these figures as contributing to and welcoming
the regime change of 1956. Owing to the Sri Lanka Freedom Party’s power base in the
predominantly Sinhala-Buddhist rural South and the party’s open support to Sinhala-Buddhist
nationalism, the new power bloc failed to accommodate the minorities and their cultural and
linguistic aspirations in its political program. Its vision of decolonizing Ceylon was skewed by
its adherence to a narrow Sinhala-Buddhist nationalism that regarded the non-Sinhala and nonBuddhist populations of the island as aliens and second-class citizens. A community that was

Harshana Rambukwella writes: “The year 1956 marked the institutionalization of Sinhala Buddhist nationalism
when S. W. R. D. Bandaranaike was elected as prime minister on a wave of popular Sinhala Buddhist support” (The
Politics 67).
29
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facing severe marginalization at the time was the plantation Tamil community, the descendants
of the plantation workers brought from India as indentured laborers by the British in the
nineteenth century.30 Unlike the Ceylon-origin Tamils who lived predominantly in the northern
and eastern provinces as the majority community in these regions, the Indian-origin plantation
Tamil workers lived amidst Sinhala-Buddhists in the south as minorities. Even as it recognizes
the political and cultural significance of the change that happened in the 1956 elections, First
Rising, from its beginning, is aware of the limitations of the new political bloc and the ideology
yoked to it. While Sirisena, a middle-aged teacher in a rural Sinhala-majority village, is pleased
that Sinhala, his native language, is going to be made the sole official language of the country,
his colleague Liyanarachchi, who is a member of a socialist party, recalls in his mind his party’s
position that both Sinhala and Tamil should be made the national languages of the country:
“Liyanarachchi nodded his assent but remained silent. The salary issue …In a flash the debates
regarding the language policy flashed through his mid. Yet, he did not open a debate. We have to
compromise at times. We have to defeat the UNP first.” (11)
Even though Liyanarachchi is for a temporary compromise on the language issue, he has
not forgotten the larger goal of building a multi-ethnic, inclusive socialist political movement.
But sadly, this compromise leads to more and more compromises on the part of the Left party
that features in the text and the withering away of its multi-cultural socialist vision. The
ideological trajectory of this Left party, of which Liyanarachchi is a member, mirrors the
exclusionary, majoritarian path the mainstream Left, known today as the Old Left in Sri Lanka,
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In the post-Independence era, many members of the plantation Tamil community preferred to identify themselves
as Indian-origin Tamils “as a way to emphasize their ties to Sri Lanka and their differences with the millions of
Tamils in India” (Bass 64). However, as Daniel Bass notes, this identification “emphasizes that their link to India is
of ancestral heritage, not citizenship” (64). See footnote 35 as well.
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embraced in the postcolonial era.31 Liyanarachchi becomes a dissenter against his own party and
his alienation from the party results in the deterioration of his mental health and his eventual
withdrawal from politics and activism. First Rising is a poignant narrative about the slow death
of an inclusive socialist imagination. But it is the pathos of Liyanarachchi’s predicament that
reveals the importance Wijesuriya offers to socialism in his political imagination as author and
intellectual.
The events that unfold in First Rising following the electoral victory of the Sri Lanka
Freedom Party-led alliance show that the sovereignty of the postcolonial state is identified more
and more with the Sinhala-Buddhist community in the country. The text uncovers the complex
nature of this process by presenting the arguments presented in favor of such sovereign
formation. It frames territorial sovereignty as a double-edged sword: it can be a vehicle of
resistance at one level, especially in its opposition to neocolonial forces, while functioning as a
tool with the help of which the hegemony of an exclusionary socio-cultural entity, namely the
Sinhala-Buddhist nation, could be established in the island to the detriment of Others.
The novel follows the events that happened eight years after Ceylon gained its
independence from Britain. Yet, its historical narrative presents Ceylon as a location where
neocolonial forces continue to influence domestic politics and the direction the new economy has
taken. Sovereignty becomes the center of the political discussion that happens at Sirisena’s
residence on the election day:
“Look. We cannot still call ourselves a sovereign nation,” he said looking at both
intermittently. “There is still a senate in which half the membership is appointed by the
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For a detailed discussion on how the Left parties abandoned their non-racist democratic socialist vision and
embraced majoritarianism, see Kumari Jayawardena’s article “From Marxism to Chauvinism” in Ethnic and Class
Conflicts in Sri Lanka.
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governor. They can block any progressive legislation. The queen, the governor general
and the UNP can be a formidable force even if we are in power.” (9-10)
Ceylon did not become a full-fledged sovereign nation-state until 1972. In 1956, the year in
which the story begins, Ceylon was a dominion of the British monarch. The Governor General of
Ceylon represented the authority of the British monarch. Politically speaking, the quest for
sovereignty, when it was articulated by nationalist forces, was, therefore, meaningful to the
people, especially the non-English-speaking classes and populations that found themselves at the
receiving end of the pro-West, urban-based, Anglicized comprador bourgeois regime of the
United National Party that came to power around the time of independence. Socialism and
Sinhala-Buddhist nationalism, as articulated by anti-imperial cultural nationalists, kindled among
these populations a desire for full-fledged sovereignty in economic and political terms.
Besides political and territorial sovereignty, Wijesuriya’s text is also concerned about the
fiscal autonomy of the newly independent nation. The characters who support the Left parties,
the SLFP which is described in the novel as the bourgeois nationalist party, and later the JVP,
another Leftist party that rose to prominence in the 1970s against the backdrop of high
unemployment among the youth of the country, speak vehemently against the intrusive and
imperialist role of the World Bank and the IMF in the economic affairs of the newly-created
state. In providing a historical context to the Hartal32 of 1953 launched by the progressive forces
in the country against the hike in the price of rice, First Rising reveals the influence that the
World Bank had on Ceylon’s economy and its links to the capitalist UNP regime:
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In many South Asian languages, including Sinhala and Tamil, Hartal refers to trade union action, strikes and mass
protests during which the state machinery and the private sector become dysfunctional or stand still.
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The hartal was staged in 1953 because the government, which had the monopoly of
importing rice, increased the price from 30 cents per measure to 72 cents. How can
people live? Any simpleton can understand that.
It was not simpletons who took the decision to increase the price of rice. It was the
Money Gods. The World Money Gods. The World Bank. They extended their
administrative powers through the local demons in the UNP cabinet.
Long term equilibrium of the economy must be achieved! Long term prosperity at shortterm suffering! No government subsidies! Long live equilibrium! The Money Gods
thundered. (17)
Predictably, the post-independence struggle for fiscal sovereignty, as we see in Wijesuriya’s
novel, saw in socialism an alternative future. Ahilan Kadirgamar notes that the UNP government
that ruled Ceylon after independence “under considerable financial pressure decided to cut
subsidies as recommended by the World Bank to address the balance of payment crisis” (The
Failure 47). Kadirgamar also sees a connection between the Hartal of 1953 and the emergence of
the Sri Lanka Freedom Party under the leadership of S. W. R. D. Bandaranayake as a popular
force in the rural Sinhala-Buddhist constituencies in the south: “[it] saw an opening [in the Hartal
of 1953] to mobilize on the Sinhala population’s disenchantment with the anglicized elite in
Colombo” (48).
During the historic election portrayed in First Rising, questions about ethnicity, culture,
language and religion occupy the terrain of resistance. The novel allows us to see the ways in
which democracy is refracted by nationalist politics and culture. Some scholars describe the
electoral victory of the Sri Lanka Freedom Party in 1956 as a “cultural revolution,” for the
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political changes that took place at the helm of the Ceylonese state following the election were
accompanied by a commitment on the part of the new rulers to preserve and promote the
Sinhala-Buddhist culture which had earlier suffered violence at the hands of European
colonialism (Field 17). It is factors such as language, culture and religion that fractured the
postcolonial polity of Ceylon and turned the quest for sovereignty into an exclusionary one. The
SLFP’s electoral victory was followed by the passing of a legislation that made Sinhala the only
official language of the country, replacing English and rendering Tamil irrelevant in the domain
of governance. This move marked the ascendance of a Sinhala-Buddhist national socialism
which pushed the country’s ethno-religious minorities, the Tamils, Muslims, Malays, Burghers
and the Malaiyaha Thamil communities among others, to the margins of the postcolonial state.
In First Rising, the victory speech made after the election by Mr. Kulugala, the elected
representative of the Sri Lanka Freedom Party, captures the prominence given to culture and
religion by the forces that just captured state power. Kulugala reminds his audience that the
former Prime Minister ate veal and made remarks that were disrespectful of the Buddhist clergy.
Ven. Rakkita, the monk who backs the Sri Lanka Freedom Party-led alliance, views the Tamils
who work in the neighboring plantations in Omara-Matta as aliens who have no organic
connection to the land. In his view, they represent the interests of the colonial powers that took
over the ancestral lands of the Sinhalese villagers. The monk, in his speech, willfully conflates
the transnational movement of capital that took place under colonialism with the arrival of Tamil
plantation workers from poverty-stricken regions of South India by branding both processes as
imperialist. Without recognizing the inequalities and contradictions between the capitalist and
laboring classes that moved into the country during colonial times, the monk identifies both as
agents of colonial authority and a threat to the native Sinhalese:
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“Perhaps you may be unaware that this estate is situated in the traditional homelands of
the villagers. Aren’t you aware of the fact?” the monk asked but did not expect an
answer.
“The Sinhalese villagers have lost everything. They have lost their lands. There is no land
for cultivation and our people are hungry. White man’s rule deprived us of our land. Vast
amounts of land were given to white companies for nothing,” the monk continued as if he
was preaching to a crowd.
[….]
“The white man brought Tamil labourers to grow tea. That is how we have Tamils on our
land. Tamils and the white man’s tea,” the monk said thoughtfully. (44)
The Sinhala nationalist discourse constructed by figures like Ven. Rakkita links the land in the
rural south to the Sinhala-Buddhist native. It stigmatizes the Tamil workers who faced
exploitation from their colonial masters and the local capitalist class as aliens just because they
were brought to Ceylon from India by the British.
The heightened nationalism undergirding the monk’s speech also frames the Tamils in
Jaffna who consider themselves as natives of the island as a threat to the existence of the
Sinhalese and their national and economic interests. The British recruited members of the
English-educated Tamil middle classes that benefitted from the schools established by American
and British missionaries in the north to run their administration throughout the country. The
Sinhala nationalists saw in them not just an ethnic Other but also a force that deprived the
Sinhala community of its economic progress. The monk shifts his nationalist discourse towards
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the economy in making the point that the predicament of the Sinhalese in the south was
worsened by the dominance of Tamils from Jaffna in the sphere of employment:
“We the Sinhalese do not have any place in this country. The white man and the Indian
Tamils have estates to live in. Jaffna Tamils have all the government jobs. Where can our
sons and daughters go? To the sea?” the monk questioned Edwin, who stared, at his
emotive face. (44)
The nationalist moment that the text sheds light on revolves around the territorial, economic and
political sovereignty of the Sinhala-Buddhists of Ceylon. It sees the Tamils and other minority
communities who lived in the island as illegitimate citizen-subjects who ought to be put in their
place. The victory of the SLFP regime in 1956 was aided by a section of the Left. The Lanka
Sama Samaja Party, the most popular Leftist party at the time, made a no-contest pact with the
SLFP-led political front as a way of preventing the fragmentation of the anti-UNP votes. Thus
1956 marks the first moment when the Leftist political actors, sympathetic to granting parity of
status to both Tamil and Sinhalese, were co-opted by Sinhala-Buddhist nationalist forces. This
victory also gave impetus to the nationalist agenda of Sinhalizing and Buddhisizing the
postcolonial state.
In Wijesuirya’s novel, young Gunasoma and Liyanarachchi challenge the SinhalaBuddhist nationalist positions subscribed to by Kulugala, Sirisena (Gunasoma’s father) and Ven.
Rakkita. The novel traces the manner in which Gunasoma’s consciousness takes shape as he
comes into contact with the Sinhala nationalist ideology adhered to by his father and the monk
and the non-racist socialist ideology espoused by his teacher Liyanarachchi. Starting as a firm
believer in Buddhism, Gunasoma witnesses the anti-Tamil violence of 1958 in his village. His
father’s reluctance to protect the Tamil doctor when the latter was threatened by Edwin, a
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Sinhala villager known for his violent conduct, and Liyanarachchi’s teachings which demystify
the knowledge disseminated to the school-going children in the name of Buddhism contribute to
his “Enlightenment” (95). He eventually stops reciting the sacred Buddhist text sivali prirtha.
Thus begins a change in his outlook. Though Gunasoma does not overtly challenge the Sinhala
nationalist characters in the text, he repeatedly questions their views on the minorities and their
place in the island. Till the end of the novel, even when Liyanarachchi is mentally ill, Gunasoma
seeks Liyanarachchi’s guidance to understand the political formations that unfold before him
raising the slogans of anti-imperialism.
If the Sinhala-Buddhist nationalism portrayed in the text has a territorial grounding,
Liyanarachchi’s alternative political vision sees the land as being intimately connected to the
ocean that surrounds the island of Ceylon. Sugata Bose observes an alternative universalism in
the new social formations and political visions that emerged among communities connected and
bordered by the Indian Ocean:
The peoples of the Indian Ocean made their own history, albeit not without having to
contend with economic exploitation and political oppression, and the oceanic space
supplied a key venue for articulating different universalisms from the one to which
Europe claimed monopoly (273).
The Indian Ocean as it is understood today is, no doubt, a European construction. Instead of
universalism, I would describe the larger political vision that one notices in First Rising as both
socialist and cosmopolitan, for it attends to questions about both labor and culture
simultaneously by foregrounding the ways in which they interlock. The cosmopolitan socialist
imagination that one sees in the text is oceanic, for the routes taken by migrants shape the
content and contours of this vision. Although the ocean does not figure prominently in the
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actions depicted in the novel, one should acknowledge that the ocean is the force that gives birth
to an alternative socio-political imagination in the text. The plantation Tamil worker Ramasamy,
who represents the revolutionary spirit of the working class, connects the land with what lies
beyond it. Liyanarachchi’s vision for Ceylon’s future stems from the networks that Ramasamy’s
movement from India to Ceylon across the Indian Ocean has constructed during the colonial
era.33
Wijesuriya’s novel offers a detailed background to the character of Ramasamy and his
community by narrating the trials and tribulations that his ancestors went through as they were
brought from India to Ceylon in the nineteenth-century by the British. This history is replete with
deceit, cruelty and exploitation. First Rising is not merely about the inadequacies of the nation
and the nation-state; its political critique also targets European modernity and its hypocrisies.
While Europe was basking in the glory of its awakening into modernity, the populations that
inhabited its colonies faced economic exploitation and cultural genocide. The experiences of
Ramasamy’s ancestors reveal that their community was one of the many Others that European
modernity produced. Wijesuriya’s description of these workers’ passage from South India to
Ceylon cannot help but remind the reader of trans-Atlantic slavery and the horrors that African
slaves faced during their middle passage, despite the historical and socio-cultural differences that
distinguish the two events34:

33

Incidentally, according to some legends, the ancestors of the peoples today known as Sri Lankan Tamils and
Sinhalese came to the island from different parts of India. These legends, which underline the historical connections
between the island and the subcontinent facilitated by the ocean, run counter to the claims made by both
communities that they are the indigenous people of the island and narratologically un-distinguish them from the
Indian-origin Tamils who were brought to the island as indentured workers when the island was a British colony.
34

I recall here the heart-wrenching descriptions of the torture and abuse unleashed by slave traders on Africans who
were taken as slaves to North America in Robert Hayden’s well-known poem “Middle Passage.”
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Ramasamy’s ancestors had served in the Rangala estate. The first generation came to the
estate when it was planted with coffee. The British, with the promise of gold under tea
bushes, brought them from India in the nineteenth century from 1839 onwards, to a
lifetime bondage inside the coffee estates.
The migrant workers were ferried across the Palk Strait lumped together in frail crafts,
like tins of worms of bait. They were made to walk over two hundred miles inside
Ceylon. A country which had no railways or trunk roads at the time to reach the estate.
Death awaited them on that long road which led through arid waterless areas and forests.
They had to sustain themselves on herbs and roots available on the wayside. There was
no shelter or resting-places. Death struck them in many ways. Either from starvation or
cholera or from the hands of Sinhalese marauders. Death also struck in the shape of a
slithering snake in the underground, or through the claws and jaws of a man-eating
leopard. Close to forty percent died on the road. The balance human skeletons reached
the estates.
In the estates, they were herded into ghettos and whipped into slavery. Every white
planter was a magistrate in his own estate and had the right to extract the maximum
labour from the human wretches. The workers were so hungry that they ate anything.
Roots, leaves, putrid meat, and entrails. Even buried carcasses. They were also cheated of
their pay in times of crisis in the coffee market. If they became too infirm to work, they
were turned off the estate to die on the road. (53)
Wijesuriya’s re-construction of the history of the Malaiyaha Tamil community exposes the
merciless processes of de-humanization that Euro-centric narratives about modernity often
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obscure and suppress. This description of the oceanic and territorial routes that the workers from
India traveled through till they reached the plantations in the central hills of Ceylon and the
suffering they went through on their way indicates to us why nativist paradigms of
decolonization bogged down in theories of origins and roots and their institutional
representations, the nation-state and structures that resemble the nation-state, have little political
valence in thinking about economic and political liberation from the point of view of migrant
workers and the communities of their descendants. In writing about the euphoria the anti-colonial
rebel who kills his colonial oppressor in protest feels, Jean-Paul Sartre states, “the survivor, for
the first time, feels a national soil under his feet” (22). But for the plantation Tamil worker
figuring in First Rising and indentured workers and slaves who have been uprooted through
various means from their homelands, the soil under their feet is not national in the sense in which
it is so to the colonized subjects who have ancestral claims over the colony. In Wijesuriya’s text,
the worker’s connection to the soil takes place via the routes offered by the ocean. Culturally and
linguistically too the Malaiyaha Tamil worker in Sri Lanka is positioned differently from the
sons of the soil with whom he shares the land. 35 In First Rising, the cosmopolitical possibilities
created by the ocean infuse Wijesuriya’s decolonial politics with a new energy. They enable anticolonial resistance to become meaningful in the eyes of communities coming from different
origins but connected by the atrocities they experience together under colonial subjugation.
Scholars have already identified a radical potential in oceanic connections in reimagining territory and citizenship in pluralist and inclusive ways. Focusing on the trans-Atlantic

The Indian-origin Tamils in Sri Lanka increasingly use the marker ‘Malaiyaha Tamil’ to identify themselves
today. Malaiyaham refers to the hilly regions of Central Sri Lanka. This geographic identification allows them to
distinguish themselves from the Sri Lankan Tamil community without making reference to their ancestral
connections to South India. It also helps the community assert their place within Sri Lanka and acts as a counter to
the majoritarian and nationalist processes where the label Indian-origin Tamil is used in a derogatory manner to
stigmatize the community.
35
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slave trade and the cultural forms it generated transnationally, Paul Gilroy sees in the black
Atlantic a site or system that helps us see “the movements of black people—not only as
commodities but engaged in various struggles towards emancipation, autonomy, and
citizenship—[as] provid[ing] a means to examine the problems of nationality, location, identity
and historical memory” (16). In her comparative study of Caribbean and Pacific Island
literatures, Elizabeth DeLoughrey, concentrates on “recuperat[ing] the centrality of the ocean in
island discourse” (2). In so doing, she invokes Kamau Brathwaite’s theory of “tidalectics” as “a
methodological tool that foregrounds how a dynamic model of geography can elucidate island
history and cultural production, providing the framework for exploring the complex and shifting
entanglement between sea and land, diaspora and indignity, and routes and roots” (2). Likewise,
in Wijesuriya’s text which revolves around the question of socialist coexistence in an island
nation, the Indian Ocean offers in itself through the medium of historical fiction an analytical
category to not only understand the violent face of colonialism and European modernity but also
explore the possibilities of charting cosmopolitical anti-colonial alliances and resistance to that
modernity outside nativist, foundationalist, origin-based paradigms. What makes Wijesuriya’s
text one that invigorates and diversifies the contours of decolonial politics is its desire to
foreground the connections and solidarities that the oceanic routes have facilitated and forged on
the landscape of Ceylon without allowing narratives about origins and territorial foundationalism
to over-determine the nature of Ceylon’s postcolonial coexistence.
First Rising is a politically significant text primarily because of its commitment to
imagine an alternative to the political alienation that plantation Tamil workers faced in postindependence Ceylon. To understand the nature of this alternative and the processes that go into
the formation of this alternative, one should carefully attend to Liyanarachchi’s character and his
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relationship with Ramasamy, the plantation Tamil worker. Liyanarachchi is not just a school
teacher but also a political educator and mentor to Gunasoma and Ramasamy. He teaches them
to inquire into the economic and social contradictions that they see around them in the manner of
socialist thinkers. But the kind of socialism that Liyanarachchi subscribes to is different from the
Sinhala-Buddhist anti-imperialist politics that formed the ideological core of the Cultural
Revolution of 1956. Unlike many of his comrades in the party, Liyanarachchi believes that the
Indian-origin plantation workers should have a central place in the socialist struggles waged in
Sri Lanka even though they form a minority ethnic community whose presence on the island is
confined to the last one hundred and fifty years beginning with the onset of British colonialism.
As opposed to the nationalist socialism that his party members were trapped in, Liyanarachchi
imagines a cosmopolitical socialism that accommodates workers from the minority communities
too.
Translation becomes a central act in the cosmopolitical socialist imagination that takes
shape in the novel. First Rising frames translation both as a political act and a form of education
necessary for the socialist revolution. Liyanarachchi asks the illiterate Tamil plantation worker to
learn not only his mother tongue but also English. When Ramasamy is in prison, Liyanarachchi
gives him a Tamil-English dictionary and an English edition of the Bible in the hope that
Ramasamy, with the aid of these texts, will soon learn to read English. At a time when English is
relegated to a foreign or alien language by the government, Liyanarachchi paradoxically opines
that Ramasamy needs to learn English in order to familiarize himself with the workers’ struggles
that were taking place in other parts of the world. The Sinhala teacher handing a Tamil-English
dictionary and an English copy of the Bible to the Indian-origin Tamil-Hindu plantation worker
and encouraging him to learn the English language so that he would be able to learn about
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socialist struggles waged in the transnational space is one of the powerful images of
cosmopolitical socialism that resides at the heart of the novel. Even though the image reminds
one of missionary education and its complicities in the expansion of European colonialism and
the hegemonic rise of English as a global language, the postcolonial cultural crossings that
happen in this scene underline the connections that workers of the country ought to make locally
and transnationally in order to resist the totalizing forces of capitalism and racism. This
alternative socialist politics frames the national and the transnational as entities in conversation,
rather than as antinomies.
Translation in its various manifestations becomes an essential ingredient of revolutionary
education in First Rising. Though English, Sinhala and Tamil occupy different places in the
linguistic hierarchies created by colonialism and nationalism, translation in the scene above,
although unable to circumvent or transcend these hierarchies, points to some alliances and
solidarities that are emerging both nationally and transnationally. In First Rising, translation is a
type of education that is at the service of the oppressed. For Paulo Freirie, emancipatory
education “cannot present its own program but must search for this program dialogically with the
people” (124). Rather than a self-fulfilling exercise, emancipatory education is a pursuit of
solidarity where both the educator and the student learn from one another via a dialogue. What
Liyanarachchi does in encouraging Ramasamy to learn English is to situate the latter’s thoughts
about emancipation in a global context by making common cause with workers who are
struggling for their freedom all over the world. But this is not the only direction in which
emancipatory education happens in the novel. When Ramasamy tells Liyanarachchi that “a meal
of rice is so important” to the workers in the plantations since they hardly eat rice except during
festivals or on a wedding day, the omniscient narrator informs the reader, “Liyanarachchi
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understood the importance of winning [the] demand for [the distribution of quality rice] for the
estate labor” (109). When Liyanarachchi leaves the prison after this conversation, the narrator
reports, “the melancholic feelings Liyanarachchi felt when he entered the prison premises started
to leave him and instead Ramasamy’s optimism infused him with new vigour” (109). The acts of
dialogism and translation that we see in this scene are central to the revolutionary education that
makes up the socialist agenda of the novel.
Somachandre Wijesuriya does not reduce translation-education to acts of linguistic
translation or the acquisition of a second language. To this end, he draws our attention to the role
the newspaper played in the Sri Lankan political scene. First Rising shows that the Leftist
newspaper Samasamajist, in contrast to the nationalist paper Lankadipa, intends to kindle a
transnational socialist imagination among the masses. Gunasoma reads the Samasamajist
newspaper in Liyanarachchi’s room. He observes that the news carried by that paper was
different from news reports that appear in other papers like Lankadipa which his father brings
home. In the Samasamajist, Gunasoma finds articles about socio-economic inequalities that
prevail in other countries: “Once [Gunasoma] read with interest an article about the rich people
in India. The article claimed that Tatas and Birlas paid poor wages to the workers in the factories
despite big donations they made to Hindu temples” (77). Benedict Anderson makes the
observation that the newspaper, as a product of print capitalism, by “creat[ing] an imagined
community among a specific assemblage of fellow-readers,” contributed to the production of a
national consciousness (Imagined Communities 62). In First Rising, the socialist newspaper has a
different function: it brings the political of the transnational into the political of the national and
kindles an internationalist consciousness and socialist dialogue. The newspaper facilitates the
translation of working class politics across the boundaries created by the nation-states.
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Translation trains young Gunasoma to look for hope beyond what nationalism offers and
cultivate an imagination and intellect that provides an alternative to Leftist nationalism.
Imagining emancipation without resorting to theories of homelands and motherlands is a
strength that one observes in Liyanarachchi’s character. When Ramasamy tells Liyanarachchi
that his community’s future in Sri Lanka is uncertain because they have been deprived of
citizenship, Liyanarachchi responds: “You have the right to stay and work here as you have done
for generations. Workers have no motherland” (73). The novel turns the sense of homelessness
existing among migrant workers and their progeny into an experience that will encourage them
to claim the lands they inhabit as theirs, as opposed to locating their freedom on territorial
origins. Liyanarachchi tries to counter the threat of repatriation facing the plantation Tamil
community by asserting in public that several generations of Ramasamy’s ancestors have already
rendered their labor for this country and its economy: therefore his community cannot be treated
as outsiders. In his effort to accommodate the community in the national imagination of the
postcolonial state, Liyanarachchi re-frames the less than 150-year period between 1815 and 1956
as a “long space” so that the island becomes a nation/trans-nation of not just the Sinhalese but
recent immigrants like Ramasamy’s ancestors as well. 36
When Ramasamy is falsely charged of having murdered the superintendent of the
plantation, Liyanarachchi defends Ramasamy at a regional meeting of the socialist party where
the majority of the members in attendance are Sinhalese. Moving a motion that calls for an open
agitation demanding justice for Ramasamy, Liyanarachchi frames the protest “not [as] a mere
agitation for [Ramasamy’s] release but an agitation for socialist principles” (249). He also wants
the agitators to demand that the government grant citizenship rights to the Tamil workers in the

See Peter Hitchcock’s (2009) theorizing of the long space in The Long Space: Transnationalism and Postcolonial
Form.
36
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plantation. Symptomatic of the penetration of Sinhala-Buddhist nationalism into the country’s
socialist movements, none of the members present at the meeting seconds Liyanarachchi motion
which eventually falls through. During a May Day rally, when Edwin, a Sinhala villager in
Omara-Mata and a supporter of the Sinhala nationalist Sri Lanka Freedom Party, informs
Liyanarachchi that it was he who murdered the white superintendent, Liyanarachchi feels that the
Left in Sri Lanka have betrayed the plantation Tamil workers by forming a political alliance with
the Sri Lanka Freedom Party and allowing itself to be co-opted by Sinhala nationalist politics:
“What kind of a socialist party did we build?” […] “Red and blue! Blue and red! We are all
one!” (261). Some days after this May Day rally, Liyanarachchi falls ill and loses his mind.
Though Liyanarachchi’s vision for a new socialist politics and an inclusive Ceylon does not
become a reality in the novel, the empathy and solidarity that he extends towards Ramasamy and
the injurious impact that the socialist party’s failure to support Ramasamy had on his mental
health make First Rising a dissident novel and a poignant self-critique of mainstream socialist
politics in Sri Lanka between 1956 and 1970.
Wijesuriya’s decision to end the novel with the 1971 uprising creates a contradiction
between the ideology that the text has fashioned through Liyanarachchi’s character and the
decision that his socialist-minded disciple Gunasoma makes after his father’s death to join the
Janatha Vimukthi Peramuna (JVP). With the death of Ramasamy and his wife’s and children’s
return to India across the Indian Ocean, the plantation Tamil figure which has hitherto
productively disrupted the nationalist character of anti-colonial, anti-capitalist politics disappears
from the text. With Liyanarachchi losing his mind and the emotional and economic crisis hitting
the Sirisena household after his death, one notices a split in the novel. One could frame this
tension as a tussle between the realism of the plot and the overarching ideology of the text. The
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personal in Wijesuriya’s novel, mainly through the figure of Gunasoma, overtakes its political.
The crisis that Gunasoma faces is so grave that the plot departs from the political vision that the
text has carefully developed through its identification with Liyanarachchi and Ramasamy.
Adding to the personal crisis that Gunasoma and his family undergo is the larger crisis of
unemployment that plagues the lives of thousands of educated youth in Ceylon. It is at this
historical juncture that the inclusive socialist vision that the novel has envisioned as the path for
Ceylon’s emancipation from neocolonialism, capitalism and nationalist chauvinism
unobtrusively recedes. The authorial voice which has so far, for the most part, echoed the
political sentiments of Liyanarachchi, dissolves into Gunasoma’s actions as he prepares to join
the Janatha Vimukthi Peramuna, a Sinhala-nationalist socialist movement comprising young
insurgents.
Despite Gunasoma’s entry into the JVP towards the end of the novel, Wijesuriya’s text
remains interventionist till its end. The narrative does not surrender its ideals even in the face of
the familial and social upheavals that confront and challenge its protagonist Gunasoma. Unlike
Liyanarachchi, Gunasoma is not a full-fledged Marxist. From the opening scene till his walk
towards the JVP camp at the end of the novel, Wijesuriya portrays Gunasoma as a voracious
learner. His probing mind acts as a guard against indoctrination. It creates around him a
productive ambivalence, a radical refusal to arrive at easy conclusions. In the novel, this
characteristic of Gunasoma enables Wijesuriya to maintain a productive tension between the
pragmatism of the plot and the idealism of the authorial vision. When Gunasoma decides to join
the JVP, we are told that he is not fully convinced of the movement’s ideology and political
program. Even though the JVP appears to be an effective alternative in Gunasoma’s eyes under
the familial and national circumstances in which he finds himself, the narrative does not idealize
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the movement as progressive. We wrap up the novel with the critical questions about Leftist
nationalism raised by Gunasoma lingering in the air.
To understand the novel’s take on the JVP and its politics, one must trace Gunasoma’s
engagement and conversations with characters sympathetic to the JVP’s cause. Even before
Gunasoma opts to join the ‘revolutionary’ cause of the JVP, the text informs the reader about the
flaws in the JVP’s ideology via Gunasoma’s conversations with Kumanayake who represents the
JVP in the novel. Devoid of any sympathy or compassion for the minority communities in the
island, Kumanayake re-hashes the Sinhala nationalist rhetoric of the forces allied with the SLFP:
“The imperialists have robbed us, our people, the ‘Boomiputra’ of their land and habitats” (234).
Unlike Liyanarachchi who integrates himself into the struggle waged by the plantation Tamil
workers and urges his socialist party to see this struggle as a foundational one that has the
potential to contribute towards the building of a socialist economy, Kumanayake claims that
“estate Tamils are working in [Ceylon] as agents of Indian expansionism” and that “[t]heir
loyalties are for their motherland which is India” (235). He even misrepresents the workers as
executing the imperialist agendas of Indian capitalists in Ceylon. 37 The way Kumanayake
conflates the Tamil workers in the plantation with Indian capitalists reminds the reader of the
Ven. Rakkita’s earlier attempts to conflate the plantation workers with British colonial forces and
their capitalist agendas. Nonetheless the narrator notes that “Gunasoma was not sure whether to
accept Kumanayake’s point about Indian expansionism or not” (235). This ambivalence and
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In writing about the 1971 insurrection and its legacies, Dayapala Thiranagama, who was a member of the JVP and
later left the movement rejecting its position on the minority question, observes that the JVP’s was “a vision of a
working class revolution that excluded minorities and even portrayed the hill country Tamil working class as fifth
columnists and reactionaries loyal to India.” See “The April 5: The Day that Shook the South and its Legacy” at
http://srilankabrief.org/2016/04/the-april-5-the-day-that-shook-the-south-and-its-legacy-dayapala-thiranagama/
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inconclusiveness in Gunasoma aids Wijesuriya to preserve the novel’s central ideal of multicultural or cosmopolitical socialism till its end.
Gunasoma has questions about the JVP’s positions on the economy, especially its
proposal that the plantation economy should be shut down. Gunasoma thinks that such a move
would jeopardize the country’s economy by depriving Ceylon of a large sum of foreign
exchange. The questions and dilemmas that Gunasoma is faced with make him recall
Liyanarachchi’s intellect and the kind of mentorship and political directions that the latter would
have offered Gunasoma had he been active: “He thought of Liyanarachchi who had a more
logical way of having a discourse. It would be really interesting to find out what he would say
regarding Kumanayake’s ideas about economic emancipation” (237). Gunasoma tells Hegalle
Dharmaratana who put him in touch with Kumanayake that he does not agree with some of the
views held by Kumanayake and would like to meet him to “get certain clarifications about [their]
last discussion” (274). When the novel ends, the reader is fully aware that the questions
Gunasoma had about Kumanayake’s views on the economy and Indian expansionism have not
been answered. The novelistic irresolution of these questions signals the text’s unwillingness to
settle for seemingly practical alternatives, although its protagonist decides to become a member
of the JVP owing to circumstances beyond his control. Wijesuriya enacts this irresolution
without much aesthetic fanfare. He does not condemn Gunasoma for the choice the latter has
made. There is a certain aesthetic quietness that permeates the text at this point. Wijesuriya’s
(and Liyanarachchi’s) political vision lies at the heart of this quietness.
Instead of relegating Gunasoma’s significance to revolutionary politics, the novel
approaches the decision made by Gunasoma and other disillusioned educated youth to join the
JVP’s struggle against the state with a quiet sympathy. The socialist idealism that the text had
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imagined and promoted while Liyanarachchi was an active social figure and Ramasamy was
alive remains un-materializable in the text given the historical realities confronting wellintentioned people like Gunasoma. Thus, the realist narrative is forced to accommodate the
Sinhala-nationalist socialist vision of the JVP. But even this alternative, the novel tells its reader,
is crushed by the state:
On the fourteenth day, the fifth day of the month of April in the year one Thousand
Nineteen Seventy-one (sic), youth of the country armed themselves and rebelled against
the government of Ceylon.
The armed forces of the government of Ceylon tortured, knifed, hacked, shot, hung and
killed over twelve thousand youth.
First Rising (343).
Like Ambalavanar Sivanandan’s When Memory Dies, Wijesuriya’s is a novel that
initiates a conversation on the interconnected lives and experiences of the different cultural,
religious and ethnic communities in Sri Lanka. Harshana Rambukwella’s point that Sivanandan’s
commitment to realism in When Memory Dies “prevents the imagination of alternatives” to
ethno-nationalisms that break up Sri Lanka is applicable to the impact of Wijesuriya’s mode of
narration on the political imaginary that he tries to create in his work too (Reconciling What 13).
Even though the revolution led by the youth fails and Liyanarachchi fades away from the
political scene, we do not see any political transformation within the narrative. A radical political
vision emerges from the novel’s critique of Sri Lanka’s Leftist politics in the post-colonial era
only as an absence or an unfulfilled dream. The scenes where Liyanarachchi, Ramasamy and
Gunasoma converse with and educate one another about socialism and pluralism and the
occasions on which they inwardly and publicly critique, question and cast doubts on the
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ideologies of the racist forces come back to the reader again and again like powerful visuals in a
film and point to an alternative path. It is in these scenes and images that the novel preserves it
cosmopolitical socialist vision.
Even as we commend the emancipatory vision of First Rising, our analysis of the novel
can be made richer only if we probe into the place of gender in the novel’s critique of
nationalism. Almost all the women characters, except the Tamil women who work in the
plantations, occupy the domestic sphere. Although Sirisena’s wife is portrayed as taking care of
her husband and children most of the time, she has a public role too which she performs quite
charismatically. As an occult practitioner, she tries to find remedies to the problems that plague
the villagers. Yet, women have no significant presence in the socialist political movements that
the male characters of the novel are affiliated to. Even though the text recognizes the
contribution of the women plantation workers to the country’s economy and the economic
wellbeing of their families, they do not actively participate in shaping the politics of the trade
unions. The socialism and cosmopolitanism that we see in the novel, though cognizant of the
ways in which patriarchy fractures the domestic and work spaces, are deplorably masculine.
Though First Rising ends in 1971, the way the state was Sinhalized and Buddhisized post1971 would lead to another insurgency in the late 1970s in the Tamil-majority north. The novel
alludes to this insurgency-to-come by way of situating the 1971 insurrection in its transnational
context: “The youth in Jaffna were impatiently pacing the sand dunes of Velvetiturai at the same
time” (341). Although the Tamil militants’ insurgency against the state had a strong ethnic thrust
to it, one could still read it as an outcome of the Left’s inability to stand by the minorities and
their cultural and linguistic aspirations. Besides the thirty-year insurgency led by the Tamil
militants against the state, post-independence Sri Lanka witnessed another youth uprising in the
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late 1980s in the south again by the JVP. It too was brutally crushed by the state, resulting in the
death and disappearance of thousands of Sinhala youth.
The ethnic and class intersections that First Rising foreground are important to understand
Ceylon/Sri Lanka’s postcolonial violence on its people on the peripheries. Liyanarachchi’s
idealism, vision and commitment to inclusive social justice and sovereignty appear before our
eyes as a sad reminder of the path that the postcolonial state failed to take. At a time when a
narrow Sinhala-Buddhist nationalist ideology that has spread its tentacles far and wide among
both traditional and militant Leftists frames the Sinhalese as natural citizens or sons of the land,
Liyanarachchi departs from this exclusivist politics and tells Ramasamy, the descendant of a
worker the Indian Ocean brought to the island in the previous century: “The future belongs to
you” (73). Even as the Sri Lankan Tamils’ struggle for self-determination predicated on notions
of traditional ethnic homelands continues in the north and east of Sri Lanka, First Rising invites
us to view the landmass of the island and the Indian Ocean as forming a historical continuity
tearing apart the insular narratives of culture and citizenship. This continuity or seamlessness
supplies us with an analytical lens that helps us frame the Indian Ocean as a condition of
possibility for the appearance of cultural plurality in the island. To re-imagine Sri Lanka as a
place that accommodates all its inhabitants without dividing and labelling them as natives and
non-natives, our political processes should foreground this territorial-oceanic linkage and the
continuities and solidarities they create.
The Tamil in the South: Class and Ethnicity in A. Santhan’s Rails Run Parallel
A commonality that one may observe between Wijesuriya’s First Rising and Santhan’s Rails
Run Parallel is their interest in mapping the experiences and consciousness of the subject when
the subject, by choice or due to circumstances beyond its control, lives outside her assigned
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homelands. Some of the central characters of these texts do not align to the spatial coordinates
issued by territorial nationalisms. In the eyes of these nationalisms, they are misfits in the places
where they live and work. Santhan’s interest revolves around the mobilities within postcolonial
Sri Lanka territorialized by Tamil nationalism into the Sinhala and Tamil nations.
In popular Tamil nationalist narratives that seek to establish a territorial-institutional
connection between land, nation and the state, the ‘Tamil in the south’ exists as an intimate
Other. Nationalists often invoke this figure, the majoritarian violence that threatens its social and
economic existence and its alienation from the postcolonial Sri Lankan state in their attempts at
publicizing the suffering that the Tamil community as a whole experienced and framing the
Tamil nationalist project as one that arose as a dialectical opposition to the majoritarian SinhalaBuddhist state. They often highlight in their rallies, speeches and resolutions the violence that
Tamils of Sri Lankan and Indian origins outside the northern and eastern regions faced in the
years of 1958, 1977 and 1983.38 However, when charting their political solutions to the national
question in Sri Lanka on the basis of distinct ethnic homelands, nationhood and selfdetermination, nationalists carefully mute this figure as it disrupts their moves to parcel out and
link the island’s territories with different ethnic nations and then those ethnic nations, in turn,
with states-in-the-making. Their solutions were often based on the interests and aspirations of the
middle-class, upper-caste Tamils who live in northern and eastern Sri Lanka popularly known in
the nationalist literature as the traditional Tamil homelands. 39 Tamils who live outside the region
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In 2015, the Northern Provincial Council, the highest democratically elected regional administrative body in the
Tamil-majority Northern Province, one of the two provinces that form the traditional homelands of the Tamils,
passed a resolution known as Sri Lanka’s Genocide Against Tamils where it terms the anti-Tamil violence that has
taken place in Sri Lanka, including in areas outside the Northern and Eastern Provinces, since the late 1950s as
“historical genocide” (4-5).
39

In the Sri Lankan Tamil context, the middle class comprises those who are educated at least up to the high school
level (earlier in English and later in Tamil), own land, engage in agriculture and hold government jobs. Many
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sometimes find it difficult to relate to the ways in which Tamil nationalism articulates Tamilness
and the grievances of the Tamil communities in Sri Lanka. In Ernest Macintyre’s
Rasanayagam’s Last Riot, a play that offers a sharp critique of Sinhala privilege while
dramatizing the experiences of two Tamils who live in Colombo during the ethnic violence of
1983, Sita, an English-speaking, upper-middle class Tamil woman who is married to a Sinhala
man of a similar social standing who is unsympathetic to the Tamil question, speaks about her
disconnect with the political narrative of Tamil nationalism at a time when Sinhalese mobs are
on a door-to-door witch-hunt against Tamils in Colombo:
And, you know, the feelings that I’m talking about have hardly anything to do with being
a Tamil. I have never taken an interest in the language policy, the colonization schemes,
the university admission system, employment ratios in the public service, Tamil
Kingdoms of the past, and the so called traditional homelands and all that sort of thing. I
have no feel for these things. (170)
Sita’s reflections on Tamil nationalism suggest that the Tamil identities in Sri Lanka express
themselves differently contingent upon their territorial and social locations and that they cannot
be subsumed under an overarching Tamil label even during times of violence and turmoil when
assailants, in selecting their targets, do not generally distinguish between these identities.

English-educated members of this class from Jaffna held bureaucratic positions all over the island and helped the
British run the colonial state. Some even went to as far-away places as Malaya and Trindad (McGilvray 9) They sent
their remittances to their families in Jaffna. It is this aspirational class with immense pride in its culture and heritage
that felt cornered by the linguistic policies and standardization in university admissions introduced by the
postcolonial state and gave impetus to the rise of Tamil nationalist politics during its various phases. There used to
be a strong correlation between one’s class and caste positions among Ceylonese/Sri Lankan Tamils in that most
middle-class Tamils came from the Vellala caste. With the increased access to education among marginalized caste
groups, today’s Tamil middle class has expanded a little and includes members of non-Vellala castes as well. Many
of the middle-class characters that we meet in Santhan’s novella are educated, hold government jobs and own land
either in Colombo or Jaffna. For a rich discussion on the centrality of the middle class to the Tamil nationalist
project in Sri Lanka, see Sumathy’s (2001) Militants, Militarism and the Crisis of (Tamil) Nationalism.
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Tamil nationalism also renders the Tamil outside the north and east as a figure without
sovereignty or a second-class citizen because an inevitable corollary of the nationalist territorial
logic is that the sovereign rights over the rest of the island belong to the Sinhala-Buddhists who
make up another distinct nation. Whereas Tamils in the north and east are considered a nation,
the Tamils who live outside these regions are considered minorities who are not entitled to the
right to self-determination. As Qadri Ismail puts it memorably, “[i]f the southern Tamil refuses
to migrate [to the Tamil homelands], Tamil nationalism will stop worrying about her, write her
off” (167).
Santhan’s Rails Run Parallel narrates the experiences of the Tamils in the south during
the anti-Tamil violence of 1977. It is a partly-historical, partly-fictional rendering of the 1977
riots and the socio-economic continuities and changes that marked the relations between Jaffnaorigin resident Tamils in Colombo, middle-class Tamil migrant workers from the north who are
temporarily living in Colombo and their Sinhala counterparts, two years after the violence. The
southern Tamil characters we come across in Santhan’s Rails Run Parallel include those who are
landlords and permanent residents of Colombo and its suburbs, as well as northern Tamils who
live there as tenants. Even as Sivan, the novella’s protagonist, is sympathetic towards the Tamils
who live permanently in Colombo, we also see him as a migrant middle-class figure who harbors
resentment towards the (Jaffna) Tamil landlords in Colombo stemming from his otherness as a
tenant. This class-marked bitterness places limits on his empathy for the wealthier Tamils who
have chosen to live permanently in Colombo and the problems that are specific to them:
This was their house. They couldn’t just leave it and flee to Jaffna like him or Varathan.
Sivan felt sorry for them. But, at the same time, he felt that people like his landlord
should not be pitied because they had sold everything they had possessed there in the
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north and had bought properties here, in a place that treated them as aliens. And that too
after the 1958 riots. (06)
Sivan, however, is not a hardcore nationalist. His relationship to the city of Colombo is complex
and woven with feelings of both alienation and attachment. Because of his identity as Tamil,
Colombo does not always guarantee him security and stability. But at the same time, we also see
him as an active subject who has become accustomed to the cultural life of the city. Though a
non-Buddhist, he “[gets] up in veneration” when the bus passes a statue of the Buddha at
Dumulla junction (29). He makes it a point to clarify to the reader that he does not do it to
“placate” the Buddhist passengers in the bus (29). When he goes to the railway station with his
wife and his friend’s family during the riots, he cannot help but admire the architecture of the
city:
Ceylinco, the building that had remained the tallest in the country till recent times,
Akasakade, the restaurant on its top-most floor, the Parliament building, the Secretariat.
The very names stirred and brought him memories of happier times when this beautiful
country was not bedeviled with racial animosities. He wondered if he would ever see
these landmarks again. Sivan sighed heavily. (34)
On his way to the railway station, Sivan recalls with nostalgia a (imagined) non-racist past that is
no longer available to him and other Sri Lankans and yearns for a future that resembles that past.
His urban bourgeois subjectivity that aspires to be a part of the cosmopolitan city faces a crisis at
this point.40 When he flees Colombo amidst violence, the city has in many ways become a home
(if not the home) to him. Sivan’s movement from Colombo to Jaffna is a displacement and
dislocation from the familiar in emotional terms too. A fervent yearning for a common, non-
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I am indebted to Nicola Perera for this insightful comment on Sivan’s subjectivity.
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racist future that challenges both Sinhala and Tamil nationalisms emanates from the dislocation
Sivan goes through during his flight from Colombo. Sivan’s imagination of a non-racist future,
despite its middle-classness, produces in the novella a solid response to not just the
majoritarianism of the post-colonial state but the hegemonic articulations of Tamil nationalism as
well. However, as a country with a tiny readership of English fiction constitutive mainly of the
English-educated elite, one is skeptical of the novel’s ability to kindle such imagination in the
larger Sri Lankan community where institutionalized and societal racism and nationalist
narratives of territory hold sway. One has to await the translation of the novella into Sinhala and
Tamil for it to contribute effectively to processes that attempt to shift Sri Lanka’s political and
civic discourses from majoritarianism and territorial ethno-nationalisms.
In Santhan’s novella, the 1977 violence gives vent to the simmering ethnic tensions in
Colombo’s multi-ethnic middle-class spaces, mainly government offices. When violence breaks
out in the city, contrary to Sivan’s expectations and optimism, none of his Sinhala colleagues in
the office reaches out to him or expresses their concern for the safety of Sivan and other Tamils
who are living in the city. When Sivan says that no Sinhalese was killed in the north and that it
was confirmed by the chief Buddhist priest in Jaffna, Mendis, a fellow Sinhala employee refuses
to accept it. The office becomes a divided space with “some of his colleagues […] stand[ing]
around Gopal’s table while the rest […] at Caldera’s table” (23). The novel also suggests that the
separatist declaration made by the Tamil United Liberation Front in the north the previous year
has contributed in part to the deterioration of the relationship between the two communities in
the southern parts of the country. Mendis, for instance, asks Sivan, “Why are your people asking
for a Tamil state, then?” (30). Yet, Sivan does not give up his faith in the Sinhala community as a
whole. He thinks if his friend Gamini had been present in the office the situation would have
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been different. Rails Run Parallel thus departs from virulent Tamil nationalist narratives that
paint all Sinhalese in Sri Lanka with the same brush as demonic and unsympathetic to Tamils
and their political struggle. The novel here uses an off-scene figure to keep the flame of hope
alive. This strategy allows the writer to make the novel’s commitment to coexistence and amity
firmer while depicting the deterioration in the relationship between Tamils and Sinhalese in
Colombo.
The ethnic tensions portrayed in Rails Run Parallel have a class dimension too. One of
the praiseworthy aspects of the novella is its interest in giving prominence to this class
dimension. When Sivan, his friend Varathan and their wives are fleeing Colombo in the wake of
the anti-Tamil violence, they become suspicious of the Sinhala taxi driver who drives them to the
railway station in Fort. While the ethnic tensions in the office where middle-class Tamils and
Sinhalese interact with one another take the form of a political debate, inside the taxi where the
middle-class Tamil characters meet a working-class Sinhala driver, the former begin to see the
latter as a violent Other. But to their surprise, the taxi driver turns out to be a sympathetic person
who even bandages a wound on Sivan’s finger with his handkerchief. The various exchanges and
negotiations between the members of the two communities depicted in the novel during the
violence problematize the popular Tamil nationalist perception of the Sinhalese as the evil Other.
I see Rails Run Parallel as a text that challenges both the state and reactionary Tamil nationalism
because it underlines and re-affirms the faith that many ordinary people had in one another in
spite of the ethno-religious nature of the violence that unfolded before them at the time. The text
shows that ethnic antagonisms are undergirded by strong class-marked assumptions about culture
and invites us to understand the communities’ relationship with each other in all its complexity.
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Santhan’s text gives a central place to how ethnicity is articulated and lived by the citydwellers. During the days of violence and the subsequent years, we see the southern Tamil
characters in the text expressing their concerns over revealing their identities in the open. Jeyan,
a friend Sivan meets at the railway station when he is fleeing Colombo, tells him that the two
women who are standing near them are Tamils but they are “without their pottus” perhaps
because they wanted to hide their ethnic identity from the mobs who are searching for Tamils
(40). In 1979, when Sivan meets his friend Ravi, a Tamil bus-conductor, the latter says he does
not want to converse with the Tamil-speaking passengers in his mother tongue as it may put his
life in danger. The narrator notes that Ravi’s “movements, language, the way he threatened,
cajoled and joked with commuters” and “his every action somehow gave him away as one
belonging to the other community” (92). The need to underplay and mute their identities and
pretend to be the Other that many Tamils in the south felt and the violence they faced in 1977
show that Tamil lives in the south were more precarious linguistically, culturally and
economically than the lives of the Tamils who were living in the largely mono-lingual north,
especially Jaffna, the heartland of Tamil nationalism. Rails Run Parallel captures this situation in
one of its aphoristic observations: “Troubles had broken out in the city, the outskirts and
elsewhere, and the lives of all Tamils, except those in the North and East, were in danger” (21).
To understand how state-aided violence against Tamils was experienced by the different
segments of the Tamil community, one should study the geography of this violence. The
colonization schemes of the 40s and 50s in the Eastern Province of Sri Lanka often led to
confrontations between the Tamils and Sinhalese in the region after independence. 1958 and
1977 were two major ethnic pogroms against the Tamils in the South, besides the 1983
massacres that happened in the aftermath of the killing of 13 soldiers in Jaffna by the LTTE. In
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his classification of areas that are prone to Sinhala-Tamil ethnic tension in Sri Lanka, S. J.
Tambiah identifies “the capital city of Colombo and its surrounding districts [where] the Tamil
presence, both Sri Lankan and Indian, reaches [nearly] 11%” as “the first sensitive spot” (9). In
the north, violence was unleashed upon the Tamil people by the state mainly during the Tamil
militancy. This geography demonstrates that Jaffna and the north, the cultural and ideological
nerve centers of Tamil nationalism, were largely unaffected by state violence prior to the
militancy, although several parts of the northern and eastern regions where Tamils lived in large
numbers were subjected to state-aided colonization by Sinhalese.
The anti-Tamil violence of 1977 became a watershed moment in the country’s
postcolonial history as it pushed many young members of the Tamil Left, who had till then
resisted the Federal Party’s call for secession, to embrace separatism and join the various Tamil
militant movements.41 The violence that Tamils faced in the south made those in the north think
that it was only through an armed revolution aiming at the creation of a separate state that Tamils
could be emancipated. The alienation that Tamils faced in the south raised the political
significance of the territory in the north and east to the collective existence of the Tamil people
all over the country.
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Silan Kadirgamar describes this change by recalling the exchanges that happened at a conference of the Student
Christian Movement held in Jaffna in 1976: “It would be of interest to those present here today that while the TULF
was formulating this demand in August 1976, the SCM of Sri Lanka was having its annual conference at St. John’s
College, Jaffna. One whole afternoon was devoted to the national question. A member of the Elaignar Peravai or
Tamil Youth Front was invited to address the conference with nearly 150 students participating, over 50 per cent
being Sinhalese from the south. I happened to chair this session. It was an extremely difficult and delicate task. The
discussions were trilingual. The speaker knew only Tamil. The left radicals from the newly founded university of
Jaffna were present. This was the period when we had Sinhalese students in the Jaffna university. More importantly
highly articulate persons such as president of the university student council Jeyapalan, lecturer Nithiyananthan,
Nirmala and Rajini were present. They were all vehemently anti-Tamil Eelam. The dominant trend was for a United
Lanka. I found myself in the position of consistently intervening to protect the right of the Youth League member to
present his point of view. Then came the 1977 riots. The Sinhalese students refused to return to Jaffna. Tamil youth
groups committed to Tamil Eelam rapidly grew in strength. This sea change occurred somewhere between 1977 to
1980” (“Management” 29).
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Santhan’s text indicates that Colombo hardly signifies comfort or economic prosperity to
its middle-class Tamil residents hailing from Jaffna. Many Tamils like the Selvaratnams in the
text had to put themselves through immense hardship before establishing themselves in
Colombo. Although ethnic violence in the south targeted Tamils, regardless of their economic
status or caste, for many middle-aged middle-class Tamils from Jaffna who had become
residents of Colombo only relatively recently leaving Colombo and losing their hard-earned
property to the mobs meant re-starting their lives from the scratch. Selvaratnam’s response to
Sivan when the latter expresses his concern for the safety of his landlord shows that the ethnic
identity of many middle-class Tamils aggravated the economic challenges that they had to face
when they chose to live in Colombo:
‘Don’t worry about us, Thambi. We are not going to move from here. Whatever happens,
I’m determined to face it,’ he had said it quietly.
Sivan had been touched. Mr. Selva had continued. ‘Thambi, as I’ve told you several
times before, I slaved for many years to build this house. I’m only a middle level
government servant. I saved cent by cent to make my dream come true. Do you know
how many hours of overtime I worked and for how many years? I sold the only plot of
land I had inherited in my village in Jaffna to put up this house. The loan I got from the
bank is still to be settled.’ He had paused. (8)
Santhan’s novella also reveals that ethnicity cannot always be the over-determining force
in the lives of the middle-class migrant Tamils in the south or Colombo. The novel is divided
into two sections: 1977 and 1979. While the first section focuses on the experiences of migrant
Tamils during the 1977 ethnic violence, the second part is about how some who had to flee to
Jaffna later felt the need to re-integrate themselves into their professional lives in the city.
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Santhan’s protagonist Sivan continues to question if the decision he made to resume duties in
Colombo was right:
Had he made a mistake by returning to Colombo, he mused. How difficult it had been for
him to have made a decision then. He had wanted to give up his job and remain in Jaffna
and start a small venture of his own. He had, in fact, made some plans towards that end.
But others, except those from his family, had urged him to return to his job in Colombo.
‘What a fool you are to leave a job that is well paid, permanent and pensionable and
waste your life here?’ they had ridiculed him. (86)
What his Tamil friends in Jaffna felt about Sivan’s earlier decision to quit his job indicates the
importance Vellala middle-class migrant Tamil workers in the south give to their cultural and
economic value-system. Central to it is the idea that one should hold a government job. It echoes
the famous saying in Tamil “koli meithalum kornamenthil mei” (even if you have to mind
chickens, you should do it for the government). This saying came about and was made popular
when an army of petty clerks, apothecaries, sub-contractors, post masters and station masters
entered the service of the colonial government from Jaffna peninsula and went all over the island
and to distant lands like Malaysia and today’s Singapore. Capitalizing on this trend for their
political goals, Sinhala nationalists claimed that it was because of the Tamils that many
Sinhalese in the south had to remain unemployed.42 This middle class’ involvement in colonial
government and bureaucracy and the opposition it encountered from Sinhala nationalists later
gave rise to a national consciousness among its members and made them think that the Tamil
community could govern itself and that it should no longer live under a Sinhala-centric state.

Somachandre Wijesuriya’s First Rising shows that this idea was in circulation among the Sinhala-Buddhists in the
south.
42
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When Sivan returns to work three months after the violence, his colleagues tease him if it was
because of fear that he did not come back sooner. Sivan just tells them “whatever came to his
mind” (122). Yet, the narrator of the novel tells us: “How could he have told them that he had
come back because he had lacked the determination to do what he wanted to do?” (122). Sivan is
thus torn between his ethnic pride which became important to him because of the unpleasant
experiences he and other Tamil employees in his office had to go through in 1977 and the
economic value system of the Vellala middle-class community in Jaffna that holds white collar
government jobs in high regard. Although homeland becomes a safer space for people like Sivan
during times of trouble in the south, eventually they feel the need to return to Colombo for their
survival.
Rails Run Parallel powerfully depicts the return of the migrant as a difficult experience
replete with conflicting feelings towards the city:
Sivan knew the locality as well as he did his own backyard. But the familiarity that had
prevailed at one time seemed to have weakened. He couldn’t feel the same attachment for
the place as he once had since his return from Jaffna after a period of six months’ stay
there. (104)
Yet, his responsibilities in the workplace create a change in the way he perceives the city. The
sense of alienation he initially felt disappears:
With the assuming of work again, he had been drawn once again into the whirlpool of
city life and into the mad rush. Had he been drawn into it having no way to escape or
without wanting to escape? He was not sure, even now. (122)
The shift we see in Sivan’s feelings suggests that the Tamil migrant worker’s life in the city is
shaped by his ethnic Otherness and professional life. If ethnicity acts as a force that alienates him
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from the city, class-marked values and responsibilities re-link him with the city. As a result, the
migrant continues to have an uncertain, ambivalent relationship to the city that he cannot fully
fathom. One may even term this relationship an urban double consciousness that the migrant
worker experiences outside his homelands.
One cannot do justice to A. Santhan’s text without looking at the feudal, caste-marked
relationships that mark the lives of the Jaffna Tamil characters in the text. One of the significant
developments in the storyline after Sivan’s return to Colombo is the straining of his relationship
with the landlady. Although the immediate cause of the dispute is the pet dog that the
Selvaratnams rear which Sivan accidentally lets out when he opens the gate on his way to the
office one day, Sivan’s inner voice casts doubts over Mrs. Selvaratnam’s actions. But one should
note that Sivan’s internal reflections on feudal relations are refracted by his misogynistic
attitudes:
Mr. Selvaratnam had not changed; he was the same old man. Men are always
broadminded. But, what could be the reason for the change in the landlady’s attitude? She
must have something in her mind. Does she want to oust us and rent it to out to
somebody else? Somebody who is known to them? Or for a higher rent? If that was so,
she could have come out with that openly. Why this acrimony? If they wanted their place
back, we would quit once they give us notice, as agreed.
They had always said that we were all people from the North, fellow countrymen. What
did all that mean? That was mere small talk. It had no meaning. The relationship was one
of landlords and tenants! That was all. (81)
The novella describes in detail the process that Tamil tenants from Jaffna undertake when they
search for accommodation in the city with the help of friends, brokers and newspapers and the
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negotiations that take place between prospective tenants and landlords. Drawing upon the work
of Clemens Greiner and Patrick Sakdapolrak (2013) on translocality, Amirthanjali Sivapalan
frames these communications, exchanges, interactions and negotiations as constitutive of the
power relations that make up the condition of translocality that Santhan’s novella brings into
view (31-32). While these processes and negotiations have a ritual-like presence in the Tamil
tenants’ lives, Rails Run Parallel makes it clear that they are linked to the division of society
along class lines and that one cannot ignore the economic advantages that landlords gain in the
form of higher rents, key money and advance payments by forcing their tenants to leave their
houses after a certain period.
Santhan’s first novel in English The Whirlwind (2010) focuses on the trials and
tribulations of the people of a village in Jaffna when the region was under the occupation of the
Indian Peace Keeping Forces. One of the problems in the text which portrays the relationship of
the people to their land is that it suppresses and mutes caste-based discrimination in its
representation of the community (Thiruvarangan, “Identities” 133-134). In Rails Run Parallel,
set in Colombo, Santhan exposes and critiques the casteism among the Jaffna Tamils who work
in Colombo. Thanabal, who has been working on the same floor as Sivan for more than two
years, spoke to him only once because he was misinformed by someone that Sivan did not
belong to the upper caste. When Sivan gets to know about it, he tells Thanabal to his face, “the
caste system is a curse on our society” (142). Sivan’s interactions with his landlady and
Thanabal’s attitudes towards Sivan de-center ethnicity as the focus of Rails Run Parallel. Sivan’s
lived experiences in the city are determined not solely by ethnicity but his position as a tenant
and caste-marked subject as well.
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In the 1979 section of Rails Run Parallel, Sivan is not just a government employee but
also the secretary of a multi-ethnic trade union. Before the riots too he was an office bearer of the
trade union in different capacities, first as an Assistant Secretary for two years and then as the
Secretary for another couple of years. Sivan wonders why he was elected as the Secretary of the
Trade Union where only 25% of the members were Tamils. He also seems to have second
thoughts about having accepted the position. The questions he has about his own actions indicate
that class-based professional allegiances and ethnic pride fracture the subjectivity of the middleclass Tamil migrant worker in Colombo:
How was it possible though for him to forget and ignore all the unpleasantness so soon?
How easily had he accepted the offer? How readily was he available? When his name
was proposed at the last AGM, what was that unseen force that had prevented him from
saying ‘I beg to decline’? He couldn’t find an answer. Was it his ego? Probably! Look,
they still want me, they still recognize me! Did this mean he had an inferiority complex?
Whenever he thought of these, everything appeared absurd. (120).
Rails Run Parallel also leaves us with a puzzle. Although the novel underscores the growing
estrangement between the Tamil employees and Sinhala employees in Sivan’s office in 1977, it
does not name any of the Sinhala employees except Mendis. When Sivan resumes duties and
becomes the secretary of the trade union, we see him engage in friendly conversations with the
Sinhala employees. Ethnic tensions suddenly disappear in these scenes, except for the warning
by a Tamil clerk that Sivan should not waste his time on the “ungrateful lots,” meaning the
Sinhalese in his office (127). Mendis who earlier acted arrogantly towards the Tamil employees
during the riots appears in none of these scenes. There is ambiguity as to whether the characters
who show friendliness towards Sivan are the same as the ones who were hostile to the Tamil
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employees in 1977 during the riots because the novel does not mention the names of the latter.
By creating this ambiguity, the writer suggests that one cannot easily conclude that there is
reconciliation between the Tamil and Sinhala workers in 1979. Though a class-based alliance
cutting across ethnic boundaries emerges in the second part of the novel, Santhan does not frame
it as an unambiguous sign of ethnic reconciliation.
The Colombo described in Santhan’s text is not just Sinhala and Tamil though one has to
admit that his characters from other communities occupy the margins of the novella. For
instance, there is a Malaiyaha Thamil woman with her young son boarding a bus where Sivan
meets his conductor friend Ravi. On his way to work, Sivan regularly passes Badurdeen, a
Muslim vendor who is older than Sivan but due to Sivan’s social position as a public-sector
employee addresses him as Thoray. 43 Badurdeen sells cigarettes, cool drinks, sweets, king
coconuts and betel and several other things placed on his three-wheeled cart. When reflecting on
his friend’s Ravi’s muted Tamil identity, Sivan wonders how it is possible for Badurdeen to
speak in Tamil so loudly without fear. Though Badurdeen exists on the sides of the middle-class
spaces of Colombo, we also see him as a Tamil-speaking Muslim figure who keeps the linguistic
cosmopolitanism of Colombo alive when the Tamils from Colombo had to mute their language
and cultural practices due to fear.
The lived experiences of the Tamils in the south, the Malaiyaha Thamil community and
Muslims that we see in Santhan and Wijesuriya’s texts expose the inadequacies of territorial
nationalisms. The texts invite us to reflect on what collective existence and peaceful ethnic
coexistence mean to populations-on-the-move, migrant communities and workers who live
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In colloquial Tamil, Thoray is used to address one’s boss.
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outside their homelands and motherlands, minorities and nation-less peoples within Sri Lanka.
These laboring communities with “homes” but no “homelands,” as Sharika Thiranagama puts it,
should be brought to the center of our conversations on reconciliation and ethnic cohabitation in
Sri Lanka (255). Their displacement from their ‘homelands’ reminds us that the question of
territorial sovereignty in Sri Lanka needs to be approached from their perspective too, as at
present there is no room for them in both Sinhala and Tamil nationalist discourses on sovereignty
and self-determination.
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CHAPTER TWO
Self as Plural, Self as Liminal: Cosmopolitan Imaginaries of the North-East of Sri Lanka
“Muslims are the absent but pregnant emptiness in the heart of Tamil nationalism.”
Sharika Thiranagama, In My Mother’s House (108)

On the first of June 2017, many Tamils all over the world memorialized on Facebook the
1981 burning of the Jaffna Public Library by thugs commissioned by the Sri Lankan state. The
library, a repository of thousands of rare books and manuscripts, was located in the heart of
Jaffna town. The inhabitants of Jaffna, especially the middle-class, upper-caste communities who
prided themselves as educated, cultured and hardworking people, regarded the library as a key
icon of the value system that they cherished and celebrated. The library was burnt down one
evening allegedly at the order of ministers from the central government who were temporarily
based in Jaffna to oversee the District Development Council elections.44 This nefarious incident
sent waves of shock and anger among the people of Jaffna and Tamils all over the world.
Many in the Tamil community view the torching of the library as a Sinhala nationalist
assault on one of the central symbols of their nation. Located in the northernmost part of Sri
Lanka, Jaffna is home to nearly 25.4% of the Tamil population in Sri Lanka today and seen as
the location that offers the cultural ingredients for the national imaginary of the Tamil people
(Department of Census 149). Adele Balasingham, wife of Anton Balasingham, the LTTE’s
ideologue till his death in 2006, describes Jaffna as a “sacred city,” and “the cultural capital of
Eelam Tamils” in her account about the Exodus of 1995 when nearly three hundred thousand
people were displaced from their homes during the height of the war at the behest of the LTTE.
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See What Happened in Jaffna: Days of Terror (1981), a report by the Movement for Inter-Racial Justice and
Equality for more details about this heinous incident.
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(316). Nillanthan’s Man Pattinangal (Cities of Sand), a poem seeped in the Tamil nationalist
ideology, highlights the foremost place given to Jaffna in nationalist discourses, when the poem
describes the experiences of the region’s residents during the mass Exodus of 1995: “The firstborn like capital in the rainy night/ weeping on the street” (24). Many Tamils and Tamil
nationalists deemed the burning of the public library in Jaffna a sinister attempt by SinhalaBuddhist nationalists to crush the soul of the Tamil nation.
Though Jaffna is a Tamil majority region, it is also home to Tamil-speaking Muslims
who identify themselves as a distinct ethnic group.45 The municipal region of Jaffna, where the
library was situated, had a small population of Muslims at the time of the burning of the library.
The Muslims also had their businesses inside the town. M. A. Nuhman, an eminent Tamil
scholar of Marxist persuasion and a Muslim from the eastern part of Sri Lanka, was a lecturer at
the University of Jaffna and a regular user of the library when it was set on fire in 1981. Moved
by the destruction of the public library, Nuhman wrote a scathing critique exposing the violent
face of political Buddhism in Sri Lanka in the form of a poem called “Puththarin Padukolai.”
The poem tells its reader that the Sri Lankan state, in setting the library on fire, has robbed
Buddhism of the values that constitute its core such as mercy, compassion and non-violence and
murdered the Buddha himself for narrow political gains.
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Some Muslim politicians and civil organizations consider the Muslims as a distinct nation within Sri Lanka.
Unlike in India where the Muslim identity is treated as a religious identity for purposes of the census, in Sri Lanka,
the Muslim identity is considered as an ethnicity in the census. But in Sri Lanka, too, the religious dimensions of this
identity hold importance in the framing of the Muslim community’s social and political aspirations. For a detailed
analysis of the formation of the Muslim identity in Sri Lanka, see M. A. Nuhman’s Sri Lankan Muslims: Ethnic
Identity within Cultural Diversity (2007).
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Murder46
Last night
I dreamt
Buddha was shot dead
by the police,
guardians of the law.
His body drenched in blood
On the steps
Of the Jaffna Library.
[…]

They heaped the books
ninety thousand in all,
and lit the pyre
with the Cikalokavadda Sutta.
Thus the remains
of the Compassionate One
were burned to ashes
along with the Dhammapada. (Trans. Pathmanathan 99)

So Pathmanathan, who translated the poem into English, titled it as “Murder,” although the title “Puththarin
Padukolai,” could easily be translated into English as “The Murder of the Buddha.” In responding to a query at a
conference held in Jaffna in 2013, the translator said he wanted to keep the Buddha out of the title out of deference
for the figure.
46
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Anthologized in several volumes of modern Sri Lankan Tamil poetry, the poem is circulated on
social media during the anniversary of the burning of the library. When it was shared on
Facebook in June 2017, Sivamohan Sumathy, a poet and scholar from Jaffna who has also
written about the burning of the library (“Is There War” 124), made a critical intervention about
an omission that often goes unnoticed when Nuhman’s poem is shared as an act of
memorialization by Tamil nationalists and others. Sumathy reminded some of us who posted the
poem on our Facebook pages that Nuhman was among the thousands of Muslims evicted from
Jaffna in 1990 by the Liberation Tigers of Tamil Eelam (LTTE) in what is perceived by many as
an act of ethnic cleansing. 47 Sumathy’s intervention carried an important message to those who
saw the burning of the library as a violent act against the Tamils. It reminded us that the LTTE,
even as it was engaged in a struggle to create a separate sovereign state that would give an
institutional form to the Tamil nation, expelled a minority community from the territories that the
Tamil nation considers its traditional homelands.
Post-1990, particularly after the Eviction of the Muslims from the northern region, this
poem on the burning of the library can no longer be read solely as a critique of Buddhist
nationalism and the horrors it unleashed on the minorities. When we read the poem today, it
reminds the reader in a startling way of the exclusions and limitations of the Tamil nationalist
project and the problematic territorial assumptions that undergird it. In light of the expulsion of
the Muslims and the poet, I see the poem denaturalize the north as Tamil and underline the
importance of charting a new politics of place and self-determination that brings to the center
communities that felt alienated by Tamil nationalism and the bonds that connected non-Tamils

The Quest for Redemption: The Story of the Northern Muslims, a report prepared by Citizens’ Commission on the
Eviction, terms this watershed event “as an act of ethnic cleansing and should be acknowledged as such” (187).
47
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with the so-called traditional homelands of the Tamils. This reading of the poem underscores the
importance of re-framing our conversations about self-determination and sovereignty in the
region in pluralist terms bearing in mind the place, anxieties and political aspirations of its nonTamil populations.
Sumathy’s intervention on the use of Nuhman’s poem in memorializing the burning of
the library also triggers several questions about the library and the north in general. In the
political imaginaries and discursivities about and around the library, to whom did and does the
library belong before and after it was burnt? As a symbol, what values and identities does it
represent? How is this site claimed and interpellated for purposes of Tamil nationalism? In other
words, what does the library signify and symbolize today when the evicted Muslims face hurdles
to their resettlement in Jaffna and other parts of the north not just because of the state’s failures
but also due to the hostile attitudes and actions of Tamil bureaucrats who occupy state-run
institutions responsible for resettlement in the north? How can one frame the library’s
relationship to the Muslims and non-Tamils in Jaffna? At one level, these questions also urge us
to examine the place of other public and private institutions in the region, their relationship to the
various ethnic and linguistic communities in the north and the territoriality of the region. They
also invite us to scrutinize what politics revolving around self-determination in the northern and
eastern areas of Sri Lanka and the imagined state of Tamil Eelam hold to the non-Tamil
populations in the region.
This chapter in diving into a selection of literary texts and a few human rights narratives
that focus on the war-time experiences of the multi-ethnic people in the north and east of Sri
Lanka attempts to offer an ethnicity critique of Tamil nationalism. It explores the ways in which
literary and non-literary texts reconceive, or aid us in reconceiving, the concepts of self-
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determination and territorial sovereignty which emerged and remain popular in the Northern and
Eastern Provinces today as a Tamil articulation and Tamil nationalist aspiration, in ways that
they accommodate the diverse, especially non-Tamil populations in the region, their interests,
value-systems and political struggles. In so doing, it pays close attention to the textual renditions
of hybrid cultural formations and cross-ethnic solidarities and alliances that depart from the
dominant assumptions of Tamil nationalism about territory. This chapter also attempts to throw
light upon how poets, writers of short stories, human rights activists and intellectuals from the
region(s) reclaim the north and east from Tamil nationalism in their writings and activism for
plurality and liminality or the phenomenon I describe as local or provincial cosmopolitanism.
I analyze in this chapter a set of texts which I describe loosely as literatures about the
multi-ethnic peoples of the north and east. While some of the texts that figure in this chapter are
nationalist in spirit and were authored by self-proclaimed Tamil nationalists, I see in them, too, a
concern for the Other, the non-Tamil subject, its relation to the Tamils and the multiplicities of
the territory. This body of literature in general has two characteristics: (a) it speaks about the
cultural, social, political and economic experiences of the people who belong to different ethnic
communities in the region, especially during the civil war; and (b) even as they record the ethnoreligious divisions and polarizations observed in the region, they treat the ‘Other’ subject, its
desires and pain seriously and with empathy and speaks against the assault on cultural pluralism
by nationalist actors, thereby offering a politics of solidarity that cuts across ethnic divisions.
The literary and non-literary texts that this chapter looks at share similar political
concerns. But their generic differences inflect and refract their meaning and ideology differently.
The non-literary texts, especially the human rights narratives, are driven by their writers’ quest
for truth at a time when hegemonic actors like the Sri Lankan state and the LTTE were involved
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in obfuscation; nevertheless, the writers of the reports allow room for multiple truths and accept
that ambivalence cannot entirely be done away with in truth-seeking. The autobiographical
accounts bring out another sensibility: the narrators’ experiences are presented through reflection
but with a touch of creativity that enmeshes the past and the present and the different layers of
history, some of which are no longer found in the memory of popular nationalism. The literary
texts, the poems and short stories, while drawing from the experiences of the masses, try to
formulate responses to the situation on the ground by challenging and critiquing hegemonic
actors including the Tamil militants. As writings that promote alternative imaginaries, even as
they grapple with the stark divisions and polarization on the ground, the literary texts point to
(the importance of envisioning) radical futures of coexistence. While these different generic
mediations make the valence of the political articulations emerging from the texts heterogeneous,
all of them are interventionist in spirit and can be described as resistant in their own ways.
Jacques Derrida notes that archiving is a process that involves the acts of both
“commencement” and “commandment” or the “ontological” and “nomological” (9). Even as one
welcomes the creation of an archive that provides a space for the experiences and imagination of
the multi-ethnic people of the north and east and seeks to broaden the scope of democracy,
justice and self-determination, the archiver should be mindful that this initiative is not free of the
exercise of “authority and social order” by those who possess intellectual and institutional power
(Derrida 9). While most of the texts and narratives analyzed in this chapter productively disrupt
Tamil nationalism and the nationalist versions of self-determination taken for granted as benign
and revolutionary, one should acknowledge that they work within the territoriality of the north
and east. The geographic choice made here is based on the territorial character of the struggle for
self-determination. As demonstrated in the previous chapter, the national question and the ethnic
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violence that Sri Lanka witnessed in the past cannot be contained within a literary map that
focuses on the north and east of the country alone, although the border that separates the north
and east from the rest of the country is crucial to the self-determination project of the Tamils as it
has evolved up to today. Some of the narratives examined below would show that this archive
alone is insufficient to understand the complex nature of ethnic violence in Sri Lanka as the
mobilities of the people from the north and east and the sense of protection they felt in times of
conflict go beyond the territorial boundaries of the regions in places like Puttalam. Yet, I take the
border that separates the north-east from the rest of the country as an important one in this
chapter because it has functioned in the postcolonial history of the island as a critical boundary
that has posed a consolidated challenge to the hegemonic unity of Sri Lanka often enacted in the
name of Sinhala-Buddhist nationalism.
In describing his study of the methodology behind the formation of disciplines, Michel
Foucault allows room for the re-construction of the unities that he unpacks and de-constructs: “I
shall accept the groupings that history suggests only to subject them at once to interrogation; to
break them up and then see whether they can be legitimately reformed; or whether other
groupings should be made” (26). This chapter is an attempt to interrogate the nationalist
underpinnings of the unity of the north and east through the lens of cosmopolitanism, liminality
and coexistence offered by a set of literary and non-literary writings. Employing the
methodology of immanent critique, it tries to gauge whether one can re-envision the north and
east differently, not necessarily as a re-constituted unity, but as an indispensable site liminality
and cosmopolitanism shot through with contradictions. The archive offered here has its linguistic
boundaries too in that the texts that I comment on are in either Tamil or English and represent a
fragment of the repertoire of writings about the region. One may want add to this body of texts
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writings in Sinhala that focus on the lives, desires and political aspirations of the Sinhala people
who make up nearly 15% of the population in the north-east today. 48 The plurality of the territory
therefore cannot be divorced from the linguistic plurality manifesting itself in the political
articulations of the different communities. The archive that is analyzed here is thus haunted by a
linguistic lack that is also cultural and political.
This chapter is inspired by the path-breaking, insightful critiques of Tamil nationalism
that scholars like Sumathy (2001), Ismail (2005) and Thiranagama (2011) have made. But not
limiting itself to a critique of nationalism, it foregrounds the attempts on the part of writers and
activists from the north and east of Sri Lanka to re-imagine (and to invite others to re-imagine)
self-determination and coexistence through a multi-ethnic lens. While this chapter dwells upon
what I call an ethnicity critique of Tamil nationalism, which looks at the Tamil nationalist project
from the point of view of the non-Tamils or its ethnic Others who reside in the north-east today
and the hybrid, cosmopolitan social formations that have emerged in the region over the
centuries, one cannot undervalue the work of critics and scholars like Silva & Thanges (2009),
Thanges (2015), Maunaguru (1995), Coomaraswamy & Rajasingham (2009), Sumathy (2004),
Kadirgamar (2016), Haniffa (2008) and Hasbullah & Korf (2012) who have interrogated the
homogenizing narratives about the different ethnic communities in the north-east by commenting
on the fractures and faultlines that they notice within them in terms of class, caste and gender and
how these axes of identification heterogenized the communities’ experiences and memory of the
war and militancy.

I arrived at this figure based on the statistics provided in the Census of Population and Housing 2012 – Final
Report.
48
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In this chapter, I offer a central place to literary expressions that revolve around the wartime experiences of the northern Muslims evicted by the LTTE in 1990, the multi-ethnic
populations in the Eastern Province, the people who live in the Sinhala-majority colonies in the
east and north, the conflicts between these different communities over territory and the forms of
inter-ethnic solidarity that have emerged despite these tensions and conflicts. I also look at the
ways in which literature and other writings including human rights narratives both limit and
contribute to discussions on reconciliation and coexistence in the region/s. In discussing the texts
that focus on these communities, I argue that the intimacies and conflicts that we notice in the
region and their textual representations underline the need for a theory of coexistence that sees
justice, plurality and cosmopolitanism rather than a singular cultural or ethnic or national identity
as the premises for collective articulations of self-determination. I would also like to emphasize
that the importance given to two numerically powerful minority communities in the north-east
and their experiences in this chapter should not obscure the ways in which the presence of
numerically smaller ethnicities and culture-based groups in the region, such as Burghers, Malays,
Indian Tamils, Telugus and Veddas, shape its cultural landscape and pluralizes the politics of
self-determination. 49
Much has been written in both Tamil and English about the literary writings that focus on
the experiences of the Tamils during the civil war, their sense of dislocation both within Sri
Lanka and diasporic spaces and the different kinds of feminist or womanist consciousness that
emerged in the north and east and outside during the years of militancy. Chelva Kanaganayakam,
for instance, has written about the “role and function of contemporary Tamil literature in
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constructing, maintaining and legitimizing nationalist sentiments among Tamils” (81). This
chapter, in contrast, looks at how literature participates and intervenes in the interactions among
Tamils, Muslims and Sinhalese in the north and east and, thereby, disrupts and interrogates
Tamil nationalism and the discourses of self-determination in the region as Tamil.
There is no doubt that the nationalist framing of self-determination as Tamil has led to
violent exclusions and discrimination. This history of pain and bloodshed conjures up the future
state that self-determination, especially the LTTE’s version of self-determination, aimed to
create as one that is irreconcilable with pluralism. But should these pitfalls require us to abandon
altogether the political use of self-determination as a way of re-organizing our relationship to the
territory, the state and communities that identify themselves differently from us, especially in a
context where Sinhala-Buddhist nationalism claims the entire island as its own to the exclusion
of ethnic, religious and cultural minorities? Especially in light of the prolonged unwillingness or
reluctance on the part of a large number of social organizations, trade unions and student groups
in the south to challenge the Sinhala-Buddhist character of the state in a forceful way, the
demand for self-determination and the creation of an alternative political structure in the north
and east of the island continues to be a significant and legitimate political articulation. Yet, as a
Tamil who has lived and worked outside the Northern Province, I am also aware that selfdetermination and regional autonomy can address the problems of the minorities only to some
extent. The framing of the north and east as Tamil as a way of combating the institutionalization
of Sinhala-Buddhist nationalism has a dangerous corollary: the rest of the country, where a large
number of minorities live, is legitimized and constitutionalized as Sinhala-Buddhist. On the other
hand, today’s north and east is home to non-Tamils who constitute nearly 40% of the region’s
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population.50 Therefore, even as we work within the boundaries of the Northern, Eastern or
North-Eastern Provinces when we re-territorialize the state for purposes of linguistic or regional
autonomy at the macro level, we should address the challenges posed to coexistence by the
cultural, religious and ethnic and linguistic plurality that characterizes these territories and the
anxieties and fears it triggers.
It is necessary that we acknowledge that self-determination is not always a benign,
democratic ideal as certain liberal and Marxist traditions have us believe. Self-determination,
while aiming to liberate communities that face discrimination under a given state, simultaneously
creates political structures that order and hierarchize populations as nations and national
minorities or majorities and minorities, leading to oppression, exclusions and even ethnic
cleansing and genocide. At the international level, the concept has historically been used to
alleviate tensions and conflicts between people of different cultural and religious backgrounds by
containing their authority within delimited territories. One could trace the origins and
antecedents of the legal idea of self-determination appearing in key post-World War II
covenants, such as the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights (ICCPR) and the
International Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights (ICESCR) to the Treaty of
Westphalia which sought to establish, as a way of resolving religious and other wars within
Europe, a political order made up of sovereign states that were expected to not interfere in the
internal affairs of one another.51 Going further back in history, as Gerry J. Simpson does, one
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The ICCPR states: “All peoples have the right to self-determination. By virtue of that right they freely determine
their political status and freely pursue their economic, social and cultural development” (2). An identical Article
appears in the ICESCR (1). However, the neither of the covenants defines the attributes of the entity ‘peoples.’ This
openness allows groups that are different in character to make claims for self-determination.
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could argue that a principle of self-determination undergirded even the ancient Picts’ struggle
against the Roman legions (6). Although the term self-determination was not in circulation
during the French and American Revolutions of the eighteenth century, it was implicitly present
in the revolutionary movements’ “urge to claim sovereignty for ‘the people’” (Simpson 7).
Simpson’s observations on the manner in which the demands for self-determination quickly
degenerated into hegemonic nationalisms and colonialist expansionism in Europe and North
America are useful to understand the use and abuse of the antecedents of this concept historically
and its constitutive double bind:
In France, the bourgeois middle classes sought to exercise this right to self-determination
against the resisting aristocratic elites. This partially democratic and consolidationist
model gave way to a more nationalistic, expansionist tendency during the reign of
Napoleon Bonaparte in France and the imperial wars the French fought during that
period. This tendency also found expression in the various “patriotic” movements in the
United States whose “successes” included the extermination of Native Americans and the
jingoism of the Spanish-American War. Often, such campaigns in the name of selfdetermination degenerated into colonialism, whether American colonialism in the
Philippines or French imperialism in Europe. Movements such as these begin as a form
of democratic self-determination but lapse into colonial adventurism momentarily, before
being engaged by the continuing dialectic between the imperial/expansionist form and the
democratic/disintegrative form. (7)
In the early twentieth century, both liberals and Marxists showed a tremendous interest in selfdetermination as a way of re-organizing inter-national and inter-state relations. Even though one
is not sure if Woodrow Wilson expected via the creation of nation-states founded on the
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principle of self-determination “a new world democratic order” or “what was necessary to bring
peace to Europe” (Mazower 8), he demanded the League of Nations to “‘guarantee’ national
boundaries” and emphasized “the emancipatory importance of the idea of national selfdetermination” (81). V. I. Lenin, on the other hand, saw the materialization of national selfdetermination under national-state as necessary for creating the conditions essential for the
growth of capitalism which in turn would sharpen the antagonisms between the bourgeoisie and
the proletariat leading to the revolution of the latter (396-7). Simultaneously, he argued against
national oppression and presented equality among nations as an ideal. Although Wilson and
Lenin come from different political traditions, their understanding of the notion of self in selfdetermination were grounded in cultural, linguistic and territorial essentialisms. 52 With the
formation of the United Nations, the ideal of national self-determination was globalized in the
1950s and 1960s (Simpson 25). Anti-colonial movements, which embraced this idea, theorized
the nation in multiple ways. As a result, the self in self-determination in India was multi-lingual
and multi-cultural departing in significant ways from European versions of national self. 53 On the
other hand, Somali nationalism, anti-colonial in spirit and seeking to unify Somali territories
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In When Victims Become Killers, Mahmood Mamdani notes in a telling comment that thinkers like Max Weber
and V. I. Lenin who came from different political and philosophical traditions conceived the self in selfdetermination as a cultural self (21).
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Underlining the internationalist vision present in most anti-colonial nationalisms, Vijay Prashad makes some
astute observations about this distinction: “If European nationalism took as a given that a people (who are perhaps a
"race") need to be organized by a state so that their nation can come into its own, the anticolonial nationalists mostly
argued that the people (who are often far too diverse to classify one way or another) need to be free of colonial rule.
The formerly colonized people have at least one thing in common: they are colonized. Nehru, Sukarno, and others
who had been pushed by similar social processes developed an alternative "national" theory. For them, the nation
had to be constructed out of two elements: the history of their struggles against colonialism, and their program for
the creation of justice. Whereas there were several limitations to their program, it was clear that few of the
movements that moved toward the Third World agenda came with a theory of the nation that based itself wholly or
even largely on racial or monocultural grounds (where they would have demanded, for instance, cultural
assimilation). Instead, they had an internationalist ethos, one that looked outward to other anticolonial nations as
their fellows. The Third World form of nationalism is thus better understood as an internationalist nationalism” (12).
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apportioned by European colonizers among themselves, modelled itself on European
nationalisms and situated a singular Somali territorial-cultural identity at its center.54
Even in the twentieth and twenty-first centuries, despite the interventions made by poststructuralism and postcolonialism in questioning the notion of a unified European self that
emerged under modernity, collectivized versions of “a fully centered, unified individual” or “the
Enlightenment subject” imbued with a rigid cultural and territorial consciousness continue to
reside at the heart of legal and political discourses around national self-determination not just in
several parts of Europe but also in places that went through European colonialism like Sri Lanka
(Hall, “The Question” 597). As a result, self-determination, in these locations, continues to
generate dispensable and disposable Others along cultural, religious, linguistic and national lines.
As predicating liberation solely on cultural selfhood leads to the replacement of old
asymmetries with new ones, the notion of self-determination needs to be infused with a new set
of ethical considerations that can combat and minimize the majoritarianism and cultural
hegemony that the new political structure inevitably produces. While pluralism should remain
central to this alternative theory of self-determination, self-governance should envision a future
where cultural, linguistic and religious communities will have to commit themselves to the
safety, security and socio-political existence of those with whom they share their territory and
other resources. The self in self-determination can no longer be restricted to a singular linguistic
or cultural self but a collection of inter-connected, ever-evolving cultural or ethnic selves
radically ruptured, hybridized and liminalized due to their obligations towards the wellbeing and
welfare of one another. At the heart of self-determination, we need to place a radical multi-
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cultural humanist self which is simultaneously one with itself and others. In theorizing the
simultaneity and inseparability of the singular-plural being, Jean-Luc Nancy observes that the
“singularity of each is indissociable from its being-with-many and because, in general, a
singularity is indissociable from a plurality” (32).55 This singular-plural vision of selfhood and
being may help us deploy self-determination in an emancipatory manner to chart a politics of
radical unfreedom that constantly reminds us of our political and social obligations towards
communities that do not speak our language and worship our gods. In order to unpack
conventional notions of self-determination predicated on cultural, national singularities and retheorize this ideal with a view to charting a politics of unfreedom, we need to foreground the
demographic diversity of the Northern and Eastern Provinces and de-homogenize the landscape
over which Tamil nationalism makes exclusive ownership claims.
In reviewing Pathways of Dissent: Tamil Nationalism in Sri Lanka, a collection of essays
that claims to re-theorize Tamil nationalism in a radical manner by dissecting into the exclusions
that it has produced, Sivamohan Sumathy notes with disappointment that its chapters do not
provide any in-depth analysis of Tamil nationalism from the perspective of the multi-ethnic
populations that inhabit the Eastern Province:

I am also reminded of Judith Butler’s reading of Hannah Arendt’s theorization of the sovereignty where Arendt
critiques the coupling of sovereignty with the idea of a singular, individuable nation: “The idea of federation is
clearly an alternative to established ideas about sovereignty in relation to the nation-state. That latter concept relies
upon a serious error when it yokes two concepts together: the state, which is supposed to preserve a rule of law that
would protect anyone and everyone regardless of nationality, and the nation, understood as a mode of belonging that
is based on nationality and so makes exclusions on the basis of those who belong and those who do not. For this
reason, she opposed the idea that nation-states should have sovereignty, and she opposed as well those versions of
federated power that would give each member nation its own sovereign power. The point was not to distribute
sovereignty to multiple nations, but to undo sovereignty through a conception of a federated pluarlity in which law
and policy would be made in common. Sovereignty was not to be distributed among smaller "nations" but dispersed
into a plurality that would be irreducible to multiple nationalities. Such a federation undoes the notion of sovereignty
as unified and ultimate power and requires a deindividualization of the nation, so that it becomes quite literally
impossible to conceive of a nation or its actions outside the context of plural and concerted action” (Parting Ways
146).
55
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[The volume’s] nationalistic platform, which refuses to take even the east as a fullfledged category for inquiry, is an additional aspect of [its Jaffna centricism]. The east,
after all, provides a counterpoint to the domination of Tamil nationalism. More
multiethnic than Jaffna in the conventional sense, a serious engagement with the
happenings in the east could have opened up illuminating faultlines. Tamil nationalism in
the east has had a chequered career, and has posed great challenges to the myth of the
cohesiveness of the nation. (Sumathy, “Pathways”)
Sumathy’s critique of the materiality of the Tamil nation urges us to pay heed to the multi-ethnic
nature of the territory in the east and encourages us to reflect on how it relates to discourses of
self-determination not just in the east but also in the north especially after the eviction of the
Muslims by the LTTE.
The ethnic conflict in Sri Lanka is sometimes misconstrued as a conflict between the
Tamils and the Sinhalese or the Tamils and the Sri Lankan state resulting in distortions of its
complex history. In 1948, after winning the independence from the British Empire, in one of the
early legislative measures by the first regime, the postcolonial state disenfranchised and rendered
stateless thousands of Indian-origin Tamils who worked in the country’s plantation sector. The
Muslims who form another minority community in the island face marginalization from the state
even today. Waves of anti-Muslim violence marked the pre-independence and postindependence history of the island. In a recent iteration, in March 2018, Sinhala-Buddhist groups
that comprised hardline Buddhist monks, led attacks on Muslims, their businesses and places of
worship in the eastern and central parts of the country. Following the Easter 2019 attacks, antiMuslim sentiments are again on the rise. In the north-east, the struggle for Tamil selfdetermination and Tamil militancy did not pay attention to the political aspirations and anxieties
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of the Muslim community. The members of the plantation Tamil community who moved to the
north and east to get land from the state and to escape anti-Tamil pogroms in the south, too, face
social stigmatization and political alienation. In both Sri Lanka as a whole and the north-east of
the island, the conflict involves several other actors besides the Tamils, Sinhalese and the Sri
Lankan state. The Tamil militant groups were embroiled in internecine warfare in the 1980s,
demystifying Tamil militancy as a homogenous project. Deep fissures have marked the
relationship between the Muslims and Tamils in many parts of the north-east since the late
1980s. One should attend to the place of these constituents of the polity of Sri Lanka and northeast and the political events that pitted them against one another in order to understand the
national question in a nuanced manner.
Histories of the North-East
The settlement of landless Sinhalese peasants from the south in the Tamil majority
Northern and Eastern Provinces and the increase in the Muslim population in the eastern region
have created among the Tamils a fear of minoritization and anxieties about their political status
as the majority community. Partly in light of these developments, Tamil nationalists resort to
history as a way of asserting the superiority of the Tamils over others in the north and east. The
quest for self-determination has become entangled in the processes of constructing a Tamil
nationalist history for the northern and eastern regions. The existence of a kingdom in Jaffna at
the time of the conquest of the coastal regions of the island by the Portuguese in the sixteenth
century has given impetus to the misguided Tamil nationalist imagination of the entire north-east
as a unified territory that once belonged to a Tamil kingdom. Whereas popular Tamil nationalist
narratives that one comes across during elections and social media platforms retroactively
imagine the existence of a pre-colonial Tamil kingdom that covered all areas of today’s north-
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east, scholarship on this subject frames the pre-colonial past of the territory in more complex
terms.
S. Pathmanathan, an acclaimed Sri Lankan Tamil historian, observes that “[t]he origins of
the Kingdom of Jaffna which comprised the Tamil districts in the northern part of the island may
be traced from the events of the early thirteenth century which culminated in the conquest of a
major part of the island by Magha of Kalinga in 1215” (91). Pathmanathan describes the various
events that took place within the kingdom including the invasions that it faced, and notes that the
kingdom was conquered by the Portuguese in 1621 (184). Even though many Tamil nationalist
narratives claim that if not for the conquest of the island by the Portuguese and later the Dutch
and the British, the north and east of Sri Lanka would have evolved into a Tamil nation or a
sovereign Tamil state, historians frame the relationship between the Jaffna kingdom and the
other parts of the north-east as ambivalent, unstable and inconsistent. Dagmar-Hellman
Rajanayagam (1990), for instance, states that “[t]he district of Batticaloa was never under direct
Tamil rule or part of the later kingdom of Jaffna, but was first part of Ruhuna, and later a fief of
Kandy” (89). In so far as the political allegiance of the chieftains who ruled the Vanni is
concerned, Rajanayagam notes that “[t]he only Vanni chieftainship ever under the kingdom of
Jaffna was in the West – in Mannar – whereas its authority was always repelled in the East” (92).
Rajanayagam’s account also shows that even though Trincomalee was claimed as suzerainty by
Jaffna sometimes, the Vanniyar chieftains, too, had control over this area (89).
While some popular narratives about the past of the north and east hold that the
territoriality of the region was stable, cohesive and continuous, the scholarly accounts foreground
internal tensions, overlaps and ruptures within it. The complex historical changes and political
affiliations outlined in scholarly accounts like Rajanayagam’s suggest that the north-east did not
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exist as a stable, unified, single political unit before the conquest of the island by European
powers, although Tamil nationalists sometimes invoke narratives about a timeless, ahistorical
Tamil nation in their search for authenticity as a way of legitimizing their struggle. Around the
time the British brought the entire island under their control, they divided it into three ethnic
based administrative units: Low-Country Sinhalese, Kandyan Sinhalese, and Tamil areas
(Wickramasinghe 31). Most areas of today’s north and east were brought under the Tamilspeaking unit. Yet, in 1833 when the British re-organized the administrative units of Ceylon, the
north-east was divided into two separate provinces (31). For the first time in 154 years, the two
regions were again brought under a single administration in 1987 under the Indo-Lanka Accord
which led to the creation of provincial councils in Sri Lanka. The thirteenth amendment to the
Second Republican Constitution of Sri Lanka, however, stated that this merger would be subject
to a referendum in the east. In 2006, a Supreme Court judgement bifurcated the region again as
the merger was not ratified by a referendum as required by the Constitution. Although Tamil
nationalist political parties demand the merger of the two provinces even today, a majority of the
Muslims and Sinhalese in the east and a section of Eastern Tamils want the east to remain a
separate province.
While the writing of histories, including the ones by Pathmanathan and Rajanayagam, is
mainly an attempt to create the genealogy of a place and its people and historical truth is not
fixed but a process and a quest, the distinction between imagined histories and history that is
produced out of sustained, in-depth research is paramount in making political articulations about
freedom and justice in a responsible manner. At the same time, we cannot pretend that history on
its own can shape the content of our political articulations by casting political actors at play at
present out of the picture. On the contrary, it is often the subjects-in-action who decide what
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portion of the history that is available to them is useful for their project and where to draw the
line. In a political project like self-determination which concerns those who live in the present,
history can only be of limited use because justice sometimes requires us to put history on the
backburner in order to give room for the project to be framed in inclusive and pluralist terms.
Thus, as much as we emphasize that there never existed a single, sovereign Tamil kingdom that
spanned over modern-day Tamil Eelam, we should remember that today’s discussions on selfdetermination must recognize the cultural, religious and linguistic plurality of today’s Northern
and Eastern Provinces. Even if a pan-Tamil kingdom existed in the north-east prior to European
colonization, its historical presence should be of limited significance to the character that today’s
quest for self-determination needs to take as we cannot treat some of the cultural and
demographic changes that have occurred within the past 500 years, including the arrival of the
English language, Indian-origin Tamils and Sinhalese peasants, as immaterial to the
contemporary struggle for justice. Thus, the demography of today’s Northern and Eastern
Provinces becomes an important consideration in charting the present and future of selfdetermination. In short, self-determination needs to be re-conceived as an act that we perform in
the here-and-the-now, in the interstices of the past and the present, negotiating the two in ways
that allow us to broaden the inclusivity of justice. In this framework, the past stands for acts of
dispossession and violence that the communities encountered and demand justice for today, and
the present the irrevocable demographic, cultural and linguistic plurality that we live with as
consequences and legacies of the (violent) passage of history including as events like colonialism
and nationalism.
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The Ethnic Demography of the Northern and Eastern Provinces
The Northern Province remains a 93% Tamil majority area, whereas in the east none of the three
major communities—Tamils, Sinhalese and Muslims—forms more than 40% of the total
population today. 56 For the past several decades, several political and civil leaders from the
Muslim community have been vocal in their opposition to the merger of the Eastern Province
with the Tamil-majority north, for they think such a merger would weaken the numerical and
political strength of the Muslims in the east. When the Tamil Chief Minister of the Northern
Province in 2016 called on the Muslims to back his proposal to merge the Northern and Eastern
Provinces on the understanding that the two communities in the region speak the Tamil
language, Moulavi Z. M. Nadeer, President of the Federation of Eastern Muslim Civil
Organizations, turned down the request citing that the merger would further minoritize the
Muslims in the region, especially the east (Jabbar, “Muslims”). The opposition to the merger
among Muslims continues grow in the wake of the conflicts between Muslims and Tamils in the
two provinces. While Muslim political parties play a key role in the administration of the Eastern
Province, the Muslims in the north continue to face discrimination from Tamil politicians and
Tamil bureaucrats. Their return to their lands and homes in the north faces barriers due to lack of
cooperation on the part of Tamil political and civil leaders.
In the east, owing to the inter-ethnic violence that the communities faced during the era
of militancy, a deep-rooted mistrust characterizes the relations between Muslims and Tamils. As
a result, a section of the Tamil nationalists presents as an alternative to the merger of the two

Muslims account for nearly 37% of the population in the East while the Tamils’ share of the total population in
the region is nearly 39%. I arrived at these figures based on the statistics provided in the Census of Population and
Housing 2012 – Final Report.
56
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provinces: the division of the East into two non-contiguous regions where the Muslims and
Tamils can govern themselves separately. While non-contiguous political units may help resolve
the tensions in the short run, they will keep the communities divided, ghettoize them and would
not allay their fears about one another. Those who strive for harmonious inter-ethnic relations in
the region note with concern that an urgent conversation between these communities is essential
in both the north and the east for the communities to move forward in a spirit of solidarity.
Dialogues on the past, though difficult to initiate given the ethnic antagonisms prevalent in the
north and east, may bring the communities together, encourage them to reflect on the
discrimination they collectively and separately faced and the violence committed against Others
in their name and thereby help them better understand one another. The following section on the
Eviction of the Muslims from the north dwells on a text that came out of a series of dialogues
among internally-displaced Tamil and Muslim women from Sri Lanka.
The Eviction: Textual Memory, Agency and Solidarity in “Salt, sand and water”
The Eviction of the Muslims en masse from the northern part of Sri Lanka in October 1990 by
the Liberation Tigers of Tamil Eelam forms a decisive moment in the history of Sri Lanka’s
ethnic conflict. It continues to have negative ramifications for the relations between Tamils and
Muslims in the Northern and Eastern Provinces. The two minority communities experienced
multiple internal displacements during the civil war. Many Tamils even went to South India,
Europe, Australia, North America and the United Kingdom and decided not to return to their
homelands. “Salt, sand and water: movement and citizenship in the narratives of displaced
women” is a seamless series of non-linear narratives co-authored by S. Sumathy and 14
displaced Tamil and Muslim women who were residing in refugee camps in Puttalam. I read it as
a text that memorializes and introspects into the eviction and other displacements and the
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wounds that the ethnic conflict in Sri Lanka has caused to a group of displaced women from the
Tamil and Muslim communities.
The women who narrate their experiences of the civil war, the ethnic pogroms and their
personal displacements in this piece are based in Puttalam which lies adjacent to the Mannar
district on the southernmost border of the Northern Province. The LTTE’s map of Tamil Eelam
marks Puttalam as a territory that belongs to the future Tamil state. But Puttalam was (and
continues to be) a part of the Sinhala-majority Northwestern Province when the Eviction took
place. In 1990, the evicted and dispossessed Muslims from the north found in Puttalam, the
nearest town with a significant Muslim population, a safe haven for themselves. “Salt, sand and
water” is a text about place-making induced by ethnic violence in Sri Lanka. Many of the female
narrators in the text, albeit located in Puttalam, make claims of belonging and ownership over the
north and east; hence I read these narratives as ones that were authored from the margins and
outside of the Tamil state that the LTTE and other Tamil movements that called for the
recognition of the Tamils’ right to self-determination aimed to build.
Some of the narratives in “Salt, sand and water” record with pathos the manner in which
the LTTE ordered the Muslims to vacate their homes and homelands within a short span of time
(22). One of them makes it clear that the Muslims did not fully identify with the nationalist
struggle led by the LTTE, although many Muslim youths joined various Tamil militant
movements in the early phases of the militancy. While the expulsion of the Muslims was ordered
by the top leadership of the LTTE, as we see in this narrative, ordinary or low-ranked cadre
could not help but feel sympathetic towards the Muslims who were fleeing their homes in the
Northern Province: “They brought us in a tractor to Poonthottam. Then they said, apologetically,
when I insisted on an explanation, that these were the orders of people high up. We are grateful
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to you for sharing in our trials and tribulations” (22). The ambivalence that marked the Muslim’s
perception of the Tamil struggle and the moments of empathy which often go unnoticed in
popular, reductive narratives about Sri Lanka’s civil war need to be centralized in the processes
of understanding Tamil-Muslim relations in the north and demystifying the LTTE as singular
and homogenous. The centralized leadership of the LTTE isolated not just the Muslims and
dissident Tamils who interrogated its dominant ideologies but also its own cadre to some extent
from the national liberation struggle. Beyond its function as textual memory, the narrative
identifies the dissident voices and the ideological frictions within the LTTE and demythologizes
the vogue representation that there was total unity within the Movement.
The relationship between the Tamils and Muslims and Tamils and militant movements
prior to the Eviction had multiple sides to it. Even though the Muslims (or for that matter even
the Tamils) did not fully throw in their lot with the LTTE or other Tamil-centric militant
movements, members of the Muslim communities including women did maintain friendly
relations with the militants. Remembering what it meant it to be a Muslim woman in the wartorn north, one Muslim narrator in the text writes with nostalgia about her days as a school girl in
Jaffna and the interactions she and her friends had with Tamil militants based in the peninsula:
I was happy at school. On Fridays the Muslim boys in the class would be permitted to
attend Jumma at 12 noon. Women do not go to Jumma. Our (Tamil) principal did not
know that. We would make out that we, too, had to go to Jumma like the boys. We would
just roam about in town, visit the camps of the ‘boys’ and just chat them up and would go
home around 2 or 3 o’clock. (31)
The LTTE’s quest for cultural purity placed the lives of a whole community of Muslims
including women, children and the elderly under siege. Evicted from the homes and lands where
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they had lived for generations, suddenly these Muslim families found themselves in places not
conducive for human habitation. The Muslims experienced the eviction not just in physical and
economic terms but also as a traumatizing psychological ordeal: “We are displaced - the idea just
got hold of my mind and for three months we languished in the sickness of the mind; not
knowing whether it is dawn or dusk” (20).
The narratives that figure in “Salt, sand and water” cannot be read as mere recollections
of the eviction or as textual representations of the lives of the Muslims as individuals, families or
as a community prior to the eviction; in retelling their stories and remembering their past, the
women re-perform the Eviction as a way of re-claiming their homes and lands and de-scribe the
north as exclusively Tamil or mono-ethnic. It is the performativity of the narratives that makes
the text resistant. One narrator frames the Eviction as an act that ruptured her community from
the environment to which it had been linked organically, by portraying the changes that she felt
or observed in nature when the expulsion was ordered. Her narrative brings imagination and
history together, complicating the idea of memory as fixed and representative of the real.
Imagination aids this narrator in making assertive claims over the land from which she was
severed by the forces of Tamil nationalism: “When we left Mullaitivu in 1990 it was like a child
leaving its mother forever. My sorrow was so great. The green, green fields, the sea sand, the
frothing waves cried at our leaving. It was a lovely moonlit night, when we left Mullaitivu” (22).
A similar sensibility is noticeable in the recollections of a Muslim woman who lived in Mannar.
But in this narrative, nature also encompasses human or cultural diversity: “We lived a life at one
with nature in Kaakaiyankulam in Mannar. We were immersed in its joys; we mixed with its
many kinds of people” (29).
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What is striking in these narratives is that they frame the north and its culturally
heterogeneous populations as having a pivotal place in the lives and social existence of the
narrators and their communities. These narrators do not reduce land to a political territory they
seek to re-gain; instead, they are cognizant of its diversity and its value as a shared space. The
nuances that figure in their framing of the land form a sharp to contrast to the single-minded
attempts by Tamil nationalist groups to label the north as the traditional homelands of the Tamil
community in exclusive terms.
The question of coexistence that some narrators give importance to in their accounts
about the Eviction allows them revisit and re-explore their personal relationships with the
Tamils. The narrators’ memories of the happier or relatively peaceful times in the north that they
shared with the Tamil residents form a good part of some narratives: “In 1960 [my Vaapa] set up
a shop. On that occasion his friend Thambipillai gifted him with six eversilver (stainless steel)
tumblers. At that time Muslims and Tamils were in unity. We did not have any differences
between us” (24). But some narrators, even as they reflect on the tragic nature of their expulsion
and the miseries that bedeviled their lives in Puttalam, resist idealizing the past. They show us a
past that had its own conflicts that divided the Tamils and Muslims in the north and reveal the
dominant place that Tamils had in the social and cultural life of the region even before the
expulsion of the Muslims. Their refusal to romanticize the past allows us to see the ways in
which sections of the Tamil community treated the Muslims under normal circumstances and
how this larger social and historical context marked by ethnic divisions and communal
polarization encouraged the LTTE to carry out this act of ethnic cleansing without facing serious
opposition from the Tamils:
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I remember going to pre-school. My sister bought me a book. I went with her. The
teacher was a Tamil woman. She was nice to me. There were Tamil and Muslim children
in our school. I remember munching on tamarind fruit and peanuts on the way to school.
One day my book was missing. A Tamil child had stolen it. When I confronted her with
it, her mother came for a fight with me. We returned empty handed. (31)
While this narrative dwells upon a personal experience of discrimination that the narrator faced,
another narrator goes further back in time, scoops up historical memory and draws our attention
to the anti-Muslim sentiments that existed in Jaffna during colonial times. In describing what
makes her feel reluctant to return to Jaffna, she mentions not the fear of another Eviction
condoned by the Tamils but an act of cruelty that the Muslims were subjected to when Jaffna
was under Dutch rule:
They say that in history, in Nallur, the good place, the place of worship, Tamil people had
slaughtered pigs and thrown them into wells to push the Muslims out. This was in the
Dutch period. I have no hope at all that things will change, that we can return to our
homes in the north; no faith at all in any of this. That does not mean that I don’t want the
Muslims to go back. In my heart of hearts I want to go back and live there. We must not
give in to these people. […] I’m too scared to go with young people. We don’t know
what will happen. (34)
The ethnicized land-grab the narrator recalls makes her sentiments towards Jaffna ambivalent.
These narratives and the manner in which the narrators mobilize history and memory as
intertwined entities to situate their place and predicament behoove us to understand the Eviction
as both an extra-ordinary event and a logical conclusion of the longstanding anti-Muslim
majoritarianism that characterized everyday social life in Jaffna since colonial times. The
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histories of the land appear in this extract as layered, entangled narratives about different pasts
and produce contradictory feelings in the narrator about Jaffna. They also aid us to understand
the exclusivist Tamil nationalist ideology of the LTTE as a product of anti-Muslim hatred that
has evolved over centuries. This longer history of racism in Jaffna is as important as the LTTE’s
role in the Eviction to make sense of the history of cultural coexistence in the north.
For many Muslims, the north meant not merely an area where their community has lived
for many centuries but also a place that nourished and sustained them economically. Thus, the
Eviction also marked an assault on the community’s material base and economic prosperity. A
narrative where the speaker talks about a shop that her family owned and went into the hands of
a Tamil man following the Eviction and the LTTE’s indifference to her plea to return the shop to
her family suggests that the Tamil-Muslim tensions in Jaffna had a commercial or material basis
too (24). The downward slide that many evicted Muslims from the north went through in
economic terms had an adverse impact on their return to the north during the relatively peaceful
times, when the LTTE apologized to the Muslims and welcomed their return but without
fulfilling its commitments towards the community in tangible ways. One narrator describes how
the economic situation in which some Muslims find themselves post-Eviction forces them to sell
their homes and lands in the north, weakening their political claims over the territory: “People
are going back to sell their land there to Tamil people. This is out of economic necessity. They
do not have their heart in it” (34). From these narratives we learn that not only did class and
material concerns play a role in the Eviction of the Muslims in 1990 but they also impact their
return today.
“Salt, sand and water” is also a text about memory and memorialization as they relate to
the expulsion of the Muslims from northern Sri Lanka. In this text, historical memory, as
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individual experiences and collective sentiments, is narrativized. In writing about the different
sites in which the Holocaust is memorialized, James Young presents the view that “the first
‘memorials’ to the Holocaust period came […] in narrative” (7). In the north-east of Sri Lanka,
too, it is the narrative—both the oral narrative and the textual narrative—that functioned as one
of the primary modes of memorialization immediately after the civil war. The conflict between
the state and the minorities continues even after the end of the war in 2009. The continuation of
ethnic tensions and the state’s failure address the political aspirations of the minorities have
prevented the creation of public sites of memorialization. The war monuments that the state has
erected so far valorize its muscular Sinhala-Buddhist nationalism. In the absence of public
monuments and official days of memorialization that foreground the experiences of the minority
communities, memories of the conflict, the killings, and the displacements exist predominantly
as narratives. I consider “Salt, sand and water” one such narrative of memorialization.
“Salt, sand and water,” as its researcher-author S. Sumathy notes in her afterword,
“undermine[s] the notion of place as fixed, state-governed, of a homogeneous identity of
ethnicity and state as bounded” and “write[s] […] a theory of the state, of place, of displacement,
of gender, class and ethnicity of political activism” (41). The place and state that Sumathy talks
about in the narrative signify not just Sri Lanka but also the north-east of the island where the
LTTE wanted to create a separate, sovereign Tamil state. Even as the text refers to places outside
the north-east that the female narrators left and entered into, the text, in general, challenges all
versions of nationalism including the ones that operate in the north-east. The narratives bring out
the pluralist, hybrid and mosaic nature of the cultural and demographic make-up of the territory,
including the territories in the north and east. The theories that these women give birth to in this
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text about themselves and their relationship to the state, community and territory are mediated
through their recollection of their past.
In writing about trauma, Cathy Caruth advances the view that we cannot reduce trauma to
the repetition of a painful event in one’s psyche. In Caruth’s view, trauma is “the story of a
wound that cries out [and] tell[s] us of a reality or truth that is not otherwise available” (4). As
trauma enacts the absence, it has an agentive dimension to itself; in other words, trauma involves
an act of voicing the unavailable. “Salt, sand and water” invites us to understand the narratives in
it through a similar theory of ‘memory.’ Accordingly, memory is not just a re-enactment of the
past, but it is also a means of disrupting the present and bringing forth what the state and the
hegemonic social forces want to erase from the annals of history. The women who author this
text not only recall and remember their displacements and their past in a landscape torn apart by
conflict and violence but mobilize that past to re-claim their voice and name the oppressor. Even
though the past in its ‘originary’ sense disempowered these women and weakened their agency
in economic and political terms, their re-presentation of that past from the vantage point of the
present—the ways in which they consciously and unconsciously invoke that past through
material and mental images—offers them a voice to claim their agency. The narrative enables
memory to become a performance of self-determination.
Material objects such as tumblers, knives, boxes woven of palmyrah leaves and purses
that the Muslim women from the north feelingly speaks about underline the manner in which
they construct their memories about the Eviction around their private possessions. Nadheera, in
her narrative, speaks about the different purses she had and the different purposes they served.
For Nadheera, the purse is an object that holds money as well as her identity card. She talks
about the purse that her father bought her when she was a ten-year-old girl in Jaffna, and the
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purse that she bought from a shop in Puttalam after becoming a displaced person. The purse, in
its multiple significations, speaks to her about Jaffna and Puttalam, and her status within the two
localities. At the end of her narrative, she recounts, “When I came from Jaffna I did not bring
any purse; I did not bring any money” (39). The purses that she deploys in her narrative to
invoke her past are real and unreal; they produce their images in material and mental terms.
Nadheera’s recollections of her displacement shuttle between the real/the unreal, the material/the
mental, the past/the present. The memory-object, in Nadheera’s case, does not have any fixed
spatial and temporal coordinates or a unified structural configuration.
In “Salt, sand and water” private memory is represented through multiple textualities
including images, maps and identity cards created by the authors. The text comprises images of
three Sri Lankan maps on which the narrators mark the trajectories of their displacement
physically and territorially. By inscribing their movements on the nation’s map, the narrators reenact their displacement chronologically. The memories placed on the map urge us to conceive
and de-conceive the Sri Lankan nation and the Tamil nation in and through the displacement of
the narrators. Though these maps are textually different from the evocative narratives about their
past or about their displacement appearing elsewhere in “Salt, sand and water,” they compel us
to pay attention to the tensions between the narratives of the displaced and the history/memory of
the nation-states. Symbolically, the narrators try to override the nations–Sri Lanka and Tamil
Eelam–that dispossessed them and refuse to memorialize their displacement by using the map as
a textual site of memorialization.
The national identity card issued by the Sri Lankan state to its people officially testifies to
the cardholder’s citizenship in the country. It is one of the ways in which the state interpellates
its heterogeneous subjects into the homogenized body of the citizen. It also implies that the
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citizens are under the surveillance of the state. While the national identity card recognizes the
individuality of the citizen, the state uses it as part of its apparatuses to homogenize the
multiplicities and mask the inequalities and contradictions that sit within its structures and
territories. The card does not indicate any information pertaining to the personal preferences of
its bearer or the identities she wants to articulate.
The narrators in “Salt, sand and water” have created alternative identity cards in such a
way that those cards give prominence to their personal choices and speak about memories that
have no place in the national identity card issued by the state. Senbahaa includes in her identity
card the places that she was displaced to, and highlights 1983 as the year that affected her the
most, and thereby remembers the anti-Tamil violence of that year orchestrated by the
government in power. An anonymous identity card figuring in the narrative mentions the “death
of [her] older brother” as the most unforgettable incident in the card-holder’s life and “the past”
as what she tries to forget. Shiyana in her identity card makes a powerful statement that women’s
independence is her dream and foregrounds gendered subjectivity in a collective sense in her
narration of identity. Underlying her yearning for women’s emancipation, Sharmila’s identity
card anticipates the arrival of the new woman. In these identity cards, we see displacement,
memory, forgetting and gendered expectations shape the voice of the citizen-subject. They
displace dominant identities defined and imposed on the citizen by the state and nationalist actors
like the LTTE in ethnic and national labels. In challenging and displacing dominant versions of
identity and history, they produce a new theory about self and self-determination grounded in
their everyday experiences, pre- and post-Eviction.
Nationalist ideologies that center on singular identities often work against solidarity
among groups divided along lines of culture and ethnicity. The LTTE, when it was in control of
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the north-east, did not allow space for alliances between the working-class people or women
from the Tamil, Sinhala and Muslim communities. A Muslim woman in this narrative describes
her experience of participating in Sumathy’s workshop with Tamil women in encouraging terms:
“We attended many workshops and have learnt a lot. But we had never before sat together as
Muslims and Tamils. Now that we know that Tamils too have been displaced like us; in the same
way, it brings us together” (22). In writing about alternative organizing principles that have the
potential to produce collectives that resist forces of domination, especially the hegemony of
globalization, Nivedita Menon asserts the importance of recognizing communities that are not
organized along lines of ethnicity, religion and nationality:
Our politics and our democratic institutions must take on board the destabilizing
implications of communities constituting themselves continuously around different axes,
of which culture is only one. Other forms of community exist, building themselves
around political ideals, but these are rarely recognized as such—communities built
around political ideals, displacement by development projects, language-based
communities that undercut national boundaries, and so on. (225)
In “Salt, sand and water,” displacement brings a group of Tamil and Muslim women together as
a collective of narrators. The women writers’ recollections of the past where they underwent
similar privations and trauma make that past a shared temporality and create solidarities that cut
across ethnic, religious and class boundaries. In his postcolonial critique of the founding texts of
trauma studies, Stef Craps observes that mainstream trauma studies “largely fail[s] to live up to
[its] promise of cross-cultural ethical engagement” (2). Craps identifies the negligence of the
“traumatic experiences of non-Western or minority cultures” and the universalization of the
“definitions of trauma and recovery that have developed out of the history of Western
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modernity” as some of the central limitations of the major texts on trauma studies authored by
scholars like Cathy Caruth (2). In the postcolony, one should recognize that the violence that
causes trauma is also an effect of the legacies of colonialism which include institutional
structures like the nation-state. “Salt, sand and water” is a text about trauma caused by the
postcolonial apparatuses of the state and the continuing ramifications of the importation of
sovereignty as a cultural or ethnic idea from the geographies and temporalities of European
modernity. The inter-ethnic solidarity that emerges via these narratives needs to be seen as
contesting not just the nationalisms of the Sri Lankan state and the LTTE but also ideas and
structures associated with European modernity such as the nation-state and territorial sovereignty
and their uncritical incorporation into postcolonial locations. This text is one example of how
women as gendered-subjects, agents and narrators reclaim self-determination from the grips of
nationalism and Euro-centricism.
“Salt, sand and water” is a narrative that covers incidents other than the Eviction where
nationalism was (ab)used in order to dispossess minorities and the marginalized. Such incidents
happened in the east and Colombo too during the long history of the ethnic conflict. One
narrative in the text describes the tensions between Tamil and Muslim communities in the east
during the militancy. Written by a Tamil woman, this narrative shows that the Muslims too
evicted the Tamils from a village in the east when the LTTE was involved in killing the Muslims
in the region. The acts of violence and counter-violence this narrative reveal the destructive side
of nationalisms and remind us of the importance of distancing self-determination and territorial
sovereignty from ethno-nationalisms of all varieties.
One notices many a moment of hope in the narratives in “Salt, sand, water.” Besides the
feelings of solidarity and mutuality that the Tamil and Muslim women create in one another,
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some narrators talk about the Sinhalese, the third major ethnic group in the north and north-east,
as a community with whom they shared their land and other resources. The image of the
cosmopolitan landscape of Periyamadu in Mannar prior to the Eviction and the descriptions
about the social and ecological coexistence that characterized life in that village invite and
encourage us to imagine self-determination in the region in non-Tamil nationalist ways:
It’s a place full of fresh good water; […]. There was cultivation, trade, fishing, cattle
rearing. Tamils and Muslims lived together in unity. […] We lived with the bounty of
nature. There was good fruit and other grain for everybody’s use. And the sight of
animals, elephants, deer in the evening. […]. In the dry season, Sinhalese people from the
dry barren land of the surrounding areas come to bathe in the tank. Our chicken, eggs and
other farm products fetch good prices then. Ours was a tourist spot. People from all
around come to the lake/tank. (17)
The place, rather than the singular, monolithic identity of a single community, becomes the focus
of this narrative. This inclusive imagination of territory as multi-cultural and multi-ethnic
generates a territorial sensibility that is at odds with nationalists’ attempts to claim lands in the
name of ethnic homogeneity. Even as the narrative celebrates the socio-ecological coexistence
that marked the lives of the people in Periyamadu and neighboring villages, it points to the role
of tourism in the economy of the place. While the narrator does not reveal much about the nature
of the tourist industry in operation in the region, the narrative begs the question of whether the
tourist industry referred to actually provides material support to the communities that share the
land with one another. As this account suggests, place and territory are both ethnicized and
marked for class. Self-determination cannot be a liberating force if it fails to attend to the classbased concerns of the communities.
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Tamil Responses to the Eviction
As an atmosphere of intolerance and political repression prevailed in the Tamil-majority
regions in Sri Lanka when the LTTE remained a powerful force, the Tamil community found it
difficult to condemn the Eviction of the Muslims and offer a political critique of the ideologies
that led to the Eviction till the end of the war. However, writers who were based outside the
north-east, including those who supported the various hues of Tamil nationalism, condemned the
Eviction in no uncertain terms in their writings. Two of V. I. S. Jayapalan’s poems are worth
mentioning in this regard. In his poem about Jaffna “Rising from the Ashes of the Dead,”
Jayapalan makes a pointed a critique of the Tamils’ failure to stop the eviction of the Muslims:

Not our foes,
my mother, but we,
who with our own hand
felled you down
in the front yard of the Masoodi … (Trans. Sumathy, “Is There War” 128)

In this poem, the poet, a self-proclaimed Tamil nationalist, sees the Eviction as a political act
against the identity of Jaffna and the pluralist sensibilities that the place represented to him. The
poem thus de-constructs the cultural character of Jaffna as Tamil. In another poem called
“Ettavathu Pay” (The Eighth Ghost) Jayapalan invites the evicted Muslims to return to their
homes and lands not for their sake but for the sake of Tamils and foresees a future where the two
communities can peacefully share the north:

Oh my neighbour, oh my neighbour,
come back and save us
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with those prayer calls
six times a day. (my trans.; 12)

As a Tamil from the north who witnessed the destruction caused by the civil war from near and
afar and is troubled by the absence of a serious dialogue within the Tamil community on the
Eviction of the Muslims, I always felt that the trials and tribulations the Tamils went through
during the civil war and particularly during its culminating moments cannot be remembered in
isolation from the Eviction of the Muslims, even though some Tamil nationalists claim that it is
possible to remember the past only as communities. While there are difficulties in remembering
a past where communities acted against one another, multi-ethnic commemorative processes
need to start at some point in order to ensure a social cohabitation free of violence and cultural
intolerance. As a response to individuated processes of memorialization that I have seen in the
north and east, especially in the month of May when those killed in the last stages of the civil
war are commemorated, I wrote a poem in May 2017 connecting the Eviction of the Muslims to
my memories of the end of the civil war which claimed the lives of thousands of Tamils in
Mullivaikal, a coastal village located in the eastern part of Mullaitivu district in the north. In this
poem, the Tamil woman who escaped the violence of May 2009 with her little children
metamorphoses into an evicted Muslim who reaches the shores of Puttalam in November 1990:

A woman in her thirties and two little boys
Cling firmly onto a tyre inflated with hope and life
Floating on a lagoon in the east,
Wading through the furious waters with
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What is left of their battle-scarred bodies and souls;
[…]

As the shadows fall,
They emerge in a land in the west
Where the wind tastes salty;
A long moment of silence freezes the sea and the earth,
The woman adjusts the saree wound around her head
And counts the notes carefully,
Relief spreads across her face – there is some money left of the allowed,
Enough for tonight to feed the sea-sick children.
It is NOVEMBER 1, 1990 in Puttalam. (Thiruvarangan, “As They”)

Poetry, as these excerpts suggest, has the ability to produce the historical memory of Jaffna and
the north as multi-cultural and pluralist. Besides inscribing the harrowing experiences of the
communities subjected to the violence of the state and Tamil nationalism, poetry can imagine
futures that try to undo the ideologies that made the past violent and intolerant. In the last stanza,
I try to collapse the past into the future making a call for empathy and solidarity outside the
prescriptions of ethno-nationalism.

Muslims in the East and Social Relations
The near equality in numbers of the Muslims and Tamils in the Eastern Province is one of
the factors that contributes to the competition between the two communities for political
authority and land in the region today. During the militancy, tensions between the two
communities exacerbated in an unprecedented manner with Tamil militants targeting the
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Muslims and forcing them to pay ransom. 57 The Sri Lankan state used Muslim home guards to
attack the Tamil militants and Tamil villages in the east.58 Killings by both sides during this
period of gruesome violence were recorded by not just the media and human rights watchdogs
but also writers of poems and fiction.
Tamils and Muslims also make competing claims over lands in the east today. An acute
shortage of land is felt among both populations as the state has failed to distribute lands to the
landless sections of both communities (Ali, “Tamil-Muslim”). The conflicts over land have
sharpened the ethnic fissures in the region. Although many of the land disputes in the east
concern ownership of private lands, these conflicts have, over time, acquired a communal
dimension. In some cases, the Tamils even sought the assistance of Buddhist monks to protect
lands which they claim as theirs from what they consider encroachment by the Muslims.
Many Tamils in the region are of the view that the Muslim community has more access to
state power because Muslim politicians from the east have routinely become members of the
cabinets formed under the different postcolonial regimes, whereas the Tamil nationalist parties
have decided not to participate in any of Sri Lanka’s governments till a just solution to the Tamil
national question is found. Sections of the Tamil community perceive the Muslims as a
community that has an unfair advantage over Tamils when it comes to economic and social
development. The Tamil community’s perceptions about the Muslims’ political authority fuel
enmity towards the Muslims and their political leadership. The violence that the two

See Special Report No. 3 – The War and Its Consequences in the Amparai District by the University Teachers for
Human Rights (Jaffna).
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communities suffered in the past, in the absence of collective social self-introspection, continues
to impede peaceful ethnic coexistence in the region in the post-war era.
While re-visiting, remembering and introspecting into the episodes of violence that the
eastern region of Sri Lanka witnessed during the civil war is essential to understand the forces
that obstruct inter-ethnic reconciliation today, we must acknowledge that we access the past via
representations such as literary writings, oral narratives, testimonials and human rights reports.
These representations are motivated by individuals’ and communities’ attempts to not only write
a history of the violence, but also come to terms with the loss they suffered and create a sense of
community in the face of armed oppression and persecution. The texts that talk about the past
cannot, therefore, be read solely as historical documents or testimonials. In introspecting into the
past and its contradictions as a way of re-imagining communities and solidarities today, the quest
for self-determination should acknowledge that the past is available to us, for the most part, as
representations and mediations.
On the 3rd of August 1990, nearly 147 Muslim men and boys who were engaged in
prayers in a mosque in Kattankudy, a densely populated Muslim-majority town in the Eastern
Province, were gunned down by the LTTE. Remembered today as the Kattankudy Massacre, this
brutal incident has had a defining impact on Tamil-Muslim relations in the east. One of the
stanzas in Mathianpan Majeeth’s poem “Vidiyalin Vilaasangal” (The Address of the Dawn),
which commemorates the Kattankudy Massacre and speaks about the Muslim community’s
courage and will to fight back, specifically remembers the children who were killed during the
massacre:
What harm did these
Little babies do
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To their heinous
Eelam struggle? (my trans.; 5)
Highlighting the violent annihilation of the innocent children, this stanza, at one level, is a
scathing indictment of the liberation struggle that the LTTE claimed to wage against the Sri
Lankan state. The images of the massacred children who were deprived of a future haunt the
future of coexistence and make reconciliation a hard task. In a paradoxical sense, both memory
and forgetting are essential for reconciliation. Affected communities, especially those who are
furthest from the state, often assert their right to memory. But remembering alone will not lead to
reconciliation; in order for communities to re-unite, reminding oneself of the past and its
violence repeatedly is not always helpful especially when there is no dialogue or discussion
between the groups concerned on what happened. Poems like the one by Majeeth, while
functioning as sites that produce and preserve memory, remind us of the impasse inter-ethnic
reconciliation faces when reconciliation between memory and forgetting is made difficult by
literature and other narratives about the past. This constitutive contradiction in the literary needs
to be acknowledged when its political valence as a catalyst for change and coexistence is
assessed.
In M. A. Ameer Ali’s poem about the Kattankudy massacre, the speaker of the poem, a
massacred Muslim, calls the community to prepare for armed resistance:
Band ye together the eyes that cried
Learn to walk carrying arms
Rise with courage ye heads that bowed in prayer
Rise with arms on your shoulders. (my trans.; 2)
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Ameer Ali’s poem moves from remembering the Muslims killed in the massacre to charting a
path of resistance to the LTTE’s terror against the Muslims. The poem’s objective is not limited
to producing a historical inscription of the violence that the poet’s community suffered; it also
functions as a political manifesto calling for action that aims to free the Muslims from the
domination of the LTTE and Tamil nationalism.
A poignant poetic expression that denounces the LTTE’s violence on the Muslim
community in the east is H. M. Jabir’s “A Letter to My Father.” Jabir lost his father to the
LTTE’s violence when the Movement was involved in peace talks with the government of Sri
Lanka in the early 2000s (Nuhman, “Ethnic Conflict”). The poem should also be read both as an
attempt to re-create a sense of community at a time of crisis and an act of collective
memorialization on the part of the poet and his community:

Convey the greetings of our village to
Ajward, Kaleel, Abusaly, Mohamed Hussain
And the others who came with you
Convey our salaam to brother Mubarak
Tell him his children are well
Tell him also the Kufa mosque
Weeps remembering him
Tell all of them the village is in darkness
Because their wives observe idda (Trans. Nuhman, “A Letter”)

Tamil nationalist narratives about the north-east often talk about the violence that the Tamils in
the region faced from the state. Jabir’s poem, by contrast, shows the manner in which a liberation
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movement that was fighting for the self-determination of its people caused a community of
Muslims incalculable pain by removing their loved ones from their lives. In the penultimate
stanza, the poem shifts from the personal/familial to the social as the poet’s voice blends
poignantly into the collective voice of the village and memorializes not just his father but other
Muslims who were gunned down by the LTTE. The weeping mosque and the villages “in
darkness” bring together the kith and kin of the departed Muslims and members of the Muslim
community in a collective act of commemoration.
In a folk poem called “Kinanthimunai Epic,” the poet Alhaj M. A. Fareed describes the
privations that the Muslims in Mutur, a predominantly Muslim region in Trincomalee District,
underwent when the region was brought under the control of the LTTE in 2006. The depiction of
the displacement of the Muslims from their home village and the violence they were subjected to
speak powerfully about the exclusions of Tamil nationalism. The folk song also shows that the
folk literary traditions which generally speak about the history and cultural life of a community
with pride assumed an important political role during the war as artistic tools that channeled the
pain and suffering of that community:
Near a mountain the tigers stopped
those who walked on the tarred road;
their guns loaded with bullets,
they showed them an alternative route. (my trans.; 16)

There were old men and learned men
All made to stand under the scorching sun and their legs in pain;
When asked what offence they made
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Some beat them with sticks. (my trans.; 20)

Although the LTTE is responsible for the violence that the poems cited above register and
remember, many Muslims fell victim to state-sponsored violence too. The militancy which
degenerated into a spree of killings in both the north and the east in the mid-1980s is one of the
major factors responsible for present-day antagonisms between the Tamils and Muslims in the
east. The poems by Muslims on the persecutions their community encountered during the civil
war constitute a distinct body of literature. Written in Tamil, many of these poems bring out a
strong resistant and defiant Muslim consciousness and produce a sub-current within modern
Eelam Tamil poetry that challenges the assumptions of and violence enacted in the name of
Tamil nationalism. What is striking about the Muslim subjectivity that comes to the forefront
through these poems is that it refuses to contain its resilient voice within discourses of
victimhood.

With the deterioration of the relations between the Tamil and Muslim communities, the
Eastern Muslims, as a way of defending themselves from the Tamil nationalist cultural and
political assault on their community, came up in 2002 with the Oluvil Declaration which asserted
the right of self-determination of the Muslim nation in the Northern and Eastern Provinces. This
declaration, modelled on the Tamils’ declarations about the Tamil nation, their homelands and
right to self-determination, was a direct response to the Tamil nationalist framing of the north
and east as historical homelands of the Tamils. The Oluvil Declaration included the following
five principles:

Firstly, it emphasises that the Muslims of the north - east are a separate nationality or
nation with its distinct identity of religion and culture; Secondly, the north - east is the
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traditional homeland of the Muslims; Thirdly, the north - eastern Muslims have the right
of self-determination to charter their own destiny; Fourthly, Muslims must be guaranteed
an autonomous, self-governing political unit linking all Muslim majority areas of the
north and east; Fifthly, the social, economic, political and cultural rights of fellow
Muslims living in a scattered state in areas outside the north - east must be ensured.
(Jeyaraj, “Oluvil Declaration”).

Read at an event held at South-Eastern University where the Oluvil Declaration was
made, Nawas Saufi’s poem “Ilappukalodu Payaniththal” (Journeying with Our Losses) lists the
various atrocities against Muslims by Tamil militant groups, inveighs against the exclusivist
nature of the Tamils’ struggle for self-determination and suggests that a Muslim nationalism with
its own boundaries in the north-east will combat Tamil nationalist oppression:

If the guns of oppression
Aim at our community
We will not bow our heads
And hide them between our legs
We will hold our chests erect
And point to our boundaries. (my trans.; 52)
Even if one is suspicious about the “boundaries” within which the poet tries to situate the
Muslims and their nation, for it resembles the exclusivist rhetoric of Tamil nationalism, we need
to take this poem seriously. It exposes the dangerous, exclusivist, anti-Muslim underbelly of
Tamil nationalism, which many Tamils view as the only way to resist state repression and the
only ideology that can guarantee them a safer future.
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The Oluvil Declaration was made when the Northern and Eastern Provinces together
formed a single political unit and Tamil nationalist groups in the east, with encouragement from
the LTTE, were completely opposed to the de-merger of the two provinces. When the declaration
was made, the LTTE was the most dominant player in Tamil nationalist politics. It was involved
in killing Muslims in the east and the north despite being a party to a ceasefire agreement that
was in force at the time. Because of the totalitarian nature of the Movement which evicted the
entire Muslim population from the north, the Muslims saw the LTTE as a threat to their cultural
and political existence in the north-east. In the post-war years, especially after the creation of a
separate Eastern Provincial Council, Muslim political and civil leaders from the east no longer
give prominence to the Oluvil Declaration in their political articulations; they and a group of
Tamils who are critical of the Jaffna-centricism of Tamil nationalist politics insist that the east
remain a separate province. Some Tamil and Muslim activists have even floated the idea of
eastern self-determination identifying the cultural, linguistic and religious diversity of the region
as the framing logic of their project. They even invoke history and mythology in their attempts to
create a distinct multi-ethnic eastern identity and contrast it from the pre-dominantly Tamil
cultural landscape of the north. Some even argue that the Sinhalese too have an important place
in the history of the east as a multi-cultural territory.

Claiming that he is disillusioned with the Jaffna-centric Tamil nationalism which insists
upon the merger of the Northern and Eastern Provinces, M. R. Stalin, a former militant from the
east, describes the mythical past of the region shaped by the cross-ethnic, cross-religious
connections that flourished between the Tamils and Sinhalese in the pre-Christian era. In his reconstruction of the region’s history, he brings together the ancient Buddhist site of Deegavapi,
the Tamils who were part of king Dutugemunu’s army in his fight against the Tamil king Ellara,
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and Ravana, the demonic king in Ramayana. He also observes that Tamil and Sinhala nationalist
historians, by deliberately misrepresenting the region’s past, keep the people in the region
divided along communal lines (12-16). Stalin’s narrative also gives a prominent place to the
historical presence of Muslims in the region and their places of worship (12-16). His attempts at
tracing the unique aspects of cultural coexistence in the east indicates that the narratives selected
by Tamil nationalist historians to create an identity for the past of the entire north-east can be
disassembled and re-assembled along with other narratives excluded by them in order to create a
history that serves a pluralist self-determination project. Stalin gives a common territorial
identity rooted in cultural pluralism to various narratives taken from mythology, history and
archaeology as a way of resisting the Jaffna-centric character of Tamil nationalism and the
Tamil-centric character of the dominant paradigms of self-determination in circulation in the
north-east of Sri Lanka.

On the literary front, writers have attempted to use poetry and short stories to build
alliances between the Tamil and Muslim communities in the Eastern Province. V. I. S.
Jayapalan’s poem “Land of the Signing Fish” portrays the cultural and economic coexistence of
the Tamils and Muslims in the agrarian regions of Batticaloa District where fishing is also a
common livelihood across ethnic divisions. The poem also captures the intimate ties between the
communities and nature and situates the people as part of the environment that sustains them.
Written by a northern poet and an ardent proponent of Tamil nationalism, the poem imagines and
invokes the happy times shared by the two communities in the past while bemoaning the
frictions that appear in the region today. Jayapalan’s poem shows that creating the past as idyllic,
peaceful and pluralist is one of the ways in which literature contributes to processes that aim at
building multi-ethnic nations and reconciling communities that are at loggerheads with one
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another. Even though the poem departs from mono-ethnic constructions of the territory, like
many ethno-nationalist narratives, it frames the cultural matrix of the territory as ahistorical and
timeless:

From time immemorial
Ganapathy and brother Mohammad,
sing their songs for the cows to return;
where grass touches the udder
the cow thinks of the calf
the dripping milk
makes a pattern on the earth
[…]
The fields and the sea
all wealth now taken as bounty,
in the plains
Ganapathy and brother Mohammed
now lie in conflict?
What can I say? (Trans. Kanaganayakam 23-24)
What is striking about the poem is that it borrows the methodology of cultural nationalism to
fashion multi-cultural nationhood as timeless. Yet, the poet’s effort to fashion a timeless multiethnic nation is not free of processes of Othering. In the last stanza, for instance, the poet writes
that the land and nature that once belonged to the Tamils and Muslims collectively are taken as
bounty by others (the word ‘Others’ figure in the Tamil version). As a poem about a region
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where both Tamils and Muslims accuse the Sri Lankan state of settling Sinhalese peasants and
fishermen from the southern parts of the country through colonization and development schemes,
the Other in the poem implicitly refers to the Sinhalese settlers whose presence the Tamilspeaking populations, including a section of the Muslims, consider illegitimate. 59
Another problem that I notice in the poem is its romanticization of feudal socio-economic
relations which produce social divisions along lines of class and landownership within both
Tamils and Muslims:
In the landlord’s mansion
the harvest done
the songs abound
and hunger is forgotten.
I walk across the city. (24)
But these lines are at odds with the stanza where a searing critique brings to the fore the
disconnect between the theatrical celebration of the older aristocratic social order eulogizing the
valor of ancient rulers and the poverty that the feudal agricultural system spawns in the present
era:
The prince on his steed
goes into battle
vanquishing foes.

Surrounding the prince
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I will examine the politics of the state-sponsored colonization and development schemes and their impact on
ethnic relations in a section to follow.
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heads held high
the soldiers rejoice;
to the annavi’s beat
all these in the arena;
on the steps of homes,
unbearably hungry,
the women wait
to clasp these hands. (24)
Ottamaavadi Arafath’s short story “Gone with the Soil” depicts two important
dimensions of the ethnic conflict—the sense of dislocation and homelessness among individuals
in a conflict-ridden atmosphere and the disintegration of Tamil-Muslim relations in the Eastern
Province of Sri Lanka. The story shuttles between the present and the past of the speaker and his
father. The characters’ attachment to their land/home is constantly highlighted in the story in a
language charged with deeply-felt emotions: “That hill belonged to the soil of my birth. My
thoughts get entangled at its base. They rake up the fragrance of the soil buried within me, shred
my heart and scatter it” (244).
The speaker maps his home and village through the vivid images of the “Sodhayan Hill,”
“the tamarind tree” opposite their shop, “the flourishing mango and jak trees” in their garden,
“the golden rays of the sun,” “the silent moon,” “MK’s sheep farm,” the paddy fields, and “the
Mookkarkal stall.” His knowledge of the village gives a him a voice and enables him to carve an
identity for himself. Yet, the speaker’s memory of his past and knowledge of the geography of
his village do not make him feel powerful; instead, they remind him of a happier past in a
poignant manner, underscore his present state of dislocation and fuel in him a strong sense of
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agony. He and his family are now cut off from their village which symbolized and continues to
symbolize “home” to them in several ways. The question which the father relentlessly asks the
speaker, “Mahan, look, is the hill visible?” highlights the former’s continuing attachment to his
village (244). At the end of the story, when the speaker says, “Yes vaappaa, I can see clearly.
There, I see the hill of our village” (251), one notices an outburst of anger, pain and irrevocable
sorrow: “I explode within and sob. My heart is on fire. I shout with fury, […]” (251). These lines
metaphorically highlight the disintegration of the speaker’s self when he is cut off from his home
and village.
I read ‘Gone with the Soil’ as a story about the disintegration of a Muslim family as a
result of the ethnic conflict, too. The speaker’s father, although alive, “had lost senses and kept
prating endlessly” (249). The fading away of his liveliness suggests that he was slowly losing his
consciousness. His shop, which had provided a living for the family, “was mostly shut down,”
and “the stoves that boiled and cooled off at one time lay idle in the attic” (249). The images of
the shop and the “idling stoves” are suggestive of the economic hardships that the family faced
due to the war. We are told that the speaker’s brother, “who went to collect firewood, was
brought back dead,” and that his mother “with her pangs of sorrow wasted away to death” (249).
On top of these agonizing events, the rest of the family moved out of their village as the situation
became worse. Given that the Muslims are sometimes not recognized as an independent political
force in the mainstream discourses of the ethnic conflict, which are locked in the terms of
“Sinhala” and “Tamil,” Arafath’s attempt to turn the spotlight on how the ethnic conflict has
victimized a Muslim family deserves praise.
The theme of disintegration in this story works at another level as well: the disintegration
of Tamil-Muslim relations in a village in the Eastern Province which figures in the work of many
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Tamil and Muslim writers in the east. The speaker who used to call the Tamil woman who
served food to the guests at his father’s shop “Kamalam Akka” with affection and respect later
on began to see her as a spy. At one time, his family even feared that Kamalam could poison
their vegetables and milk. The speaker and his family’s suspicions about Kamalam are
suggestive of the cleavages that have begun to appear in the Tamil-Muslim relations in the
speaker’s village. The ethnic disharmony between the Tamils and the Muslims and the
proliferation of violence gradually led to the disintegration of this village. The changing political
scene in the village is mapped through the changing images of the landscape and nature: “The
Village lost its splendor and majesty” (248). The images of the white ants which made a hive in
the taproot of the tamarind tree, the alien war elephants that lay all over the grazing grounds, the
polluted pond, the dog roaming the village without food, the hens which went into the jungle to
lay and hatch their eggs and the red cow and its calf which were trampled to death by an elephant
symbolize violence and signify the political developments in the country including the violent
crushing of the JVP rebellion in the late 80s by the UNP regime in power, the invasion of alien
forces into the east and the inversion of order, peace and harmony in the village. The
disintegration of the self, family and village portrayed in the story captures the physical and
psychological dislocation resulting from the ethnic conflict and its impact on a minority
community which is not given due significance in mainstream debates on the national question.
Despite the tensions, conflicts and divisions that marked the relations between Tamils
and Muslims, some literary writers highlight in their work the ways in which members of these
communities cared for and saved the lives of each other during times of violence, even risking
their own lives to do so. A. G. M. Sadakka’s “To My Dearest Kannamma” is a poem in which
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the speaker, a Muslim, writes about how he was saved by a Tamil woman from a group of Tamil
militants when they were hunting for him inside a train in Kalkuda in the Eastern Province:
As the dusk was gathering,
Booted feet were making a thud noise,
At those moments when life’s hopes
Were about to burn to cinders
“Did a Soni60 come this way?”
Asked some voices in anger.
Where did you find the courage
To hide me,
To respond nonchalantly, “No Anna”?
The one who gave me the hope,
“This is our nation”
When I had lost all hope
In this land. (my trans.; 108-109)
In the last two stanzas, the poet notes that he saw two men approach Kannamma after she left
him in an Army camp for protection, suggesting that Kannamma might be taken away by the
militants for saving him. Kannamma thus becomes a traitor to the Tamil cause in the militant’s
scheme of things. The poem concludes with the poet saying that he is waiting to hear from
Kannamma. This is a poem about hope and how a radical humanism, forged through
commitments and concerns that cut across ethnic boundaries, trumps parochial nationalism in the
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east. It is an invitation to the reader to re-imagine sovereignty and self-determination by giving
prominence to the care and compassion that people show towards one another across the ethnic
and religious boundaries and the inter-dependent nature of their lives during times of conflict.
Buddhism, Sinhalese and the North-East
Historically speaking, Buddhism and Sinhalese have not been strangers to the north-east of Sri
Lanka. However, virulent, obscurantist versions of Tamil nationalism frame the Sinhalese as
aliens to the region in their haste to add strength to their claim that the north-east has been the
traditional homelands of the Tamil people from time immemorial. Historically, Sinhalese have
lived in parts of the north-east, including in several areas of the former Kandyan kingdom that lie
within the borders of today’s Eastern Province. Yaalpaanavaipavamaalai, a Tamil text that
narrates the history of Jaffna, records that the Sinhalese inhabitants of Jaffna were evicted by
Sangili, a Tamil king, in the latter part of the sixteenth century: “[King Sangili] demolished the
Buddhist temples located in various parts of Jaffna and evicted all the Sinhalese who were living
in the region. None of those Sinhalese remained” (my trans.; 59). The eviction of the Sinhalese
was perhaps one of the first acts of ethnic cleansing that Jaffna witnessed in its long history of
violence and peace. In ancient times, many Tamil speakers in Jaffna were followers of the
teachings of the Buddha; the ruins of Buddhist places of worship still exist in parts of the district.
The census taken in the early decades of the twentieth century indicate that even during colonial
times, Sinhalese inhabited areas that fall within the boundaries of today’s Northern and Eastern
Provinces though they formed a tiny segment of the total population.61
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Sinhalese also moved into these areas from the southern parts of the island from time to
time voluntarily and as settlers during the implementation of development and irrigation schemes
in both colonial and postcolonial times. Upul Abeyarathne notes that the Sinhala-Tamil-Veddha
community of mixed origins that inhabits the Panama region of Ampara district in the east are
descendants of the Sinhala rebels who escaped from the Uva region into the east during the UvaWellasa insurrection against the British in the nineteenth century (6). It is disappointing that
these histories and narratives essential to understand the multi-ethnic past of the north-east do not
get any prominence in the discourses around self-determination in the region.
A declaration made at the Eluga Thamil mobilization, a Tamil nationalist rally held in
Batticaloa in 2017 asserting the Tamils’ right to self-determination, contends that Tamils and
Muslims have birthrights over the north-east but the Sinhalese who live there are only entitled to
individual rights and liberties (Tamil People’s Council, “‘Ezhuga Thamizh’” 1). This Tamil
nationalist view, which individualizes the Sinhalese in the region and does not give them room to
articulate their political claims, rights and identities as a collective, has taken shape partly as a
consequence of the alienating tendencies inherent to all nationalisms and partly as a response to
state-aided colonization schemes that resulted in a sharp increase in the population of Sinhalese
in the region. But, in the postcolonial era, even when ethnic and religious tensions were rife,
members of the Sinhala- and Tamil-speaking communities reached out to one another and tried
to allay the fears that one had about the other.62 The relations between these communities have
been marked by both hostilities and intimacies since precolonial times, producing both
cosmopolitan situations and enclaves demarcated by ethno-nationalist boundaries.
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For instance, when Tamils were massacred by the military in Kumarapuram in 1996, it was the Sinhalese in
neighboring Dehiwatte who supplied the local Tamil politician information about the colonel-in-charge who was
complicit in the killings (Hoole “Murder in Trincomalee”).
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“My Experiences in Jaffna”
The Ven. Delgalle Padumasiri’s memoir My Experiences in Jaffna narrates a Buddhist
monk’s everyday experiences and the relationship he built with the Tamils in the north when he
served as the chief priest of the Tissa Viharaya in Kankesanthurai (KKS). Originally written in
Sinhala, the text desires to create an awareness among the Sinhala readership in the south of the
problems that the Tamils in the north face primarily because of being Tamil. Yet, this memoir
can be read in other ways too. I look at this text in this chapter as a narrative about Jaffna written
from the perspective of a minority subject who lived in that region. In My Experiences in Jaffna,
the Buddhist priest shifts between the positions of a marginalized subject and a privileged figure.
While his marginality is an effect of his status as a Sinhala-Buddhist minority in the Tamilmajority north, his privilege stems from the supreme position accorded to the Sinhala and
Buddhist identities and institutions all over Sri Lanka, including in the Tamil-majority northern
region where the monk lives temporarily, by the Sri Lankan state. What makes the text
noteworthy in the context of Sri Lanka’s ethnic conflict is its commitment to rejuvenate the
relationship between Tamils and Sinhalese torn apart by the decisions and actions of chauvinistic
political forces. Even though the Buddhist priest had to go through harassment and abuse by the
Tamil residents during his early days in Jaffna, particularly when he attempted construction work
in Tissa Viharaya, KKS, he refuses to personalize or ethnicize his experiences; instead, he
frames the challenges that came his way as a set of experiences common to most ethnic and
religious communities that are minorities in the regions or territories where they live: “Don’t the
people in predominantly Sinhala Buddhist locality oppose the construction of church or mosque,
sometimes?” (1).
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The difficulties the monk encountered in Jaffna offer us a vantage point to see the Tamils
in the north, who are frequently viewed as victims of majoritarian oppression, as a community
that is not unsusceptible to majoritarian tendencies. The challenges the monk is faced with also
help us see that majoritarianism does not always require the support of a state to impose its
authority on the minorities and that it is a social process too. The narrative de-naturalizes Jaffna
as Tamil and Tamil-speaking by giving prominence to the lived experiences of not just the monk
but also the Sinhala-Buddhist migrant workers attached to the cement factory in Kankesanthurai,
the Sinhala students who were studying at the University of Jaffna, and the Sinhala residents in
the north and east who faced problems from Tamil youth when ethnic hostilities intensified in
the country. Highlighting that internal displacement is an experience that all communities in Sri
Lanka went through during the war, the monk asserts the right of the displaced Sinhalese to
return to their lands in Jaffna.
Forming a contrast to the dominant image of Jaffna as Tamil, the connections that the
monk built with the Tamils of different social classes over time point to the development of a
nascent cosmopolitanism. The presence of the Viharaya and the monk in Jaffna, the narrative
shows, enabled the Tamils in the north to realize that Sinhala-Buddhists can be compassionate
and helpful people and encouraged them to question the negative portrayals of that community
that Tamil nationalism had circulated among Tamils through its politics of othering and
demonizing (3). The text not only challenges the good Tamil-bad Sinhala binary but also records
how ordinary people challenged it in their everyday lives, generating optimism for the future of
coexistence in the country.
While recording the monk’s experiences in Jaffna, the memoir offers a political analysis
of the ethnic conflict in Sri Lanka. Crucially, the memoir calls upon the Sinhala reader to
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understand that the Tamils resorted to an armed struggle as a result of the marginalization and
discrimination they had been facing from the state and the military. The text urges the Sinhalese
to recognize the structural and institutional nature of the problems that confront the Tamils
through examples that have the power to propel the (Sinhala) reader to empathize with the Tamil
community:
One day a Tamil boy came to me at about eight o’clock in the night to get a Sinhala letter
read to him. He had spent two or three days trying to find someone who could explain it
to him. It was a letter calling for an interview for a job. The interview had been fixed for
the following morning at Colombo. The boy started weeping. For he had no way to get to
Colombo before 8.30 a.m. In those days the last train left Jaffna for Colombo at 6.30 p.m.
That train had already left. He had no means of paying about a thousand rupees to hire a
taxi. All his hopes of getting employed after passing his exams and looking after his
parents and little brothers and sisters were now gone. All of this, because of some
language problem. What wrong would it have been if at least a Tamil translation was
given on the back of the letter?
I am personally aware of the innumerable difficulties these people suffer owing to Tamil
not being an official language and the Tamil people not being able to communicate with
the Government in the language they had known since birth. Even to get a loan from a
bank, one has to fill the necessary forms in either Sinhala or English. How can a person
who knows only Tamil work in Sinhala or English? I believe it is because no
Government took steps to solve such basic problems that things have escalated into
murderous armed conflict. (8)
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The detailed references to the economic situation of the boy and his family and the pain the boy
felt at the realization that he would not be able to attend the interview may strike a chord among
Sinhala readers who come from similar socio-economic backgrounds. The rhetorical questions
the writer poses in re-counting this incident aim to trigger the Sinhala reader to question the
discriminatory practices of the state. The event narrated here captures the alienation that the
Tamils face as a result of the exclusivist language policies of the Sri Lankan state. The Tamil
citizen, in this instance, has access to the state only via translation but that too is not provided by
the state.
Despite the memoir’s interest in contributing to inter-ethnic reconciliation and
coexistence, the memoir has some blind spots that need to be discussed too in order to
understand how even those who are committed to pluralism and justice fail in their purposes
when they do not question the privileges they, their identities, societies and institutions enjoy
because of the nature of the state under which they live. Even while foregrounding the monk’s
concern for the Tamils, the text cannot help but reveal the privileges Buddhism, as a religion that
received state patronage, enjoyed in Jaffna. The references to the involvement of the Police and
the armed forces in the construction of the Viharaya bespeak the patronage to given to Buddhism
by the state all over the country including in areas where the Buddhists were a minority: “We
also received the fullest assistance of the Police and the Armed Forces” (1). However, in the
absence of self-reflexivity, this statement stops short of becoming a political critique.
One should acknowledge that it is the monk’s privileged position as a religious leader of
the Sinhala-Buddhists that allows him to help Tamil youth who were facing the wrath of the
military based in the region:
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The Army harassed innocents on many occasions. […]. On such occasions I came
forward to save the innocent. One day the Temple filled up with Army and Police
personnel and Sinhalese. A father and mother came in, their hands clasped in worship and
crying, “O God!” all the way from the gate. They stretched themselves on the ground and
kissed my feet. “Please save our son. The Army has taken him away”, they pleaded, I
believe it was the 18th of April. (11)
Even as the monk is cognizant of many of the systemic problems that the Tamils in the north
faced due to their ethnic and religious identity, he does not sufficiently reflect on the political
clout that he as a follower and leader of Buddhism, the religion that the constitution of Sri Lanka
gives the foremost place, derives from the state. The narrative does not question the ways in
which the very structures of the state that are responsible for the persecution of the Tamils
elevate a Buddhist monk to the position of a benevolent savior. In continuing his narrative about
the incident involving the boy who was taken away by the Army, the monk writes: “Those were
dangerous days. It was only a few days earlier, on the ninth of April, that Naga Viharaya and
several other temples were destroyed. However, I thought it was worth sacrificing my life for a
good cause. So, whilst all others protested, I left” (11). While we see that the monk himself is in
a precarious situation, the narrative fails to recognize why the parents of the boy taken away by
the Army approached the monk in the first place, instead of someone else in their own
community. Similarly, when the monk comments on the attacks on the Sinhalese workers
attached to the cement factory by Tamil militants as a continuation of the massacre of Sinhalese
in Kokilai and Nayaru, he does not say anything about the forcible eviction of Tamils from areas
near Kokilai and Nayaru by the Sri Lankan forces and the settlement of the Sinhalese in the lands
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where Tamils had lived for centuries. 63 While the monk rightly identifies linguistic
discrimination as a problem that made Tamils take up arms against the state, his memoir is silent
on state-sponsored colonization of Tamil-majority areas in the north and east and the fears and
anxieties that it triggered among Tamils. Thus, the text, even as it offers a picture of Jaffna from
the perspective of a member of the majority Sinhalese temporarily resident as a minority subject
there, falls short of the promise that it initially held to its reader as a political critique of the state.
Sinhalese, Buddhism and the Eastern Province
While it is true that state-aided colonization led to significant demographic changes in the
Eastern Province resulting in a sharp increase of the Sinhala population, one should study the
various arguments advanced with regard to these colonization and irrigation schemes and their
impact on the cultural landscape of the east in order to understand that spatiality is a question not
just about the materiality of the nation but also its discursiveness, the ways in which we frame
and make sense of territory vis-à-vis ethnicity. Offering a spatial or intra-regional analysis of the
territorial claims made by Tamil nationalists on the northern and eastern regions of the island, G.
H. Peiris claims that it is unreasonable for a numerically smaller community to claim a
disproportionate area of territory as their homelands especially at a time when the Sinhalese in
the Wet Zone were facing acute landlessness (24-30). Peiris, however, does not make any
comments on the creative solutions accommodative of both the aspirations of the landless in the
country and Tamil demands with respect to land allocation proposed on earlier occasions like the
Dudley Senanayake-Chelvanayagam Agreement of 1965. 64 He also observes that in 1921, in the

See Special Report 5 – From Manal Aaru to Weli Oya and the Spirit of July 1983 by the University Teachers for
Human Rights (Jaffna).
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The Dudley Senanayake-Chelvanayagam Agreement of 1965 makes the following proposals with regard to land
distribution: (a) Land in the Northern and Eastern Provinces should in the first instance be granted to landless
persons in the District; (b) Secondly - to Tamil speaking persons resident in the Northern and Eastern Provinces; and
63
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areas that today make up the district of Ampara, which was carved out of the Batticaloa District
in 1961, nearly 75% of the land was inhabited by approximately 8% of the total population in the
district of which 80% were Sinhalese (24-25). Peiris presents this example in order to support the
point that a community (in this case Tamils) cannot claim an entire district as its traditional
homelands just because it lived in some parts of that district in large numbers (24). Even though
one cannot dispute this argument, it should be stated up front that Peiris does not question the
ways in which the processes of land allocation and settlement of new populations in the northern
and eastern regions of the country were driven by the Sinhala-Buddhist ideology of the state. He
fails to even reflect upon how the state’s majoritarian character made the minorities view the
colonization schemes with suspicion and fear. He also refrains from discussing the ethnic
discrimination perpetuated against the minorities by the state when it allocated lands in the north
and east. 65 Peiris’ observations on the internal variations in the demography of Ampara,
however, need to be taken seriously, if we are interested in developing a nuanced understanding
of the kind of ethnic diversity that had existed in parts of the north and east before the region was
subjected to state-aided colonization. They remind us that the Sinhalese in the east as a
community cannot be written off as aliens or outsiders as Tamil nationalism would like them to
be.

(c) Thirdly - to other citizens in Ceylon. Preference being given to Tamil citizens resident in the rest of the Island.
See “Dudley Senanayake-Chelvanayagam Agreement of 1965” at
tamilnation.co/conflictresolution/tamileelam/65dudleychelvaagreement.htm
Shahul H. Hasbullah, et al. note that “[h]istorically the Sinhalese peasants from within and outside the [Ampara]
district have received favorable treatment with regard to the allocation of state land through projects such as Gal
Oya and Mahaweli schemes as well as the regularization of encroachments in view of their electoral influence as the
majority community” (70).
65
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In considering the place and belonging of the Sinhalese in the north-east, especially those
who were settled in the region via irrigation and development schemes, one should recognize
that nearly 60 years have passed since colonization schemes were inaugurated in the east, and
therefore the Sinhalese population in the east (amounting to 23% of the total population in the
region), or the north-east as a whole (15%), can no longer be treated as aliens to the territory or
cast aside as colonizers and settlers.66 Having been a part of the territorial history of the region
for the past half a decade, three generations of Sinhalese have left their imprint on the north and
east in cultural and social terms and contributed to the ethnic, linguistic and cultural pluralism of
the region.
Here I would like to distinguish pluralism from cosmopolitanism to situate the intercommunity relations in the east. While pluralism in my formulation refers to the presence and
coexistence of cultural differences, cosmopolitanism stands for the formation of the hybrid and
the liminal that bear the traces of cultural and linguistic multiplicity within it and denotes the
cultural and linguistic interactions that take place across ethnic boundaries. In the north-east, the
social isolation of the communities from one another and the divisive roles the state, Tamil
nationalism and exclusivist Muslim identity politics play continue to pose a challenge to the
emergence of cosmopolitan social formations. Communities in many areas do not trust one
another. Public places like government offices, schools, markets, hospitals and even roads are
segregated along ethnic lines.67 The communities, in general, hardly show interest in building
social movements that are inclusive in terms of culture, language and religion. However, there

These figures are based on the information provided in the Census of Population and Housing 2012 – Final
Report.
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In Amparai District, for instance, “it was quite normal for [officials] to describe a particular [Divisional
Secretariat] division as a ‘Sinhalese division’, ‘a Tamil division’ or a Muslim division.” (Hasbullah, et al.,
“Addressing Root,” 30).
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have been instances of cooperation and solidarity across the ethnic divides too. One also sights in
the literary archive a ray of hope. The inter-ethnic formations that one notices within the literary
and human rights archive of the north and east infuse cosmopolitanism, a phenomenon that
emerged as part of European modernity in the eighteenth century, with a postcolonial and
resistant energy.
Cosmopolitanism has become a suspicious word today due to its complicity in neoliberal
globalization and association with the multi-culturalism of the urban elite in the global south. But
this critique should not always lead us into rejecting cosmopolitanism wholesale. Fuyuki
Kurasawa’s re-articulation of cosmopolitanism or ‘cosmopolitanism from below’ is worth
mentioning here:
Cosmopolitanism is […] a transnational mode of practice whereby actors construct bonds
of mutual commitment and reciprocity across borders through public discourse and sociopolitical struggle. In other words, the crux of the matter lies in grasping the work of
constructing and performing a cosmopolitanism from below via normatively and
politically oriented forms of global social act (234).
While there is much to gain from Kurasawa’s re-framing of cosmopolitanism, one does not
always need to see cosmopolitanism as a globalist discourse or as a phenomenon that exists on a
global scale alone. One could find traces of the cosmopolitan in places that we generally regard
as local or peripheries within the global south and on the margins of postcolonial nation-states
too. Ashraff’s poem “The Ring of the Bell” about Deegavapi illustrates this point in an evocative
manner by bringing to the fore the intimate bonds that Muslims of Deegavapi had with the
historically significant Buddhist temple located in the area. This poem is significant in that it
presents the state’s programs to Buddhisize the east as a problem that confronted the cultural and
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economic lives of the Muslims too, disrupting the dominant impression that it is a problem that
only concerns the Tamils in the north-east.
We
And our forefathers,
In these fields
Hewed ridges,
Brought water from the canal
To fill the ground with,
And, in solitude, kept watch;
[…]
And when the mind was tired,
And the body sought rest,
The chimes of the bell
Sweetness brought.
[…]
Why does it wail into our ears
So ominously today?
The bell tolls
In the big Visaarai!68 (my trans.; 102-105)
The contrast that Ashraff experiences in the sound of the bell at the Buddhist temple after the
declaration of the Deegavapi as a Buddhist sacred site of national importance by the state is
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Visaarai in Tamil refers to a Buddhist temple.
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indicative of the breaking up of the cultural bonds that have existed between the Muslims and the
Buddhist temple. 69 The poem speaks about the materiality of the land and its significance to the
political economy of the Muslims; yet, it does not decouple the land’s material dimensions from
its cultural valences. Culture appears in the poem as liminal and hybrid and irreducible to
singular or purist notions of ethnicity. Deegavapi may be a Buddhist site. But the Muslims
participate in this site and turn it into hybrid social space. Similarly, the Muslims may identify
themselves as Muslims for socio-political reasons. But the role the temple plays in their lives and
the feelings the bell creates in them suggest their cultural existence depends at least to some
extent on and is shaped by the temple. The mutuality that we observe here produces the identities
of the Buddhist site and the Muslim community in the region as liminal, ambivalent and
contingent.
Ashraff’s poem is a powerful protest against the state’s attempts to claim territories in the
name of a single cultural or religious identity and its violent effects. While the poem asserts the
territorial rights of the agrarian Muslim community, the sovereign claims of the Muslims that it
gives prominence to do not erase the Buddhist identity of the territory and its long history. The
poem casts the sovereignty of the Muslim farmers who cultivate the land as being inseparable
from the Buddhist cultural landscape. The poem thus combats the idea that a singular, selfcontained cultural or ethnic or national identity is an irrevocable pre-condition for the formation
of territorial sovereignty in a given region.
The critique of sovereignty I develop in this chapter comes from my reading of cultural
existence as cosmopolitical coexistence, of which Ashraff’s poem is an example. Martin
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For a detailed account about the dispossession of the lands where Muslims lived and cultivated before the
declaration of Deegavapi as a sacred site, see Of Sacred Sites and Profane Politics, a report by the Secretariat for
Muslims.
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Heidegger notes that “[h]uman life is not some subject that has to perform some trick in order to
enter the world” (204). Thus, we are always already in a world with one another, “encountering
one another” (204). Existence of Self, then, entails its coexistence with Others. For Heidegger,
Being-with-one-another, because of the space that we share with others, also means “being with
one another in the manner of Being-for-one-another” (204). Heidegger’s reflections on Da-sein
helps us view cosmopolitanism as a condition that we commonly experience in and around us.70
In the postcolony, the nation has been the primary site of resistance to colonial and neo-colonial
forms of power. With the formation of the postcolonial state, nationalist discourses, however,
pose a threat to coexistence within the postcolony of different ethnic, linguistic and cultural
communities that were once colonized by European forces. Discourses of national selfdetermination and national sovereignty continue to minoritize populations. Therefore, it is
important that we examine if it is possible to re-configure sovereignty and self-determination for
liberationist purposes through a cosmopolitical rather than nationalist lens taking into
consideration the cultural pluralism and inter-ethnic/national connections that we observe in a
given territory.
While Heidegger’s concept of Da-sein as Being-with-one-another is useful in thinking
about coexistence in zones that experience communal polarization, it may obscure the
hegemonic processes such as ethnic re-engineering of territories that force and naturalize

There is a debate around the nexus/disjuncture between Heidegger’s philosophy, including his reflections on Dasein, and his support to National Socialism in Germany. Scholars like Richard Wolin (1990) and Victor Farias
(1989) argue that his anti-Semitism is inherent to his work as philosopher. However, Elliot R. Wolfson captures a
paradox in his work and suggests the importance of working through this paradox: “I will repeat without hesitation
or ambiguity that Heidegger’s indiscretions and lapses in judgment were deliberate and reflect poorly on him, no
matter how sublime his thinking. I would contend nonetheless that it is equally misguided to say either that
Heidegger’s anti-Semitic tendencies have nothing to do with his philosophy or that they are at its core” (170). For
me, Heidegger’s formulation of Da-sein, by giving prominence to coexistence and togetherness, works against or
defeats its own anti-Semitism theoretically. In other words, it is impossible to be with one another or for one another
while harboring anti-Semitic views.
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coexistence. Therefore, one should be attentive to the ways in which colonial and nationalist
powers alter the demography of territories. This is one of the central questions that confronts the
processes of re-thinking self-determination in the north-east of Sri Lanka today. In addition to
the agrarian colonization schemes that brought to the north-east landless populations from the
wet zone, Sinhalese were settled in some places in the north-east with the objective of weakening
the Tamil nationalists’ claims over territory and diluting the political strength of Tamils. 71 Even
as we ought to be wary of the manner in which such hegemonic changes are naturalized in the
long run, we should reflect on the possibilities of seeing these changes as foundations for new
socio-political configurations. With the passage of time, communities’ relationship to the land
undergoes changes and those who are considered new to the land by those who have lived there
historically no longer see themselves as new-comers. Such a shift in a community’s relationship
to land requires self-determination and sovereignty to move away from cultural nationalism
towards cosmopolitan solidarities in identifying their premises. Bruce Robbins’ thoughts on the
relationship between time and moral correctness is useful to understand this shift. According to
Robbins, “[n]o serious intellectual work could get done if there were not some assumptions
about temporal scale, some standard deviation from moral absoluteness, that help us decide what
or how or how much to remember, what or how or how much to forget” (“Temporizing” 198).
Though Robbins does not prescribe any temporal markers for justice and memorialization in a
universal fashion, he points to the position taken by Palestinian leaders that “the primal injustice
done to their people cannot be the basis of a political solution [to the Israeli-Palestinian
problem]” (201). Robbins’ call for reflection on the role of time in processes of justice is also
useful to think about the changes that passage of time brings about in communities’ relationship

See Report 11 – Land, Human Rights & the Eastern Predicament by the University Teachers for Human Rights
(Jaffna).
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to territory. A testimonial by a Tamil evicted from his land in Manal Aru by the Sri Lankan
military in 1984 captures a deadlock that processes of justice may face if they are predicated
solely on what Robbins calls “primal injustice”:
In 1984, 12 [month] on 16 [date], we were chased away by the Army. We still have the
permits for those lands. After we were sent away, Sinhalese people from Kandy and
Gampaha were brought and the area colonised. The deeds for those lands have also been
issued to these people. We went to seek justice for this from all officers in all places. But
no justice was given. In August 2015, they announced that they are to have a ‘Land
Kachcheri’ and will give us two acres of land. None of us went! Our own land was four
acres in extent. Instead of that if they are going to give only two acres, what stories are
they telling us? They should give our four acres of land back. Those lands were given to
us in 1952. The Sinhalese people themselves say that – “Iyah, these lands are actually
yours. What are we to do?” (Consultation Task Force 39)
While one cannot dismiss the returnees’ demands for land, the economically-underprivileged
settled Sinhala populations who have been living in the lands belonging to the Tamils in areas
like Manal Aru for thirty years cannot be evicted from those lands overnight. These conflicts
over land show that the Sinhala and Tamil communities in the north-east are now facing an
epoch of difficult coexistence. They require us to come up with a pluralist vision of justice that,
while addressing the grievances of the original owners of the lands, does not alienate those who
reside in those lands today. If this is a deadlock created by the state and its actions, how do we
account for changes that happen due to the actions of non-state forces? For instance, many
Tamils from the north have bought apartment complexes in the Wellawatte area of the city of
Colombo in the Western part of Sri Lanka. This movement too has brought about a change in the
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make-up of the territory. How do we account for territorial changes that take place due to
transactions that happen under market capitalism? Reflecting on this question is also essential in
re-thinking communities’ sovereign rights over territories.
The marginalization and alienation that non-Tami minority communities in the north and
east faced during the war years reveal the inadequacies of national rights and the ethno-cultural
claims made regarding national liberation. Instead of eliminating discrimination and oppression,
national self-determination re-produces with a difference the problem of national inequality. If
the Tamils’ status as minorities in Sri Lanka poses a challenge to their existence as a community
inside and outside of the north-east, national self-determination predicated on the idea of a Tamil
nation reduces the Sinhalese and Muslims in the region to second-class citizens. In writing about
the Genocide that happened in Rwanda, Mahmood Mamdani terms the violence that does not
lead to paradigmatic changes in the political order of the future as “non-revolutionary” (“Making
Sense” 72). Although one may find Mamdani’s position too strong and rather unsympathetic,
especially when it is applied to assess militant resistance to situations that involve structural
discrimination coming from existent states, emancipatory politics on the part of the oppressed
should concern itself with systemic and paradigmatic changes; it is a conversation that needs to
happen whether or not there is popular support for such changes on the ground among those who
are facing persecution.
In Sri Lanka, when national rights failed to offer protection to the minorities and even
inflicted violence against them and dispossessed them of their lands, it is human rights activism
despite all its limitations and imperfections that brought to light the trials and tribulations of the
minority populations treated as second-class subjects by the nationalists on all sides. The reports
brought out by activists who were involved in documenting the violations that the people faced
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rightly identify the nation-state and nation-state-like structures like the de facto Tamil state that
existed in parts of the north-east as the sites that produce and re-produce cultural and national
inequalities in a vicious cycle. The work of the University Teachers for Human Rights (Jaffna)
(UTHR (J)) became crucial during the war years as this group documented not just the violence
that the state and its armed forces and armed Muslim groups committed, but also the atrocities
that Tamil militant groups, the LTTE in particular, committed against ordinary Tamil people in
the name of resistance and liberation, including the forcible recruitment of Tamil children and
assassination of dissident Tamils who critiqued and challenged the LTTE’s exclusivist
nationalism and fascist tendencies.72 The group was also heavily critical of internationalized
peace initiatives cut off from stark local realities like the presence of the Indian Peace Keeping
Forces in the Northern and Eastern Provinces between 1987 and 1989 and Norwegian peace
process in the 2000s which did not give sufficient importance to these forms of internal violence
amongst Tamils.
Although the UTHR(J)’s reports mainly focus on the violence against the Tamil or
Tamil-speaking communities in the north-east, some of them give prominence to the problems
that the Sinhalese settlers and peasants in the region faced during the civil war. They occupy a
central place in the corpus of a handful of writings in English that consider the problems of the
Sinhalese in the north and east in a serious manner. The state used former convicts and
economically-marginalized Sinhalese from the south as pawns in its attempts to advance its
Sinhala nationalist agenda via colonization and development programs. When the Sri Lankan
Army treated these people as human shields, they were exposed to the wrath of Tamil militant

See Special Report No. 13 – Towards a Totalitarian Peace: The Human Rights Dilemma and Special Report No.
16 – Child Conscription and Peace: A Tragedy of Contradictions by the University Teachers for Human Rights
(Jaffna) for detailed narratives about these forms of violence.
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movements. The extract below is taken from a report on Weli-Oya, a Sinhala settlement in
Mullaitivu District in the north, prepared by the UTHR(J) based on their interviews with
Sinhalese from the area who attended a peace rally:
An old man put it, “[E]ven to piss, we have to get permission from the army”. Children
who go to school, it is said, do not look at the black board, but look at the jungle for signs
of danger- as children in Jaffna used to look at the sky for bombers. […].
[…]. The army positions are among the civilians. Several of the men said, “We do not
know if the army is protecting us or we are protecting the army”. […]. We also reliably
learnt that the women are sometimes forced to pose for pornographic pictures which are
marketed within the army by enterprising soldiers. […]. An ironical remark is not
infrequently heard: “For what these fellows do to us, only the Tigers could teach them a
lesson”.

The people are keenly aware that Tamils had lived there before them, who were then
driven away. They also feel that LTTE recruits who are in the area are from among the
Tamils who were driven away- “They know the foot paths better than us or the army”.
[…]. The people were […] aware that the Tamil families driven out by the forces are
poor farmers. (UTHR(J), “Bulletin 4”)
This report, among other things, reveals the gendered experiences of the settled populations by
bringing to light the sexual exploitation that Sinhala women suffered at the hands of the military.
The narrative allows us to see that the Sinhalese settlers, despite the ethnic antagonisms
widespread in the region at the time, did give voice to and empathize with the marginalization
and dispossession that Tamils in the region had gone through. By drawing a parallel between the
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plight of the Sinhalese children in Weli-oya and the Tamil children in Jaffna who live under the
horrific conditions created by the war, the report points to future solidarities that have the
potential to re-shape the political narratives of self-determination and coexistence in the region.
Contrary to the Tamil and Sinhala nationalist narratives that try to paint the populations in these
zones and the military stationed there as constituting one, unified ideological unit, the report
makes it clear that the settled population’s relationship to the military is ambivalent at best,
negative and critical at worst. Disrupting the dichotomizing framing of Sinhala nationalism as
solely anti-Tamil, the ruptures that characterize the relations between the Sinhala people and the
Sinhala-centric military in the narrative point to the masculinist, militarized structures that make
up the Sinhala nationalist ideology and underscore its self-destructive tendencies. Reading this
extract which describes the lives of the Sinhalese in Weli-oya with compassion and empathy
makes one realize that it is inappropriate to use the labels ‘colonists’ and ‘settlers’ to describe
these indigent Sinhalese people prone to violence from all sides.
The human rights narratives by the University Teachers for Human Rights (Jaffna) make
visible the ways in which nationalism and the nation-state minoritize, marginalize, and annihilate
people who do not fall within its cultural boundaries. In analyzing the ideological functions of
Bildungsroman and human rights law, Joseph Slaughter makes the point that “both [texts] posit
the nation-state as the highest form of expression of human sociality and the citizen as the
highest form of expression of human personality” (94). Although Slaughter’s claim that human
rights law “domesticate[s] the impulse of the revolutionary plot of rebellion into the less
spectacular, reformatory plot of human personality development” is valid in many ways (91),
studying the cultural forms that human rights law has produced, such as the testimonials and
reports authored by the UTHR(J), we see that they may productively disrupt the paradigm of
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nation-state, calling us to imagine alternatives that can safeguard the individuals and the
collectives from nationalist violence. 73 The collectivized narrative form interspersed with the
voices of affected subjects and authorial commentary and critique that the UTHR(J)’s human
rights activism has adopted as its modality of articulation distinguishes the work done by the
group from the individuating tendencies and dry, apolitical objectivity observed in the
methodologies of mainstream human rights documentation. The literariness of some of the
reports by the UTHR(J) appears both in the narrative mechanisms the authors have adopted and
the alternative political imagination they trigger.

Rajan Hoole and Kopalasingam Sritharan, who taught at the University of Jaffna and
were founder members of the University Teachers for Human Rights (UTHR(J), went
underground in the early 1990s after the assassination of their colleague Rajani Thiranagama by
the LTTE following the publication of The Broken Palmyra (1989), a crucial work on Tamil
nationalism and Tamil militancy. They covered the human rights violations carried out by all
armed actors during the civil war in the numerous reports they brought out. At a time when the
Left locally and globally denounced human rights activism due to its complicity in imperialist
ventures, the inspiring work done by these two dissident Left-identified intellectuals, grounded
deeply in an ethics of peripheral cosmopolitanism, showed that human rights work could channel
to the world the grief, pain and loss of those who were at the receiving end of sovereign violence.
Antonio Gramsci distinguishes between two kinds of intellectuals: “intellectual elites separated
from the masses” and “intellectuals who are conscious of being linked organically to a national
popular mass” (204). The activist intellectuals attached to the UTHR (J) represent a third

Ron Dudai notes that “[t]he human rights movement has given us a new vocabulary, new standards, new
mechanisms and a new literary form: the human rights report […] a whole new kind of publication, with its own
rules of style and presentation” (783).
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category of intellectuals in that they, while being connected to the community in an organic
manner, urge the community of which they are a part to be cautious about the destructive nature
of populist nationalism and give prominence to forms of cosmopolitanism observed at the
grassroots, seeing in them a potential to generate an inclusive, pluralist and hybrid political
vision contrary to the hostile and polarizing political narratives of Tamil nationalism. Another
account about the east that appears in one of the reports that they produced is worthy of our
attention here because it too invites us to think about sovereignty and self-determination outside
the narrow frameworks of ethno-nationalism:

Mr. Silva (September-- 22nd) Mr. Silva was a Sinhalese well known to all at
Sorikalmunai because he is the only one who could speak well in all 3 languages. He
came there nearly 40 years ago as a government officer who was in charge of the houses
built in that colony. He married a Tamil girl and was settled there. He had 6 girls and 2
boys. His elder son was already married. After his retirement he put up a small boutique
and his sons also joined in his business.
[…]

Mr. Silva was popular among the villagers for having acted as a spokesman whether it
was during the IPKF’s time or the Sri Lankan army’s time. It made the Muslims and
Sinhalese angry with him. Following the round-up at Sorikalmunai people left the
College and the Church for various neighbouring villages. Some came down to
Thirukkovil through interim paths while several others went down the slimy water of the
Chavalakaddai lagoon and gone to Pandiruppu. Mr. Silva, being a Sinhalese, thought that
he could go down the only main road which connects Chavalakaddai and Kalmunai with
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his elder son. They never reached Kalmunai. It is believed that both of them were hacked
to death by the army and their bodies were burnt. (UTHR(J), “Special Report No.3” 64)

In this narrative, we see the violence that the communities faced in the Eastern Province as one
that is irreducible to the binary of the Sinhala perpetrator and the Tamil victim. It threatens the
nationalist boundaries built by the state and the LTTE and produces critiques of both established
and emergent forms of national sovereignty. This narrative in particular asks us an important
question: What is the place of a hybrid figure like Mr. Silva in the historical narratives of selfdetermination and memorialization in the north-east of Sri Lanka? On his figure, life and
experiences the ethnic borders, the insider-outsider boundaries and the native-settler dichotomies
built by nationalisms collapse. His life and death/disappearance on the land that he initially
entered into as an officer who served state-sponsored agrarian colonization give birth to a
subversive cosmopolitanism and cosmopolitics that interrupt the backward-looking narratives of
Tamil victimhood and the forward-looking political project of Tamil sovereignty. There does
exist a will in the north and east to challenge the hegemonic Sri Lankan state and to build an
alternative political structure. But this will can become revolutionary and emancipatory only if it
attends to the linguistic, ethnic and cultural pluralism and hybridity in the region today and only
if there is a political imagination that liberates the region’s quest for sovereignty from narrow
ethno-nationalist articulations of self-determination. Dissident literature and the human rights
narratives compiled by the UTHR(J) can supply us with the ingredients idioms necessary to build
this inclusive territorial imagination.
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CHAPTER THREE
Between Nation and Neoliberalism: Immigrant Desires in Channa Wickremesekera’s
Fiction
“Sometimes we feel we straddle between two cultures; at other times, that we fall between two
stools.”
Salman Rushdie, “Imaginary Homelands” (15)
Fueled by the inequalities created by colonialism on a global scale and the deleterious
alliances between exclusivist nationalisms, transnational capital and the postcolonial state, the
desire to migrate to the global north has become commonplace among the citizen-subjects of the
postcolony. While this across-the-board desire among both the elite and the non-elite from the
global south is triggered by complex socio-political processes like the ones mentioned above,
many who see migration as an avenue to attain economic stability and better quality of life are
aware that postcolonial migrants in the global north are in an unenviable position, for they cannot
get away from the challenging tasks of negotiating and navigating the forces of cultural
nationalism and neoliberal transnationalism. Struggling, under exploitative market rationales, to
find a stable job that provides them the wherewithal to support their families in both the hostland and homeland, non-elite migrants from the postcolony suffer discrimination and violence at
the hands of forces that represent white supremacy and the ones who execute the cultural
impositions of nationalisms originating from their native countries.
The fiction of Channa Wickremesekera, an Australia-based Sri Lankan diasporic writer,
attempts to unpack and lay out the various cultural and economic processes that migrants’ quest
for self-fulfillment and sovereignty involve. What makes Wickremesekera’s fiction worthy of
critical study is the author’s ability to present the diverse diasporic experiences of a cross-section
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of the Sri Lankan diaspora in Australia by giving prominence to the faultlines that appear in this
community along lines of class, gender, age, ethnicity and sexuality.
Wickremesekera’s diasporic novellas Walls, Distant Warriors and In the Same Boat
present the nation(s) in Sri Lanka—the Sinhala and Tamil nations—as mobile and hegemonic in
their own ways. For instance, the ethno-nationalist discourses in Sri Lanka depicted in Distant
Warriors that unmake the island as one nation-one country also unmake the Sri Lankan diaspora
as a single social formation. But the novellas also make it clear that the nation’s mobility outside
its traditional homelands caused by the migrant’s displacement comes up against the
cultural/economic Otherness of the host-land which threatens to contain the nation and its
cultural values. The author is interested in both the conflicts internal to the diaspora and the new
contradictions that emerge within the diaspora as the community comes into contact with what it
sees as constituting its outside. However, a vision of liberation is sighted in the desires of the
second-generation characters in the texts to free themselves from structures of domination. But
Wickremesekera suggests that those desires are circumscribed not just by familial commitments
and national bonds but also by globalization and white supremacy sweeping the host-lands.
Reading these texts, especially the experiences of the second-generation characters who figure in
them, one sees that the national and the transnational remain stratified and exclusivist terrains.
The term ‘aspiration’ is useful to open up Wickremesekera’s fiction that this chapter
discusses because it is the aspirations of the characters whom we meet in the texts that put them
at loggerheads with one another and the societies and nations they come from. Moreover,
‘aspiration’ is an enabling analytical category in making sense of the ways in which the class
position of the characters shapes their desires for mobility in both geographic and economic
terms. On the other hand, aspirations do not always act in a counter-hegemonic direction; for
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instance, in neoliberal discourses, the image of the aspiring individual is touted by the champions
of free market with a view to minimizing the state’s role in economic decision-making. Thus,
aspiration, as an analytical lens, can help us understand the intricacies of subject formation under
neoliberalism. I treat ‘aspirations,’ diasporic or not, as political and economic articulations made
by collectives like the nation and community as well as individual subjects who imagine
themselves as unbounded or unencumbered citizens of the globe. The aspiring subject assumes
that, as a sovereign figure, it has the right to pursue its freedoms and mobility in spite of the
restrictions placed on it at a given moment by forces like nationalism and the state. Lidia Liu
holds that “the desire for independence requires a preliminary, if not single-minded, investment
in the projected plenitude of sovereign rights” (154). While it is possible for people to struggle
against oppressive forces like colonialism and capitalism without a sovereign consciousness,
Liu’s point holds currency in liberal discourses related to the rights and freedoms of individuals
and communities. Aspiring subjects often claim to aim at or imagine a new future for
themselves. But the future they look towards is not always new; sometimes their intention is to
recuperate the past in the future as liberation is sometimes envisioned (narrowly and sometimes
in a counter-hegemonic sense) as a return to an (imaginary or originary) past. To aspire, then,
means the capacity to not only imagine, resist and liberate in a futuristic sense but also attempt to
go back in time and reverse or place holds on change, spatially, temporally and even
ideologically, as a way of resistance. Such juxtapositions of futuristic and retroactive
articulations of aspiration play an important role in the lives of the diaspora from the global
south.
Arjun Appadurai sees culture as the locus of one’s “capacity to aspire” (29). As opposed
to earlier theorizations which framed culture as belonging to the past and therefore a force that
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hampers progress, Appadurai sees culture as the site where the future is envisaged. In doing so,
he frames culture as systemic and generative relationships that are shared but often challenged
from within, while acknowledging its dynamic and porous character (31). But one should
acknowledge that aesthetically and ritually different cultural forms represent the interests and
tastes of social segments that differ in economic and educational status. Pierre Bourdieu observes
that the taste generated by a product—be it a commodity or an aesthetic object—is not an “inner
disposition” of the object concerned, but is produced economically and socially by a cluster of
inter-connected and mutually determining factors such as wealth, educational status, cultural
capital, social origin and sex, to name a few (Distinction 99). In understanding the place of
culture in aspirations, it is important that we see culture not as an autonomous entity but one that
is shaped and refracted by the economy and class.
Channa Wickremesekera’s texts throw light upon the cultural-economic structures within
which diasporic aspirations emerge and how such aspirations, rather than being purely futuristic,
require diasporic subjects to reconcile their past with the demands laid down by the present and
the future. Aspiration in Wickremesekera’s novels is a terrain where the desires to contain and
escape clash one another. His characters representing the different segments of the Sri Lankan
diaspora communities in Australia often consider themselves as sovereign figures as they are
involved in their quests for sexual freedom, economic mobility, cosmopolitan citizenship and
cultural autonomy. But the narratives would tell us they are only semi/non-sovereign in that they
sometimes fail to reach their destinations or only partially successful in their quests. One should
also note that the sovereign figures in Wickremesekera’s texts include not just migrant and
diasporic subjects who view themselves as autonomous liberal human selves (of the global
south) but also cultures, nations and economies within which these individual selves are located.
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These structures represent a form of sovereignty that seeks to undo the sovereign claims made by
the individual subject and vice-versa. Wickremesekera thus calls us to look at the contested
terrain of sovereignty as an individual and collective articulation as well as an economic and
political phenomenon.
Elleke Boehmer names “anti-imperialist conflict, the claims of rival nationalisms,
economic hardship, famine, state repression, [and] the search for new opportunities” as reasons
for the migration of a large number of people from locations in the global south such as “Sri
Lanka, the Sudan, Sierra Leone, Burma […], Afghanistan, Zimbabwe [and] Iraq” (226). Citing
the literary works of migrant writers like Rushdie, Walcott, Ondaatje, Okri, Hanif Kureshi, Zadie
Smith and Monica Ali as examples, Boehmer makes the point that in the late twentieth century,
postcolonial has “almost invariably” become “cosmopolitan” (230). While migration from the
global south to metropolitan centers like London, New York, Boston, Sydney and Melbourne did
lead to the production of literary texts that could be characterized as cosmopolitan, we should
also be aware of the socio-economic disparities between the colored postcolonial migrant
subjects and the White ‘natives’ who appear in these texts. Though the texts uncover the cultural
and political negotiations the former is compelled to make in order to make their lives stable if
not comfortable, these very negotiations re-frame cosmopolitanism, from the point of view of the
colored migrant in the Western metropolis, as a process that always involves acts of Othering,
alienation and exploitation.
Wickremesekera’s In the Same Boat is a novella about the ‘illicit’ migration of a group of
people from a civil war-ravaged country in the global south to a location where they think they
would be able to lead a more comfortable and secure life. The novella does not reveal the
identities of the people on the boat except as character types such as “the stowaway,” and “the
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dissenter” or through descriptions like “the little girl with the kitten.” The one who is organizing
this illicit ocean-crossing is called Red Cap. The novella therefore could be read as a text that
focuses on the predicament of the refugee/immigrant populations that leave their countries of
‘origin’ in the global south in search of stability in countries in the global north. The novella’s
refusal to be specific about the identities of the people and the territories it depicts offers a
transnational character to the experiences of the migrants. But, unlike liberal discourses around
human rights that represent the transnational as universal, the transnational that we see in the text
is not universal and but one that is class-marked in that it conveys the experiences of the
subaltern populations that consider the global south their home and/or homelands. Departing
from the tradition of immigrant writings where the focus is on the displacement of an individual
or a family, In the Same Boat tries to understand the collective, communitarian act of subaltern
migration that today’s world is increasingly witnessing due to prolonged wars, poverty and
neocolonialism. Though the novella does not name any of the locations that it describes,
Wickremesekera’s own migration from Sri Lanka to Australia and the mention of breathtaking
“mountain tops,” “coastlines,” and a civil war reminds the Sri Lankan reader of the text of his or
her own country and the frequent ‘illicit’ migrations of Sri Lankans to Australia on boats that are
vulnerable to natural calamities like the one that befalls the boat and its travelers in the text (9).
In June 2016, The Guardian reported that forty-four Sri Lankans including a pregnant
woman and nine children who were attempting to reach Australia became stranded off Indonesia
due to inclement weather.74 These passengers, branded as “illegal immigrants” by the head of the
immigration authority of Aceh, Indonesia were to be taken to India. 75 Such ‘illegal’ attempts of
See “Sri Lankans reportedly bound for Australia and stranded off Ache to be ‘escorted’ back” at
https://www.theguardian.com/world/2016/jun/16/sri-lankans-reportedly-bound-for-australia-and-stranded-off-acehto-be-escorted-back
74
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border-crossing by Sri Lankans have become a regular event over the past two decades in the
Eastern Indian Ocean. The states of Sri Lanka and Australia declare such crossings illegal in the
statements, laws and advertisements they publish and telecast on Sri Lankan TV channels,
affirming their sovereign control over their populations and their mobility.76 The movement of
people, especially the poor and working-class populations, in the Westphalian world involves
risks at multiple levels; their mobility is at the mercy of the states that they wish to leave and
enter into. The state that controls and regulates the movement of its subalterns, however, does
little to address the social, economic and political ills confronting them within its boundaries.
The sovereign authority of the state has thus become the condition of possibility for the
production and continuation of inequalities and frictions within a given territory. By
circumscribing the existence of the vulnerable sections of its polity within its boundaries, the
state denies them the autonomy they think they are entitled to and their right to pursue upward
mobility in economic and political terms.
One should also ask another set of questions to understand the manner in which mobility
is experienced and lived by the migrant subject from the global south: can acts of bordercrossing be understood solely by using this lens of sovereignty as statist? They are not merely
impacted by the relationship between people and the states they wish to leave and enter into.
Instead, they are refracted by the asymmetries that exist among the migrants. What can we say
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Sivamohan Sumathy highlights the class-based, economic factors that undergird the immigration policies of the
Australian government by contrasting these advertisements with the advertisements of degree programs run by
Australian universities regularly appearing in Sri Lankan newspapers that target Sri Lankan students from affluent
backgrounds: “It is important to note that Australian universities regularly advertise on Sri Lankan media the money
spinning degrees, particularly created for Asian subjects, providing a counterpoint to the advertisements on asylum
seeking. While the latter want to protect and define sovereignty through territorial control, the former protects and
extends the concept and territory, by (re)defining morality, good and bad, in terms of money” (“Contesting
Sovereignty” 21).
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about the heterogeneity of the people who are in the process of crossing borders and lines of
control? What kind of interactions occur among them? What forces structure those interactions?
The period that precedes the crossing, the period when the crossing occurs, and the postmigration period are linked to one another by the relations and antagonisms that migrants, their
communities and their ancestors have nurtured among themselves historically, as well as their
political and emotional closeness to and distance from their respective nations and cultures. Thus
the mobility of migrants across territories and seas marks the movement of not just bodies,
values and cultures but also their anxieties, fears and prejudices about each other. Such
antagonisms and allegiances then face new challenges in diasporic spaces, such as racialized
capitalism and xenophobia, and become more complicated and inflected in new ways,
undermining and renewing the subject’s sovereign claims and agency over space and time. In
Channa Wickremesekera’s fiction, the temporal and spatial (re)territorialization of these conflicts
and contradictions and their newer inflections during and after border-crossing get a prominent
place.
Of the three novellas by Channa Wickremesekera that this chapter looks at, In the Same
Boat is his most recent work. But to understand Wickremesekera’s engagement with the refugees
and migrants from Sri Lanka and the global south who seek the shores of the global north, one
has to begin his analysis with In the Same Boat because it is a novel about flight and thwarted
immigrant dreams. The migration portrayed in the text is a migration that ends in failure and
destruction. While the other two texts discussed here, Walls and Distant Warriors, focus on
diasporic happenings in terms of ethnicity, culture, nation, class and sexuality within immigrant
communities during the territorialization of the values and value systems of the migrants in the
diasporic space, In the Same Boat frames the flight of the immigrant subject as one that carries
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the conflicting values of the homeland to the host-land and how those values become significant
in the face of calamities that lie beyond human control.
I find Suvendrini Perera’s theory of survival media useful to make sense of the nature of
fictional representation in In the Same Boat. Perera describes survival media as “embodied and
expressive movements of survivors and refugees of the war and the practices and narratives,
artefacts and apparatuses that constitute their flights, forced and free” (Survival Media 21). From
the way Perera theorizes survival media, one may conclude that this body of representations
appears to be distinguishable from diasporic literary and cultural expressions about the cultural
dislocation experienced by immigrants and their descendants, post-naturalization. Perera’s focus
is centrally on the ambivalent moment of flight and the hopes and anxieties and the natural and
political violence that mark that moment, before the border-crossing subject, if at all it can
survive the conditions that seek to obliterate it, is legally absorbed into the citizenry of the hostland. In the Same Boat and the leaky boat in the novella where the fleeing passengers find
themselves illustrate the framework of creativity and technology which Perera names survival
media. The text directs us to think about sovereignty through the figure of the Anthropocene as
well since the underprivileged migrant from the global south has to overcome, in addition to the
surveilling eyes of the state and militants, the might and fury of nature and the threats posed by
precarious boats that transport him to distant lands. Maryse Jayasuriya’s brief footnote which
describes In the Same Boat as “an allegory about what happens to people during a crisis situation
when they are driven by selfishness and fear instead of cooperation and concern for each other”
is a rather inadequate characterization of the book because the novella frames the immigrants’
sovereign control over their bodies and movements as being contingent on and held in check by
not only the nation, state, capital but also nature and technology (n 160).
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In In the Same Boat, the ocean functions as an in-between space or a middle passage
linking and de-linking the nation and (or from) the trans-nation. But it also resembles these
spaces as it is marked by the violence and exclusion that peripheral populations face within the
nation and the trans-nation. To the subaltern migrant, the ocean, however, signifies a transition
from his deprived past to an un/certain future. On the other hand, as a manifestation of nature’s
sovereign authority, the ocean curtails the immigrants’ hopes and aspirations even before she
reaches her destination.
In Wickremesekera’s novella, the sovereignty of the state makes itself visible as a
negotiated and contested process. The naval officers and the militants who patrol the seas are not
just representatives of the sovereign authority of the state but also class-marked subjects who are
involved in unauthorized transactions with the fleeing immigrants. The sovereign body of the
state thus becomes a fissured body of negotiations and transactions. In the naval officer’s
recognition of Red Cap, the one who organizes and manages the illicit passage, one notices the
blurring of the legal and the illegal: “Oh it’s you again, he said. A slight smile spread across his
lips. Red Cap stared back glumly” (13). When Red Cap says that he has already paid the navy
the bribe that he was expected to, the officer says “You paid my boss […]. Not me” (13). In this
conversation, we see the sovereign authority of the state being threatened and destabilized from
within by class-marked transactions.
The sea in the text becomes the site where the conflicts that fragment the landmass are reenacted. When the stowaway is discovered, the passengers react to his presence invoking the
binary of us and them: “It’s one of them!” (18). The language of identification in this scene
points to the mobility of the nationalist divisions of us and them along with the movement of the
migrants into new territories beyond one’s homeland. Some passengers on the boat even blame
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the stowaway and his community for their predicament in their homeland and consequent
migration. Even as he leaves his homelands, one passenger angrily tells the stowaway, “It is our
country! […] Our country, not yours. It has always been so. You don’t belong there!” (20). A
discourse of exclusionary nationalism surfaces in this exchange. The word “always” denotes a
linear nationalist imagination where the nation’s continuity across time is taken for granted. The
immediacy of the present gives birth to that narrative about the nation. The sovereign claims
made by a community over territory and state are predicated here on a continuum that links an
unspecified past with the present without any ruptures.
The passengers’ remarks on belonging initiate discursive processes of Othering and
alienation inherent to nationalism: “We don’t want his kind in our country. We don’t want him
with us on the boat” (20). “The cornered animal” that the stowaway has been reduced to and the
ritual of stripping performed on his body resemble the violent acts often committed in the name
of nation that migration cannot (fully) transcend (18). The stowaway is also described as the
intruder into not just the boat that all of them share now but also the country that they just
departed from. The stowaway too recognizes his homeland as a place where he did not belong
but as a country that belonged to the group that de-humanized him on the boat: “I am trying to
leave your country, […]” (20). Eventually, after grabbing the money that the stowaway had
carefully hidden under his clothes, Red Cap orders him to stay in the lower part of the boat. The
vessel that carries the immigrants thus becomes a segregated space, like a geographically divided
state, with different places assigned to different kinds of passengers. Suvendrini Perera notes that
the “the boat on which the asylum seekers set out is a microcosm of the country they have left
behind” (“Oceanic Corpo-graphies” 68). These fleeing immigrants are not the elite of the
country. They come from less-privileged backgrounds. The chauvinism that marks their
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conversations and their antagonism towards the stowaway underscore the infiltration of a violent
nationalism into all layers of society. The novella implies that the poor and the marginalized
cannot be romanticized as populations that are unsusceptible to nationalism. Wickremesekera’s
attention to the political economy of migration makes this narrative about othering a layered and
complex one.
In the parable-like narrative framework, the leaky boat, representative of our increasing
reliance on machinery and technology, is used to pose the question of which lives matter and
which lives could be dispensed with in the face of natural or technological disasters. The
passengers on the upper part of the boat as a group deliberate on this question. To reduce the
weight of the boat, they throw into the sea the stowaway and the dissenter who is sympathetic to
the stowaway (22). Giorgio Agamben (1998) sees the disposability of human beings within the
structures of the sovereign state. The violence that occurs in the boat is an iteration of sovereign
authority along nationalist lines enacted by a group of illicit passengers who are facing
statelessness. The novel thus draws our attention to non-state structures that act like states and
their sovereign claims that perpetuate violence. The events that unfold in the boat also suggest
that the migrants cannot escape the sovereign discourses they inherited from the state even as
they flee its borders. The dissenter in the boat challenges the parochial views of his fellow
travelers and acts as a curb on their sovereign imagination. He opposes the violence inflicted on
the stowaway on nationalist grounds. His concern and compassion for the Other earn him the
wrath of the majority of the passengers on the boat. Red Cap describes him as “one of those
sentimental kinds” (22). Thus he becomes an Other within his own community. His plea for
solidarity and unity cuts across cultural boundaries; he appeals to the others on the boat to keep
aside the differences that divide them: “We are all in the same boat, at least now we must forget
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our little differences” (22). When we draw parallels between the happenings on the boat and the
violent political theater of Sri Lanka, the boat becomes representative of not just the Sri Lankan
state but also the state-in-the-making, Tamil Eelam, where, during the civil war, dissidents were
branded as traitors and subsequently banished or assassinated by the LTTE.
In the Same Boat skillfully lays bare the contradictions and faultlines in the nationalist
ideas that some of Wickremesekera’s characters espouse. There are instances in the text where
class-based economic interests are articulated as ethnic antagonisms. On the other hand, the
solidarities that emerge as a result of shared subalternity override such ethnic antagonisms too.
Though Red Cap and others show their contempt for the stowaway and his community
throughout the text, Red Cap allows the stowaway to stay in the boat, albeit in the hold, once the
latter has handed over his money. Similarly, upon receiving the bribe paid by Red Cap, the rebel
leader calms down and even helps the passengers by supplying them with fuel, keeping aside the
cultural/ethnic antagonisms that exist between his group and the majority of the passengers. In
both cases, money plays an important role in the pacification of ethnic antagonisms. The rebel
states clearly that he and other members of his group work separately when it comes to business,
indicating they have their own financial interests besides the political struggle that they claim to
wage together against the state. The passengers remark that the rebel would not have helped the
stowaway even if he had seen him in the hold, implying a disjuncture between the emancipatory
rhetoric of nationalism and the actions of its proponents. As Sivamohan Sumathy observes, the
author “[does] not indulge in any romanticisation of the violence of the rebels.” 77 One could read
Wickremesekera’s decision to portray the rebel reader as self-interested and avaricious rather

See “Drama at High Sea: ‘In the Same Boat’ by Channa Wickremesekera” at
http://www.island.lk/index.php?page_cat=article-details&page=article-details&code_title=7187
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than altruistic as a critique of political movements that advance the narrow economic interests of
a few in the guise of resistance. The postcolonial interrogation of resistance that takes place in
the text adds strength to its critical spirit.
Wickremesekera’s novella is about the dangers facing a group of illegal immigrants and
the forces that have rendered them expendable. They comprise systems of oppression like
poverty, and nationalist violence and non-human agents which include machinery and nature,
represented in the text by the precarious boat where the main action is set, the boat that catches
fire in the seas and the ocean and the storm that tear apart the vessel and cause the death of the
passengers. The sovereignty of the immigrant, despite his capacity to aspire, becomes a contested
entity undermined by both natural and structural forces. While demonstrating how the state and
nature reduce immigrants to bare life 78, the text also de-stabilizes the binary of the natural and
the man-made in its rendition of the storm. The subaltern migrants’ struggle with the leaky boat
and the storm, the internal feuds that arise among them and the stowaway’s animal-like captivity
in the lower part of the vessel and the girl in the boat who does not want to leave her kitten
remind us of both man’s “joint kinship with animals and machines” and the apocalyptic side of
what Donna Haraway calls the cyborg world where the boundaries that separate humans,
animals, nature and machines from each other are transgressed (15). The storm, the ocean and
the boats in the text cannot be framed apolitically as representing the natural and the
technological. We should look at how class and ethnicity in the context of the migration of
vulnerable, warring populations depicted in the text animate these phenomena. One may want to
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Giorgio Agamben writes that “Western politics first constitutes itself through an exclusion (which is
simultaneously an inclusion) of bare life (Homo Sacer 7). Agamben uses the terms bios and zoes to describe two
states of life. While bio refers to the social political life of the people, Zoe refers to bare life which places man and
animals on the same terrain. The sovereign confers on itself the right to kill its citizens or turn the bios into zoes.
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ask the question: who in our globalized era is forced to risk their lives by traveling on ill-suited
boats, as opposed to safer ships or aircraft, disregarding inclement weather? What structures of
power force some people to undertake such risks? By turning the spotlight on the experiences of
subaltern immigrants, In the Same Boat de-scribes the sovereign under neoliberalism as solely
human or fixed. Though Haraway’s turn to the post-human differs theoretically from Deleuze
and Guattari’s post-structuralist critique of the subject (1987), the latter’s re-framing of the
subject as a de-centered, rhizomic figure appearing from and shifting between different points
and ends makes sense as we read the multiple tussles and negotiations that occur among humans,
nature and machines in Wickremesekera’s text. The novella re-makes the human as contingent
through the natural and the technological that the human interacts with.
Lauren Berlant deploys the term cruel optimism as a way of explaining situations that
emerged in post-Second World War US and Europe where, because of the affective nature of
optimism, people dreamt of upward mobility and progress despite being aware of the inability of
liberal capitalist societies to provide them with opportunities for such transformations in their
socio-economic lives.79 Though Berlant’s focus is centrally on those who lived within these
locations, the United States, Europe and other locations identified as the developed world
including Australia appear as places that promise mobility in the eyes of those who attempt to
enter into them from the global south as well. Framing the desires of the migrant subject from the
global south as cruelly optimistic, In the Same Boat unfurls the desiring subject’s pseudo-
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[T]he affective structure of an optimistic attachment involves a sustaining inclination to return to the scene of
fantasy that enables you to expect that this time, nearness to this thing will help you or a world to become different
in just the right way. But, again, optimism is cruel when the object/scene that ignites a sense of possibility actually
makes it impossible to attain the expansive transformation for which a person or a people risks striving; and, doubly,
it is cruel insofar as the very pleasures of being inside a relation have become sustaining regardless of the content of
the relation, such that a person or a world finds itself bound to a situation of profound threat that is, at the same time,
profoundly confirming. (2)
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sovereign imagination even under conditions of dispossession, violence and threats to that
subject’s security. This pseudo-sovereign imagination encourages the subject to go against the
laws of the nation-state, the forces that patrol its borders, precarious technology and inclement
weather conditions. But as an experience, the migrant’s sovereignty is often limited by political
and economic systems including the state and its apparatuses as well as natural forces and the
sovereign-like powers they embody. Wendy Brown notes that the “monopoly of […] the nationstates has been severely compromised by growing transnational flows of capital, people, ideas,
goods, violence, and political and religious fealty” (22). But Brown would also agree with the
claim that the sovereign authority of the state reacts differently to different forces and actors in
different situations in different geographies. Neil Lazarus argues that the free movement of
capital contributes to the “dissolution of the nation-state,” even as the restrictions imposed by the
developed world on the mobility of laboring people harden and rigidify its borders
(“Transnationalism” 33). While the dissolution of the nation-state that Lazarus talks about has
been underway for many decades, if not centuries, one could complicate his point about mobility
and argue that immigrant labor is sometimes welcomed, and illicit immigrants are sometimes
tolerated by neoliberal states and employment providers, as they can be exploited easily. The
heterogeneity of mobility and how it is regulated in specific contexts need to be taken into
account in understanding the migration of workers and underprivileged communities from Sri
Lanka or South Asia or the larger global south. These subjects have their aspirations but they are
always restrained, resisted and regulated by the sovereign authority of the state and capital
separately or through alliances between the two. The neoliberal state, through its processes of
dispossession and exploitation, also makes these lives prone to natural and technological
disasters during their quest for stability and survival.
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Walls: Sexual Sovereignty vs. Cultural Nationalism
If In the Same Boats is a text that throws light upon the precarious lives of illicit
immigrants escaping a nameless country in the global south, Channa Wickremesekera’s first
novella Walls focuses on the lives of lower middle-class Sri Lankan-origin Sinhala diaspora in
Melbourne, Australia. Unlike In the Same Boat, Walls brings together the author’s questions
about economy and his inquiry into culture and the nation in more explicit ways. In Walls,
culture and cultural sovereignty become the arenas where the postcolonial and diasporic politics
of sexuality, ethnicity, gender, migration, nationalism and cosmopolitanism animate one another
and produce ruptures, intimacies and solidarities. The characters who are at the center of this
novella, the Abeywickreme couple and their daughter Ishara, come from a privileged Sri Lankan
community, although their migration to Australia has caused a decline in their socio-economic
status. In a white supremacist, neoliberal Australia, they are seen as colored, lower middle-class
recent migrants who, for their survival, have to cast aside their class and ethnic pride which they
pointed up in their everyday lives back in Sri Lanka. In sharp contrast to the ones who flee the
global south illicitly in unsafe boats in In the Same Boat, these figures migrate to Australia
legally on an airplane. Theirs is a migration sanctioned by both the Australian and Sri Lankan
states, a permissible movement from the global south to the developed world. But the life of this
couple in Australia suggests that they cannot easily escape the cultural, national and racial
borders that create the diasporic scene in Melbourne.
In understanding the differences between the flight of these two groups of migrants, one
should not ignore the fact that the Abeywickremes’ legal migration was made possible by the
privileges they had in Sri Lanka. These privileges derive from the university education that
Abeywickreme received in Sri Lanka and the financial and social capital that he acquired by
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working as an engineer, a covetous, highly respectable profession that many middle-class Sri
Lankans aspire to from their school days. Though ethnicity would not have made much
difference in so far as the migration of educated middle-class Sri Lankans (apart from those who
seek asylum from ethnic persecution in the country) to Australia or any other part of the global
north is concerned, it should be noted that the Abeywickremes belong to the Sinhala community,
which makes up nearly 75% of Sri Lanka’s population and enjoys the patronage of the Sri
Lankan state more than any other community on the island. The majoritarian ethnic privilege
they enjoyed in Sri Lanka makes them see not just Tamils in Sri Lanka but also Sri Lankan
Tamil migrants in Australia as second-class subjects. The Abeywickremes escape Sri Lanka in
search of a secure future for themselves and their daughter; they do not want Ishara to live in a
country mired in political violence: “They had left Colombo looking for stability, a bit more
money than Abeywickreme earned planning construction work in irrigation projects, but above
all, a more promising future for their daughter” (11). Australia, a country built by settler
colonizers from Europe, is their dreamland where they hope their daughter’s life will flourish. As
Vera Alexander notes, one has to be careful in situating Australia as part of the first world or the
global north because the continent’s history is different from the history of Western Europe
which is generally associated with the global north:
By being predominantly white and Anglophone, but situated outside the ‘Western’
centre, (usually comprising the Eurocentre and North America) and constituting an excolony with the history of loss, violence and suppression and marginalization, Australia
presents a complex and unique quandary with regard to space and identity construction.
For immigrants in general this is a conceptual challenge. For coloured immigrants, it
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poses numerous problems. For coloured immigrant writers it is a subject of constant
negotiation (154).
Despite Australia’s historical and contemporary socio-political differences from North America
and Europe, it remains a constituent of the developed world, sometimes known as the global
north, owing to the high standards of living observed in that country. 80 As a result, many in the
throes of economic hardships and political violence in the global south see Australia as a location
where they could lead relatively comfortable and safer lives. This economic and political divide
between the global south and global north hinted in In the Same Boat and the impression that the
global north generates optimism for the citizens of the global south become more pronounced in
Walls. Moreover, the climate and the geography of some parts of Australia remind the migrant
from the tropical regions of the global south of her own homeland. In Wickremesekera’s Distant
Warriors, Father Anton Balasubramaniyam is able to recognize some similarities between the
Australian landscape and his homeland in South Asia as he looks down upon the continent from
the airplane:
Looking out of the window, he had seen a massive expanse of dry, brown land, stretching
as far as the eye could see. Wasn’t very different to some parts of Jaffna he thought,
picturing his village with its parched land, scraggy Palmyrah trees and scrawny cows
providing a dreary yet homely backdrop to the ramshackle houses and the old church,
paint peeling off the walls scarred by age and the odd bullet hole. The land stretching
below the airplane looked so much like the sandy expanses around his village, except that

In a 1994 article titled “Migration from India to Australia,” S. P. Aswathi and Ashoka Chandra note that
“Australia is universally regarded as one of the leading countries of immigration, along with Canada and the United
States.” (393).
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his village was small and the land below was gigantic, sweeping and empty, a landscape
that was at once monotonous and magnificent. (25)
Though Walls does not name the violence (or its causes) amidst which the
Abeywickremes had to live in Sri Lanka, one could surmise by creating a timeline for the plot
that the violence referred to and recalled in the text by its characters could be the insurrections by
the unemployed rural youth under the radical leftist movement known as Janatha Vimukthi
Peramuna (JVP) in the years 1971 and 1988 or the counter-insurgency by the state which
resulted in the killings of thousands of youth who participated in the insurrections or the antiTamil violence of 1983. What is obvious is that the text presents post-independence Sri Lanka as
a location that is viewed as being uninhabitable by its middle-class communities.
The immigrant Sri Lankan family depicted in the novella, however, has to forgo their
privileges when they move to Australia, a shift that they grudgingly tolerate for the sake of their
daughter’s future. Abeywickreme, who used to work as an engineer in Sri Lanka, now faces the
difficult situation of doing menial work as a cleaner in a supermarket first and then as a taxi
driver. Living on the margins of an Australian city, they are isolated from both the white elite in
Australia and those members of the Sri Lankan diaspora community in Melbourne who hold
more prestigious jobs in Australia like Mr. Rajapakse, a doctor by profession whose wife’s
smile, the narrator says, is an indication of her decision to “remain friendly [toward the Sri
Lankan shopkeeper] without getting involved” (92). On the other hand, the world of these lessprivileged diaspora portrayed in the novella is one where its members have to compete with
fellow Sri Lankans who are not as educated as they or would have been far below them in social
status in their homelands for jobs and economic benefits. The higher education which
distinguished Abeywickreme from many of his Sri Lankan co-workers in Melbourne has become
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redundant after migration. It is overdetermined by ethnocentrism, racism and the political and
economic structures of the Australian state and society which place the immigrants below the
country’s ‘natives’. That Abeywickreme’s education has failed to bring him and his family
respect causes heartache to the Abeywickreme couple. To make things worse for them, they find
themselves amidst gossipmongers among the Sinhala community in Melbourne. The
Abeywickremes take pains to make sure that their relatives back home have no knowledge of
what they do in Melbourne for a living, for they do not want to be pitied or laughed at by their
kith and kin. Their geographic and cultural dislocation and the multiple ways in which they find
themselves alienated from their immediate world create in them a sense of homelessness,
geographically, politically and emotionally. If there is one thing that gives them satisfaction in
Melbourne, it is the long distant nationalism that animates their conversations, interactions and
enmity with one another. It is through their nationalist imagination that they try to create a home
for themselves.
The Sinhala diaspora’s search for cultural authenticity and purity leads to conflicts within
their community and families. They suffer from the fear that their homeland is under imminent
threat from internal and external enemies—the Tamils in Sri Lanka and India:
“Where are the Sinhalese supposed to go?” Dr. Fernando asked again, more like a
declaration than a question. “We have flourished as a great nation in the island for over
two thousand years, nurturing a civilization unsurpassed elsewhere in the world, but
now… […].” (1)
For many of the Sinhala diaspora figures portrayed in Walls, the nation in the homeland thus
becomes the center around which they organize their cultural and emotional lives even after their
migration. The Sinhala nation they talk about is spatially and temporally unreachable for them. It
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is removed from their lives not once but twice. The idyllic Sinhala nation of the past they glorify
in their everyday conversations exists, for them, in contemporary Sri Lanka. But the nation they
have in mind belongs to an imagined space-time. Migration furthers the distant between this
imaginary nation and its diasporic members. Thus in the diasporic context where the novella is
set, national imagination involves a two-fold process of making discontinuities continuities.
Abeywickreme finds his new companions and colleagues in Melbourne loathsome
because of their ethnicity and social status. Many of them were Tamils. He characterizes many
others as belonging to the lower rungs of the social ladder in Sri Lanka: “You won’t believe, he
said, the kind of riffraff you meet with in this business, our own people, who can’t speak a word
of English, the type you and me wouldn’t even give our bad breath to at home, standing with you
in the same rank, talking to you as if you are their uncle” (21). Walls clearly shows that the class
Other and the national/cultural Other of the diasporic subject are not singular but plural; it is not
only the elite White Australian but also the Tamil and the less-educated Sinhala. This plurality is
a product of the multiple spaces in which the subject territorially and discursively finds itself.
The conflicts that arise between the parents and their children who were either born or
brought up for the most part of their lives in the diasporic location need to be seen within this
larger picture of dual/multiple processes of othering. When Ishara, whose voice in the novel
could be read as that of a second generation Sri Lankan Sinhala diaspora brought up in Australia,
comes out to her parents as lesbian, the apprehensions and anxieties that engulf the
Abeywickremes stem not just from their heteronormative worldview but also from their
understanding of the nation and their cultural belonging as essentially and invariably
heterosexual. Abeywickreme’s fears appear at two levels: family and nation. He first expresses
his disapproval of his daughter’s lesbian identity by citing the absence of any lesbians in his
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family: “There had been many characters in Abeywickreme family, gamblers, swindlers,
policemen, directors but never a lesbian” (34). His intolerance later on appears in the text as a
concern for his nation and culture which are facing an external threat from the figure of the
lesbian:
What will happen to our Sinhala culture if our women start turning into lesbians? He
wondered if there were lesbians in Sri Lanka in the olden days, when there were kings
and queens and every village had a tank, a vihara and enough to eat. There were probably
no lesbians then because there was a real Sinhala culture, as Dr. Fernando often took
pains to remind people. According to the doctor it was the Europeans who brought all the
filth into the country, and he admitted grudgingly that even the Tamils were not so bad, at
least at that time. The Europeans brought with them all the filth, gonorrhea, for instance.
There was no gonorrhea in the whole of Sri Lanka before the Europeans came. It is not
surprising if there were lesbians among them, brought over to undermine “the moral
foundations of the great Sinhala culture,” as Dr. Fernando would put it (51).
The picture of the ancient, pre-colonial, Sinhala civilization which was culturally, politically,
spiritually and economically self-sufficient and sovereign reveals that homosexuality, for
Abeywickreme, is not just aberrant and deviant in a universal sense but also alien, colonial and
non-Sinhala. Homosexuality is a transgressive behavior of the most loathsome order for him
because it is anti-national and poses a threat to the cultural sovereignty of the nation. The female
homosexual not only un-makes the authenticity of the nation discursively but in Abeywickreme’s
understanding she also disrupts the continuity of the nation materially by refusing to re-produce
the nation’s progeny. Ishara disobeys the nation by declining the reproductive role nationalism
assigns women. The lesbian also undermines the heteronormative gendered division of nation’s
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subjects into male and female, for her body and the choices that she makes resist the acts of
binaristic en-gendering that the nation is involved in for its survival.
When the counsellor whom the Abeywickreme couple meets in the hope of getting some
advice on how to deal with their daughter’s lesbian identity tells them there is nothing wrong
with homosexuality, Shiranee insists: “We never hear that sort of thing in our culture, […]. May
be in Western cultures but certainly not in Asia” (73). Walls shows a gap between homonationalist discourses originating from elite, liberal South Asian diasporic contexts which present
the East or Asia and Hinduism and Buddhism as more tolerant of alternative sexualities and the
lived experiences of South Asian LGBTQ members in those regions. John C. Hawley notes in
his work on postcolonialism’s intersection with queerness that “Western trappings of sexual
identity are seen locally as not only counternational but also elitist” (5). The postcolonial trend
that views homosexuality as a sexual behavior that has its roots in the West and a practice that
does not and should not have a place in the cultural mainstream of the postcolonial nation marks
its presence in the conversations that take place in Walls too.
The Europeanization or Americanization of homosexuality that the Abeywickremes
resort to in their attempt to overcome the grief and disappointment caused by Ishara’s revelation
shows that the lesbian body becomes colonial in the postcolonial national imaginary present in
Walls. The purgation of Ishara’s body from the national narrative constructed by the
Abeywickremes suggests that the postcolonial desire for cultural sovereignty and postcolonial
processes of decolonization often involve the erasure of the plural from the discursive
apparatuses of the nation. One has to read this act of purification, or the underbelly of
decolonization, as the postcolonial nation’s quest for authenticity, singularity and homogeneity.
Like the Tamil minority, the queer represents the Other or the impure within the postcolonial Sri
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Lankan/Sinhala nation that needs to be policed or ejected. Walls does an excellent job bringing
out this discourse and its diasporic iterations in locations that could be identified as ‘Western.’
Stuart Hall writes that the manner in which displacement is experienced by the diasporic subject
“gives rise to a certain imaginary plenitude, recreating the endless desire to return to ‘lost
origins,’ to be one again with the mother, to go back to the beginning” (“Cultural Identity” 244).
In Wickremesekera’s fiction, the immigrant’s desire to return to his ‘origins’ is compounded by
the intrusion of queerness into the diasporic home-space. In his mental search for purity and
cultural sovereignty, an Abeywickreme bewildered by his daughter’s homosexuality begins to
idealize pre-colonial cultures, including the culture of the Aboriginal community in Australia
which, according to him, was uncontaminated by European colonial forces and their values. In
Walls, we see queerness and homophobia exacerbate the nativist sentiments of the immigrant
middle-class subject.
In her review of Walls, Minari Fernando describes the text as “a portrayal of Sri Lankan
middle classness that travels” (60). A careful reading of the text would, however, indicate that
the racialized values governing the lives of the middle-class Sri Lankan immigrants portrayed in
the text are not fixed but vary according to circumstances and developments in the diasporic
space. The confusion and chaos that Ishara’s queerness brings about in the Abeywickreme
household in Melbourne change the contours of the Abeywickremes’ attitudes towards different
racial and ethnic communities with whom they share Australia and Sri Lanka. For the first time,
whiteness and Europeans become more dangerous and decadent than Tamils in Abeywickreme’s
eyes, although he earlier preferred his daughter marrying a white man to a Tamil man. Similarly,
both Abeywickreme and Shiranee express a sigh of relief when they find out that Ishara’s lesbian
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friend is not African but Australian. Their views on and interpretations of sexuality are often
ethnicized and racialized.
To free herself, her body and identity from the grips of her parents and their cultural
nationalism and to anchor her quest for sexual autonomy and sexual liberation, Ishara invokes
the language of individual rights throughout her verbal duels with her parents:
“There is nothing you can do about my sexuality. It’s my business. It’s my life.” (37)
“Why can’t I have my own life?” (38)
“Why can’t you leave me alone?” […] “Why can’t you let me live my life?” (79)
“I do what I want. It’s my life.” (80)
When her parents try to drag her out of her white heterosexual friend Catherine’s place where
she sought refuge upon realizing that she could not live with her parents anymore, Ishara
reiterates her autonomy:
“You can’t force me to do anything,” she warned. “I can complain to the authorities. If I
do you will get into trouble.” […] “I am warning you!” she shouted. “You can’t drag me
home. I have my rights and …” (80).
While the family and the cultural structures of the nation try to police Ishara’s body and choices,
it is her sense of being a right-bearing individual that guarantees Ishara her freedom. The
language in which Ishara authors her desire for freedom, reminding us of the figure of Edna
Pontellier in Kate Chopin’s The Awakening, indicates the production of what Wai-Chee Dimock
calls “rightful subjectivity” (1990). The language in which Edna Pontellier constructs her ‘self’ is
centered on individual rights and sovereignty. It is a language which accommodates only “an
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unentitled Other” and “an unencumbered self” (Dimock 32). Though the silences and absences in
Chopin’s narrative may help us approach Edna’s quest for freedom in a more sympathetic
manner, Edna’s choice of the sea to liberate herself is suggestive of her desire to be in a space
which negates human presence. Although Ishara’s language is almost similar to the laissez-faire
language of Chopin’s heroine, Ishara’s unmooring of her ‘self’ and body from her family and the
nation, unlike Edna Pontellier’s, leads to connections at other levels. Ishara decides to go to an
African country to be with her Australian girlfriend who does volunteer work there with children
under siege by poverty.
Ishara’s inter-racial lesbian relationship and her departure from her family and Australia
cause a rupture in the Sinhala nationalist world of her parents and its cultural sovereignty. On the
other hand, it produces trans-national, trans-continental connections that nationalism abhors and
resists violently. One could thus read Walls as a queer diasporic text or situate it in the larger
terrain of what Gayatri Gopinath calls “queer diasporic cultural forms” which “suggest
alternative forms of collectivity and communal belonging that redefine home outside of a logic
of blood, purity, authenticity, and patrilineal descent” (187). In Ishara’s case, however, what one
sees is a sense of homelessness or a withdrawal from home rather than a re-imagination of home.
This new queer cosmopolitanism of which Ishara is part of, however, should not be mistaken for
a sanguine utopia, for it rests on the colonial and neoliberal economic structures that keep
Africans in poverty and starvation and leave them at the mercy of privileged altruistic
metropolitan subjects like Ishara and her Australian girlfriend. The cosmopolitanism that
revolves around the figures of Ishara and her girlfriend in Africa has its own dark sides like the
Sinhala nationalist rhetoric of her parents.
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While the narrator often makes fun of the Sinhala diaspora community in Australia for
their follies, their mindless glorification of cultural nationalism, their pretentiousness, their racist
and classist attitudes towards the white working class that Andi, a plumber, represents, after
Ishara’s declaration that she is lesbian, the narrative’s tone becomes more somber and
sympathetic towards the Abeywickremes. It becomes a conduit that releases the pain that
Ishara’s parents go through at this point and their introspection into their decision to come to
Australia in light of this unforeseen change in their household. The only factors that gave the
Abeywickremes a sense of pride in the face of marginalization in Australia in cultural and
economic terms are their daughter’s achievements and the cultural nationalism that they brought
with them to Australia. When Ishara reveals her lesbian identity, it enters like a bombshell into
their world coalescing around the Sinhala nation and the Sinhala diasporic community in
Australia. Abeywickreme even begins to wonder whether there could be any causal link between
the marginalization that he has faced in Australia for being a colored immigrant and his daughter
becoming a lesbian. Class becomes a central consideration in his introspections. His reflections
on the lives of the Rajapakses is telling in this respect:
Driving off, he wondered what kind of a life the Rajapakses had, driving BMW’s,
smiling remotely. They probably had a very exciting life, probably too exciting for Mrs.
Rajapakse to bother talking to a deferential shopkeeper. They probably had affluent
friends with exciting careers, not taxi-driving doctors and junk mail distributors. Their
children probably went to posh grammar schools and learnt to speak like Brandon, in that
clipped accent which reminded him so much of English television drams. And, he
thought, they probably never turned into lesbians (92).
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The othering that the Abeywickremes face along class lines in Australia and the disarray that
their lives are thrown into following Ishara’s revelation of her lesbian identity make them seek
refuge in nationalism once more. In this move, one senses no irony but pathos. Walls tells us that
all acts of migration do not necessarily produce a cosmopolitan social order. Cultural
cosmopolitanism remains the privilege of those who do well economically in the diasporic
context or in second-generation figures like Ishara whose loyalty to her origins and parents’
homeland is secondary to her freedom in the here and the now. It is beyond the reach of those
like the Abeywickremes who face hurdle after hurdle in their negotiations with both the diasporic
world and their children who are more adaptable to life forms offered by the new space. The
loneliness and frustration that marks the Abeywickreme household after Ishara’s departure to
Africa makes them search for hope in the nation once again, though the novel has already
established convincingly that cultural nationalism cannot be a solution to the challenges the
diaspora have to face in their new homes. As the concluding lines of the novel indicate, the
nation and homeland remain so idyllic, alive and full of energy in the eyes of the
Abeywickremes: “The most beautiful place on earth” (106). But the reader knows this is only an
illusion arising out of a sense of hopelessness and helplessness, for it is the nation that initially
and primarily created frictions in the relationship between the Abeywickremes and their
daughter.
Distant Warriors: Rupturing Long Distant Nationalisms
The movement of Sri Lankan Tamils towards the global north before, during and after the civil
war has made Tamil nationalism both a thriving and contested ideology in the diasporic space.
The Tamil diaspora was at the forefront in mass mobilizations that took place in cities like
Toronto, London, Paris and Melbourne with a view to drawing the attention of the international
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community towards the violence that the Tamils in Sri Lanka suffered at the hands of the state
and the continuing processes of militarization and repression in the Tamil homelands in the
island. The creation of the Transnational Government of Tamil Eelam after the end of the civil
war in 2009 indicates that the Tamil diaspora communities’ investment in Tamil nationalism is
politically significant and intricately linked to the developments in the homelands of Eelam in Sri
Lanka. In its haste to support the Tamil nationalist project in the homeland, a large section of the
diaspora remained silent about, or even condoned, the violence unleashed by the LTTE on
Tamils and other ethnic communities. Yet, there were groups within the Tamil communities in
Europe, Canada and the UK that strove to create alternative spaces where the diaspora could
engage in critical conversations about Tamil nationalism and the nature of the LTTE’s politics.
As the thought processes of the Abeywickremes in Walls capture the cultural and psychic
power Sinhala nationalism holds over the Sinhala diaspora in Melbourne, Wickremesekera’s
portrayal of the Nagalingam household in his second novel Distant Warrior is an attempt to
highlight the influence of Tamil nationalism over the Sri Lankan Tamil diaspora community in
Australia. But I find Wickremesekera’s novel compelling because it also probes the extent to
which such reproduction of Tamil nationalism in diasporic spaces can remain stable and
uncontested given that these locations are hegemonic in their own ways. The forces that unsettle
Tamil nationalism from within deserve scrutiny as they urge us to pay attention to a set of
cultural and political questions concerning the lives and future of the diaspora which nationalist
ideologies tend to cover over or are silent about. The vitality of Distant Warriors lies in its
attempt to direct our focus towards these questions, especially the challenges facing the second
generation of the Tamil and Sinhala diaspora communities who were either born or grew up or
spent a significant part of their early lives in the host country.
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Distant Warriors unpacks the complex interactions between the national and the
transnational and the ruptures that emerge from such interactions within the Sri Lankan Tamil
and Sinhala diaspora communities in Australia. The novel is set in Melbourne with its climax
around a fundraiser organized by an affluent Tamil diaspora group in the city to support their
brethren in the home country. Distant Warriors brings the nationalist members of the Tamil and
Sinhala diaspora communities in Melbourne to a battlefront. The tone of the novel is mocking;
Wickremesekera’s critique of long-distance nationalisms, to a large extent, hinges on this
mocking tone. The two groups treat each other as enemies who encroach upon the sovereignty of
each other’s nations: Eelam or the Tamil nation and Sri Lanka which for many Sinhala
nationalists in Melbourne represents the Sinhala (or Sinhala-Buddhist) nation. The overt tensions
between the two diaspora groups throw into stark relief the absence of a collective national
imagination about Sri Lanka among the Tamils and Sinhalese who figure in the novel. The
transnational diasporic space mirrors the violent political atmosphere in the home country. A Sri
Lanka divided along lines of ethnicity and ethno-nationalisms intrudes into the transnational
space in Australia and institutes itself within it. Echoing Caren Kaplan’s (1996) point on the nonlinearity of postmodern migration, Jana Evans Braziel and Anitta Munnur advance the view that
the deterritorialization of the borders of the nation-state resulting from people’s transnational
mobilities is “not without risks of and propulsion towards reterritorialization” (17). The political
divide between the Tamil and Sinhala immigrant communities in Distant Warriors underscores
the reterritorialization of the nationalist political landscapes of Sri Lanka into the transnational
space of Melbourne.
One of the noteworthy aspects of Distant Warriors is that it presents the two diaspora
communities as heterogeneous. It brings to the fore the fractures appearing within these
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communities along lines of class, age or generation and, to lesser extent, political ideology. The
older generation of the Sinhala and Tamil diaspora communities expresses their loyalty to the
Sinhala or Sri Lankan nation and the Tamil nation respectively. The younger generation,
however, has questions or doubts about their own involvement in nationalist politics and their
attachment to these two nations. Thus the diasporic family becomes a site where nationalist
allegiances are both forged and interrogated in powerful ways.
Distant Warriors unfurls the trafficking between the national and the transnational by
zooming in on the families of the Nagalingams and Priyantha. The Nagalingams migrated from
Colombo, the commercial capital of Sri Lanka, to Australia in the aftermath of the ethnic pogrom
against the Tamil community in 1983. Their house in Colombo was set on fire by violent mobs
that the state unleashed on its Tamil citizens. Naveen, the younger son, was born in Australia.
Their elder son, Rajan, was only three years old when the family moved to Australia. The
violence that his family faced in Sri Lanka forms a thin layer of Rajan’s memory. Though this
violence has played a major role in producing strong Tamil nationalist sentiments in his parents,
Rajan does not see it as a defining moment in his life. As Rajan was only a child when the
pogrom happened, his memories of the violence are related to his childhood desires and does not
have much political import:
“I vaguely remember leaving the house and going to a camp in some school,” he said
without much feeling. “I don’t remember the house burning. But I remember we came
back to the house and found it all burnt down. There was nothing left. Everything was
taken away or burnt.” […]. “I can’t remember how I felt,” he continued in the same tone,
speeding the car to merge with the freeway traffic. “But I recollect finding my bicycle
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among the debris. It was all crushed and burnt. I remember asking my father to fix it for
me.” (103)
The Nagalingams have kept a “large gold-framed picture” of the LTTE chief Prabhakaran in
their house (26). The presence of Prabhakaran’s picture in Bhanu Nagalingam’s study is
comparable to the presence of the pictures of Hindu deities in Hindu households, underscoring
the respect and reverence that Bhanu accords the LTTE, its chief and the nationalist ideology that
the LTTE upheld. The novel thus suggests that Tamil nationalism has a ritualistic inner presence
in the diasporic home. The political sentiments of many of the Sinhala characters who figure in
the novel are not very different from Bhanu’s. For instance, the narrator notes in one of his
satirical passages that, inspired by the Sinhala nationalist ideology, many Sinhalese in Melbourne
have chosen to have as their email addresses the names of ancient Sinhala kings who ruled the
island.
In Bhanu Nagalingam’s family, the parents expect their two sons to pledge their support
to the national liberation struggle taking place in Eelam. They also want their sons to stand in
solidarity with the Tamils who are discriminated against by the Sri Lankan state. Bhanu and his
wife Nalini have taken extra care to instill in their children a sense of Tamil national
consciousness so that the children would not forsake their ties with Eelam, their homeland. As a
child mesmerized by the idea of a homeland fed by his parents, Naveen even asks them when
they would settle down in Eelam. Nagalingam’s nationalism allows him to accept only halfheartedly Rajan’s Russian girlfriend, Sasha: “We would have preferred a Tamil girl but then it
seems we have little say in these matters in Australia” (52). Foregrounding the fissures within the
family, Wickremesekera records the emergence of an alternative subjectivity in Rajan, despite
the cultural and political indoctrination he has received from his parents. Rajan attempts to
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distance himself from the Tamil nationalism by claiming that it does not exist within his
emotional or geographic reach. His journey in Australia, where he is not accepted as a full
Australian due to his color, has prepared him to live without a sense of national belonging. His
persistent refusal to embrace ‘Australianism’ or Tamil nationalism makes his identity one that is
not anchored on a fixed, singular cultural locus. In a casual exchange with Father Anton
Balasubramaniyam, a priest who has come from Eelam to attend a fundraiser in Melbourne,
Rajan poses the rhetorical question, “Who wants to be Australian? […]. And who wants to be
Tamil?” (114).
Distant Warriors directs its reader’s attention towards the manner in which the
nationalism of the diasporic parents and the desires of their children clash with one another and
puncture the familial space. Bhanu bemoans that diasporic children do not show much interest or
concern in the affairs of the Tamils in Eelam: “‘Children now-a-days don’t seem to have any
feeling for their culture, their heritage, or their roots. What do they know about what our people
have suffered and sacrificed for Eelam? Nothing!’ he looked at Rajan with undisguised
disappointment” (53). In contrast to Bhanu Nagalingam’s obsession with roots and culture, in
Rajan’s view, rootlessness is not a hindrance to social existence. As a person who slips in and
out of the Tamil-centric domestic space at home and the multicultural public space where he
interacts with his friends and colleagues on a regular basis, Rajan views himself as a hybrid
cosmopolitan figure without any fixed ties to one cultural center:
“If you mean whether I feel Australian, no I don’t,” he said in the same monotone. ‘I feel
at home here. But culturally I don’t know how to define myself.’ […] ‘I like Dosai and I
drink beer, I speak Tamil and English with an Aussie accent, I like jazz but also like
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Indian classical music. What does that make me?’ […]. ‘I don’t know,’ […]. ‘I don’t
know and I don’t care. I am happy just being who I am.’” (114).
What distinguishes Rajan from his father is the comfort and ease with which he accepts his bi- or
multi-cultural preferences and choices. The two contrasting perspectives on identity and
belonging in the text un-make the diaspora as a singular, monolithic formation. The tussles
between the father and the son which surface in the narrative from time to time indicate that
nationalism and cosmopolitanism are at loggerheads in the diasporic space.
Rudramoorthy Cheran deploys the idea of ‘diasporiCity’ in discussing the complex social
and cultural processes of interaction and conflict that shape the diasporic life of the Tamils in
cities outside their homelands:
When the city becomes a multifaceted global space, diasporas, region, city, nation, states
and ethnicity overlap, interact and sometimes share an uneasy coexistence. This uneasy
coexistence produces unique experiences and imaginaries, creates institutions and
awareness, and mobilizes communities. This what I call diasporiCity. DiasporiCity does
not signify the origins of the community. Nor does it fully illustrate the existential
conditions of living or boundedness of an identity. Rather, I use the term to capture an
“enunciation” and an entanglement of ethnicity, cityspace and marginality simultaneously
in a transnational moment and space. DiasporiCity is not only a process, an element of
identity, but also a location signifying changing relations. (159)
The conflicts that happen in the Nagalingam household indicate that the experiences that Cheran
explains through the notion of DiasporiCity are also observed within the domestic or familial
space. Some of these conflicts, like the one between the Tamil and Sinhala diasporas in Distant
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Warriors, do not originate in the Western metropolis but are brought over by the mobile subjects
during their displacement from their homelands. Wickremesekera’s novel does not always frame
the national and cosmopolitan as antithetical forces. It highlights, particularly through its
depiction of the Nagalingams, the “uneasy coexistence” of these two forms of socio-cultural life
in the diasporic family and the diasporic city (Cheran 159). Although Cheran appears to be
optimistic when he claims that “[d]iasporiCity has the potential to challenge the idea of
containment,” Wickremesekera’s novel presents the diasporic city as an ambivalent, polarizing
and even violent space (159). Maryse Jayasuriya observes that in Distant Warriors “diasporics
become not just interpreters of the conflict [in their homelands], but active and even destructive
participants in it” (148). Even as the Tamil and Sinhala diaspora communities who figure in the
novel show some willingness to tolerate the entry of White Australian, other Asian or European
cultures into their intimate spaces, they remain hostile to each other and refuse to have any
dialogue with one another on the political questions that divide(d) them in Australia (and in Sri
Lanka/Eelam).
The Tamil’s struggle for liberation under the aegis of the LTTE aimed at wresting the
Tamils’ right to self-determination from the Sri Lankan state. The LTTE and its proxy
organizations inside and outside of Sri Lanka deployed the notion of self-determination as a
politico-theoretical base with a view to creating a separate Tamil state in the areas which Tamil
nationalists consider the traditional homelands of the Tamil people in Sri Lanka. When faced
with the question why he cannot care much about the Tamils’ struggle for freedom, Rajan, a
second-generation member of the Tamil diaspora community in Australia, re-presents the notion
of self-determination as a way of asserting his individual autonomy in making choices for his life
and legitimizing his desire for liberation from parental expectations and control:
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“It is a good thing to want to be free. To be able to do what you want to do without
anybody telling you what to do or think. To have self-determination.” He looked at the
priest squarely for the first time since getting in the car. “But is self-determination only
for your people in Sri Lanka? Do I have no freedom to choose my destiny? Even when I
could do so, by living here, in Melbourne!” (91)
Legal discourses of nationalism, supported by the International Covenant on Civil and Political
Rights, uphold self-determination as an emancipatory concept that offers communities that are
organized around ethnic, religious and regional identities a platform to liberate themselves from
oppressive states. At times, a community’s quest for self-determination, in its sheer disregard for
the choices that individuals and sub-groups that constitute that community want to make, morphs
into a repressive and hegemonic political concept. By urging his parents and nationalist activists
like Father Anton Balasubramaniyam to recognize him as an autonomous, sovereign individual
entitled to pursue his own aspirations, Rajan re-formulates the concept of self-determination as
one that strengthens not only communities but also individuals subjugated by restrictive familial
structures and cultural nationalisms. Speaking from the position of a de-nationalized citizen,
Rajan de-links self-determination from nationalism. In Rajan’s hands, self-determination
becomes a theory that empowers the diasporic subject’s individualist quest for freedom from
oppressive familial and national expectations. Like Ishara in Walls, Rajan inscribes his
subjectivity in the liberal language of individual rights.
Rajan’s critique of long-distance Tamil nationalism and political initiatives carried out in
support of the LTTE does not hinge solely on his personal experiences and lifestyle as a secondgeneration Tamil diaspora; it also stems from his criticism of the LTTE’s approach to liberation.
Rajan expresses his contempt for the human rights violations committed by the LTTE
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unequivocally much to the annoyance of his father and the respected visitor from Eelam who is
being hosted at his place:
“[…] I’ve also heard a lot of sickening things about the Tigers. About how they too kill in
cold blood. Really brutal, gruesome stuff. I read somewhere – I forget where – that they
once went into a village and killed all the people; just butchered them with knives and
machetes. Didn’t even shoot them. Just cut them up. Even babies.” (104)
His concern for the innocent Sinhala people brutally murdered by the LTTE brings to the fore the
humanist sensibilities underlying his political views. He voices his protest against violence
directed against the Sinhalese, regardless of the ethnicity or the national affiliation of the victims.
During the civil war, a vociferous segment of the Tamil nationalist diaspora held that the LTTE
were the sole representatives of the Tamil people and that it was the only militant movement that
had the military prowess and political will to advance Tamils’ struggle for a separate state.
Critiquing the LTTE for its excesses is regarded as a seditious act in this formulation of the
relationship between the Tamils and the movement. Both Rajan’s parents and his community
expect Rajan to express his loyalty to the LTTE in total and absolute terms. Rajan’s criticism
against the LTTE, especially its violence against innocent Sinhala children, the progeny of the
Sinhala nation, by contrast, destabilizes Bhanu’s abiding interest in presenting himself and his
family among the Tamils in Melbourne as LTTE loyalists and champions of the Tamil cause.
Rajan’s opposition to the LTTE’s violence and his concern for the Sinhalese and their babies
alienate him from the nationalist diasporic community and produce him as a “human rights
activist.” (107). In the LTTE’s nationalist narrative, the Tamil human rights activist who dissents
against the movement’s undemocratic actions is a traitor to the nationalist cause. The movement
assassinated many human rights activists for exposing its sheer disregard for human rights not
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only in Eelam but also in diasporic locations such as Paris and London. The LTTE constructed
the binary of ‘patriot’ and ‘traitor’ in order to suppress dissent within the Tamil community and
to strengthen its authority over the Tamils. By criticizing the LTTE and by coming forward to
embrace the label of human rights activist for the sake of the Sinhalese victimized by the LTTE,
Rajan attempts to see social relations beyond the nationalist prescriptions imposed on him by his
parents and the larger community. Rajan, described by his nationalist father as “a lover of the
Sinhalese,” thus becomes a person who transgresses lines that the Tamil diaspora considers
sacred and inviolable (107). His reflections on the LTTE make Rajan’s humanist
cosmopolitanism both political and provocative.
While one could read Rajan’s inclination to live without a sense of national belonging or
a national identity as underscoring the transnational spirit in which he regards himself,
transnationalism is as complex, problematic an ideology as nationalism. Like neoliberalism, the
nation-state and ideologies of nationalism cripple the emergence of progressive forms of
transnationalism that uphold solidarity and cross-cultural alliances. The presence of Tamil
diaspora communities in Europe, Canada, the United Kingdom, and Australia has contributed to
the rise of transnational Tamil identities. However, the nationalist discourses of the home
country operating amidst diaspora communities in the transnational locations do not recognize
the multiple identities and aspirations of the members of these communities, especially secondgeneration members like Rajan. Nationalist forces often resist and stifle forms of cultural
hybridity that emerge in the diasporic space due to the immigrant’s movement across cultural
and national boundaries. In writing about the role ethnicity plays in the construction of hybrid
identities among immigrant communities in the United States, R. Radhakrishnan emphasizes the
importance of “the hyphenated integration of ethnic identity with national identity under
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conditions that do not privilege the ‘national’ at the expense of the ‘ethnic.’” (121). The ethnic
identity in Radhakrishnan’s theory of hybridity denotes the identity the diaspora subject receives
at her birth, from her parents and from her home country, whereas the national identity refers to
the identity associated with the diasporic subject by virtue of her presence or citizenship in the
host country. Even though ethnicity and nationality are unstable constructs that elude fixed
significations, I find these categories useful to think through the ways in which identities come
into being due to the mobility of the subject in diasporic situations. For the creation of a
transnational humanist sensibility in the diasporic subject, a reversal of the process that
Radhakrishnan describes is vital too. Such a process involves the integration of the ethnic
identity with the (trans)national identity of the subject without privileging the former at the
expense of the (trans)national identities and desires of the diasporic subject. When the national
identity of the home country is privileged over the hybrid cultural scene and the identities
configuring the diasporic context, it stifles and strangles the transnational inner voice that some
diasporic subjects wish to enunciate.
As an interesting dimension to Wickremesekera’s treatment of transnational subjectivity,
Distant Warriors calls our attention to the role the economic plays in shaping Rajan’s
expectations regarding his future. The novel suggests that these expectations bind Rajan to
neoliberal economic structures in an inseparable manner. Rajan claims that his “education and
upbringing” in Australia will guarantee him “a good career,” because he is confident that he
knows “how to work [the] system.” (115). Unpacking the loaded term ‘system,’ we find that
Rajan’s resistance to his parents happens within in an oppressive economic order that has spread
its tentacles not only in the educational system of Australia and its job market, but also in the
everyday life of Australians. The description of Melbourne presented in Distant Warriors shows
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us that it is part of the globalized global north: “It’s like any other Western city. The same chain
stores, the same kind of suburbs. If you want to see something characteristically Australian you
need to go to the Outback” (118). The neoliberal economic structures underpinning the system
that Rajan claims to have gained access to limits his emancipation or skews his vision of
liberation and achievement. Besides neoliberal globalization, the Tamil diaspora community in
Melbourne lives under another form of globalization, i.e., the globalization of Eelam
nationalism, an example of what Benedict Anderson calls “long-distance nationalism” (The
Spectre of Comparisons 58-76). Rajan’s caustic remark during his conversation with Father
Anton Balasubramaniyam points to this globalization observed in Melbourne: “There is too
much of Eelam here for you to see Melbourne” (118). Even though Rajan attempts to resist
Eelam nationalism, coercive forms of national belonging and cultural assimilation, he and, to
some extent, Wickremesekera’s novel are unaware of the manner in which Rajan is controlled by
the Australian labor market and the economic system strongly policed by the logic of market
capitalism and neoliberal forces.
The portrayal of Priyantha, a second-generation Sinhala-diasporic character, in
Wickremesekera’s novel reveals the limitations of Rajan’s vision of freedom. Priyantha’s story
forms a marked contrast to the socio-economic comforts that Rajan has access to both in the
home-space and Melbourne. Wickremesekera deploys this contrast to initiate an inquiry into the
ways in which crises within the family and the economic divisions and inequalities within the
diaspora shape the nationalist politics of their communities. Priyantha’s father left his wife and
son when the latter was a child and started to live with another woman. As a result of this split in
the family, Priyantha and his mother suffer social stigmatization at the hands of the Sinhala
diasporic community in Melbourne. Priyantha agrees to participate in the Sinhala nationalist
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protest organized by Ralph Seneviratne, an affluent lawyer, at the request of his uncle Bertie who
has looked after Priyantha like his foster son. If nationalism splits the familial space of the
Nagalingams, in Priyantha’s story, it finds a way of consolidating itself by taking advantage of
the familial sentiments and bonds that exist among the diaspora. Priyantha’s uncle Bertie is
unable to free himself from the power that Ralph Seneviratne wields over his life because
Seneviratne defended him in a court case without demanding payment for his services.
Moreover, Bertie’s natural tendency to not decline requests made to him makes him become part
of the protesting group of Sinhalese. The psychological, financial and familial dependence of
Bertie on Seneviratne and Priyantha on Bertie turn Bertie and Priyantha into reluctant nationalist
warriors who have to fight Seneviratne’s war against the Melbourne-based diasporic
sympathizers of the LTTE.
Coming from an economically well-off family, Rajan is free of the kinds of emotional
and economic obligations that bind Priyantha to his uncle Bertie and Bertie to Seneviratne.
Unlike Rajan’s ambitious, liberal, yet resistant and self-assertive, voice Priyantha appears to be
less concerned about his own advancement in economic terms. His sole interest seems to be in
demonstrating his youthful bravado to the wider world and to the Sinhalese who look down upon
and ridicule him for having a Malaysian girlfriend and the split between his parents. On the other
hand, we see also Priyantha as a character who is not fully accepted into the multicultural
diasporic space in Melbourne. The novel suggests that Priyantha’s inclination to embrace Sinhala
nationalism comes out of a sense of being a member of an othered migrant community in Whitedominant Melbourne:
But underneath this need to help Bertie and be a part of what he did, there was a deeper
need. When he told Mei that people needed to stick together, he meant it; he was not
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merely looking for an excuse to escape the argument. Everybody stuck together in
Melbourne. The Chinese, Vietnamese, Indians, Turks, Lebanese. Everybody. Even White
people stuck together. Perhaps White people stuck together more than anybody else and
that is why everybody else had to stick together, to feel they too had a people, a
community to belong to. (140)
We are also told that the White girls at his school “were often crazy about him because of his
looks and build but he felt they treated him like a pet rather than a friend” (141). Moreover,
Priyantha does not want to be seen by the members of the Sinhala diaspora as a boy who is under
the control of his Malaysian girlfriend. The alienation, marginalization and objectification that
Priyantha faces because of his class position, the fissures in his family and his skin color propel
him to think that it is only by displaying his self-assertiveness and establishing his independence
from his girlfriend that he can prove himself a fearless, unsentimental (male) individual who
cannot be put down by the elitists and cultural nationalists among the Sinhala diaspora in
Melbourne. The protest against the fundraiser gives him an opportunity to prove his mettle and
show his gratitude to his uncle for all that he has done for him. In the end, Priyantha is shot dead
by Australian policemen while he was threatening to kill Father Anton Balasubramaniyam with a
gun which, we are later told, is only a toy. Although S. W. Perera suggests that it is Rajan’s nonconfrontational demeanor that helps him remain “unscathed” in the nationalist showdown, what
distinguishes him from Priyantha in important ways, when he looks on at the scene where
Priyantha is shot dead, is the difference between the two in terms of social class (213).
Wickremesekera’s critique of Sinhala nationalism has a class analysis to it in that it exposes the
exploitation of the weak and financially dependent by powerful figures like Seneviratne.
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The end of Distant Warriors is both tragic and revelatory. The death of Priyantha at the
hands of the Australian police and the humiliating experience that members of the Tamil and
Sinhala diaspora communities undergo when they walk out of the fundraiser “in two separate
streams” under the cold, watchful eyes of unsympathetic White Australians speak volumes about
the futile and self-annihilative nature of the nationalist battles that the Sinhalese and Tamils wage
in distant lands where neither can escape the force of White supremacy (217). The angry remark
made by a White woman in the final scene shows that the fundraiser has handed the cudgel to the
White supremacists, playing into the chauvinistic stereotype that colored immigrants from the
global south bring violence and chaos to the global north: “Why don’t you go back to wherever
you came from and kill each other?” (217). Summing up Wickremesekera’s treatment of the
second-generation diasporic subject’s quest for freedom in Walls and Distant Warriors, one can
argue that the reterritorialization of the repressive structures of the nationalist political ideology
associated with the home country, the neoliberal forces structuring the economy of the immigrant
context, and racial discrimination against migrants act as major impediments to the diasporic
subject’s quest for sovereignty, freedom and a dignified social existence. Wickremesekera’s
portrayals of Rajan, Priyantha and Ishara in his texts tell us that we cannot make sense of
liberation and citizenship in a twenty-first century diasporic space without interrogating the
debilitating discourses of both cultural nationalism and (neo)liberal cosmopolitanism.
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CHAPTER FOUR
Taking Culture Seriously: Cosmopolitan Alliances in Animal’s People
“Two questions then face us: how to separate facile or tendentious visions of a neoliberal ‘world
without borders’ from genuine or progressive forms of transnationalism; and how to separate the
abstract brand of freedom implied by market liberalization across the globe from the
internationalist vision of freedom encapsulated in something like Fanon’s rhetoric of liberation.”
Ania Loomba, Suvir Kaul, Matti Bunzl, Antoinette Burton and Jed Esty, “Beyond What?” (16)

Environmental catastrophes are indiscriminate in their violence, unlike state-sanctioned
violence or terror attacks which may target specific individuals or communities. Social
differences among humans do not matter in the eyes of ecological disasters when they unleash
their fury on the globe. Yet, the impact of natural disasters is often felt unevenly and
asymmetrically by the victims and survivors correlating to their cultural and economic location
in society and the hierarchies created by the state and its apparatuses. Dipesh Chakraborty writes
that “[t]he effects of climate change are mediated by the global inequalities that we already
have” (9). What one needs to bear in mind in examining the nature and degree of destruction
brought on by natural cataclysms such as floods, tsunami and earthquakes is that when they
occur, they occur within societies already divided along lines of class and culture. The living
conditions of a community and the political and economic systems that it is part of either offer
the community protection from disasters and enable its resilience or render its members more
impoverished and indebted.
In the aftermath of disasters, when governments provide relief to affected populations,
they often set the state machinery in motion in keeping with their social priorities and vote bank
politics. This process divides the survivors once more along lines of culture, religion, caste,
ethnicity and language and often reinforces the social hierarchies prevalent in the location,
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sometimes even worsening the lives and livelihoods of some communities post-disaster. The
ideological hold the state has on its citizen-subjects plays a decisive role in shaping their
experience of environmental disasters.
The gas leak that happened at the Union Carbide plant in Bhopal, India in 1984, an
example of technological catastrophes caused by the arrival and expansion of transnational
capitalism in the global south, affected predominantly the poor and low-income families and
slum-dwellers in the region. Amrita Basu notes that the governments that came to power in Delhi
and Madhya Pradesh, the Indian state where Bhopal is located, in the 1990s, when they provided
relief to the survivors, adopted policies that systematically excluded the Muslims among the poor
who escaped the disaster alive (2). The Bhopal gas tragedy was the confluence of several
ideological and structural factors: the flight of capital from the global north to India under
globalization, the moves to open India’s economy to foreign investment and the precarious
working and living conditions that arose as result of sheer disregard by the transnational
capitalist class and the local political establishment for the safety and security of local
communities that supplied the labor for capitalist industrialization. The state and its organs were
in alliance with foreign capital when the plant was set up. Later, in the post-disaster period, the
state heightened the destructive impact of the plant for communities by initiating relief schemes
that had a communal agenda. The sardonic comment made by a female Muslim survivor of the
gas tragedy captures the skewed and communal nature of the relief programs implemented by the
state in the 1990s: “The gas was better, at least it did not divide the people” (Basu 12).
Amrita Basu writes that the Muslim survivors of the gas tragedy in 1984 later fell victim
to the communal violence that Bhopal witnessed in the aftermath of the demolition of the Babri
Masjid by Hindu nationalists in the neighboring state of Uttar Pradesh in 1992, explicating the
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ways in which the religious nationalist project of the postcolonial state, which is, incidentally,
secular according to the constitution, aggravated the impact of the neoliberal violence for the
Hindu nation’s Others (12-13). Her commentary astutely unpacks the ways in which culture and
cultural identities impinge on how communities experience ecological and technological
catastrophes and indicates the importance of understanding the cultural inflections that neoliberal
violence takes on under political conditions created by the postcolonial state, without reducing
the violence to a question of capital and economics.
Indra Sinha’s Animal’s People is based on the Bhopal gas disaster and the experiences
and emotions of the survivors, even though the text adopts the fictional Indian city of Khaufpur
as its setting. The novel is a semi-fictional rendition and critique of the ill-effects of a politicoeconomic system on a planetary scale with ruthless control over states, human collectivities and
natural resources today: neoliberal globalization. As Rob Nixon notes, the text “probes the
underbelly of neoliberal globalization from the vantage point of an indigent social outcast”
(“Neoliberalism” 444). Animal, the anti-hero of the text who cannot stand upright and walks on
all fours, represents the thousands of third world survivors who are disfigured, dispossessed and
traumatized by the forces of global capitalism. Yet, Animal distinguishes himself from other
survivors of the gas tragedy in cultural terms; he constantly attempts to position himself outside
of humanity and distance himself from faith-based narratives and cultural singularities that
promote hatred and bigotry. In Animal’s perception, the globalization of capital has robbed him
irrevocably of his humanness; as a result, he is now a member of the animal kingdom. Most
characters we come across in Animal’s People, especially the ones who are economically
marginalized or belong to the working classes, had had hardly any sovereign control over their
bodies and the environment around them even before the gas disaster occurred. If this segment of
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the population had mattered to the Indian state in any sense, it would not have in the first place
authorized the establishment of a hazardous chemical plant in their neighborhood. The gas
disaster and its impact on the community reveal the erosion of what was left of their sovereignty
under postcolonial state formation and the irrelevance of transnational humanism to their
immediate lives. Even the institutions of the state that are responsible for the administration of
justice have failed these people abysmally: “[O]ur government’s of no use, courts are of no use,
appeals to humanity are no use, because these people are not human, they are animals” (Sinha
332). Abandoned by both universal humanism and the postcolonial state, the sovereignty of the
third world subject in the postcolonial era, the text shows, has been reduced to a marketable
object whose value is contingent on the negotiations between the local political elite and
transnational capital. Echoing Nour Dados and Raewyn Connell’s claim that “[t]he power of the
of the postcolonial state, [...], is one of the key conditions of the global neoliberal regime,” the
text reveals the ironic hiatus between sovereign claims made by postcolonial states in their
constitutions, the anti-imperial rhetoric they supply for the consumption of the public and the
abject, perilous conditions amidst which a vast majority of the people in the global south manage
to eke out a living (31).81
It is ironic that Sinha presents the representatives of the government and the agents of
foreign capital bargaining over third world sovereignty in Jehannum, the palace-turned-hotel
which was once the center of pre-colonial sovereign authority. It is where the Kampani lawyers
from the US and local political leaders gather in stealth to strike a deal that aims to prevent a
court in Khaufpur from administering justice to the poison victims. The one who disrupts this
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they have underpinned the power of postcolonial elites” (31).
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negotiation with the intention of helping the survivors of the gas tragedy get justice is Ma Franci,
a French missionary who has been living with the poor in Khaufpur for many decades. She goes
to Jehannum and drops roasted chilly powder into the air-conditioner. She wears a Burqa to hide
her identity from the surveillance mechanisms of the state. Though a woman whose first
language is French and therefore would not have a place in the official narratives of India’s
postcolonial nationalism under normal circumstances, Ma, in Animal’s People, appears as a
figure who has integrated herself well into the community that she came to serve to the extent
that she sees France as a foreign country now. When she causes chaos at the secret meeting and
brings it to an abrupt end, she takes on a local identity. Cultural fluidity functions as an enabling
force that supports locals’ efforts towards resisting neoliberalism in the text. Animal’s People
does not stop short at portraying the ways in which neoliberalism wears down the sovereignty of
the states in the global south and renders the economically disadvantaged communities and the
poor in those states as dispensable lives. It also shows the manner in which the community reorganizes itself after the disaster, the modalities of resistance that it has given birth to and how
culture participates in and contributes to these processes of re-construction and rejuvenation.
One notices in Indra Sinha’s re-telling of the Bhopal gas tragedy and its aftermath several
cultural moves that complicate our understanding of neoliberal violence as economic. This
violence is embedded in the everyday language of the people of Khaufpur. For example, when
the locals want to assert the improbability of something in their everyday conversations, they
remark, “Oh sure, and the Kampani’s come to court,” turning the prolonged non-availability of
justice into an idiom (34). The local vendor Uttam gets the nickname “I am Alive” because he
continues to live even after the death of his neighbors Sahara, Rafi, Nafisa, and Safiya who’d
succumbed to the poison from the Kampani plant. The Khaufpur that Animal narrates brings
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before the reader’s eyes how neoliberalism creates new cultural and linguistic subjectivities. We
also see popular culture influence the Khaufpuris’ understanding of the forms of violence that the
first world encounters. For instance, when Animal watches the attack on the Twin Towers in
New York on a television screen, he assumes that it is a scene from a Hollywood movie. When
Zafar repudiates Animal’s claim, Animal even argues that such tragedies do not happen in
America, an understanding that arises from the untold sufferings that Animal and his people have
gone through since the night the poison leaked from the chemical plant. The socio-political gap
between the global north and the global south is so pronounced that it is impossible for some in
the global south to even accept that Americans too are vulnerable to some forms of violence such
as the events of September 11, 2001. Even Zafar’s immediate interpretation was that the crashing
of the planes into the Twin Towers was an accident, not a premeditated attack. Animal’s reaction
has a touch of protest about it too: “Stuff like that doesn’t happen in real life. Not in Amrika
anyway. Here in Khaufpur it is different. Here in Khaufpur we had that night. Nothing like that
has ever happened anywhere else” (61). His response needs to be read as one that is
epistemologically determined, for it flows from his understanding of and reaction to the violence
that America inflicts on the global south.
The Khaufpuris’ use of faith-based narratives in arriving at religious extrapolations of the
mundane and the extraordinary, their linguistic creativity in everyday conversation and the
various traditions of music that permeate their lives play a major role in shaping their perceptions
of the gas tragedy and offer them a scaffolding to both process the violence that altered their
lives irreversibly, re-build their community and chart their resistance to neoliberalism. Culture
thus plays a pivotal role in helping the people of Khaufpur overcome the sense of victimhood
that sometimes engulfs them, aiding them in their efforts to become agents of change.
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To understand means knowledge is neither fixed nor transparent but a process mediated
through various representational acts and sites including the literary. Therefore, knowledge
cannot be transcendental. Culture plays a pivotal role in how we make sense of the situations that
affect us, be they civil wars, class exploitation, patriarchy or ecological catastrophes, and thereby
produces meaning as contingent. Culture is and offers a system or what Pierre Bourdieu calls
habitat within which acts of meaning-making take place (The Logic of Practice 52).82 This
chapter argues that our attempts to understand how Animal’s People challenges and protests
neoliberal globalization will be better informed if we also probe into the cultural politics of the
text and the ways in which the text and its characters use culture to interpret the disaster, cope
with its consequences, seek justice and reconstruct the community. Animal’s People has become
a canonical text in postcolonial eco-criticism today. But the text’s treatment of culture has rarely
been studied. As a culturally rich text, Animal’s People offers a window into social relationships
and political alliances that emerge when neoliberalism makes its violent entry into territories that
are irreducible to cultural singularities. Jean and John L. Comaroff describe contemporary
capitalist globalism as “a vast ensemble of dialectical processes […] that cannot occur without
the grounded, socially embedded human beings from whom they draw value [or] the concrete,
culturally occupied locales — villages, towns, regions, countries, subcontinents — in which they
come to rest, however fleetingly” (14). The explanation of globalism offered here suggests that
there is nothing global about the globalization of capital. The manner in which Khaufpuris
understand and respond to the violence of globalization in Animal’s People shows that the global
circulation of capital and its destructive impact on local communities in the global south are
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refracted by the prisms of cultures that are specific to the location. In advancing this argument, I
use culture in its broadest possible sense as an ensemble that encompasses the various religious
acts that Animal, the protagonist, observes in Khaufpur, the linguistic practices of the
community, elements of popular culture such as films, songs and chants that shape the discourses
of resistance and protest in the text, and the attitudes to life and Others that Khaufpuris convey in
their everyday conversations. I argue that Animal’s and others’ struggles against neoliberal
violence and the state’s complicity in it navigate the minefield of culture in such a way that one
cannot but read them as attempts to challenge the divisive nationalist politics of the postcolonial
state and build a theory and movement of resistance that celebrates hybridity, fluidity,
cosmopolitanism and internationalism. However, at the level of representation and circulation in
the global literary marketplace, the culture in the text also works as translation and transcreation. The text commodifies Khaufpur, its people and its culture mainly in English, even as
languages like Hindi and French figure in many places in the narrative, making it a polyglot
creation. Therefore, one should be wary of the mutations that culture undergoes when it is
circulated globally via the literary.
Culture has always been a thorny issue in foregrounding the sovereignty of the natives in
their struggles against colonialism and transnational capitalism; it has created fissures within
movements of resistance, excluded some categories of natives from oppositional discourses and
led to the rise of hierarchies that neoliberalism takes advantage of in extending its reach and
dominance. The divide-and-destroy tactic of neoliberalism should make those who act towards
the creation of an egalitarian global order frame their oppositional politics in inclusive terms, to
explore the possibilities of building alliances that cut across cultural, religious and national
boundaries, though these are admittedly formidable challenges the global Left is confronted with
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today. In proposing the creation of a Counter-Empire to resist “Empire and its world market,”
Michael Hardt and Antonio Negri write that “[a]ny proposition of a particular community in
isolation, defined in racial, religious, or regional terms, ‘delinked’ from Empire, shielded from its
powers by fixed boundaries, is destined to end up as a kind of ghetto” (206). While it is difficult
to build movements of resistance at a global scale at once given the enormous geographic and
cultural disconnect palpable in the everyday lives of the exploited masses in different corners of
the world, one can at least attend to the ways in which the cultural particularities and pluralities
of a bounded local can be mobilized through an inclusive political imagination that one could
describe as cosmopolitan and counter-neoliberal.
Neoliberalism is generally characterized as an economic situation that involves “austerity
measures, structural adjustment, rampant deregulation, corporate megamergers, and a widening
gulf between rich and poor” (Nixon, Slow Violence 10). This neoliberal order sanctions the
privatization of essential services such as health and education, disempowerment and
dispossession of the poor, small-scale producers and vendors, extraction of natural resources in
massive quantities without taking into consideration the needs of the future, precarious labour
conditions and the globalization of labor exploitation through the offshoring of production. In
giving economic production and economic exploitation a globalist character, neoliberalism
exploits the regional, social, economic and cultural differences and dissonances at the international and intra-national levels to its advantage. Invoking Antonio Gramsci’s critique of
totalizing, economist approaches to determination, Stuart Hall argues that an analysis of a
historical conjuncture should “differentiate (rather than collapse as identical) the ‘various
moments or levels’ in the development of [that] conjuncture” (“Gramsci’s Relevance” 418).83 In
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understanding the conjunctures created by neoliberal globalization in specific locations, one
should attend to the socio-cultural specificities that the economic logic of neoliberalism comes
into contact with and takes advantage of. Critiquing totalizing narratives of neoliberalism from a
global-south perspective, Dados and Connell identify a geographic bias in the theorization of
neoliberalism that privileges North America and Europe:
All these origin stories [of neoliberalism] share a geopolitical perspective. The cultural
stories focus on the intellectuals of Europe and the USA; the political-economy stories
focus on the economy of Europe and the USA. When neoliberalism appears elsewhere, it
is an export from the North or a copy of Northern policies […]. The critical literature on
neoliberalism thus follows a similar pattern in social science, finding the causal dynamic
in the North and treating the rest of the world as the scene of application of Northern
ideas. This pattern is reproduced in much of the literature on neoliberalism that comes
from the global south, even from Latin America, where debate about neoliberalism has
been intense […]. (30)
Departing from economist conceptions of the neoliberalism that originate from the global north,
the neoliberal and the acts of resistance to neoliberalism are explained in this chapter as cultural
articulations of oppression and opposition. Culture, in this instance, denotes not merely work
norms like industriousness, efficiency and punctuality or the culture of production and
consumption enabling and accompanying neoliberalism, but mainly the social, linguistic,
religious diversity that is observed in sites in the global south where peripheral and subaltern
populations face dispossession. In giving culture a cardinal place in his literary critique of
neoliberalism and celebrating Khaufpur’s multi-cultural, multi-religious ethos, Indra Sinha
deconstructs the globalist narratives of neoliberalism. Although Sinha’s decision to choose
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Khaufpur, instead of Bhopal, as the setting for his text cautions us against reducing Animal’s
People to a commentary on the Bhopal gas tragedy and its aftermath, the cultural and religious
identities of the characters we meet in the text often transport us back to the sub-continent where
religion has been a source and site of struggle and religious and cultural violence have claimed
the lives of thousands of South Asians since pre-colonial times. The identities that figure in the
text also invite us to explore the text’s engagement with the social and cultural contradictions
specific to twentieth-century India that began to deepen in the wake of the rise of Hindutva
politics. Such a contextual reading of the text may allow us to better understand Indra Sinha’s
attempts to complicate the notion of neoliberal violence as an economic phenomenon and native
sovereignty in the postcolony as a political claim rooted in cultural and linguistic nationalisms.
Culture and Translation in Animal’s People
In the spheres of communication and exchange, culture often acts like a thick screen
constraining and hindering the processes of meaning-making that occur across social and
geographic differences. In the absence of human attempts to creatively penetrate this screen
through mutual translation and dialogue, culture rigidifies and reifies these boundaries and the
hierarchies they engender. Literary writers and narrators are often faced with the challenge of
inventing strategies to make culture at least partially transparent. Their efforts have resulted in
different levels of success, at times leaving the impenetrability of culture intact. Sometimes the
very attempts to make culture transparent through translation fetishize culture, especially the
cultural systems of those in the global south, in the marketplace of narratives and knowledge.
Cultural translation is thus a double-edged sword that one ought to deploy with much care and
vigilance for purposes of resistance. One sees Indra Sinha grapple with this challenge in his
attempts to de-Anglicize the English language in the text.
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Writers from the global south are often faced with the task of negotiating the linguistic
hierarchies that organize the literary marketplace under globalization where the English language
enjoys pride of place. It is one of the few languages that commands the attention of the Western
reader today and has been naturalized as a global lingua franca, first by the forces of colonialism
and then by the agents of globalization. Observing that “[t]he dominance of English is asserted
and maintained by the establishment and continuous reconstitution of structural and cultural
inequalities between English and other languages,” Robert Phillipson calls the supremacy
English holds over other languages “English linguistic imperialism” (47). Skutnabb-Kangas and
Philipson note that “it has been British and American government policy since the mid-1950s to
establish English as a universal ‘Second Language’, so as to protect and promote capitalist
interests” (63). Literary analyses of any texts in translation should pay attention to these colonial,
neocolonial and capitalist dimensions of English (and other imperial languages): English
translations of postcolonial narratives, as repositories of knowledge at the service of the neoimperial West, weaken the voice of the oppressed that the text tries to channel and contribute to
the imperialist processes of constructing the global south as a cultural object that is transparent to
the eyes of the West. Like the role of English in channeling the articulations of resistance that
come from the global south to the wider world, Animal’s People shows that sometimes the
solutions to the ills caused by the globalization of Western capital come from the West too. Elli’s
clinic in Khaufpur represents the hold the West continues to have over the population that it has
victimized; those who survived the gas tragedy have no option but to turn to Elli for medical
support. The very forces of the West that are responsible for the social and environmental
deterioration in the global south have, as the novel shows, made western medicine and western
charity indispensable for the poor in the region to remain healthy and sane and recover from the
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havoc wreaked on them. Animal’s only hope, which we access via his interior monologues, to
return to the world of humans is the treatment that Elli is trying to find him in America.
Globalization thus binds the oppressed subject from the global south to the West in inextricable
ways, including through the modalities of protests that the subject adopts. But Animal’s cynical
comments on Elli’s work in Khaufpur, even as he is keen to get her help for the treatment, should
be read as a form of subversion and protest to the ideological complicity of Western charity in
neoliberal dispossession. Thus, one may argue that the English language in Animal’s People also
stands as a metonym for the deep material processes of globalization where the victims of
neoliberal violence are made to depend on the West for their survival and resilience.
Cultural translation makes itself visible at various levels in Indra Sinha’s novel. As
acknowledged in the Editor’s Note, the entire text is an English translation of what Animal
narrated in Hindi to the Australian journalist. Thus, we need to remember that the text we are
reading is at a remove from itself. At another level, in various episodes of Animal’s People, we
see Animal acts as a translator of the cultural life of Khaufpur. Nautapa (278), Holi (233-34),
three-wheeler (50), the significance of chicken with pink marks in Khaufpuri dietary practices
(50), and the ways in which the festival of raakhee differs from Valentine’s Day (253-4) are all
explained in detail by Animal, not just to make sure Elli, the American doctor who is based in
Khaufpur, understands them but also to facilitate the English-speaking readers located in the
different parts of the world in their consumption of the text. Animal’s translation of these cultural
facets of Khaufpuri life enables Elli to understand the sentiments of the people of Khaufpur
better and prepares her to eventually become an active member of the mass movement of
resistance that Khaufpuris build. The cultural translation in the text thus certainly contributes to
the cosmopolitan theory of resistance that the text produces.
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Animal’s translations of Khaufpuri culture also raise questions about authorship and
readership in relation to questions about resistance. Indra Sinha wants a wider reading public to
become aware of the impact of the gas disaster on the people of Bhopal: “‘If [the book] gets
widely read, it’ll help the campaign, [….] The Bhopalis themselves think that if the book is
successful it will bring the issue to the notice of a whole new audience. I hope if people read it,
they will look at what’s happening in Bhopal with new eyes.”84 But recording the violence that
Bhopalis suffered and their resistance on the site of literature is not a neat or unmediated process
devoid of politics; the writer is burdened with the task of navigating the various cultural features
of the location that his text zooms in on in a language that has no immediate association with the
cultural life of its people. The very fact that the neoliberal violence that Khaufpuris went through
needs to be narrated to the educated, English-speaking reader in the west in the latter’s language
indicates a cultural and epistemic violence against the subject of the global south that literary
resistance is unable to circumvent in today’s linguistic order. This linguistic order arose as a
result of the political and bureaucratic practices that emerged during the colonialization of
today’s postcolony in the previous centuries. I read the deliberate ignorance that underlies the
sweeping claims made intentionally in the Editor’s Note about authorship and translation as
Sinha’s critique on this linguistic system that privileges imperialist languages like English:
The story was recorded in Hindi on a series of tapes by a nineteen-year-old boy in the
Indian city of Khaufpur. True to the agreement between the boy and the journalist who
befriended him, the story is told entirely in the boy’s words as recorded on tapes. Apart
from translating to English, nothing has been changed. (Editor’s Note)
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Indra Sinha attributes these claims to the Australian journalist as a way of critiquing Western
journalism conducted in the English language which claims to have full access to the social
realities that make the global south. The journalist’s failure to admit that meaning is gained, lost
and altered during translation shows that his journalism is blind to the ways in which, as Ludwig
Wittgenstein once astutely observed, “the limits of [one’s] language” limit one’s world (68).
Animal is aware of the linguistic interruption caused by the journalist’s attempts to present his
voice in a foreign tongue and the impact it will have on the reader when the latter comes into
contact with it via the text: “The things I say, by the time they reach you they’ll have been
changed out of Hindi, made into Inglis, et francais pourquoi pas pareille quelques autres langues?
For they’re just words written on a page. Never can you hear my voice, nor can I ever know what
pictures you see” (21). Yet, Indra Sinha tries to recreate in English the sensibilities that Animal’s
voice communicated in Hindi by refiguring the English language in the narrative as Khaufpuri.
Walter Benjamin’s exhortation that the “[translator] must expand and deepen his language by
means of the foreign language” becomes all the more important in the translation of Animal’s
People. Benjamin does not altogether reject the notion of fidelity in translation; instead, he
locates it in “the rendering of the sense” rather than at the level of lexis (21). Animal’s People
estranges the English language by retaining many Hindi words and phrases found in Animal’s
original speech and allows unmitigated space for profanity in the language of the oppressor to
make the reader access Animal’s actual voice and consciousness at least partially. While
exposing the fictional journalist’s inability to understand the impact of translation on the voice of
the speaking subject in the purported Editor’s Note, in the rest of the text Sinha is involved in the
antithetical task of making the translation work as an effective medium to communicate
Animal’s voice and sensibilities. This seeming contradiction is a productive one in that it lets the
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writer channel the message effectively while being reflective about the limitations of the medium
he has chosen and its import to the politics of representation. In order to aid the (Western) reader
who is not familiar with Hindi, the text, at its end, includes a glossary of Hindi terms. The author
also notes that some of the Hindi words included in the glossary “have a specifically Khaufpuri
twist, and have different meanings in other parts of India” (367). The pains (one may equally
say, pleasures) that the writer takes to give his reader a sense of the local linguistic terrain work
against both local and global linguistic hierarchies that seek to limit and contain Animal’s speech
and voice. Thus, the text acknowledges the constructive side of the mediatory role played by
translation.
Animal’s People shows that while English, as a medium of articulation and translation,
has the potential to broaden the field of resistance to neoliberalism, it paradoxically inscribes the
global south in cultural-linguistic terms alien to its geography and, as Karstin Levihn-Kutzler
puts it, represents a form of “commodification in a global literary market place” (372). English,
via translation, also re-inscribes the linguistic hierarchies and power structures of neoliberalism
that the text aims to critique. Animal’s People thus needs to be understood as a text that captures
the possibilities and limitations of translation in channeling resistance to transnational violence in
the global literary space. One may contrast the laborious linguistic and cultural processes
embedded in Animal’s People with the effortless hold neoliberalism has on the people in the
global south as exemplified through the Coca-Cola sign that Animal makes sense of even as he
does not have the ability to read the language in which it is represented on the board: “This is a
smart coffee-house with a garden and a big sign saying Coca-Cola, I can’t read the sign but I
know what it says” (18).
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Animality, Culture and Religion
Like translation and language, religious discourses occupy a prominent place in the
cultural terrain that Animal’s People sheds light on. Animal’s relationship to religion is a
complex one, even though he claims to distance himself from all faiths. Who is Animal in the
larger cultural scheme of Khaufpur that Animal’s People draws our attention to? Why does the
narrator-protagonist in the text choose to call himself Animal? Implied in the nameless picaro’s
self-representation as Animal is certainly a critique of the narratives and processes of
(transnational) humanism and humanitarianism that have failed him and thousands of others who
live on the margins of the global south, due to their inability to challenge the onslaught of
neoliberal capitalism. But the trope of Animal also aids the narrator to protest modalities and
narratives of anti-neoliberal resistance that cannot rise above religious chauvinisms and cultural
nationalisms that the postcolonial state perpetuates. The post-human figure that Animal
represents in the text, therefore, compels us to understand not just the economic dimensions of
neoliberal violence but its trafficking with the cultural and religious discourses that create the
global south as a fragmented, asymmetric space. This is where the text poses a powerful
challenge to homogenizing narratives of nationalism and nationalist resistance.
In the novel, Animal appears as a signifier without a fixed religious substance. This lack,
I argue, is a strategy on the part of the narrator to dis-identify himself with religious discourses
that divide postcolonial India and to prevent nationalist actors and the postcolonial state from
appropriating his concerns, grievances and aspirations to advance their narrow, partisan agendas:
Was I Hindu or Muslim? How did it matter? I was not expected to live. When I did, they
circumcised me, if I was Muslim it was necessary, if I was Hindu what difference did it
make? After this I was given to the nuns. I grew up in the orphanage. I do not know what
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religion I should be. Both perhaps? Neither? Or should I listen to Ma Franci, loves Isa
miyan, he said “forgive your enemies, turn the other cheek.” I don’t fucking forgive. I’m
not a Muslim, I’m not a Hindu, I’m not an Isayi, I’m animal, I’d be lying if I said religion
meant a damn thing to me. Where was god the cunt when we needed him. (14)
The identity ‘Animal’ thus establishes a difference not only from humanness but also from
subjectivities inflexibly linked to religion and culture. Animal’s refusal to forgive in the name of
religion suggests that religious discourses cannot always aid a community in advancing its
struggle against powerful socio-economic systems like neoliberalism. The text thus approaches
culture and religion with skepticism in framing its opposition to transnational capitalism.
Despite the irreligionism that Animal claims to practice, the narrative’s rendition of the
fire-walking festival cross-pollinates the saga about the death of an Islamic martyr as described
in a religious text with the trials and tribulations of those at the mercy of capitalist violence in
both the US and Khaufpur. On the night of Ashara Mubarak, an important event in the Islamic
calendar, when the Marsiya for Hazrat Imam Hussein, who attained martyrdom while fighting
bravely against Yazid the tyrant and his thirty-three thousand men, is recited on loudspeakers,
Elli, an American doctor who has come to Khaufpur to treat the survivors of the gas tragedy,
begins to visualize the events that unfolded in the city on the night of the gas leak with the aid of
the textual content of the Marsiya. The fire-walking festival also reminds her of the hot
underground mines in the US where her father used to work: “Elli’s eyes are fixed on the pit of
cokes being quickened by the bellows-men, strange eddies are playing under the red glow of fire,
her father in his hell hole, he had quietly faced such danger every day out of love for her” (218).
The spiritual fire embraced by the feet of those who participate in the fire-walking festival, while
evoking feelings of empathy and love in those who witness the ritual, reminds them of the
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destructive fires that capitalist violence produces globally. The synesthetic narrative whereby
Animal gives us access to Elli’s inner thoughts and traumatic memories, “while disorienting the
reader and complicating any simple stable understanding of the novel as first-person narrative,”
re-orients the reader’s perceptions of violence through a cultural medium, a text with
associations to Islam (Johnston 142). An Islamic text (the narrative of Hazrat Imam Hussein’s
martyrdom in the Marsiya) plays a mediatory role between the re-enactment of the gas disaster in
Elli’s mind and the original violence that Khaufpuris witnessed many years ago. The text, in this
instance, points to the potential cultural translation has in creating feelings of solidarity and
empathy across geographic, racial and religious differences.
The Marsiya is a lament for a hero who sacrificed his life while defending Islam against
the forces of evil. In interspersing the narratives of Imam Hussein’s martyrdom and the
neoliberal assault that tore apart the people of Khaufpur, Elli, who is neither Muslim nor
Khaufpuri, navigates her engagement with the Khaufpuris’ past and the horror they faced
through a religious/cultural text that was new to her and offered in a language not associated with
her homeland. The burden of translating the local event and local culture through political
imagination has now fallen on Elli. The narrative thus disallows the saga of the gas tragedy from
becoming a readymade commodity available for the consumption of the English-speaking
subject. This is one instance where we see the text point to an alternative act of translation that
forms a contrast to the cultural labor of translation that the third world narrator is often expected
to perform in the global marketplace of world literatures.
In the scene where Elli visualizes the gas disaster and the tragic death of the thousands of
Khaufpuris intertextually, the Marsiya, too, acquires a new meaning. Syed Akbar Hyder notes
that many Muslim social reformers in India used Indian versions of the Marsiya in their
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campaigns and political struggles (13). In Animal’s People, Indra Sinha puts the Marsiya to a
similar use. In Khaufpur, during the fire-walking festival, the story of Hussein is no longer a
religious tale about a past but one that is animated by the currents of contemporary suffering that
Khaufpuris are going through because of global capitalism, and local processes of resistance. But
the translation and transposition of the two texts do not fully reveal the plight of the Khaufpuris
to Elli. At one point, we are told, “Elli feels horror, also the failure of her imagination. […] She’s
unable to imagine the cries of the dying, of those who lost their families in the stampede of
panicking people” (219). The hurdle that Elli encounters in visualizing the neoliberal violence
that caused the death of thousands of Khaufpuris, the dismemberment of their bodies and minds
and the degeneration of their environment makes the cultural translation in the text a partial and
incomplete act, revealing the semi-permeability of culture.
Hinduism and Islam are not the only religious discourses that inflect the manner in which
the characters in Animal’s People make sense of the gas catastrophe. Ma Franci, a Christian
missionary from France who came to Khaufpur forty years before the narrative time, sees the gas
tragedy as the beginning of the “Apokalis” foretold in the Bible (37). She also construes the
attack on the World Trade Center in September 2001 as a divine act (60-61). Ma’s reading of
man-made violence as an expression of divine wrath is not an interpretation made in ignorance.
It has a legitimate place within the mystical framework of the text where a cultural subject uses
religion to construe, process and come to terms with the horrors of transnational capitalism.
Religion aids Ma to understand neoliberal violence in her own terms and envision an alternative
future. Even as some readers and characters like Animal and Zafar may argue that Ma’s religious
extrapolations discourage social resistance in the here-and-now, in psychological and emotional
terms, religion acts in the text as a healer and generates hope and a sense of rejuvenation for
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figures like Ma Franci who inhabit a world plagued by the exploitative economic agendas of
international financial institutions and the profit-maximizing intentions of the capitalist class that
the Kampani represents. Culture’s role as a healer of the pain and suffering caused by
neoliberalism, the text reminds us, should not be underestimated; instead, the religious culture
invoked in Animal’s People needs to be seen as constituting a type of resistance and providing
the community with a coping mechanism.
Animal’s People gives prominence to the political use of religion, even as it is critical of
the divisions that are created in the name of religion. Religious narratives in the novel indicate
territories where culture and politics overlap and give rise to a political consciousness that acts
against national and transnational versions of authoritarianism and exploitation. They also inspire
protests and offer the protesting subjects culturally meaningful examples. Zafar, a leading
member of the team that struggles for justice and supports the gas survivors in their efforts to reconstruct their lives, is not a believer. However, even he uses the story of Hazrat Imam Hussein
to build a narrative of resistance that helps him situate Khaufpuris’ opposition to the Kampani
and those who are associated with it in a cultural terrain that the masses can relate to: “Even
Zafar, who refuses to believe in god, says we must all be like Hussein who never gave up and
refused to be cowed by the evil powers that rule this world” (205). There is an attempt here to
unmake the temporal, spatial and textual boundaries that separate the sacred and the secular.
Animal sees parallels between “Yazid the tyrant and his thirty-three thousand men” and “the
Kampani and its friends who rule countries and cities, [and] have guns and soldiers and bombs
and all the money in all the banks of the world” (205). Such creative use of religion to
comprehend the nature and scale of transnational violence and combat transnational capitalism
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suggests that religion has a political valence in Animal’s People, that it cannot be banished
completely to the realms of the supernatural.
Animal’s critique of religion is in part grounded in the idea that the competing
worldviews and truth claims about an afterlife in different religions render all of them
implausible. Animal is firmly of the opinion that there can be only one truth about what happens
to human beings after death, even though different religions offer conflicting narratives about
this state conjured up by human imagination: “If religions were true there wouldn’t be so many
of them, there’d be just one for everyone” (207). In Animal’s hallucination about his death and
afterlife, he enters a space that he is unable to describe with accuracy: “Is this heaven or hell?”
(351). Even though Animal does not have a name for the place that he arrives in after his
imagined death, it is religion that supplies him with the vocabulary to comprehend the nature of
that location. It is in this space that Animal meets the singular-plurality of creation and the
various creatures of the world. The deep time that he talks about blurs the boundaries between
human beings and animals as well as nature and culture: “I have found it at last, this is the deep
time when there was no difference between anything when separation did not exist when all
things were together, one and whole before humans set themselves apart and became clever and
made cities and kampanies and factories” (352). It is noteworthy that when Animal describes this
ambiguous space, his narration shifts to the past tense. While afterlife in general signifies a time
to come in the teleological narrative of birth and death, in Animal’s People it denotes an antiteleological political impulse and imagination, as well as a time that humans need to recall and
remember in order to save themselves and the planet from capitalist greed and the forms of
development that it has spawned. Clive Hamilton, Christope Bonneuil and Francois Gemenne
use the concept of the Anthropocene to denote “the reality that human action and Earth dynamics
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have converged and can no longer be seen as belonging to distinct incommensurable domains”
(3). Temporally speaking, they locate this new relationship between humans and the natural
world in the present. Animal, too, invokes the inseparability of humankind from the eco-system,
but differently, as a prior state of un-contamination. The religious backstory about afterlife that
kindles this train of thought in Animal allows him to see the human/non-human totality in the
future, during one’s afterlife, which at a political level, as the shift in the tense indicates, signifies
an imaginative return to the past. The picture of afterlife offered here, via a discourse that draws
from religious narratives about heaven and hell, is a call against forms of development and
economic growth that de-link human beings from nature and pits them against one another. It
offers a temporal counter-narrative to the forward-looking claims made by practitioners of
neoliberal development and capitalist policy-makers. Animal also finds in this space beings that
are neither animal nor human which resemble him in appearance. He marks liminality as a
feature of this alternative world. What makes this episode an interesting cultural moment in the
text is that the alternative globe imagined here against the forces and workings of neoliberalism
is processed through an unspecified discourse of afterlife that cannot be completely separated
from the futures envisaged by different religions. This is another crucial scene in the text where
we see culture and religion facilitate an alternative socio-ecological vision.
What distinguishes Animal from Zafar is the former’s skepticism and rejection of
humanism. Animal’s opposition to religion stems from his perception that having a religious
identity will humanize and culturalize him and link him back to discourses about liberal
humanism that he is fiercely critical of owing to their failure to avert a tragedy like the one that
befell him and other Khaufpuris or offer relief and justice in its aftermath. In Animal’s view,
religion belongs to the world of humans. When Zafar says that Animal can become a human by
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choosing a name like “Jatta” or “Jamil,” Zafar’s examples indicate that naming is a process that
not only humanizes a subject but also culturalizes and brings the subject into the world of
religions (23). According to Animal, the world of religions is also a world where communities
fight one another in the name of faith and inflict harm on others: “Times like this I feel sorry for
god’s being torn to pieces like meat fought over by dogs. I, me, mine, that’s what religions are,
where’s room in them for god?” (207). When Farouq tells Animal to get a religion, Animal
responds: “our religion’s eating, drinking, shitting, fucking, the basic stuff you do to survive”
(88). The tension between the ‘a-religious’ claims made by Animal and the places where his
narrative draws upon religion for resistance shows that religion does not have a fixed content or
value in the ideology that Animal’s People fashions; unmoored from truth claims and territorial
claims that lead to the rise of nationalisms and violence, religion, in the hands of Animal and
other Khaufpuris, becomes a fluid cultural form that functions as a vehicle of protest. The text
makes sure that its narrative has a place for all religions practiced in Khaufpur, that none is given
a central place by the narrator at the expense of others. The religious content of Animal’s People
thus contributes to the text’s celebration of cultural diversity and cosmopolitanism.
Khaufpur as a Cultural Utopia
Indra Sinha’s preoccupation with cultural diversity and cosmopolitanism makes Animal’s
People a culturally peculiar text and unmakes its historicity as a text about Bhopal and the gas
tragedy that happened there. One reason why Animal’s People stands out as too neat a narrative
in terms of content and ideology is the idyllic nature of the cultural and social relations presented
in the text. Rarely does the text cast doubts on the ideology that it promotes; nor does it reveal its
limits, barring a few occasions. There is not even a single place in the novel where we see
religious divisions pit the gas victims against one another, though Amrita Basu’s account about
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Bhopal tells us otherwise. At one level, especially in light of what Basu has noted in her
commentary on the communalization of the Bhopal tragedy in the 1990s, one should
acknowledge that the text simplifies the relations between the Hindus and Muslims in Bhopal
and produces a unity that is, to some extent, contrived, if we are committed to reading the text as
a representation of Bhopal. While the text demonstrates its awareness of the communal and
cultural nature of the nation-state, it fails to pry open the religious contradictions the state creates
in its body politic. The importance Sinha gives to the cultural otherness of Elli in her interactions
with Khaufpuris disappears when it comes to the novel’s portrayal of how Hindus and Muslims
interact with one another in Khaufpur. Communication between these two communities and
others who have lived in Khaufpur for a long period of time, like Ma Franci, is not hindered by
cultural factors and religious boundaries. Communalism is presented in the text as a phenomenon
infiltrating into this community of poverty-stricken gas survivors from the outside or as a
divisive ploy deployed by the state to quell the people’s protests against the Kampany. The text
makes it clear that the survivors of the gas tragedy steer clear of communalism and cannot be
influenced by the political establishment that attempts to trigger religious divisions in Khaufpur
to its advantage. One needs to read this utopian picture of social relations in the text as a
symptom of the author’s deep-seated desire to image social coexistence and anti-neoliberal
resistance as cosmopolitan.
The contributions of Ma Franci, Zafar, Nisha, Animal, Somraj, Farouq, Huriya and later
Elli, who come from diverse cultural backgrounds and speak different languages, to the loosely
organized movement for justice in Khaufpur shows that resistance to transnational capitalism
does not always require a singular cultural locus. The novel does not erase the dissonances in
these characters’ understanding of the world they live in and the socio-political and economic
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systems that shape their lives. Animal is both irreligious, pessimistic and cynical throughout the
text. But he steps in and out of religious discourses with ease and identifies with the resistance
movement even when it invokes religion. Huriya believes in Islam and Ma Franci sees the gas
tragedy as a forerunner to the Apocalypse. But these differences do not undermine the
collectivity of which these characters are part. The community has been able to build and sustain
a movement, no matter how loose and tentative it is, despite the cultural differences that exist
within it.
The text negotiates and takes advantage of the cultural and ideological dissonances within
the Khaufpuri communities in such a way that they do not disrupt the unity and organicity of the
social movement for the most part. In this regard, one may argue that Animal’s People
oversimplifies the society that it writes about. But the setting of the novel and the mode of
narration that includes hallucinations, dream-visions, synesthetic threads and translation at
various levels remind us that this is not a realist novel but a text that questions modernity and its
rationales and celebrates a postmodern pluralism without a center. The happenings in the text
cannot be pinned down to Bhopal or India or any other real-world location. Under this transhistorical authoring/reading of the text, Animal’s People acquires a certain allegoric quality. By
choosing to have Khaufpur as the setting for his text about a gas tragedy that resembles the one
that happened in Bhopal, the novelist wants us to view Khaufpur as both Khaufpur and Bhopal.
Rob Nixon holds that “we can recognize Khaufpur as both specific and non-specific, a fictional
stand-in for Bhopal, but also a synecdoche for a web of communities spread out across the global
south” (“Neoliberalism” 446). Khaufpur allows the writer to imagine a cosmopolitan vision of
resistance which one may not observe in Bhopal. The place in Sinha’s text cannot be understood
purely in geographic terms, for the author makes the place a stand-in for a form of resistance and
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politics and in so doing presents the literary and its setting as being heavily invested in the
ideological.
Indra Sinha appoints Animal as a narrator of Khaufpur’s cosmopolitanism. Despite being
a character who identifies with none of the religions, Animal repeatedly draws our attention to
the pluralist religious ethos of the city and its people. In his bird’s-eye-view description of a
Khaufpuri morning relayed from the top of the Kampani’s tower, he locates the “flags of the
Siva temple” and “[t]he tips of the minars of the Taj-ul-masjid” (133), capturing the coexistence
of Hindu and Islamic beliefs and the cultural forms they adopt in the city’s architecture partially
ruined by neoliberal violence. The novel includes several scenes where we see people of
Khaufpur act together cutting across the religious boundaries. Pere Bernard, who comes to
Khaufpur to take Ma Franci back to France, speaks admiringly about the relationships Ma Franci
has built with women of other faiths: “Pere Bernard is charmed that these old ladies, among
whom are Muslim women in Burqa plus Hindu women in saris, are so fond of the old nun. Says
he, ‘Such friendships are the fruit of a lifetime’s work. All in France will be moved to know how
much Mother Ambrosine was loved’” (144). Although the fire walk is a traditional ritual of the
descendants of the Yar-yilaqi community, a sub-group within the Muslim population of
Khaufpur, we see people of other faiths too attend and participate in this ritual: “See, Eyes, in
Khaufpur it’s the custom for people of all faiths to go to this famous Yar-yilaqi fire walk and
many have also walked across the coals” (211). When Animal goes to participate in the fire
walk, he sees not just the Yar-yilaqis but also “Muslims of other communities, […] Hindus and
Sikhs” (213). The composite culture of Khaufpur presented to the reader, and the radical
interpretations of religion made by activists with a view to galvanizing their struggle against the
Kampani, suggest that religions have a protean and political life in this city. In giving
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prominence to the multi-cultural, multi-religious ethos of Khaufpur, Indra Sinha rescues antineoliberal resistance from the hold of cultural nationalism. If one reads Khaufpur as Bhopal, the
political vision that the novel promotes is antithetical to the hegemonic imagination of
postcolonial India as Hindu nation. When Zafar and Farouq launch a fast demanding justice for
those who were affected by the gas disaster, and Hindus and Muslims visit their tent to receive
their blessings, the text harks us back to Gandhi’s non-violent struggle against British
colonialism which emphasized the importance of Hindu-Muslim unity.
Animal’s narrative about the fire that engulfs the factory on the night and the riots that
break out in Khaufpur when Khaufpuris are told that Zafar and Farouq are dead bring together
the different faith systems of Khaufpur under a single framework. Animal begins this portion of
the narrative by highlighting Ma’s reading of that night as the Apocalypse. But he soon
associates the night with Hindu and Muslim mythology and visualizes Ma Franci becoming Ma
Kali, a Hindu goddess known for her valor and physical prowess: “for tonight is this night the
night of Qayamat which Ma calls Apokalis, a word in which is Kali’s name, who’s also called
Ma. Yes, Ma is Kali Ma, why did I never think of this?” (333). When Ma enters the hotel and
disrupts the secret meeting between the representatives of the government and the lawyers who
represent the Kampani, she is in a burqa. The metamorphoses of religious and cultural ideas and
characters marked by religion into one another in these scenes suggest that, in Khaufpur, culture
and identities are in a state of flux and religious boundaries are porous and permeable. In writing
about the nature of boundaries in connection with Salman Rushdie’s Satanic Verses, Stephen
Clingman distinguishes between two different ways in which boundaries are made sense of. In
Lucretius’ view, boundaries are absolute and crossing the boundaries means the destruction of
the self that the actor had before performing the act of crossing; on the other hand, for Ovid, “the
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nature of the boundary is intrinsically mutable, and linked to migration” (127). Clingman further
observes that “if navigation is an intrinsic part of human grammar, then mutability is part of it
too” (127). The cultural metamorphoses that occur in Animal’s imagination show that in
Animal’s People, Indra Sinha capitalizes on the Ovidian view of boundaries in fashioning a
political vision that challenges neoliberalism. The sovereign force of resistance emerges as a
hydra-headed, multi-tongued entity that shifts from one point to another with ease and celebrates
hybridity and cosmopolitanism.
By downplaying the communal contradictions observed in Bhopal and building a
narrative of native cosmopolitanism in Khaufpur, Animal’s People casts resistance as a collective
activity that cuts across religious and cultural boundaries. The relationships between Nisha and
Zafar, Elli and Somraj and Pyare Bai and her deceased husband suggest that cultural and
religious boundaries have been productively violated in the personal choices some Khaufpuris
have made. The novel, however, indicates, at least in one place, that communities do not always
rise above notions of Otherness. Animal fears that the people of Khaufpur may turn against Ma,
who has lived among them for many decades, in their frenzy against foreigners, when riots broke
out following rumors about a deal struck between the company and the state government.
Animal’s anxiety in this instance suggests that nationalist resistance to neoliberalism can easily
morph into violence against everything that is naturalized as foreign in the global south and lead
to the reification of the insider-outsider binaries predicated on theories of origin and difference.
Yet, it remains as a fear which is textually unproven in so far as Animal’s People is concerned.
French, Language and Communication
In the opening chapter itself, when she is introduced to the character of Ma Franci, a
French missionary who has chosen to live and die in Khaufpur, the reader of Animal’s People is
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drawn into a situation of cultural cross-pollination (1). Animal tells the reader the care and
intimacy that Ma has shown towards him and the words of compassion that Ma has spoken in
French since she became his surrogate mother. Though Ma was conversant in Hindi, the
language spoken by the people of Khaufpur, the gas disaster robbed her of her ability to speak
this language that she learnt after moving to Khaufpur. The only language that she can speak
now is French, which she learnt as a child in France. Patrick D. Murphy observes that “the use of
a common European language, French, […] reduce[s] the distance between Animal and the
multinational reading audience” (155). While Murphy’s claim about the mediatory role played
by French in the arena of reading is certainly valid, French has a political role in making the
local in the text cosmopolitan as opposed to singular and originary. French is not presented as an
imperial language in this scene where Ma affectionately interacts with Animal; instead, Ma has
given it a local touch through the bonds that she has formed with Animal and other Khaufpuris.
Although one cannot overlook the continuing imperialist role of the French language even today
in places that were formerly colonized by France, in Animal’s People French has a local role
because of Ma Franci’s close involvement in the cultural and social life of Khaufpur. Animal’s
narration includes several untranslated lines in French suggesting that the language can no longer
be seen as external or alien to the cultural life of Animal and other Khaufpuris. Indra Sinha’s
decision to have in his cast of characters a French missionary who speaks French, loves and is
loved by other Khaufpuris and finally thwarts the Kampani’s attempts to strike a secret deal with
the local political elite makes the ideology of resistance in the text different from reactionary
nationalisms that are touted in parts of the global south today as counter-hegemonic narratives
that aim at restoring the sovereignty of the locals. This radical cosmopolitan formation, albeit
fictional, acts as a source of inspiration.
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The conversation between Ma and Huriya, when Ma meets the latter at the latter’s home,
after Ma escaping from Pere Bernard, merits discussion for it reveals the contribution of French
to the making of a new local identity in the text. Though Huriya does not understand a word of
French and Ma has forgotten her Hindi, they are still able to have a dialogue without any
difficulty. Ma talks about her relationship to Khaufpur and its people including Huriya, while
Huriya talks about her granddaughter, husband and the birds that live in her house. What this
episode tells us is that communication is possible even when the participants talk about entirely
different subjects in different languages. The only word that is common in the exchanges made
by the two is “Animal” (146). Animal records a similar act of communication when he describes
his first ever interaction with Ma: “Ma stroked my face and comforted me in words I did not
understand” (15). The novel thus deconstructs the idea that a shared language is necessary for the
formation of social ties, collective identities and political activism. These instances of
communication and care that happen in the absence of a common language cast the antineoliberal resistance in Animal’s People as cosmopolitan and broadens the linguistic and cultural
content of the protest. These interactions are structurally akin to the act of communication that
occurs when Animal makes sense of the Coca-Cola signboard even though he cannot read
English. But, unlike the Coca-Cola sign, they create the foundations of a postcolonial resistance
to globalization in a language and idiom that eschew ghettoization and cultural isolationism.
Ma’s way of life in Khaufpur and the friendships she has cultivated with the people of
diverse cultural and religious backgrounds form a sharp a contrast to Elli’s role in Khaufpur as a
transnational do-gooder. Ma’s ability to mingle spontaneously with the people even when they
think she is insane and the ease with which she communicates with them extra-linguistically and
takes on their identities whenever the occasion demands make her a member of the Khaufpuri
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community; this fluidity productively challenges fixed notions of insiders and outsiders. Even
though the lower-rung employees in the hospital give in to Ma Franci’s demand and take her to
the head doctor out of respect for her foreignness, the Indian head doctor asserts his authority
declaring that he “is the director of [the] hospital [and that Ma] can’t come just like that into his
office” (56). Ma, although a white missionary, is identified in this scene as a subject marked for
class and thus finds herself identified with the poor and the downtrodden in Khaufpur. When she
raves about the Apokalis or chatters away to herself in the street, not only does Ma imbue herself
with dynamism but she also adds to the vibrant social life of Khaufpur.
Although moved by the tragedy visited upon Khaufpur, Elli, on the other hand, cannot
comprehend the spirit of cooperation and unity that exists among the people. Even as one finds
the trials and tribulations that her working-class parents went through in the US heart-wrenching,
Elli’s impatience, self-righteousness and condescending attitudes towards the poor annoy figures
like Animal and initially bar her from developing any deep emotional bonds with the survivors.
She saw in Khaufpur a destination that she could escape to when she became thoroughly
disillusioned with the pretentious white middle-class culture that she had been part of in the
USA. In her haste to see Khaufpur as “the real world” that she wanted to “touch,” Elli fetishizes
and romanticizes the place and banishes from her comprehension of the city, its social networks
and the collective values of the people that make Khaufpur a culturally rich and socially wellknit habitat (224). Ma is apt in capturing this lack in Elli: “It isn’t that the Khaufpuris refuse to
talk like humans, but babble like macaques and orioles, the real reason the Amrikan will come to
grief is because she has no way to reach their souls” (100).
So far as Elli is concerned, Animal’s People is a bildungsroman. Although Elli enters into
the city and the slums (and the narrative) as a foreign doctor who thinks her offer to help the
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survivors of the gas tragedy will and should be readily accepted by them, she does not remain
static in the narrative; she learns the values that Khaufpuris uphold in their lives and eventually
understands what it means to support and stand in solidarity with a community that is struggling
to re-build its social structures destroyed by neoliberalism: “She wants to give that boy back the
gift of walking upright” […] “She yearns to give back Somraj the gift of his voice” (220). The
language, the choice of the verb “yearn” in particular in these lines, brings out Elli’s inner
feelings towards the Khaufpuris in a poignant manner. Towards the end of the narrative, Elli
even agrees to re-unite with her husband, thinking it would help the people of Khaufpur get the
justice and relief that is their due.
Even though the traumatic lives of her working-class parents in the US and the harrowing
experiences of her father in the mines created in Elli the ability to empathize with those in the
grip of capitalist exploitation in other parts of the world, it is culture that initially functions as a
barrier between Elli and the Khaufpuris. When Elli confronts Somraj thinking that the latter is
responsible for the zero turn out in her clinic, Animal notes: “Such a brash approach to
discussion, it’s not the Khaufpuri way” (156). Yet, it is again culture in the form of music that
creates a bond between Elli and Somraj and leads to the slow integration of Elli into Khaufpur.
Music productively disrupts Elli’s cultural Otherness, enabling a connection first between Elli
and Animal and Elli and Somraj and, eventually, between Elli and other Khaufpuris. When the
text ends on a note of optimism, Elli, too, has found a place in the cosmopolitan landscape of the
text and Khaufpur.
From Music Wars to Musical Cosmopolitanism
Music, songs and chants occupy a central place in the theory and narrative of
cosmopolitan resistance that Indra Sinha weaves in Animal’s People. Like the religious rites and
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spiritual discourses that we come across in the novel, music forms a major part of the cultural arc
of the text within which the violence is made sense of and resistance to the neoliberal ideology is
charted. Not only do various genres of music pervade the venues of protest in Animal’s People
and enthuse and invigorate the protestors into demanding justice for the violence they suffered
under neoliberal globalization, but as Pablo Mukherjee notes, “north Indian classical music […]
occupies an important thematic and (albeit less vital) formal role in Sinha’s novel” (152). The
core of the alternative socio-political vision that the text signals has its parallels in the
philosophy of north Indian classical music that Somraj explains meticulously to Animal.
Mukherjee observes that “Somraj and his music embody [a] principle of unity through dualities
in aesthetic, social, political and environmental dimensions” (155). Somraj, an expert in north
Indian classical music who could sing beautifully till the toxic gas hit his windpipe, teaches
Animal that “the notes of the scale are all really one note, which is sa” and that music is
produced, when this note “is bent and twisted by this world” and emotions like “grief […], love,
[and] longing” (Sinha 249). According to this philosophy, at the heart of the heterogeneity
created by music is a foundational singularity. Animal compares the relationship between the
base note sa and the other notes of the scale to promises made by human beings, nature and nonhuman entities to one another which produce a socio-ecological collectivity that sustains the life
and labor necessary for the functioning of earth:
[I]t’s obvious how a world made of such music is also a world of promises by autorickshaws and blacksmiths, bees, rain and railway engines, for the squeaky bicycle of
Gangu who pedals round the Nutcracker selling milk would not be heard if he did not
keep his promise to be a milkman, there’d be no rattle of truck exhausts if the drivers and
their assistants who perch in the cabins with their feet out the windows weren’t all
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keeping their promises and doing their jobs, maybe there’s even some kind of music to be
had from potatoes and vultures, […]. (250)
In explaining the bonds that bind humans and non-humans through the analogy of the singularplurality that produces music, Animal re-writes social contract theories by giving a central place
to the figure of the non-human. This new social contract emphasizes the mutual links between
human beings and nature that neoliberal ideology tries to destroy in its haste to accumulate
profit. Nature and the non-human emerge as subjects in their own right and limit man’s claims to
sovereign authority over herself, human collectives and ecology. Music, as an element of the
ensemble of Khaufpuri culture presented in the novel, aids Animal in generating this new socioecological theory of coexistence as an oppositional force to neoliberal globalization which
accelerates environmental degradation and contributes to adverse climate change globally.
Even as Indra Sinha uses music as an important cultural medium to produce a political
theory of resistance and sociological and ecological coexistence, Animal’s People makes explicit
the incongruities in the ways in which people of different socio-economic backgrounds relate to
north Indian classical music. We see Animal not only as a smart disciple who quickly grasps the
nuances of the philosophical foundations of Indian music and an intelligent figure who is “adept
at extrapolating [their] social and material implications” (Mukherjee 156), but also as an astute
social commentator who is aware of the feudal-bourgeois facets of this musical tradition. He
underscores and acknowledges the prestige associated with north Indian classical music which is
explained in the classical text Natyashastram written by a sage called Kohala and the
commonplaceness of his favorite songs from Hindi films which are deemed “low performances
reserved for Chunaram’s chai shop” (48). In offering a sociological analysis of aesthetic taste as
described in Natyashastram, which Somraj mentions as “our earliest book on music” (48),
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Vinayak Purohit observes that the text expounds “the essence of rasa as the feudal epicurean’s
delight” (8). When Somraj, an upper-class Hindu musician, tries to explain the music emanating
from croaking frogs and other objects found in nature with the help of Natyashastram, Animal
responds, “Sir, I don’t understand,” exposing the class biases of the language in which the theory
of classical music and theory in general are couched and his position as a learner who belongs to
the indigent underclass. Although Pablo Mukherjee notes with optimism that the “social and
material expression of this Indian musical philosophy is best seen in the music’s capacity to
transcend communal, religious, linguistic and class-cultural divides,” the linguistic of the
philosophy of this music resides in the elite sphere of society and is not readily available to
underclass figures like Animal, except through education (154). One, then, wonders how this
philosophy, which is hardly accessible to working-class figures, could be argued as providing the
theoretical framework of the resistance that Animal and others of his social class try to build and
execute in the narrative or could function as a source of inspiration for their activism and
mobilizations.
It is important to note that north Indian classical music is not the only type of music that
we come across in Animal’s People. The Khaufpuri protesters use chants, laments and slogans
and create their own music of resistance and revolution in their polyglot voices. Spontaneously
generated by people coming from different socio-economic backgrounds including the poor and
the illiterate, this music shapes and contributes to the cosmopolitan, multilingual, internationalist
vision of working-class resistance that the text cherishes. When Khaufpuris celebrate the court’s
decision to take up the case against the Kampani during a picnic, Ma Franci and Zafar sing
popular French and Hindi songs which produce a carnival-like atmosphere. Ma, in her ravings,
sings “Quand j’etais chez mon pere,” a popular folk song originally sung by French sailors when
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they performed a ring dance. During a demonstration against the Chief Minister and the
Kampani, Khaufpuri protestors fervently sing Hillele Jhakjor Duniya, a protest song composed
by revolutionary Hindi poet Gorakh Pandey. This song, though written in Hindi, brings the
oppressed people of Asia, Africa and America to a common battleground and creates an
internationalist consciousness among the people at the venue:
ASIA, AFRIKA, AMRIKA SHAKE,
THRONES AND KINGS FALL DOWN, QUEENS’ CROWNS
SET WITH JEWEL STONES GO ROLLING IN THE DUST
WHEN THE PEOPLE WAKE (264)
Animal’s remark that the “kids in the bidonvilles learn this song in their mothers’ arms” shows
that the song is an integral part of the culture of protest that Khaufpuris value (264). The
popularity of this song among poor, working-class Khaufpuris and its potential to mobilize the
masses towards political action form a sharp contrast to the classical music that Somraj teaches
to his few disciples at his residence in a part of the city where the economically well-to-do
Khaufpuris reside. Yet, Animal expresses his sense of alienation whenever he listens to this
song: “[N]ever have I liked this song because it’s about marching upright and tall, towards
freedom” (264). Animal launches his critique of this revolutionary song that celebrates
internationalist solidarity from the perspective of a disabled figure who was driven out of
humanity by the forces of neoliberalism. The text thus reveals the cleavages that develop within
the working-class under neoliberal economic conditions. Animal urges us to be aware of the
limits to and limitations of the modalities of cultural resistance that are blind to the
heterogeneous subjectivities that constitute the working class. While highlighting the use of
culture in the community’s efforts to cope with violence, Animal’s People also reminds us of the
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inadequacies of popular culture to support figures like Animal who are located and locate
themselves outside the world of humans.
Animal underlines his distance from “proper music” in a conversation with Elli, even as
he says, “he is fond of raga Bhimpalashri,” one of the ragas in Indian classical music (94). As
someone who likes “filum tunes,” Animal says that he often sings the Hindi song “Tum Se
Achchha Kaun Hai?” from the 1965 film Jaanvar altering the opening line as “Mujh Se Achchha
Kaun Hai?” Jaanvar, in Hindi, means Animal. In rewriting the line “Oh, Who Is Better Than
You?” as “Oh, Who is Better Than I?” Animal re-configures popular culture in order to celebrate
his animality and Otherness from humanity. Animal’s liking for this song stems from his
resistance to humanist discourses that attempt to naturalize him as human and downplay the
impact of neoliberal ideology on humanity. He re-works culture in such a way that it becomes a
tool that aids in fashioning a new subjectivity and new voice that can channel his protest to the
wider world.
The rich doctor whom Elli meets when she first arrives in Khaufpur views the gas leak as
a “disaster [that] erased [Khaufpur’s] past” (152). But the past that he has in mind is the “high
cultural life” for which the city was known (152). Thus, there is a need for the novelist to reimagine culture differently and liberate it from elite circles that celebrate high culture without
being cognizant of its distance from the everyday life of the masses and the poor. Animal’s
People, even as it laments Somraj’s inability to sing post-disaster, presents Khaufpur as a
culturally-vibrant place. What makes post-disaster Khaufpur culturally rich at least in part is the
mass-based musical and religious traditions that animate the everyday life of the people and their
culture of protest.
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Animal sees in music a medium to build bridges between the different religious
communities of Khaufpur. But this solidarity is not restricted to acts of celebrating diversity. It
has a political goal for at its heart resides an anti-neoliberal politics. When Animal hears the
chants and laments for Imam Hussein, he observes that he is able to recognize in them “a music
that could […] comfort Isa miyan dying on the cross or go with Sri Rama into exile from
Ayodhya” (215). Animal’s imagination liberates music from the narrow confines of
cultural/religious singularities and infuses it with a multi-cultural spirit. Thus, the music and
songs sung by the characters associated with low life in the text produce their own subversive
cosmopolitanism in the novel and disrupt cultural sovereignty as singular. Animal is a special
character not just because he hears multiple voices in his head but also due to his ability to
translate across cultures and imagine a cosmopolitan political culture for Khaufpur and the
movement of resistance that is taking shape in the city. When he sees the Yar-yilaqi women clad
in black, he pictures Ma Franci among them “in her black nun’s dress [….] lamenting Sanjo and
the death of the world, with a grief as pure as [the] women mourning for their lost Imam” (220).
Religion and culture become fluid entities in Animal’s imagination, making Khaufpur a site of
cosmopolitanism and hybridity.
Elli’s expertise in western classical music adds to the musical heterogeneity of the text
and makes the cultural terrain of both Animal’s People and Khaufpur even more cosmopolitan.
Initially, Elli plays the piano loudly as a mark of protest, whenever Somraj plays his music or
gives music lessons to his students, making the latter feel nettled. She also assumes that Somraj
tried to “drown […] out” her music whenever she played the piano from across the street (198).
Somraj, in response, says “there was a certain beauty in the clashing of our musics,” turning
what Nisha earlier described as “music wars” into a gratifying sonic concord (199). When Elli
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teaches Animal the notes do, re, mi on the piano, the latter immediately comments on their
parallels in Indian classical music: “This is the same as our sa re ga” (171). Animal is also
thrilled to learn that the note re has the same sound in both musical traditions (172). Animal’s
astuteness in taking note of the commonality of the note re and the happiness that Elli shows
when Animal makes this observation point to the importance the text attaches to cultural
commonalities that cut across geographic boundaries in its framing of resistance. While
recognizing cultural differences, the text also inscribes cultural nodal points that connect
individuals and communities in prominent ways.
Even as it celebrates the local culture of the people and the various rituals and arts that
they partake in, Animal’s People simultaneously looks outwards in envisioning its opposition to
neoliberal globalization. When Zafar fasts, he tells Animal that he is not the only one who is
struggling against formidable socio-economic forces and reminds Animal of other fighters like
him in places like Mexico City, Hanoi, Manila, Halabaja, Minamata, Seveso, Sao Paulo and
Toulouse (296). Some of these locations are in countries that we regard today as the developed
world. But what is common to all of them is that the people in these locations were exposed to
harmful chemicals by powerful companies and imperialist states. Even as Animal’s People
presents Khaufpur as a city with a unique culture and a specific history, the text is aware of the
political importance of making it clear to the reader that Khaufpur shares its history of neoliberal
violence and the trauma it caused to its populace with other locations in the global north and
global south. The local and global solidarities that we see in the text make Khaufpur’s resistance
to neoliberal violence locally grounded and internationalist in spirit in both cultural and political
terms. This anti-neoliberal internationalist discourse in the text takes the kaleidoscopic culture of
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Khaufpur seriously and unfurls it in such a way that one observes a multicultural globality within
and between its overlapping and intersecting layers.
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Conclusion
Postcolonial Coexistence: History and Resistance
“To categorize some people as indigenous and others as alien, to argue about the identity of the
first inhabitants of the subcontinent, and to try and sort out these categories for the remote past,
is to attempt the impossible. It is precisely in the intermixture of peoples and ideas that the
genesis of cultures is to be found.”
Romila Thapar, Early India: From the Origins to AD 1300 (xxiv)
On the Easter Sunday of 2019, Christian places of worship and hotels came under terror
attacks in Sri Lanka allegedly by groups linked to or inspired by the Islamic State. The crisis that
has been unfolding in the country since then, mainly the rise of anti-Muslim rhetoric and
violence by Buddhist nationalists, and to some extent Hindu chauvinistic groups in the northern
and eastern regions, has animated the discussions on what coexistence and pluralism mean to the
minority and marginalized communities who inhabit the island today. The Easter attacks, the
unresolved national question and the challenges the Muslims and Tamils who were displaced
during the war face when they try to return to their homes place coexistence at the center of our
conversations. In addition to their significance to the political future of the island and its
communities, these moments and incidents illuminate in crucial ways postcolonial theory and the
frameworks central to postcolonial studies. As argued in the preceding sections of this
dissertation, the frameworks of sovereignty, self-determination, homelands and ethno-nations
hinging on origins, foundations and cultural essence are of limited use in thinking about
coexistence in many parts of the formerly colonized world including Sri Lanka. Unsurprisingly,
these frameworks are put to use by chauvinists and majoritarian forces during the ongoing antiMuslim campaigns especially when they make claims such as “Sri Lanka is a Sinhala-Buddhist
nation” and “the North and east belong to Tamil-Hindus.” The very concepts that anti-colonial
nationalisms invoked as a way of disrupting the hegemonies of imperialism unsettle
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postcoloniality today as a site where ethno-nationalisms and neoliberalism inscribe their
authority through physical and epistemological violence.
The long history of violence that Sri Lanka has faced and the ways in which it is
presented and re-presented urge us to unpack notions such as postcoloniality, decolonization,
nation and narration from the point of view of the minorities or communities that are excluded by
discourses pivoting around homelands and hegemonic nationalist imagination. The violence
coming from communities that form the majority population in different parts of Sri Lanka
behooves us to examine the role of regional and sub-national majoritarianisms in the processes of
cultural othering. The anti-Muslim propaganda unleashed in areas where Tamils and Hindus
form the majority population underlines the importance of nurturing a political culture that
values pluralism not just at the national level but also in the peripheries and regions that make up
Sri Lanka. Immediately after the Easter attacks, in Jaffna, some religious leaders, social activists,
educationists and feminists from the Muslim. Hindu and Christian communities got together and
formed a platform called the Jaffna People’s Forum for Coexistence. The work the Forum has
done so far to promote solidarity between the Muslims and Tamils in the region suggests that
such platforms are necessary to challenge majoritarian actors who deploy cultural nationalism to
attain their narrow goals. 85 In the east, women’s groups comprising Muslims and Tamils quickly
mobilized themselves to challenge the ethno-nationalist forces involved in divisive politics in
their region. The questions about pluralism, coexistence, self-determination, homelands, origins
and culture that Aiyathurai Santhan, Somachandre Wijesuriya, Channa Wickremesekera,
UTHR(J) activists, the Muslim and Tamil women who co-authored “Salt, sand, and water,” and

See Ahilan Kadirgamar’s piece “Co-existence” at http://www.dailymirror.lk/opinion/Co-existence/172-170272 for
the context in which the Jaffna People’s Forum for Coexistence was formed and does its work.
85
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poets like V. I. S. Jayapalan and A. G. M. Sadakka raise and their attempts to theorize social
inter-dependence and inter-ethnic solidarity, through an imagination that eschews exclusivist
territorialization of ethnic and religious identities, have so much resonance to the kinds of social
movements that Sri Lanka is in need of now. In their narratives and writings, one observes a
resistant or oppositional consciousness that calls into question the ideology and actions of
divisive nationalists who partition territories in the name of culture, religion and language.
Most of the literary texts discussed in this dissertation grapple with the question of
coexistence by foregrounding the experiences of regional minorities, those who live outside their
homelands, populations settled by the state with chauvinistic intentions, migrant workers and
their descendants. Differing from the multiculturalism observed in elite, urban, neoliberal
domains, peripheral pluralism plays a key role making subaltern resistance robust and inclusive.
Peripheral pluralism and building social relations that cut across cultural and religious
boundaries become even more important at a time neoliberal, neocolonial forces, with the aid of
the postcolonial state, try to create divisions among people in order to advance their agendas.
The importance given by Animal’s People to the place of culture in the anti-neoliberal resistance
tells us why reducing neoliberalism in a homogenizing fashion to an economic system makes
little sense in contemporary South Asia. What emerges from my readings of the literary works
that revolve around South Asian communities and their diasporic counterparts is that coexistence
should be seen as a state or experience that unfolds continuously as the currents of history travel
past signboards like precolonial, colonial, anti-colonial, post-colonial, national and transnational
that we have constructed for our convenience in trying to understand socio-political change.
Coexistence is not only a crucial condition of postcoloniality but also an uneasy, messy
and ambivalent process. The writings that the first chapter dwells upon celebrate coexistence and
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pluralism. But the celebration lies in the spirit and voice of the narrative rather than the plot.
Both Wijesuriya and Santhan pay attention to the complex challenges that people and
communities that share territories with one another encounter in negotiating their relationship to
the state and dominant nationalisms. Their search for coexistence is disrupted by nationalist
preoccupation with origins, how long one’s ancestors have lived in a given land, culturalist and
even leftist desires to recover a pristine past that is, for the most part, a construct, and the
alienation peripheral communities face due to ethnic violence and assaults against laboring
populations. Most writings analyzed in Chapter II demonstrate why ethnic self-determination in
the northern and eastern regions of Sri Lanka, which fuels identitarianism and compartmentalizes
people into nations, majorities and minorities, is inadequate in imagining inclusive coexistence in
the peripheries of the postcolony, despite nationalists’ attempts to tout it as liberationist. We
should, however, bear in mind that coexistence as a condition or problematic is not typical to the
postcolony. As Wickremesekera’s novellas discussed in third chapter suggest, cultural and
economic unevenness is experienced at the transnational level in many geographies within the
global north too where neoliberalism and white supremacy go hand in hand. Taking into
consideration the socio-economic asymmetries that characterize the global north is an important
step in broadening our alliances against racism, xenophobia and neoliberalism.
Coexistence, as many of the narratives I read here suggest, is a struggle and a challenge.
The third chapter locates this challenge in the transnational space of Australia where the Tamil
and Sinhala communities, haunted by the imaginaries of nationalism emerging from their
homelands, engage in nationalist violence. One crucial way in which the narrative of Sri Lankan
coexistence is complicated in this chapter is the interactions that involve white Australian,
Malaysian and Russian-origin characters. The new cultural scenarios that arrange the
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transnational social scene of Melbourne make coexistence an experience fraught with challenges
pertaining to domestic or familial spaces too. Age, sexuality and generational differences are
crucial in the dynamics of coexistence given prominence in Wickremesekera’s novellas. These
factors de-center our focus on coexistence from ethnicity and race and urge us to understand the
ways in which coexistence is complicated, disrupted and re-articulated due to intersections
between ethnicity and class, race and sexuality and nation and neoliberalism.
Not everybody who carries the placard of coexistence does so in the name of justice or
liberation. Eulogizing and romanticizing coexistence as a panacea without unpacking its
complicity in liberal multi-culturalist, capitalist and neoliberal projects is a dangerous exercise.
Exploiting the existing cultural divisions and invoking slogans of inclusion and diversity are two
important ways in which neoliberalism roots itself. Coexistence has also been reduced to a
management strategy that aids the capitalist classes to circumvent resistance coming from
communities facing dispossession and violence. Cultural ambivalence and liminality can easily
find a place for themselves in neoliberal projects, for dismantling borders so as to ease the
movement of capital is a neoliberal desire. On the other hand, neoliberalism tightens cultural,
linguistic and religious boundaries in working-class spaces with a view to eliminating solidarities
and alliances that have the potential to challenge its hegemonies.
The question of coexistence with respect to neoliberalism can be vexing sometimes due
to these antinomies. Indra Sinha’s Animal’s People engages with this question in a serious and
nuanced way. For Sinha, cultural coexistence is essential for challenging neoliberal forces and
the elitist character of the postcolonial state. In his attempts to re-envision resistance, cultural
diversity and cultural translation occupy a central place. Even as the communities figuring in
Sinha’s novel resist and participate in protests, they translate one another’s cultures and take on
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the identity of each other in moves that go against the prescriptions of postcolonial nationalisms.
Sinha’s decision to marry anti-neoliberal resistance with cultural fluidity challenges both cultural
parochialism and left-wing nationalisms that couple their anti-imperial positions with cultural
particularities at the expense of minorities, migrants and women, and neoliberal attempts to coopt pluralism for the gains of the rich and the capitalist classes. Sinha suggests that pluralism and
coexistence are meaningless outside the realms of action and resistance against national and
transnational powers. In other words, being together can only be understood as acting together
and resisting together.
There are traces of violence, exclusion and genocide in the cultural architectures created
by colonialism and later anti-colonial and postcolonial nationalisms in Sri Lanka. New
languages, new rituals and new populations have been added to the cultural body of the island’s
territory since pre-colonial times. The power of those who introduced them to the island was so
colossal that we could not resist the changes successfully. The island’s ecology and economy
have taken new forms. For more than two hundred years, we have lived with some of these
phenomena, altered them and allowed ourselves to be altered by them. The borders that separate
the new from the old, the insider from the outsider, shift continuously. We continue to debate the
identities, memories and aspirations of the ‘we’ that constitute and disrupt the postcolonial
nation. We cannot settle for fixed answers to these questions because resistance is historical.
Postcolonial coexistence and resistance in contemporary Sri Lanka relies on political action
stemming from the multifaceted critiques of the nation, nation-state and neoliberalism made by
its polity today.
A long-view of history, collapsing the temporalities of the pre-colonial, the post-colonial
and the trans-national, conjures up the island of Sri Lanka as an ever-changing, liminal,
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ambivalent territory where cultures reside side by side and in an overlapping manner,
simultaneously with complex inner variations resulting from the heterogeneities of class, caste,
gender and sexuality.86 This is why postcoloniality cannot be framed as a simple, straightforward
return to the past or as an operation aiming to recuperate what disappeared in its originary form
due to colonial and nationalist violence, or as a process of dismantling entirely what the
European presence and we and our own nationalisms have created in our territories. In the case
of Sri Lanka and many other former colonies, a radical postcoloniality is found primarily in our
ability to live with and act in resistance amidst pluralities, contradictions, loss, shifts, fluctuations
and liminality. Radical postcoloniality is hard to theorize but it is palpable in resistant writings
like the ones discussed in this work and in protest venues where women, members of the LGBT
community, plantation workers, those dispossessed of their land because of militarization and
corporatization, and sometimes students from diverse cultural, religious, ethnic backgrounds
raise their voice in a polyphonic manner against racism, neoliberalism and totalitarianism and
demand justice for themselves and others.

86

Peter Hitchcock’s (2009) work on the ‘long space’ helps me arrive at this framing.
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